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Reference : F-2021-02322

Dear Requester :

Central Intelligence Agency

INTELLIGENCE

Washington, D.C. 20505

This letter is a final response to your 2 September 2021 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA )

request for:

1. A copy of records describing records holdings at the CIA of the World War Two

era wartime work diaries of German physicist Walther Gerlach , which had been

held by the OSS and then the CIA .

2. A copy of the wartime work diaries of German physicist Walther Gerlach , which

had been held by the OSS and then the CIA .

We processed your request in accordance with the FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552 , as amended , and the

CIA Information Act , 50 U.S.C. § 3141 , as amended) .

With regard to Item 1 , we completed a thorough search for records responsive to your request

and located the enclosed two documents . Please be advised that we conducted a thorough and

diligent search in an effort to locate full text versions of these documents but unfortunately were

unsuccessful . Although our searches were reasonably calculated to locate the relevant

documents , and it is highly unlikely that repeating those searches would change the result, you

nevertheless have the legal right to appeal the finding of no full -text versions of the documents

responsive to your request . Therefore, we are enclosing the copies of the documents as

previously reviewed .

With regard to Item 2 , our processing included a search for records that would reveal a publicly

acknowledged Agency association with the subject of your request existing up to and including

the date the Agency started its search . We located no responsive documents .

Has To the extent that your request also seeks records , if any exist, that would reveal an

unacknowledged or classified association with the subject of your request , we can neither

confirm nor deny the existence or nonexistence of such records . The admission of existence or

nonexistence of such records is a fact that is exempt under FOIA . You may consider this finding

a denial of this portion of your request pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b) ( 1 ) and (b) (3) .

Exemption (b)(3) pertains to information exempt from disclosure by statute . In this case , the

relevant statutes are Section 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 , 50 U.S.C. § 3507 ,



as amended, and Section 102A(i) (1) of the National Security Act of 1947 , 50 U.S.C. 3024(i)( 1),

as amended.

As the CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator , I am the CIA official responsible for this

determination. You have the right to appeal this response to the Agency Release Panel, in my

care, within 90 days from the date of this letter. Please explain the basis for your appeal .

Please be advised that you may also seek dispute-resolution services from the CIA FOIA Public

Liaison or from the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) of the National Archives

and Records Administration . OGIS offers mediation services to help resolve disputes between

FOIA requesters and Federal agencies .

To contact CIA directly with questions or to

appeal the CIA's response to the Agency

Release Panel:

Information and Privacy Coordinator

Central Intelligence Agency

Washington , DC 20505

TEL : (703) 613-1287

FAX: (703) 613-3007 (Fax)

Sincerely,

AndICapt

Anthony J. Capitos

Information and Privacy Coordinator

Enclosures

To contact the Office of Government

Information Services (OGIS) for mediation

or with questions:

Office of Government Information Services

National Archives and Records Administration

8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS

College Park, MD 20740-6001

TEL: (202) 741-5770

FAX: (202) 741-5769 (Fax)/ogis@nara.gov



The Black Vault
The Black Vault is the largest online Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
document clearinghouse in the world.  The research efforts here are
responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages

released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com

This document is made available through the declassification efforts 
and research of John Greenewald, Jr., creator of: 

http://www.theblackvault.com
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MEMORANDUM TO Captain Bosquet X. Wey, UBN, Joint Intelligence Objectiven
Agency, Room 20267 , Pentagon , Washington 25, D. .

Subject : Prof. (Dr. ) Walther Gerlach

1. I have been approached by a British Liaison officer
ment on a request by Prof. Gerlach to move from the British to the 7, 8,Zone of Germany, I have stated that while I had no objection to Gariashreturn to Mmish I could not speak for the United States Government. 3
further suggested that the subject be handled by authorities in the Britis
Sone of Germany with the corresponding U. &. officials in the American

10 December 1947

2. I pass the above to you for your information, togetherthe following remarks regarding derlash of which we are ivaré,

A. He was departy for muslear physies directly responsibileto Hermann Goering in the latter days of the war and when the easestop-ranking German nuclear physielats were finally disposed of someafter the capitulation of Germany, he was settled at the University ofBonn in the British Zone ,

It is understood that Gerlach has never been happy at Banand has asked permission to go to Mmich, his old home, permanently.used to be professor of physies at the University of Humich.

Technically, Gerlach is considered a competent scientistby both T. S. and British consultants - one of the better man among theGerman personnel,

FILA DIST
888.7

KLACH, Prof. (Dr. ) Walther
Central Intell . Agency

gbasz.
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

2430 E STREET NW. 13 D

WASHINGTON 25 , D.
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MEMORANDUM TO Captain Bosquet N. Wev , USN , JIOA , 20267 , Pentagon

Subjects Intelligence Value of German Scientists in the Atomic

Energy Field.

·1

1. With reference to discussions between

CIA and Colonel Rosamus of JIOA, it is believed a clarification

of the U. S. position on
German scientific per

sonnel in the field of atomic energy is in order .

2. Beretofore the emphasis in dealing with German scientific

personnel has been on denial of their talents to potential enemies

and exploitation of their talents by the U. S. or friendly powers.

Other considerations which exist may now be of greater importance

than the previous objectives, These considerations are ( 1) that

of their educational value to Germany and , (2) that of their

It is believed that the consensus
positive intelligence value.

now is that these Germans could be of little assistance to the

U. S. in the field of atomic energy though they might , within a

certain range of possibilities , contribute materially to a foreign

program. But even in the latter case , they could not advance

Also , from
such a program beyond a certain minimum time limit .

a political and economic standpoint they could , it seems , be of

great value to the U. S. in its long-range objective of building

up a self-sufficient Germany. Consequently I would recommend

that more emphasis be placed upon then primarily as potential

CRET
834021-2
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CODE

sources of positive intelligence and in reconstitution of German

science and economy,
1.3(@) (41)

If this course is adopted the question of restraint

becomes subordinated , and attractiveness of a possible foreign

contract largely disappears.

3. Considering only the field of atomic energy and limiting

the number of individuals to the minimm to reduce the work load

and enhance security , the attached list is submitted . The indi

viduals named appear to be the best intelligence leads for a

combination of reasons : political tendencies , age , scientific

ability , degree in which they will attract friends , correspondence ,

etc. It will be noted that a number of the individuals were not

included in the JIOA Objective List , Revision II , of 8 October 1947.

Also, a few individuals of the group which was collected during

and immediately after the collapse of Germany are not included.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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WALTER C. FORD

CAPTAIN , USN

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROU .

SUBJECT : Siegfried Flügge

2430 E STREET NW.

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

THIS DOCUM COACH
NO. 2 Cit 6 SERIES A

KEMORANDON TO Captain Bosquet N. Nev , USE , Joint Intelligence ObjectiveAgency , Reea 20270 , Pentagen , Washington , D. C.

1. confirming telephone conversation with you and Lt. Colonel .Walter J. Rosam , I have no derogatory information on the subject orany evidence indicating spesifie unreliability.

Lt. Gen. Lewis R. Brereton , XLC
Naj. Gen. Leslie Groves , AFSNP

2. As noted in our previous discussions the reliability ofGerman scientifio people as a class is always a matter of doubt , butresponsibility for decision regarding security is outside my province.

FILE DIOT:

383.7 PLUGGB, Siegried
L-808.7 #Coppe Central Intell . Agency

29 August 1947

SECRET
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INFORMATION REPORT 2 July 1917

SUBJECT Return of German Scientists to Russian Zone ; Prof. Scheuer (CIA)

Professor Scheuer , leading German vitamin research specialist originally from
Jena University , was evacuated with his assistants by U.S. forces in 1945 .
Before his evacuation he was promised an institute , apartment , food , literature ,
and favorable research conditions in the U.S. Zone . Upon arriving in the U.S.
Zone he was held in a camp in uerttembere for about 13 years . It was reported
that the food he received wes bad , literature and any other aid was simply not
forthcoming . It is understood that Professor Scheuer wes e member of NSDAP .
Later Frofessor Scheuer was moved to Goettingen where he had 9 sq . meters of
living and working space with his wife and two children , but otherwise no
improvement in his situation .

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Several weeks ago information was received that Professor Scheuer planned to
return to the Russian Zone . This information is now confirmed . Professor
Scheuer has moved to Rehbruecke in Potsdam with all his assistants . He has
there received a complete institute , with all material necessary , including
all the furniture he wants , and more than adequate living quarters . It is
reported that the institate , with 20. assistants , is beginning to work very well .
Professor Scheuer has now taken up_contact with former colleagues of his in
Stuttgart , who suffered from the same difficulties and who will probably now.
join him. The Russians have bent over backward to fill any and all of Professor
Scheuer's needs . Glass , for instance , which apparently he needed -in- considerable
amount in the beginning , has been made available at once.

Frofessor Scheuer is still not pro -Russian but he feels that at his time of
life he cannot afford to sit idle for so many years and it is more important .
that he work , rather than for whom he works .

1,3(*
114.

C_

apporme

(Washington Corment : Facts similar to the above are beginning to be very well
known in Berlin scientific circles . As discussed between German scientists ,
the general comment isnade that the Western Powers are much nicer but actually
are still following a strong tendency not to let research grow too important
in Germany . In spite of being informed repeatedly what the Western Powers have
done for the reestablishment of German research , German scientists feel that
individual scientists are still unable to obtain decent living quarters, decent
research space , or enough help in the way of foreign publications and other
necessary material . Such things as the reestablishment of the Max Planck
Society are appreciated but do not solve the questions just mentioned . More
positive steps to aid individual scientists will be necessary if the entire
group of highly intellectual Germans are to remain as favorably disposed to
the U.S. as seems desirable .

The case mentioned in the report is not the first instance in which this
sort of thing has happened , but is of enough significance and importance to
be brought to the attention of appropriate authorities in Washington . It
may be recalled that a great number of scientists were taken out of the State
of Thuringia and Saxony-Anhalt at the time this territory was turned over to
the Russian forces . These scientists have been in the West ever since , but

no great attention was given to their employment , feeding and housing. They

Approved for Release

Date NY 1985
SBORUT 83 = 021-75
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are included on the denial list but the whole policy towards them has been
negative , rather than positive , in caring for them and seeing that they are
fully occupied . Added to this list are some 200 top scientists in the AmericanZone which are included under the denial list recently published by the War
Department . Although all these scientists can be included in the categorywhich would make it undesirable for them to work for the Russians , there is
nothing to stop them from crossing the zonal boundary and accepting Russian
employment as happened in the case of Professor Scheyer . )

FILE DIST :

33.7 Central intelligence Agency

SECRET

-2
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SUBJECT :

REFERENCE :
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Se

20 May 1948

Joint Intelligence Group

Joint Staff , Room 2E 283 , The Pentagon

Washington 25, D.C.

Attn : CIA Liaison

1. The inclosures are forwarded , herewith in partial

completion of reference b .

Transaittal of Intelligence Material

CIA Requirement Directive No. 3880

Your request dated 29 March 1948

2, Inclosure No. 1 indicates the last reported scientific
The

occupation of the individuals concerned in clear text .

remaining significant information is set up in machine codes ,

the keys to which are included in enclosure 2 as follows :

Education (Tab A. encl No. 2)

Function (Tab B , encl No. 2)

Geographical Locations ( Tab C. encl No. 2)

Incla. (2)

These are
3. It is pointed out that a number of individuals are

shown simply as " scientist " or "Occupation unknown " .

persons of scientific training or occupation who have been

but for whom no additionalidentified

data has been received.

Approved 186 1985
Release

Date

This
4. CIA is engaged in preparing additional biographical data

on all persons in the list for whom additional facts exist .

This material will be forwarded as soon as it has been processed

and edited .

FOR THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION

OPA

CHARLES RALPH NEWTON

Special Assistant :

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

2430 E STREET N.V.

WASHINGTON 25 , D.C.

RECEIPT IS ACKNOWLEDGED OF #HIHNI . SECRET . ININNINEDOCUMENT FROM THE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP . BEARING THE IDENTIFYING NUMBER

DATED 20 May 48
Inol . 1

Inol . 2

Col. Halvereen , 03C

Boom 28-283

PLEASE RETURN THIS RECEIPT

IMMEDIATELY TO :

ABBREVIATED SUBJECT Transgittal of Intell . Material
(Pt.Intoll.

WITH 2

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

2430 E STREET N.W.

WASHINGTON 25 D.C.
OYUNCIONtoto returned to Col.

Balverson

TIME

-

SIGNATURE

Approved for ReleaseDate NOV 1985

POSITION

DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY

•Aumerant inss - Sl.Holversen Futuro 1940gegFORM NO .
FEB 1047 38-15
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SUBJECT :

REFERENCE:
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SECRET

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency
Joint Chiefs of Staff

Encl : 1

WASHINGTON 25 , D. C.

lit

1. Transmitted herewith in response to request contained in

reference , above , is a summary of the information reported to this

Agency on the following named individuals :

FIEDLER, Willy A.

LUSSER, Robert

WEINBLIM , Dr. Paul G.

LAVES , Dr. Fritz

2. CIA has no record of Reina WASSHAUSEN.

Request for Information Concerning German Specialists

Memorandum from Director , JIOA, dated 29 April 1948 ,

subject as above

25 May 1948

ZennethR.Addicott:

KENNETH K. ADDICOTT.

Executive Assistant Director
Office of Collection and Dissemination .

surgiru 14.95 29 ARuf 1948 I CIA

FILE DIST :

383.7 Central Intelligence Agency

383.7 Escape Clause

SECRET
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SECRET

IOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE REGISTER

FIEDLAR , Willy A.

Dipl . Ing. Willy Fiedler lives in Natern , Wuerttemberg. In

May 1945 he spent three weeks in Paris in American detention . His

family at Waldsee , Lake Constance , was visited and questioned by
Franch troops in his absence . Fiedler has since gone into business
for himself . He does not desire to work for the French because he

dislikes their political aims and anticipates American intervention
in the French airplane construction program .

Fiedler claims that Dipl . Ing . Lusser , Friesing, Post Nussdorf,
bei Rosenheim , Bavaria , is the inventor of the V-1.

1AC Agency, Washington , D. C. 16 February 1946

LUSSER, Robert

According to Dipl . Ing. Willy A. Fiedler (see above ) -Lusser is

the inventor of the V-1 . Lusser is reported living with this family
at Friesing, Post Nussdorf , bei Rosenheim , Bavaria . None of the
Allies has made any effort to contact him.

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. 16 February 1946

Dipl . Ing. Lusser of Messerschmitt , working on V- 1 in the French

Development of an improved steering device for V- 1's , par

ticularly to give greater accuracy of steering to the types constructed
by Dipl. Ing. Lusser , which reach 950 Km/h ( 590 mph ) , one of the jobs
assigned to a French plant to be developed by Dipl . Ing. Jarsen ...

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. 17 July 1946

WEINBLUM , Dr. Paul G.

Specialist in construction of ships , ahip propulsion , marine
engineering.

IAC Agency, Washington , C. D. 24 June 1946

Zone .

LAVES, Dr. Fritz

Prof. of Chemistry.; X- ray crystallography : publications in
scientific journals . Wife , 2 daughters , age 42. Author

"Atomabstande in Kristallen " , Naturwissenschaften 1937.
IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. 24 June 1946.

Left Marburg to accept a professorship at Univ . of Munisch ,
September 1946.

German Fress Report

SECRET

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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REFERENCE:
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KIMORANDON POR : Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Imal: 1

25May 1948

Request for Information Concerning German Specialists

Memorandon from Director, JIOA, dated 29 April 1948,

subject as above

1. Trassaitled berevith in response to request contained in

reference, abere, is a summary of the information reported to this

Agency on the following somed individuals:

MELE, Villy A.

LUSSER, Robert

MELIRUUN, Dr. Faal .

LATES, Dr. Mrits

2. CIA bas no record of Beine VASSHAUSEN.

AEZAETH K. ALDICOPT

Executive Assistant Director

Office of Collection and Dissemination

FILE DIST

383.7 Central Intelligence Agency

303.7 Beoape Clause

SECRET
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FIEDLER , Willy A.

Dipl . Ing. Villy Fiedler lives in Kabern , Wuerttemberg. In

May 1945 he spent three weeks in Faris in American detention . Bis

faaily at Waldsee , Lake Constance, was visites and questioned by

French troops in his bemoe . Fiedler has since gone into business

for himself. He does not desire to work for the French because he

dislikes their political aims and anticipates American intervention

to the French airplane construction progrell.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

LOSSER , Robert

3100RAPHIC INTELLIGENCE REGISTER

Hedler alains that Dipl. Ing. Lasser , Friesing, Fost Jussdorf,

bei Rosenbeis , Bavaria , is the inventor of the Y-1.

LAC Agency, Washington, D. C. 16 February 1946

LAVES, Dr. Frits

According to Dipl . Ing. Villy A. Fiedler ( ses above) Lasser le

the inventor of the f-1 . Lasser is reported living with this family

at Friesing, Fest Basedorf, bei Rosenbein , Bavaria. Hone of the

Allies has made any effort to contact him.

TAC Agency, Washington , D. C. 16 February 1946

Dipl. Ing. Lasser of Xesserecht , working on T-1 in the French

Zone.

Development of an improved steering device for V-1's, par

ticularly to dive greater accuracy of steering to the types constructed

by Dipl . Ing. Lusser, which reach 950 Km/h ( 550 mph) , one of the jobs

assigned to a French plant to be developed by Dipl . Ing. Jarsen .

LAC Agrogy, Washington, D. C. 17 July 1986

VEIKALIN , Dr. Feal .

Specialist in construction of ships , ship propulsion , marine

engineering.

LAC Agency, Washington, C. D. 24 June 1946

Prof. of Chemistry,; 1-ray crystallography : publications in

scientific journals . Vife, 2 daughters , age 42. Author

Atomabatande ia Kristallen' , Laturvissenschaften 1937.

TAC Agency, Vashington, D. C. 24 June 1946

Left Marburg to accept a professorship at Univ. of Manisch,

September 1946.

German Prese Repart

SEERET 834021-154
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Nurnberg

CLASSI. ATION

Germany/Europe

Biography
I G Farben Executives
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CENTRAL INT AGENCY

INFORMATION REPORT

D.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSEOF THE UNITED STATES WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE ESPIORACE ACT SOUS C 31 AND 32 AS AMENDED . ITS TRANSMISSION OR THE REVELATIONOF ITS CONTENTS IN ART WARNER TO AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IS PROMIBITED BY LAW REPRODUCTION OF THIS FORM IS PROHIBITED

SOURCE
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NOT
RELIABLE

Jul 47 to Aug 48
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1949

AF57963/
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THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSEOF THE UNITED STATES WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE ESPIONAGE ALT SOUSC 31 AND 32 AS AMENDED . ITS TRANSMISSION OR THE REVELATIONOF ITS CONTENTS IN ANT MANNER TO AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IS PRONIBITED BY LAW REPRODUCTION OF THIS FORM IS PROHIBITED

SOURCE

NAVY

AIR

33 0558 TV
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4. 5 .

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

it would have been impossible for Hitler to have waged
any successful aggressive warfare without the active and willing
assistance and collaboration of the ranking executives of IG
Farben .

834021-239

Til:-24 Mit-sz
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each one not only possesses

a wealth of war potential information , but is acquainted with all

the other important European scientists who possess a like knowl

edge . This list is as follows :

57963

(a) Carl Krauch , Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Directors

of I G Farben and General Plenipotentiary for Chemical Pro

duction on Goering's staff . One of the top industrial scien

tists of Germany .
Mem

ber of the Managing Board of Directors and of the central

Committee ; Chief , Division 1 ; Chief , Liaison Office W ; Member ,

NSDAP , NSFK , and German Labor Front ; Military Economy Leader ;

Holder of Knight's Cross of the War Merit Cross ; Member , Ad

visory Council , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Chief , Reich

Office for Economic Development ; Chief , Research and Develop

ment Department , Office for German Raw Materials and Synthetics ,

Four Year Plan ; Member , German Academy for Aviation Research ;

Senator , Kaiser Wilhelm Society ; Honorary Member , Association

of German Chemists ; Member , Directorate , Reich Research Council ;

and chairman , deputy chairman and/or board member of other

industrial firms , combines , and enterprises , within Germany.

and the occupied countries

(b) Hermann Schmitz , Chairman of the I G Farben Managing Board of

Directors ..

1.3(@)
(4)

Chairman of the Central Committee ; Member , Reich

stag; Military Economy Leader ; Member , Goering Committee of

Experts on Raw Materials Questions ; Member , Select Advisory

Council , Reich Group Industry ; Member , Board of Directors ,

Bank of International Settlements , Basie ; Chairman , Currency

Committee , Reichsbank ; Member , Academy for German Law ; Mem

ber , Committee for Corporate Law ; Chairman , Board of Directors ,

House of German Art ; and chairman , deputy chairman and/or

board member of other industrial firms , combines , and enter

prises, within Germany and the occupied countries and else

where.7

Georg von Schnitzler , Chief of the Commercial Committee of

the Managing Board of Directors.
Member of the

Central Committee ; Chier Sales Combine Dyestuffs ; Chief ,
Trastuffs Committee ;

Sales CombApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107861P Captain . AI
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each one not only possesses

a wealth of war potential information , but is acquainted with all

the other important European scientists who possess a like knowl

edge . This list is as follows :

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

(a) Carl Krauch , Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Directors

of I G Farben and General Plenipotentiary for Chemical Pro

duction on Goering's staff. One of the top industrial scien

tists of Germany .

S

(b) Hermann Schmitz , Chairman of the I G Farben Managing Board of

Directors .

1,3(Q)
(4)

Drop

Mem

ber of the Managing Board of Directors and of the central

Committee ; Chief , Division 1 ; Chief , Liaison Office W ; Member ,

NSDAP , NSFK , and German Labor Front ; Military Economy Leader ;

Holder of Knight's Cross of the War Merit Cross ; Member , Ad

visory Council , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Chief , Reich

Office for Economic Development ; Chief , Research and Develop=

ment Department , Office for German Raw Materials and Synthetics ,

Four Year Plan ; Member , German Academy for Aviation Research ;

Senator , Kaiser Wilhelm Society ; Honorary Member , Association

of German Chemists ; Member , Directorate , Reich Résearch Council ;

and chairman , deputy chairman and/or board member of other

industrial firms , combines , and enterprises , within Germany

and the occupied countries,

(c ) Georg von Schnitzler , Chief of the Commercial Committee of

the Managing Board of Directors.

1.3()
(4)

Chairman of the Central Committee ; Member , Reich

stag; Military Economy Leader ; Member , Goering Committee of

Experts on Raw Materials Questions ; Member , Select Advisory

Council , Reich Group Industry ; Member , Board of Directors ,

Bank of International Settlements , Basle ; Chairman , Currency

Committee , Reichsbank ; Member , Academy for German Law ; Mem

ber , Committee for Corporate Law ; Chairman , Board of Directors ,

House of German Art ; and chairman , deputy chairman and/or

board member of other industrial firms , combines , and enter

prises within Germany and the occupied countries and else

where

Member of the

central committee ; Chief Sales Combine Dyestuffs ; Chief ,

Sales Combine Chemicals ; Chairman , Dyestuffs Committee ;

Chairman , Chemicals Committee ; Member , NSDAP, Captain , SAI

Member , German Labor Front ; Member , NSKK ; Military Economy

Leader ; Member , Greater Advisory Council , Reich Group

Industry; Chairman , Permanent Committee for Exhibitions and

8340
21-240
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(d ) Fritz Gajewski , Plant Leader of Wolfen Film Plant and Manager
of "AGFA" Plants located at Wolfen Filmfabrik , Berlin - Lichten
berg , Premnitz , Landsberg , Munich-Camerawerk , Bobingen , Rott
weil , 1931-1945 , which produced photographic materials , arti
ficial silk, synthetic fibers , cellulose wool , cellulose , all
kinds of cellulose products and ozalid ,

Member of the Managing Board
of Directors and of the Central Committee ; Chief , Division 3 ;
Deputy Chairman , Technical Committee ; Member , NSDAP ; Member ,
German Labor Front ; Member , National Socialist Bund of German
Technicians ; Member , Reich Air Raid Frotection Bund ; Military
Economy Leader ; Member , Advisory Council , Economic Group Chem
ical Industry ; Member , Sub-group for Chemical Production of
Artificial Fibres , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member ,
Artificial Fibres Committee , Economic Group Textile Industry ;
Member , Sub-group for Cellulose Production , Economic Group
Paper , Cardboard , Cellulose and Wood Pulp Production ; Member ,
Chamber of Industry and Commerce , Halle/Saale ; Chairman , Pen
sion Fund of Agfa of Employees of IG Farben AG , Wolfen
Bitterfeld ; Member , Managing Board of Directors , Plant Savings
Association , Ludwigshafen ; Chief , Section V , Trade Association
of Chemical Industrie , Leipzig ; Deputy Member , Saxony CountryUnion of the Reich Union of Industrial Trade Associations ,
Dresden ; Member , Board of Trustees , Central European Economic
Diet ; and chairman , deputy chairman and /or board member of
other industrial firms , combines , and enterprises withinGermany and the occupied countries

-3-57963

Fairs , and Committee for Economic Propaganda of Industry ,
Reich Group Industry ; Member , Committee for Foreign Tradé ,
Reich Group Industry ; Deputy Chairman , Economic Group Chem
ical Industry ; Chief , Sub -Group 16 , Tar Dyes and Tar Dye
Intermediates , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Chairman ,
Council for Propaganda of German Economy , Ministry of
Propaganda ; Representative of German Group in Dyestuffs Four
Party Cartel ; Chairman , Interstate German -Belgian Committee ;
Vice President , Court of Arbitration , International Chamber
of Commerce ; Vice Chairman , German - Italian Studies Foundation ;
Member , German-Spanish Society ; Member , German-French Society ;
Menber , Directorate , German Group of International Chamber of
Commerce ; and chairman , vice chairman and /or board member of
other industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within
Germany, the occupied countries and elsewhere.7

1.3(@)
(4)

(e ) Heinrich Hoerlein , Plant Leader of the Elberfeld Plant , 1933
1941 , and Manager of the Elberfeld Plant , 1931-1941 , which
produced pharmaceuticals, organic intermediates , insecticides ,
biologicals , and research in pharmaceuticals and chemicals for
plant protection and pest destruction .

Member of the Managing Board of
Directors and of the Central Committee ; Member , Technical Com
mittee ; Chairman , Pharmaceuticals Main Committee ; Member ,
NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Member , National Socialist
Bund of German Technicians : Chairman . Julius Liebig Society;
TreasurerApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786er . German Chemical
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(d ) Fritz Gajewski , Plant Leader of Wolfen Film Plant and Manager
of "AGFA" Plants located at Wolfen Filmfabrik , Berlin-Lichten
berg , Premnitz , Landsberg , Munich-Camerawerk , Bobingen , Rott
weil , 1931-1945 , which produced photographic materials , arti
ficial silk , synthetic fibers , cellulose wool , cellulose, all
kinds of cellulose products and ozalid .

Member of the Managing Board

Art

Directors and of the Central Committee ; Chief , Division 3 ;
Deputy Chairman , Technical Committee ; Member , NSDAP ; Member ,
German Labor Front ; Member , National Socialist Bund of German
Technicians ; Member , Reich Air Raid Protection Bund ; Military
Economy Leader ; Member , Advisory Council , Economic Group Chem
ical Industry ; Member , Sub - group for Chemical Production of
Artificial Fibres , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member ,

icial Fibres Committee , Economic Group Textile Industry;
Member , Sub-group for Cellulose Production , Economic Group
Paper , Cardboard , Cellulose and Wood Pulp Production ; Member ,
Chamber of Industry and Commerce , Halle/Saale ; Chairman , Pen
sion Fund of Agfa of Employees of I G Farben A G , Wolfen
Bitterfeld ; Member , Managing Board of Directors , Plant Savings
Association , Ludwigshafen ; Chief , Section V , Trade Association
of Chemical Industrie , Leipzig ; Deputy Member , Saxony Country
Union of the Reich Union of Industrial Trade Associations ,
Dresden ; Member , Board of Trustees , Central European Economic
Diet ; and chairman , deputy chairman and/or board member of
other industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within.
Germany and the occupied countries,

Massy og verury , Nome Group cnem
ical Industry : Chief . Sub-Groun 16. Tar Dyes and Tar Dye
IntermediApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107863ustry ; Chairman,
Council for Propaganda of German Economy , Ministry of
Propaganda ; Representative of German Group in Dyestuffs Four
Party Cartel ; Chairman , Interstate German -Belgian Committee ;
Vice President , Court of Arbitration , International Chamber
of Commerce ; Vice Chairman , German - Italian Studies Foundation ;
Member , German- Spanish Society ; Member , German -French Society ;
Member , Directorate , German Group of International Chamber of
Commerce ; and chairman , vice chairman and/or board member of
other industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within
Germany , the occupied countries and elsewhere 7

(e) Heinrich Hoerlein , Plant Leader of the Elberfeld Plant , 1933
1941 , and Manager of the Elberfeld Plant , 1931-1941 , which
produced pharmaceuticals , organic intermediates , insecticides ,
biologicals , and research in pharmaceuticals and chemicals for
plant protection and pest destruction ,

Member of the Managing Board of
Directors and of the Central Committee ; Member , Technical Com
mittee ; Chairman , Pharmaceuticals Main Committee ; Member ,

NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Member , National Socialist
Bund of German Technicians ; Chairman , Julius Liebig Society ;
Treasurer , Kaiser Wilhelm Society ; Treasurer , German Chemical
Association ; Chairman , Advisory Council , Deutsche Bank , Lember ,
Chamber of Commerce , Wuppertal ; and chairman -and/or board mem
ber of other industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within
Germany and the occupied countries,

113(@)
(4)
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August von Knieriem , Chief Counsel of IG Farben .

Member of the managng Board of Directors and of the Central Committee ; Chairman ,
Patent Committee ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ;
Member , National Socialist Lawyers Association ; Member , German
Society of Nobles ; Member , Committee for Patents and Trade
marks , Reich Group Industry ; Member , Committee for Market Reg
ulation and Business Economics , Reich Group Industry ; Member ,
Law Committee , Reich Group Industry , and of the following
special sub -committees : Corporation Law , Law for Limited Com
panies , and Law of Conditional Transfer of Property ; Member ,
Board Committee for Cartel and Tax Policies , Business Economics
Questions , and Market Problems , Reich Group Industry ; Member ,
Academy for German Law ; Chairman , Committee for the Law of
Copyright ; Member , Working Association for German -Hungarian
Legal Relations , Academy for German Law ; Member , Working
Association for Four Year Plan Questions within Framework of
Patent Committee ; Member , Patents and Trademarks Law Committee ;
Member , Patent Law Committee ; Member , Trademarks and Competi
tion Committee ; Member , German Working Association for Legal
Protection of Industry and Patent Law ; Full Member , Inter
national Chamber of Law ; Chairman , Section " Industrial Legal
Protection " , International Chamber of Law ; Member , Committeefor Questions of Industrial Legal Protection , International
Chamber of Commerce ; Member , Committee for Questions of Inter
national Cartels , International Chamber of Commerce ; Member ,
Kaiser Wilhelm Society ; Board Member International Hydrogenation Patents Co , The Hague , Holland ; Board Member , Interna
tional Hydrogenation Engineering and Chemical Co , The Hague ,
Holland ; and chairman or board member of other industrial .
firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany and the
occupied countries 7

-4 .

(g) Fritz Ter Meer , Chief of the Technical Committee of the
Managing Board of Directors , and Chief of the Directional
Group in charge of production of synthetic rubber , poison
gas , dyestuffs , various chemicals -light metals . and pharma .
ceuticals

Member of the central Committee ; Chier, vivi
Sion 2 ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , Germani Labor Front ; Military
Economy Leader ; Commissioner and Armament Commissioner of
the Commissioner for Italy of the Reich Ministry for Armament
and War Production ; Member , Economic Group Chemical Industry ;
Member , Advisory Council , Economic Group Chemical Industry;
Chief , and Chairman , Production Committee , Sub -group 1 , Other
Inorganic Products , Economic Group Chemical Industry; Member ,
Advisory Council , Chamber of Industry and Commerce , Rhein
Main Region , Frankfurt ; Chairman , Trade Association of Chemical
Industry , Berlin ; Member , Advisory Council , Reich Union of
Industriál Trade Associations , Berlin -Wilmersdorf ; Member ,
House of Technology , Gau Hessen -Nassau ; President , Emil
Fischer Society ; Chairman , Administrativ Committee of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry ; Member , Scholarship
Committee . Justus Liebie Societv : Treasurer, Chemical Group ,
National Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107861ans and chairman .
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Patent Committee ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ;
Member , Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786ation ; Member , GermanSociety of NODies ; Member , Committee for Patents and Trade
marks , Reich Group Industry ; Member , Committee for Market Reg
ulation and Business Economics , Reich Group Industry ; Member ,
Law Committee , Reich Group Industry , and of the following
special sub-committees : Corporation Law , Law for Limited Com
panies , and Law of Conditional Transfer of Property ; Member ,Board Committee for Cartel and Tax Policies , Business Economics
Questions , and Market Problems , Reich Group Industry ; Member ,
Academy for German Law ; Chairman , Committee for the Law of
Copyright ; Member , Working Association for German -Hungarian
Legal Relations , Academy for German Law ; Member , Working
Association for Four Year Plan Questions within Framework of
Patent Committee ; Member , Patents and Trademarks Law Committee ;Member , Patent Law Committee ; Member , Trademarks and Competi
tion Committee ; Member , German Working Association for Legal
Protection of Industry and Patent Law ; Full Member , Inter
national Chamber of Law ; Chairman , Section " Industrial Legal
Protection " , International Chamber of Law ; Member , Committee
for Questions of Industrial Legal Protection , International
Chamber of Commerce ; Member , Committee for Questions of Inter
national Cartels , International Chamber of Commerce ; Member ,
Kaiser Wilhelm Society ; Board Member , International Hydrogen
ation Patents Co , The Hague , Holland ; Board Member , Interna
tional Hydrogenation Engineering and Chemical Co , The Hague ,
Holland ; and chairman or board member of other industrial
firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany and the
occupied countries 7

(g) Fritz Ter Meer , Chief of the Technical Committee of the
Managing Board of Directors , and Chief of the Directional
Group in charge of production of synthetic rubber , poison
gas , dyestuffs , various chemicals, light metals , and pharma .
ceuticals,

1₁3(a)(4) Member of the central Committee ; Chier , Divi
Sion 2 ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Military
Economy Leader ; Commissioner and Armament Commissioner of
the Commissioner for Italy of the Reich Ministry for Armament
and War Production ; Member , Economic Group Chemical Industry ;
Member , Advisory Council , Economic Group Chemical Industry ;
Chief , and Chairman , Production Committee , Sub-group 1 , Other
Inorganic Products , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member ,
Advisory Council , Chamber of Industry and Commerce , Rhein
Main Region , Frankfurt ; Chairman , Trade Association of Chemical
Industry, Berlin ; Member , Advisory Council , Reich Union of
Industrial Trade Associations , Berlin -Wilmersdorf ; Member ,
House of Technology , Gau Hessen -Nassau ; President , Emil
Fischer Society ; Chairman , Administrativ Committee of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry ; Member , Scholarship
Committee , Justus Liebig Society ; Treasurer , Chemical Group ,
National Socialist Bund of German Technicians and chairman ,
deputy chairman , or board member of other industrial firms ,
combines , and enterprises within Germany , the occupied coun
tries and elsewhere.7

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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(h) Christian Schneider , Plant Leader of Ammoniakwerk , Merseburg
(Leuna ) , 1936-1938 ; Full Manager of Armoniakwerk , Merseburg
( Leuna ) , 1938-1945 ; Deputy Manager , Armoniakwerk , Merseburg ,
and Manager of Leuna Plant , 1928-1936 ; these plants produced
inorganics and nitrogen , organic intermediates , solvents ,
plasticisers , methanol , dyeing and printing auxiliaries ,
detergent , raw materials gasoline and lubricating oils .

Member of1.3(4)
(4)

the Managing Board of Directors and of the Central Committee ;
Chief , Division 1 ; Chief , Central Personnel Department ; Chief
Counter- Intelligence Agent , OKW-Abwehr ; Chief of Plant Leaders :
Member , NSDAP ; Supporting Member , SS ; Member , German Labor
Front ; Member , Advisory Council , Economic Group Chemical In
dustry ; Member , Committee for Supervision of Health , Reich
Group Industry ; Member , Advisory Council , Chamber of Economics
of the Central Elbe Region ; Member , Experts Committee , Reich
Trustee of Labor , Economie Territory Central Elbe , Magdeburg ;
Member , Advisory Council , Industrial Department of the Chamber
of Economics , Magdeburg ; Vice -Chairman , Chamber of Industry
and Commerce , Halle/Saale ; Member , Committee of Reich Institute
for Professional Training in Commerce and Industry ; Member ,
Managing Board of Directors , Trade Association of Chemical
Industry ; Member , Labor Chamber , Halle/Saale ; Member , Advisory
Council of Gau Leader of NSDAP , Gau Administration Halle
Merseburg ; Member , Working Committee of German Labor Front ,
Gau Administration Halle -Merseburg ; Member , Association of
Employers of the Gau Administration Halle -Merseburg of the
NSDAP ; Assistant , Gau Economic Advisory of NSDAP , Gau Admini
stration Halle-Merseburg ; Member , Prussian Provincial Council ;
Honorary Member , Finance Court of the Country Treasury , Magde
burg ; and chairman and/or board member of other industrial
firms , combines and enterprises within Germany and the occu
pied countriesinsessation

(1) Otto Ambros , Member of the Managing Board of Directors . Man
ager of the following plants : Schkopau- ( Buna I ) , 1935-1945;
Ludwigshafen -Oppau ( Organic , Intermediates and Dyestuffs
Plants and Laboratories ) , 1938-1945 ; Huels ( Buna II ) , 1938
1945; Ludwigshafen ( Buna III ) , 1941-1945 ; Auschwitz (Buna IV) ,
1941-1945; Gendorf ( Inorganic ) , 1941-1945 ; Dyhernfurt , 1941
1945; Falkenhagen , 1942-1945 ; which produced synthetic rubber ,
inorganics and nitrogen , organic intermediates , solvents ,
plasticisers , methanol , plastics , accelerators , dyestuffs ,
dyeing and printing auxiliaries , detergent raw materials ,
poisonous gas and intermediates . Ambros is one of Germany's
most brilliant industrial chemists . He was in charge of
plant expansions and supervised the synthetic rubber industry
(Buna ) in which synthetic rubber was produced and stockpiled
for the German war machine , using as raw materials air , water ,
and an inferior grade of coal . He is an expert on the terrain
and industrial capacity of Poland and could give detailed in
formation on the IG Farben Buna Plant at Auschwitz . In fact ,
he could give invaluable information on industrial conditions.
and plantsApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 one and partion
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(Leuna) , 1938-1945 ; Deputy Manager , Amroniakwerk , Merseburg ,
and Manage Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786 e plants produced
inorganics aña nitrogen , organic intermediates , solvents ,
plasticisers , methanol , dyeing and printing auxiliaries ,
detergent . raw materials gasoline , and lubricating oils .

Member of
the Managing Board of Directors and of the Central Committee ;
Chief , Division 1 ; Chief , Central Personnel Department ; Chief
Countér - Intelligence Agent , OKW-Abwehr ; Chief of Plant Leaders :
Member , NSDAP ; Supporting Member , SS ; Member , German Labor
Front ; Member , Advisory Council , Economic Group Chemical In
dustry ; Member , Committee for Supervision of Health , Reich
Group Industry ; Member , Advisory Council , Chamber of Economics
of the Central Elbe Region ; Member , Experts Committee , Reich
Trustee of Labor , Economie Territory Central Elbe , Magdeburg ;
Member , Advisory Council , Industrial Department of the Chamber
of Economics , Magdeburg ; Vice -Chairman , Chamber of Industry
and Commerce , Halle/Saale ; Member , Committee of Reich Institute:
for Professional Training in Commerce and Industry ; Member ,
Managing Board of Directors , Trade Association of Chemical
Industry ; Member , Labor Chamber , Halle/Saale ; Member , Advisory
Council of Gau Leader of NSDAP , Gau Administration Halle
Merseburg ; Member , Working Committee of German Labor Front ,
Gau Administration Halle-Merseburg ; Member , Association of
Employers of the Gau Administration Halle -Merseburg of the
NSDAP ; Assistant , Gau Economic Advisory of NSDAP , Gau Admini
stration Halle-Merseburg ; Member , Prussian Provincial Council ;.
Honorary Member , Finance Court of the Country Treasury , Magde
burg ; and chairman and/or board member of other industrial
firms , combines and enterprises within Germany and the occu
pied countries.

Otto Ambros , Member of the Managing Board of Directors . Man
ager of the following plants : Schkopau (Buna 1 ) , 1935-1945;
Ludwigshafen-Oppau (Organic , Intermediates and Dyestuffs
Plants and Laboratories ) , 1938-1945 ; Huels (Buna II ) , 1938
1945; Ludwigshafen (Buna III) , 1941-1945 ; Auschwitz (Buna IV) ,
1941-1945; Gendorf ( Inorganic) , 1941-1945 ; Dyhernfurt , 1941
1945; Falkenhagen , 1942-1945 ; which produced synthetic rubber ,
inorganics and nitrogen , organic intermediates , solvents ,
plasticisers , methanol , plastics , accelerators , dyestuffs ,
dyeing and printing auxiliaries , detergent raw materials ,
poisonous gas and intermediates . Ambros is one of Germany's
most brilliant industrial chemists . He was in charge of
plant expansions and supervised the synthetic rubber industry
(Buna) in which synthetic rubber was produced and stockpiled
for the German war machine , using as raw materials air , water ,
and an inferior grade of coal . He :

e is an expert on the terrain
and industrial capacity of Poland and could give detailed in
formation on the I G Farben Buna Plant at Auschwitz .. In fact ,
he could give invaluable information on industrial conditions

and plants in general in all of Western Europe , and particu
larly the Ludwigshafen plant or I G Farben in the French Zone .
The French were extremely interested in Ambros , wantah mato
rebuild the Ludwigshafen plant

adition , he i

an expert on poison gas , and the tremendous poison gás pro
gram of the Nazis during the war was under his immediate

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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supervision . In particular , the two new extremely deadly
poison gases developed by the Nazis during the war , tabun
and sarin , were under his personal supervision . It was
Ambros who personally persuaded Hitler not to use these
gases during the war . It is also probable that Ambros
would have a rather detailed knowledge of the Norskhydro
Norwegian heavy water plant , which was destroyed during the
war , but in which I G Farben was the largest single stock

-6 .

Member , Technical
Committee ; Member , Chemicals Committee ; Chairman , Plastics
and Rubber Committee ; Chairman , Detergent Raw Materials Com
mittee ; Chairman , Intermediates Committee ; Member , NSDAP ,
Member , German Labor Front ; Military Economy Leader ; Holder.
of Knight's Cross of the War Merit Cross ; Chief , Special
Committee Plastics , Reich Ministry of Armaments and Munitions ;
Special Consultant to Chief , Research and Development Depart
ment , Four Year Plan ; Chief , Special Committee C , Chemical
Warfare ; Chief , Sub -group Textile Auxiliaries , Economic Group
Chemical Industry ; Expert for buna , Economic Group Chemical
Industry ; Chairman , Production Committee , Sub-group Carbide
Chemistry , Methanol and Charcoal , Economic Group Chemical
Industry ; and chairman and/or board member of numerous in
dustrial firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany and
the occupied countries 7"

(k) Ernst Buergin , Plant Leader of Bitterfeld -Wolfen Plants
1938-1945 , which produced inorganics and nitrogen , organic
intermediates , plastics , magnesium and aluminum , dyestuffs ,dyeing and printing auxiliaries , detergent raw materials ,
insecticides light metals .

Max Brueggemann , Secretary of the Managing Board of Directors
and an expert on pharmaceuticals .

Deputy General Manager , Leverkusen ;
Deputy Chief, sales Combine Pharmaceuticals and Plants Pro
tective Agents ; Director , Legal , Patent , and Personnel Depart
ments , Works Combine Lower Rhine ; Member , NSDAP ; Member ,
German -Labor Front ; Vice -Chairman , Chamber of Industry and
Commerce , Solingen ; and chairman and/or board member of nu
merous industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within
Germany and the occupied countries.

Member , Managing Board of
Directors ; Member , Technical Committee ; Chief , Works Combine
Central Germany ; Chairman , Chlorine Sub -Committee ; Member ,
NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Military Economy Leader ;
Collaborator of Krauch in Four Year Plan ; Chairman , Technical
Committee , Sub - group Soda , Caustic Alkalines , Chlorine ,
Hydrochloric Acid and Related Products , Economic Group
Chemical Industry ; and chairman and/or board member of other
industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany
and the occupied countries ,

(1) Heinrich Buetefisch , Technical Chief of Leuna Works , Merse
burg, 193Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786/erk , Merseburg ,
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Amoros who personally persuaded Hitler not to use these9
gases dur

would have a rather detailed knowledge of the Norskhydro
Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 that Ambros

Norwegian heavy water plant , which was destroyed during the
war , but in which I G Farben was the largest single stock
holder

10 :
Member , Technical

Committee ; Member , Chemicals Committee ; Chairman , Plastics
and Rubber Committee ; Chairman , Detergent Raw Materials Com
mittee ; Chairman , Intermediates Committee ; Member , NSDAP ,
Member , German Labor Front ; Military Economy Leader ; Holder
of Knight's Cross of the War Merit Cross ; Chief , Special
Committee Plastics , Reich Ministry of Armaments and Munitions ;
Special Consultant to Chief , Research and Development Depart
ment , Four Year Plan ; Chief , Special Committee C , Chemical
Warfare ; Chief , Sub -group Textile Auxiliaries , Economic Group
Chemical Industry ; Expert for buna , Economic Group Chemical
Industry ; Chairman , Production Committee , Sub-group Carbide
Chemistry , Methanol and Charcoal , Economic Group Chemical
Industry ; and chairman and/or board member of numerous in

Dip

13(2)
(4)

thetried sountries , and enterprises within Germany andoccupied

(k) Ernst Buergin , Plant Leader of Bitterfeld-Wolfen Plants,
1938-1945, which produced inorganics and nitrogen , organic
intermediates , plastics , magnesium and aluminum , dyestuffs ,
dyeing and printing auxiliaries , detergent raw materials ,
insecticides light metals .

des 14p

Max Brueggemann , Secretary of the Managing Board of Directors
and an expert on pharmaceuticals .

Deputy General Manager , Leverkusen ;
Deputy Chief , Sales Combine Pharmaceuticals and Plants Pro
tective Agents ; Director , Legal , Patent , and Personnel Depart
ments , Works Combine Lower Rhine ; Member , NSDAP ; Member ,
German Labor Front ; Vice-Chairman , Chamber of Industry and
Commerce , Solingen ; and chairman and/or board member of nu
merous industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within
Germany and the occupied countries ,

Lember , Managing Board of
Directors ; Member, Technical Committee ; Chief , Works Combine
Central Germany; Chairman , Chlorine Sub-Committee ; Member ,
NSDAP Member , German Labor Front ; Military Economy Leader ;
Collaborator of Krauch in Four Year Plan ; Chairman , Technical
Committee , Sub-group Soda , Caustic Alkalines , Chlorine ,
Hydrochloric Acid and Related Products , Economic Group
Chemical Industry ; and chairman and/or board member of other
industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany
and the occupied countries.

(1) Heinrich Buetefisch , Technical Chief of Leuna Works , Merse
burg , 1931-1945 ; Deputy Manager , Ammoniakwerk , Merseburg ,
1934-1945 ; and Chief (Syn . gasoline) Auschwitz , 1941
1945; which produced nitrogen , gasoliné , lubricating oil ,
methanol mersol , organic intermediates and suet aoid,

Member , Managing Board of Directors Member
O

Committee ; Military Economy Leader ; Holder of Knight's Cross

Technical
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of the War Merit Cross ; Member , Himmler Circle of Friends ;

Member , NSDAP ; Lieutenant Colonel , SS ; Member , German Labor
Front ; Member , NSKK ; Member , NSFK ; Member , National Socialist
Bund of Technicians ; Collaborator of Krauch in Four Year Plan ;

Chief, Committee for Oil , Reich Ministry of Armament and
Munitions ; Production Commissioner for Oil , Ministry of Arma
ments ; Chief , Economic Group Liquid Fuel Industry ; Chief ,
Working Association for Hydrogenation , Synthesis and Smolder
ing , Economic Group Liquid Fuel Industry ; President , Technical
Experts Committee , International Nitrogen Convention ; Chairman ,
Working Association Fertilizers ; and chairman , deputy chairman ,
and/or board member of other industrial firms , combines , and

Paul Haefliger , Member of the Managing Board of Directors and
an expert on light metals .

Member , Commercial Committee ;
Vice-Chairman , Central Management , Sales Combine Chemicals ;
Member , Chemicals Committee ; Membér , Southeast Europe Committee ;
Member , East Asia Committee ; Member , East Committee ; Member ,
Propaganda Committee ; Member , German Labor Front ; and chairman ,
deputy chairman and/or board member of other industrial firms ,
combines , and enterprises within Germany and the occupied
countries 7

(n) Max Ilgner , Member of the Managing Board of Directors and a
director of intelligence, espionage and propaganda activities.

enier , Berlin NW7 Departments , including WIPO (Economic Policy
Department ) , VOWI ( Economic Research Department ) , and ZEFI
(Central Finance Administration) ; Member , Commercial Committee ;
Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Member , NSKK ; Mem
ber , National Socialist Reich Soldiers ' Bund ; Member , Reich
Film Chamber ; Member , Reich Colonial Bund ; Military Economy
Leader ; Member , Circle of Foreign Trade Experts , Ministry of
Propaganda ; Member , Circle of Foreign Trade Experts for For
eign Economic Questions ; President , Carl Schurz Association ;
Vice President , Central European Economic Diet ; Member ,
German-American Economic Association ; Member , Managing Board
of Directors , Economic Association for Central and South
America ; Deputy Chairman , Board of Directors , German-Bulgarian
Chamber of Commerce ; Member , German -Norwegian Chamber of Com
merce ; Member , Committee for Foreign Trade and Currency_
Questions of the International Chamber of Commerce , Paris ;
Deputy Member , Council of Trustees , Institute for Market
Analysis , Berlin ; Chairman , Southeast Committee , Reich Group
Industry ; Chairman , Hungary Committee , Reich Group Industry;
Chairman , German Group of the German -Roumanian Experts Com
mittee for Questions of Financing Industry , Southeast Com
mittee , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Working
Committee for Foreign Trade Questions ; Member , miscellaneous
German political and public agencies and international
propaganda associations ; and chairman and/or board member of
other indiApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786ses within Germany ,

1
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Front ; memper , NSKA ; Mеmoеr ,
Bund of Techninions Callahina .

National Socialist> NSFK ; Member ,

Chief, ComApproved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786 in Four Year Plan;
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Munitions ; Production Commissioner for Oil , Ministry of Arma
ments ; Chief , Economic Group Liquid Fuel Industry ; Chief ,
Working Association for Hydrogenation , Synthesis and Smolder
ing , Economic Group Liquid Fuel Industry ; President , Technical
Experts Committee , International Nitrogen Convention ; Chairman ,
Working Association Fertilizers ; and chairman , deputy chairman ,
and/or board member of other industrial firms , combines , and
enterprises within Germany and the occupied countries 7

Paul Haefliger , Member of the Managing Board of Directors and
an expert on light metals .

Member , Commercial Committee ;
Vice -Chairman , Central Management , Sales Combine Chemicals ;
Member , Chemicals Committee ; Member , Southeast Europe Committee ;
Member , East Asia Committee ; Member , East Committee ; Member ,
Propaganda Committee ; Member , German Labor Front ; and chairman ,
deputy chairman and/or board member of other industrial firms ,
combines , and enterprises within Germany and the occupied
countries.7

Max Ilgner , Member of the Managing Board of Directors and a
director of intelligence, espionage and propaganda activities.

of inter

chie:, Berlin NW Departments , including WIPO (Economic Policy
Department ) , VOWI ( Economic Research Department ) , and ZEFI
(Central Finance Administration ) ; Member , Commercial Committee ;
Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Member , NSKK ; Mem
ber , National Socialist Reich Soldiers ' Bund ; Member , Reich
Film Chamber ; Member , Reich Colonial Bund ; Military Economy
Leader ; Member , Circle of Foreign Trade Experts , Ministry of
Propaganda ; Member , Circle of Foreign Trade Experts for For
eign Economic Questions ; President , Carl Schurz Association ;
Vice President , Central European Economic Diet ; Member ,
German-American Economic Association ; Member , Managing Board
of Directors , Economic Association for Central and South

America ; Deputy Chairman , Board of Directors , German-Bulgarian
Chamber of Commerce ; Member , German -Norwegian Chamber of Com
merce ; Member , Committee for Foreign Trade and Currency
Questions of the International Chamber of Commerce , Paris ;

Deputy Member Council of Trustees , Institute for Market
Analysis , Berlin ; Chairman , Southeast Committee , Reich Group

Industry Chairman , Hungary Committee , Reich Group Industry ;
Chairman , German Group of the German-Roumanian Experts Com
mittee for Questions of Financing Industry , Southeast Com
mittee , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Working
Committee for Foreign Trade Questions ; Member , miscellaneous
German political and public agencies and international
propaganda associations ; and chairman and/or board member of

other industrial firms , combines , enterprises within Germany ,
the occupied countries and elsewhere.

Friedrich Jaehne , Member of the Managing Board of Directors
and Chief Engineer in charge of construction and physical
plant development...

Chairman , Engineering Committee ;

834021-245
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(p ) Hans Kuehne , Plant Leader of Leverkusen , 1933-1943 , which
produced inorganics , organic intermediates , buna , plastics ,
pharmaceuticals , insecticides , acetylcellulose , synthetic

1,3()(4)

113 (9)
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(r)
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Chief , Engineering Department , Hoechst ; Deputy Chief , Works
Combine Main Valley ; Member , fechnical Committee ; Member ,
NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Military Economy Leader ;
Member , Greater Advisory Council , Reich Group Industry ;
Member , Finance Committee , Hesse Regional Trustee Agency for
Plant Air Raid Protection , Reich Group Industry , Frankfurt ;
Vice-Chairman , and Chief , Industrial Department , Gau Chamber.
of Economics , Hesse , District office Hesse , Reich Group
Industry ; Member , German Standardizing Committee ; Member ,
Managing Board of Directors and Advisory Council , Reich Union
of Technical Supervisory Associations ; Member , Advisory
Council , Managing Board of Directors , and Chief, Technical
Committee , Trade Association of the chemical Industry ;
Regional Plenipotentiary for Business Transport of the Reich
Railway Management , Frankfurt ; Member , Board of Trustees ,
Reich X-ray-Agency of the Government office for Testing of
Materials , Berlin ; and chairman and/or board member of numer
ous industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within
Germany and the occupied countries.7

(q) Carl Lautenschlaeger , Plant Leader at Hoechst Plant , 1938
1945 , which produced inorganics , solvents , organic inter
mediates , plastics , pharmaceuticals , compressed gases ,
welding and cutting equipment and oxygen .

fibres .
Mem

ber , Managing Board of Directors ; Member , Technical Committee ;
Chief , Inorganic Committee ; Chief , Works Combine Lower Rhine ;
Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Member , Advisory
Council and Industrial Department , Chamber of Economics ,
Duesseldorf ; Member , Advisory Council , Chamber of Commerce ,
Munich-Gladbach ; Member , District Labor Chamber , Essen ; Man
ager , Ostmark Branch Office , Economic Group Metalware and
Related Industrial Products ; and chairman , deputy chairman ,vice-chairman and /or board member of numerous industrial
firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany and the
occupied countries,

Member , Managing Board
of Directors ; Member , Technical Committee ; Chief , Works
Combine Main Valley ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , Germán Labor
Front ; Military Economy Leader ; Member , Managing Board of
Directors , Koch - Institut , Frankfurt ; Member , Managing Board
of Directors , Behring -Institut , Marburg ; Member , Research
Council , Kaiser Wilhelm Society for Psychiatry , Munich ; and
chairman , deputy chairman and/or board member of other
industriál firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany
and the occupied countries

Wilhelm Mann , Member of the Managing Board of Directors.

Member , Commer
cial Committee : Member . East Asia Committee ; Chairman, EastCommitte Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786mmittee : Member .
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(p ) Hans Kuehne , Plant Leader of Leverkusen , 1933-1943 , which
produced inorganics , organic intermediates , buna , plastics ,
pharmaceuticals , insecticides , acetylcellulose , synthetic
fibres, insec

Mem
ber , Managing Board of Directors ; Member , Technical Committee ;
Chief , Inorganic Committee ; Chief , Works Combine Lower Rhine ;
Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Member , Advisory
Council and Industrial Department , Chamber of Economics ,
Duesseldorf ; Member , Advisory Council , Chamber of Commerce ,
Munich-Gladbach ; Member , District Labor Chamber , Essen ; Man
ager , Ostmark Branch Office , Economic Group Metalware and
Related Industrial Products ; and chairman , deputy chairman ,vice- chairman and /or board member of numerous industrial
firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany and the
occupied countries.7

My us cauci Avisory Council , Keiсn Group industry ;Member Finance Committee Hosse Postal Trustee Agency forPlant AiApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
ndustry , Frankfurt ;

Vice-Chairman , and Chief , ' Industrial Department , Gau Chamberof Economics , Hesse , District office Hesse , Reich Group
Industry ; Member , German Standardizing Committee ; Member ,
Managing Board of Directors and Advisory Council , Reich Union
of Technical Supervisory Associations ; Member , Advisory
Council , Managing Board of Directors , and Chief , Technical
Committee , Trade Association of the Chemical Industry ;
Regional Plenipotentiary for Business Transport of the Reich
Railway Management , Frankfurt ; Member , Board of Trustees ,
Reich X-ray Agency of the Government office for Testing of
Materials , Berlin ; and chairman and/or board member of numer
ous industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within
Germany and the occupied countries.7

113 (2)(4)

**

(q ) Carl Lautenschlaeger , Plant Leader at Hoechst Plant , 1938
1945, which produced inorganics , solvents , organic inter
mediates , plastics , pharmaceuticals , compressed gases,
welding and cutting equipment and oxygen .

(r )

113 (a)(4
)

Member , Managing Board
of Directors ; Member , Technical Committee ; Chief , Works
Combine Main Valley ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor
Front ; Military Economy Leader ; Member , Managing Board of
Directors , Koch -Institut , Frankfurt ; Member , Managing Board
of Directors , Behring -Institut , Marburg ; Member , Research
Council , Kaiser Wilhelm Society for Psychiatry , Munich ; and
chairman , deputy chairman and/or board member of other.
industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany
and the occupied countries

Wilhelm Mann , Member of the Managing Board of Directors.
VERY

Member , Commer
cial Committee ; Member , East Asia Committee ; Chairman , East .
Committee ; Member , Pharmaceutical Main Committee ; Member ,
Pharmaceutical Scientific and Technical Central Committee ;
Chief, Sales Combine Pharmaceuticals and Plant Protective ,
Agents ; Member , NSDAP ; Lieutenant , SA ; Member , German Labor
Front ; Reich Economic Judge ; Member , Greater Advisory Coun
cil , Reich Group Industry ; Chairman , Colonial Economy Com
mittee , Reich Group Industry ; Member , Council for Propaganda

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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(s ) Heinrich Oster , Member of the Managing Board of Directors and .

Manager of the Nitrogen Syndicate .

113()/(4)

71.3(2)(4)

า

Broj

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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of German Economy , Ministry of Propaganda ; Member , Committee

for General Affairs and Committee for Foreign Propaganda ,

Council for Propaganda of German Economy ; Member , Advisory

Council , Research Institute for Science of Propaganda , Berlin ;

Member , Permanent Advisory Council , Economy Office of the

Reich Union of German Newspaper Publishers , Berlin ; President ,

Society for Consumer Research , Berlin ; Member , Institute for

Economic Observation of German Finished Goods , Nuernberg ; and

chairman , deputy chairman and/or board member of other indus

trial firms , combines , enterprises within Germany , the occu

pied countries and elsewhere.7

(t ) Karl Wurster , Plant Leader at Ludwigshafen -Oppau during World

War II , and Technical Director of Ludwigshafen -Oppau , 1938

1945 , which produced inorganics , organic intermediates , buna ,

plastics solvents , synthetic rubber , tanning extracts . dye

stuffs, detergent raw materials and éthylene oxide ..

Member , Managing Board of

Directors ; Member , Technical Committee ; Chief , Works Combine

Upper Rhine ; Member , Chemicals Committee ; Chairman , Inorganic

Committee ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Military
Economy Leader ; Holder of Knight's Cross of the War Merit

Cross ; Collaborator of Krauch in Four Year Plan , Office for

German Raw Materials and Synthetics ; Acting Vice -Chairman and

member , Praesidium , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Chief

and Chairman , Technical Committee , Sub-Group for Sulphur and

Sulphur Compounds , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member ,

Advisory Council , and District Chairman , Saarpfalz , Economic

Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Advisory Council , Chamber of

Economics Westmark , Saarbruecken ; President , Chamber of Eco

nomics , Ludwigshafen ; and chairman and/or board member of

other industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within

Germany , the occupied countries and elsewhere 7

103(9)رام

(v)

SS -Reitersturm ;

Member , Commercial Committee ;

Member , East Asia Committee ; Chief , Sales Organization Nitro

gen and 011 ; Member , NSDAP ; Supporting member ,

Member , German Labor Front ; Chief , Sub -department Nitrogen ,

Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Labor Chamber ,

Berlin-Brandenburg ; Member , Sub-Committee Fertilizers and

Explosives , Gau Berlin ; Member , Main Committee Chemistry , Gau

and member of

other industrial firms , combines , enterprises and banks within

Germany , the occupied countries and elsewhere.7

(u) Walter Duerrfeld , Director and Construction Manager of the
I G Farben Auschwitz Plant and the Monowitz Concentration

Camp , Chief Engineer at the Levna Planti

Member , NSDAP ;

Member German Labor Front ; Captain , NSFK; District Chairman ,

upper Silesia , Economic Group Chemical Industry 7

Heinrich

9

the Cautheast Europe Committee .
Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 Directori ..
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(s) Heinrich Oster , Member of the Managing Board of Directors and

Manager of the Nitrogen Syndicate .

113()(4)

for Release: 2022/06/22
co00107

Corpora

Council , Kesearch institute for science of propaganda , Berlin ;
Member , Permanent Add cany Cannot

Reich Uni
Office of the

Berlin ; President ,

Society for Consumer Research , Berlin ; Member , Institute for

Economic Observation of German Finished Goods , Nuernberg ; and

chairman , deputy chairman and/or board member of other indus

trial firms , combines , enterprises within Germany , the occu

pied countries and elsewhere.7

71.36)(4)

า

Drop

Member , Commercial Committee ;
Member East Asia Committee ; Chief , Salés Organization Nitro

gen and 011 ; Member , NSDAP ; Supporting member , SS -Reitersturm;

Member , German Labor Front ; Chief , Sub-department Nitrogen ,

Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Labor Chamber ,

Berlin -Brandenburg ; Member , Sub -Committee Fertilizers and

Explosives , Gau Berlin ; Member , Main Committee Chemistry , Gau

Greater Berlin ; and chairman , manager and/or board member of

other industrial firms , combines , enterprises and banks within .

Germany , the occupied countries and elsewhere.

(t ) Karl Wurster , Plant Leader at Ludwigshafen -Oppau during World

War II , and Technical Director of Ludwigshafen-Oppau , 1938

1945 , which produced inorganics , organic intermediates , Duna ,

plastics , solvents , synthetic rubber , tanning extracts , dye

stuffs , detergent raw materials and éthylene oxide.

Member , Managing Board of

Directors ; Member , Technical Committee ; Chief , Works Combine
Upper Rhine ; Member , Chemicals Committee ; Chairman , Inorganic

Committee ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; Military

Economy Leader ; Holder of Knight's Cross of the War Merit

Cross ; Collaborator of Krauch in Four Year Plan , Office for

German Raw Materials and Synthetics ; Acting Vice -Chairman and

member , Praesidium , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Chief ,

and Chairman , Technical Committee , Sub -Group for Sulphur and

Sulphur Compounds , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member ,

Advisory Council , and District Chairman , Saarpfalz , Economic

Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Advisory Council , Chamber of

Economics Westmark , Saarbruecken ; President , Chamber of Eco

nomics , Ludwigshafen ; and chairman and/or board member of

other industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within

Germany , the occupied countries and elsewhere,7

(u) Walter Duerrfeld , Director and Construction Manager of the
I G Farben Auschwitz Plant and the Monowitz Concentration

Camp , Chief Engineer at the Leuna Planti

Member , NSDAP;

Member , German Labor Front ; Captain , NSFK; District Chairman ,

upper Silesia , Economic Group Chemical Industry.
1.3 (a)

(1)

(v) Heinrich -Gattineau, Member of the Southeast Europe Committee .
Director :

Chief , Economic Policy Department, Deputy Draison officer o

the I G Divisions for Austria ; Member , NSDAP ; Colonel , SA;

Member , German Labor Front ; Member , Council for Propaganda

of German Economy , Ministry of Propaganda ; Member , Committee

for Southeast Europe , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; and

acting director , chairman and /or board member of other in

dustrial firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany and

the occupied countries 7

a

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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(w) Erich von der Heyde , Deputy to the Chief of Intelligence

Agents , and SS Captain.

(x)

-20- 57962
10

1.3( Chief, Liaison Office , Nitrogen and Gascline , Berlin NW 7 ;

Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ; and Member of

Military Economics and Armament Office of OKW.7

!!3(
9)(
4)

Hans Kugler , Chief of Sales Department in Dyestuffs for

Hungary , Rumania , Yugoslavia , Greece , Bulgaria , Turkey .

Czechoslovakia and Austria.

Director ; Member ,

Commercial Committee ; Second Vice-Chairman , Dyestuffs Com

mittee ; Member , Dyestuffs Steering Committee ; Member , Dye

stuffs Application Committee ; Member , Southeast Europe

Committee ; -Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ;

Deputy Chief Sub-Group 16 , Tar Dyes and Tar -Dye Intermedi

ates , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Advisory

Council for Export Questions of the Supervisory Office
Chemistry ; and acting manager and/or board member of other

industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany

and the occupied countries.

- end

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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YA
Chief , Liaison Office . Nitrogen and Gasoline , Berlin NW 7 ;
Member , Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786; and Member of
Military Economics and Armament Office of OKW.7

(x) Hans Kugler , Chief of Sales Department in Dyestuffs for

Hungary, Rumania , Yugoslavia , Greece , Bulgaria , Turkey
Czechoslovakia and Austria .

1₁3(a)(
4)

Director ; Member ,

Commercial Committee ; Second Vice-Chairman , Dyestuffs Com
mittee ; Member , Dyestuffs Steering Committee ; Member , Dye
stuffs Application Committee ; Member , Southeast Europe
Committee ; Member , NSDAP ; Member , German Labor Front ;

Deputy Chief , Sub -Group 16 , Tar byes and Tar -Dye Intermedi
ates , Economic Group Chemical Industry ; Member , Advisory
Council for Export Questions of the Supervisory Office
Chemistry ; and acting manager and/or board member of other

industrial firms , combines , and enterprises within Germany
and the occupied countries 7

end6
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

SUBJECT:

REFERENCE :

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

FORET

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

1. Forwarded herewith in answer to your request contained in

reference above , is a summary of the information on file in this

Agency on the following German scientists.

CHRISTOPH, Walter , Dr.

KOBER, Charles , Dr.

MELKUS, Herald

be of value.

Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency,

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Biographic Information Concerning German Specialists

Memo from Chief , Exploitation Division , JIOA,

dated 6 Mar 49 , JIOA No. 876 .

FILE DIST:

Cscape Clause
Extra Copies

12 April 1949

2. A check of the files of this Agency revealed no information

on the other individuals listed in your request .

Encl : Summary of Info.

3. A complete report on Dr. Erik Traub has been forwarded under

separate cover.

:

It is sincerely hoped that this information will prove to

NEUBERT, Heinz

QUICK, August

ZUSE, Konrad

SECRES

JAMES H. MURPHY

Deputy Chief, BR/CIA

Approved for Release
Date NOT

Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
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{
SECRET

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

CHRIS TOPH, Dr. Walter

A report of June 1948 indicates that at that time Christoph , a
specialist in marnetic units , and a researcher on pressure units , was
located in Leipzig and reportedly was working on minss .

KOBER, Charles

Kober , former chief of the development section of Gema , and a centi
meter wave specialist , was last reported ( Aug 47 ) as under contract to
the French at St. Raphael Institute , Cote d'Azur.

At Gema -Kober had worked in collaboration with "rofessors Aigner
and Blenk on plans to install an electric steering control to correct
all deviations of a V- 2 projectile away from a high frequency beam. He
designed a mechanism which would-use a - 12 - megawatt transmitter and which
was considered interference -proof. In addition to his work on high
frequency apparatus and V- 2 steering devices , Koter did research on the
utilization of shorter wave lengths and in the construction of trans
mitters with maximal output.

MELKUS , Herald

Melkus , an aerodynamics and statics specialist , and a former member
of the Volkenrode project was last reported ( Jan 47 ) as a consultant

NEUBERT, Heinz

Dr. Heinz Neubert was born 22 November 1906 in Stetten , Germany. He
was last reported ( Oct 47 ) as professor of technical mechanics ( Physics )
at the Institute of Technology in Dresden.

QUICK, August (Wilhelm)

A former aerodynamics specialist at DVL in Berlin where he worked
on piston engines for aircraft , August Quick was last reported ( June 48)
with Schneider-Creusat in France.

In Oct 1947 he reportedly
was with the Atalior Aeronautique Oestrich group in Decize, France and
later moved to Paris.

ZUSE, K.

The only information on file -on K.-Zuse-indicates that in Feb 1948
he was interrogated concerning the Zuse- Binary Computer , an extremely
useful research machine -for - small sequence control , which he has invent
ed .

SECRET

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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COUNTRY Germany (lestern Zones/Russian Zone )

SUBJECT

PLACE

ACQUIRED

DATE OF INFO

COMPLETELY USUALLY
SELIABLE

SOURCE

1.

2

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Recruitment of Western Scientists for the

Russian Zone

113 (a)
(4)

INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

INFORMATION REPORT

?

GRADING OF SOURCE
11.OFFAIRLY
USUALLY

RELIABLE IR LIABLE CELIABLE

5.0. Jc.

19 DOCET CONTAIRE INFOBLATION APTECTING THE NATIONAL DEPE
CP THE LASED STATES IN THE DIARILO OF THE ESPICIOR ACT DO
c . 8. C , a : AND 88. AD AVENUED A TRAGS3:07 OR THE DEVELATION
OF ITS CONTACALHER TO AN CEAVTAORLEED DOS 1 PRO
RISTED BY LAW REPRODCTION OF THE PO IS PEORICITED.

FACT

Cctober 1949

ilor
RELIABLE

FILE DIST:

CA Misc .

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

COLLECTOR'S

CONFIRMED PROBABLYBY OTHER TRUESOURCES

REPORT NO

CD NO.

DATE DISTR. 23 DEC 49

NO. OF PAGES

NO. OF ENCLS.
(LISTED BELOW)

SUPPLEMENT TO

REPORT NO.

PRELIMINARY GRADING OF CONTENT

POSSIBLY
TRUE

3. X

DOUBTFUL

4.

1

PROBABLY
FALSE

5.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

The present difficult financial situation of German scientists in the

Wostern Zones is now causing them to be increasingly tempted by offers

and invitations to work in the Russian Zone . This is especially true of

those scientists in fields requiring academic or institutional backing who

now find themsolvos unable to obtain university positions because of the

small staffs with which the universities in Western Germany are operating.

Even scientists with academic or government positions receive such low pay

in the West that many who politically oppose Communism have been enticed

into the Eastern Zone by the promise of four to five times the salary which

they currently receive . Directors of research institutes in the Eastern

Zones have recently beon observed to be intensifying their attempts to

exploit this situation and to procure the unased pr underpaid talente of the

Western Zones.

Approved for ReleaseDate
NOV

1985

C

At the recent Physics Congress in Bonn in the latter part of September,

Professor Robert Rompe , Director of the Physics Institute of the University

of Berlin and Scientific Advisor to the government of the Russian Zone ,

approached former colleagues with offers of jobs in Leipzig and Dresden .

Similarly , at the Congress of Mineralogists recently held in Freiburg 1.

Breisgau Professor Leutwein of the Mining Sobool at Freiberg in Saxony

extended invitations to work with him and Professor Lange at Freiberg in

the field of uranium research In the latter case it is lonown that the offers

made amounted to 2,000 Eastern narka monthly and that the majority of persons

contacted were earning no more than 200 D-marks monthly , most of them in jobs

set up by the Badon government.

CANRCT
ВС
JUDGED
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SELIABLE RELIABLE IR LIABLE

C.

SOURCE

TINPU

1 .

2

DESC&

8.

GRADING OF SOURCE

747

KELARREADSETRELAZ

I DOC. DIET CONTAIRE INFOQUATION ACTIKSTES NATIONAL OCPENDE
CP THE LASED STATES TEIR YUR USARTUS OF THE ESPIORFOR ACT DO
C. 8. C. , 3 : AND AR . AS ACERDED. IT MAGNISSON O THE REVELATION
OF ITD COSTERYS 10 ANY BAUER TO AT CRAUTHORIXED PO IS PRO
RICTED BY LAD EPISODeNOR OF THO PO IS MOKIGAND.

CLASSROUTRELINGTRATAN

D.

FILE DIST :

C Misc.
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NOT
USUALLY
RELIABLE

STATE NAVY
ARMY AIR

inor
RELIABLE

REPORT NO.

COLLECTOR'S PRELIMINARY GRADING OF CONTENT

CANNOT CONFIRMED PROBABLY
BE BY OTHER
JUDGED SOURCES

DOUBTFUL
TRUE

1. 2.

CLASSIFICATION

NSRB

F81

The present difficult financial situation of German scientists in the

Western Zones is now causing them to be increasingly tempted by offers

and invitations to work in the Russian Zone . This is especially true of

those scientists in fields requiring academic or institutional backing who

now find themselvos unable to obtain university positions because of the

Small staffs with which the universities in Western Germany are operating .

Even scientists with academic or government positions receive such lon par

in the West that many who politically oppose Communism have been enticed

into the Eastern Zone by the promise of four to five times the salary which

they currently receive . Directors of research institutes in the Eastern

Zones have recently been observed to be intensifying their attempts to

exploit this situation and to procure the unased or underpaid talente of the

Western Zones .

표

POSSIBLY
TRUE

3. Y

At the recent Physics Congress in Bonn in the latter part of September,

Professor Robert Rompe , Director of the Physics Institute of the University

of Berlin and Scientific Advisor to the government of the Russian Zone,

approached former colleagues with offers of jobs in Leipzig and Dresden .

Similarly, at the Congress of Mineralogists recently held in Freiburg 1

Breisgau Professor Loutwein of the Mining School at Freiberg in Saxony

extended invitations to work with him and Professor Lange at reiborgÅr

the field of uranium research. In the latter case it is laorn that the offers

made amounted to 2,000 Eastern narks monthly and that the majority of persons

contacted vere earning no more than 200 D-marks monthly , most of them in jobs

set up by the Baden government.

DISTRIBUTION

AGAIXE

4.

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

PROBABLY
FALSE

5.
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MEMORANDUN FOR :

SUBJECT :

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

GEODET

THE DIRECTOR OF INTELLIGENCE

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Proposed Immigration of Gorman Specialists

1. Reference is made to your memorandum of 6 June 1950

conderning the above subject.

2. The files reflect no derogatory information

concerning any individuals who can be identified with any of the

specialists mentioned in your memorandum.

A TRUE COPY

Massmann's address was given as 28 Bayernring , Berlin/Tempelhof

and Hornauer's as 40 Schuette- Lanzstrasse , Berlin/Lichterfelde

Ost . Patin was said to have been taken to the United States by the

U. S. Navy.

3. The above constitute all the data available

of the individuals in reference request .

Richard Golius
CAPT, USAF

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Assistant Director

Approved for
Rese
ReleaseVDate

88
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MEMORANDUM FOR :

SUBJECT :

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

SECRET

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

19 April 1950

COLONEL DANIEL E. ELLIS , DIRECTOR

JOINT INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES AGENCY

JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

Case of Richard Theodor Otto SCIERHAC

1. This will acknowledge receipt of your memorandum dated

13 April 1950, (JIQA 929 ) regarding the above subject , and re

questing information which might effect a decision in the case .

2. This is to advise that at the present time there is

no information available in this Agency on subject which would

effect the decision involved.

THE DIST :
Denial

SOTERAG , Richard Theodor Otto

CRE

Approved for Release
Date NOV 1985

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

2,

Enol :

MEMORANDUM FOR THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

ATTENTION: Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency

SUBJECT : Case of Colonel F. K. DUDZINSKI ( File : JIOA 4416 )

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

JAN 4

1. Returned herewith are papers concerning the above subject

which were forwarded to this Agency by your memorandum , dated 8 De

oember 1949. The case has been oiroulated within this Agenoy and

has been subjected to extensive scrutiny. However , we find that at

the present time we have no interest in the case.

Ltr ref above, W/
onol

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCET

FILE DIST :

CIA IBC.

DUDZINSKI , Col. F.-K.

3. e regret the length of time necessary to screen this case,
but we felt it was desirable to give it most oareful sorutiny.

1950

ChiWineet

C. L. - WINECOFF

Captain, USN
Executive

kuwaff

Approved
fonteleiDate

0-8239
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Name : WIRTZ, Dr. Karl

Variant :

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Education : Ph.D.

Languages:

Honors:

Present Position ; Section Leader , KWIP ,
Göttingen

Location : Göttingen , Germany

Gen. Occupation ; Physicist

Publications:

SECRET

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Race:

Sex:

241850

Birthdate : 1910, 24 April
Birthplace :

Nationality : German

White
Male

SECRET

Case No. 8061649

Date : 11 August 1948

Marital Status : Married
Name of Spouse:

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation : ( See below)

Dr. Karl Mirtz , German theoretical and experimental physicist , is

presently (August 1948 ) a member of a group of nuclear physicists working
at the University of Göttingen under the program for the control of scien
tific research, which is being administered by the Control Commission in

Germany. 1/

Based on a survey of his prewar work only, Wirts had been rated by

U.S. sources at the beginning of the war as close to the top in his field,
2 and since that time has been judged as one of the top German physicists
both by our own scientists 3/ 4/ and by Werner Heisenberg , foremost German
physicist. 5/

An experimental specialist , Wirtz did research on the application

of the "separation tube" isotope separation method to liquids , and on neutron
diffusion at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics at Berlin -Dahlem in

the early days of the war 6/ and in a 1942 conference spoke on the produc

tion of heavy water . In September 1943 he was at Hechingen (Hohenzollern )

where he worked on pile development under Heisenberg.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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WIRTZ, Dr. Karl contd .

SECRET

(

Noted at one time as outspokenly anglophobe , to such an extent
that he indicated a preference to work in Germany regardless of condi ..
tions there , 11/ Wirtz is nevertheless reported to be the type that
would accept any position he considered attractive . 14 At one time.
it was reported that Wirtz was considered too unstable to bring to the
U.S. 12/

During the 1947-1948 winter semester at the University of Gottingen,Wirts lectured on " Introduction to the Theory of Chemical Compounds " inthe Theoretical and Experimental Physics Department . 13/

10/

In addition to contributing to the FIAT Review of German Science,1939-46 , Wirts is the author of many works , some of which are listedbelow:

"Hydrogen Bond Structure & Energy Transference with Proteins"
"German Preparation for Construction of a Uranium Pile" read
at the 57 September 1947 meeting of the German Physical
Society in Göttingen .
"Theory of Liquid Thermal Diffusion" 1939, 1940, 1941 , 1943.
"Separation of Hydrogen Isotopes" 1939 in collaboration with .
Korsching.

"Separation of Liquid Mixtures"
Thermal Diffusion in Crystal Lattices "
"Kinetic Theory of Liquid Thermal Diffusion " in collaboration
with Hiby

SECRET

*Report on the 1st Experiments on the Apparatus Set Up at the
KWI for Physics , 1940 , in collaboration with others .

*Report on the Experiments with Layer Arrangements of Uranium& Paraffin at the KWI for Physics , Berlin - Dahlem. 1941, incollaboration with others .

834021-1362
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WIRTZ, Dr. Karl (Contd)

* "Preliminary Report on the Results from a Layer- construction Sphere

of Uranium Metal and Paraffin . 1942 ; in collaboration with others .

"Measurements of Layer Arrangements of Uranium Metal and Paraffin "

1942 in collaboration with others .
*

* "Tests with New Layer Arrangements of Uranium Metal and Paraffin" -

in collaboration with others.

ANS

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

NOTENDEEEN
13/

SECRET

"Corrosion in the Uranium Heavy Water Pile & Its Prevention " , in
collaboration with W. Borchardt & W. Ramm ,

Bericht II. A 10-Step Electrolysis Plant for Producing Heavy

Water . 1940 .

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 2 August 1948
H Undated

Report III. Investigation of the Heavy Water Content of a Few

Electrolyzers in Germany. 1940.

Theoretical Considerations for the Production of Heavy Water by

Electrolysis . 1940 .

Water Tests from the Water Gas Process ( for the deuterium content) ..

1942.

Specific Gravity and Concentration of Heavy Water . 1942.

Report on Visit to Rjukan from 13-15 Nov 42.

The Remarkable Comparison of the Mol Volume and Other Properties of

Light & Heavy Water . 1944.

Slowing Down of Re-Be. Neutrons in Heavy Water . 1944.

Electrolysis Equipment for Producing Heavy Water . 1944.

Experiment with 1.5 tons D20 and U and a 40 cm Carbon Reflector . 1945.

Slowing Down of Neutron in Graphite . 1945.

M 21 February 1945
22 June 1946

7 Sept 1945

22 July 1946

12 February 1945

May 1945

July 1945

7 Sept. 1945

3 December 1945

Undated

Physikalisch Blatter Copy 10, 1947

IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. 1946

SECRET

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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GERMANY

WIRTZ, KARL
B. 1910

Ph D. Physicist

BIR 1948 CIA P-463
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Name : RAGGE, Dr. Erich

Variant :

Location :

Present Position : Member Max Planck Institute

AVA Göttingen

Business : Max Planck Institute

Private : Bunsenstrasse , 16, Gottingen

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Education :

Languages:

Gen. Occupation : Experimental physicist

Honors:

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Publications:

SECRET 1

241850

Birthdate : 1912

Birthplace :

Nationality : German

Case No. 8030628

Date : 24 August 1948

Race :

Sex:
Marital Status :

Name of Spouse :

Children:

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

Nazi Party Member

Dr. Erich Bagge , German experimental physicist , is presently a

member of a group of nuclear physicists working at the University of

Göttingen under the program for the control of scientific research

which is being administered by the Control Commission in Germany. 1/

White

Male

Described as fairly young and reasonably competent , 2/ Bagge is

mainly an experimentalist and does very little theory. He did con

siderable work on isotope separation at Leipzig University in 1940 and

later , in collaboration with Martin and Hoyer , wrote one of the Secret

Nuclear Physics Reports for the "Reichsforschungsrat" (German National

Research Council.) In 1944 at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics

in Berlin he worked on deuterium cross sections and later went to Hechingen

where he worked on normal nuclear physics reactions and attempted to develop

isotope separation methods . He is credited with the invention of the iso

tope lock. 3 Recently (December 1947 ) Bagge has been reported as the

plodding type, a competent experimenter and routine theoretician but of no

particular value to the U.S. , the U.K. , or other nations . 21

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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BAGGE, Dr. Erich

2/

4

In 1945 it was understood that Bagge evidenced a hearty dislike

for the Allies and at times indicated slightly pro-Russian sentiments . 5/

4

5/

6/

7

8/

2/

In collaboration with Dr. Korsching , and as one of the assis

tants to Heisenberg , Bagge is presently doing research work on radio

activity in the Physics Institute at Gottingen. 8/

11

11

IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 9 Aug. 48 .

28 Mar 46.

undated.

15 Sep 45 .

May 1945.

22 Aug 45.

2 Aug 45 .

12 Feb 48 .

11

H

Politically, Bagge was a member of the Nazi Party..

11

n

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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H

SECRET

n

11

11

A

N

17 Dec 47 .
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PUBLICATIONS OF ERICH RAGGE

"The Destruction of Deuterons by Fast Neutrons, 1940

*Enrichment of the Light Silver Isotope" in collaboration with

the " Isotope Lock, " 1943.

"Papers on Cosmic Radiation ; Isotope Separation , " 1941, 1943.

"Secret Nuclear Physics Report for Reischsforschungsrat in col.la

boration with Martin and Hoyer.

"Possibility of Enrichment of the Light Ur. Isotope "in collaboration

with the Isotope Lock, 1942.

"Mechanica as influenced by Nuclear Physics , 1945 .

"An Extension of Present Day Mechanics Brought About by Nuclear

Physics Experience, 1945.

"Nuclear Disruptions & Heavy Particles in Cosmic Radiation" 1946

(cy in Naval Res . Lab . Libr)

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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GERMANY

BAGGE, ERICH Dr.

B. 1912 Ph D. Experi

mental physicist

BIR 1948 CIA P-464
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Name: FISCHER , Dr. Erich

Variant :

Honors:

Publications ::

Present Position : Research , Kaiser Wilhelm

Institute for Physics , Hechingen ( French zone )

Location : Hechingen

Gen. Occupation : Physicist

Education : Ph.D

Languages:

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

SECRET

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

2/

3/
H

4

n

IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 5 August 1947

13 June 1947

15 June 1945

H

(1

Dr. Erich Fischer , German nuclear physicist , was last reported
(August 1947) at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Hechingen

in the French zone of Germany doing research on problems of nuclear physics .

1/

undated

Race:

Sex:

Formerly with the KWI for Anthropology at Berlin , 2/ Fischer was later

associated with KWI for Physics at Berlin- Dahlen under Heisenberg . A member

of a team that worked on a number of exponential piles , 3/ Fischer accompanied

the group to Hechingen (Haigerloch ) where in collaboration with Heisenberg he

continued his research on pile theory and neutron physics until the end of the
war.

SECRET

Birthdate : 3 July 1910

Birthplace :

Nationality: German

241850

Case No: 8010579

Date: 2 September 1948

Marital Status:

Name of Spouse:

White

Male

Children:

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

1

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Name : STRASSMAN , Dr. Fritz

Variant:

Present Position : Research, Chemical

Institute , Wilhelm Gutenberg

University , Mainz.

Location : Mainz

Education : Ph.D.

Languages :

Gen. Occupation : Nuclear
Chemist

Honors:

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Publications:

ACECRETIO

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Nazi Party

Birthdate :

Birthplace :

Nationality:

Approved for Release

Date NOV 1985

Race :

Sex:

Case No. 8061554

Date: 25 August 1948

22 February 1902

Boppard-Rhein

German

241601

White

Vale

Dr. Fritz Strassman, well-known German muclear chemist, 1 is

presently Acting Director, in the absence of Dr. Josef Mattauch, of the

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry at Mainz University 2/ in the

French sone. 3/

PRECREET

Marital Status:

Name of Spouse :

Children:

Religion :

Political Affiliation : (See below)

Scientifically, Strassman has been very well-known , especially for

his work in collaboration with Dr. Otto Hahn as co-discoverer of uranium

fission. Based on a survey of his prewar work only, he was rated by

U.S. sources at the beginning of the war at the very top in his field. /

A further indication of Strassman's importance is shown in a report that

stated in 1943 a meeting was called by Mr. Speer , German Minister of Arma

ments and War Production , to discuss the problem of nuclear physics and

Strassman was one of the scientists invited to attend. 5/ The German

press stated in 1943 that Dr. Strassman had collaborated with Dr. Hahn on

additional articles on the further breaking down of uranium 6 and it was

also reported that he had worked with Maurer during the war years on the

disintegration of molybdenum and uranium. 1

Politically, Strassman has never been reported as a member of the

Following the German defeat Strassman was at the AWIC at Tailfingen

where it was reported that , in collaboration with Dr. Mattauch, he was

. Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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STRASSMAN , Dr. Fritz

directing the continuation of the work of Hahn and Heisenberg. 8/

Later Prof. Strassman was given the Chair of Chemistry at the University

of Mainz 8 and the KWIC was slated to be moved there in the spring of

1948. 2

2/

As Otto Hahn's right-hand man in his best experimental period at

Berlin , Dahlemn and with his subsequent experimental background 3/ Strassman

has recently (Sept. 1947) been rated as a potentially valuable man 9/ and

reportedly would fit well into any team engaged in radio chemistry research

in the United Kingdom , the United States or elsewhere . 3/

4

5/

6/

2/

8/

2/

K

IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. undated ,

5 Aug 47.

19 Dec 47.M

M

N

H

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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H
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R

n

# 19 Aug 45..

" -26 Jan 44.

n 3 Jul 47.

17 Feb 48 .

24 Sep 47

M

undated .

N

1
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Publications by Fritz STRASSMANN

"Disintegration of U by Slow Neutrons " in collaboration with Meitner & Hahn #

"Trans-Uranium Series " in collaboration with Meitner & Hahn *

"The Question of the Origin of the 2.3 day Isotope of Element 93 from Uranium" 1942

in collaboration with Hahn

"The Experimental Work on the Sepn . of Ur . Fission Products . " 1942 , in collaboration

with Hahn , Gotte.

"Chemical Sepn . of Ur . Fission Products " in collaboration with Hahn , 1944

"Chemical Spen . of Ur . Fission Products II. " 19447

"R-Active Strontium Yttrium Isotopes Resulting from U Fission " 1943 , in collaboration

with Otto Hahn

"On the behaviour of the alkaline earth isotopes produced by the bombardment of

uranium with neutrons " in collaboration with Hahn , 1939.

*Production of active Barium Isotopes fr Uranium & thorium by neutron bombardment ;

production of further radioactive fragments by fission of Un in collaboration with

Hahn , 1939.

"Do Trans-uranium elements exist ? 1 ) Final proof of the non -existence of "Eka

platinum" and "Eke-iridium" in collaboration with Hahn , 1939

"On the fragments of uranium fission " in collaboration with Hahn , 1939

Further fission products fr the bombardment of U w/neutrons " in collaboration with

Hahn, 1939.

"On the fission of uranium nucleus by slow neutrons " in collaboration with Hahn, 1939

"Separation of isotopes of Krypton fr those of Xenon produced by U fission " in collabora

tion with Hahn, 1940.

"Preparation of fission products of uranium by the use of ' emanating power of uranium

compounds in collaboration with Hahn , 1940 1

"Preparation of fission products of Thorium by the use of the emanating power of

thorium hydroxide" in collaboration with Hahn , 1940 1

"On the experimental disentanglement of elements and isotopes produced by the fission

of Us in collaboration with Hahn and Gotte, 1942. I

"On short-lived isotopes of Barium and Lanthanum produced by Uranium fission " in

collaboration with Hahn , 1942.

"On some fragments of the fission of Thorium" in collaboration with Hahn & Flugge , 1939

"On the fission of the nuclei of uranium and thorium into lighter atoms " in collaboration

with Hahn, 1939

"On some further products of uranium fission " in collaboration with Hahn, 1940

"Some new fission products of uranium" in collaboration with Hahn , 1943

"Short-lived isotopes of Bromine and Iodine produced by uranium fission" in collaboration

with Hahn, 1940

"On the production of Zirconium and Protactinium produced by the bombardment of Thorium

with neutrons" in collaboration with Hahn , 1941

"On the isotopes of Molybdenum produced by uranium fission " in collaboration with Hahn, 1941
#t 11 M M. ♥ H H

*The isolation and some of the properties of element 93" in collaboration with Hahn , 1942

"Did a radioactive Caesium isotope exist in former geological periods ? Barium and

Strontium fr Pollucite " in collaboration with Hahn , J. Mattauch & Ewald, 1942

* These publications preceded the discovery of fission I

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Publications by Fritz Strassman , contd

"Did a Caesium isotope of long half-life exist? A contribution to the inter

pretation of unusual lines in mass- spectroscopy? " in collaboration with Hahn,

Vattauch & Ewald , 1943.

"Determinations of geological age by the stontium method" 1942 (According to

investigations by 0. Hahn , F. Strassmann , J. Mattaich & H. Ewald)

"On the fission of heavy muclei " 1941

"The completion & extension of the Periodic System" 1941

"R-Active Strontium Yttrium Isotopes Resulting from U Fission ,"1943

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Name: DIEBNER , Dr. Kurt

Variant :

Honors:
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Present Position : Physicist , Haas & Cie

Location : Business Haupstrasse 66

Private

SECRET

Hamburg-Blankenese

West End 5 Hamburg

Grossflottbek

Publications:

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

1

Approved for Release

Date ? NOV 1985

Race :

Sex:

241850

Birthdate : 13 May 1905

Birthplace :

Nationality : German

White

Male

Gen , Occupation : Physicist

Education : Degree in Physics , Halle University Children :

Languages:
Religion :

Political Affiliation : Nazi

Party Member

Case No. 8061123

Date : 31 August 1943

Marital Status : Married

Name of Spouse:

Dr. Kurt Diebner , wartime Deputy Director under Gerlach of the German

nuclear physics research project , was last reported (December 1947) as a

physicist in the firm of Haas & Cie at Hamburg-Blankenese , Germany. 2/

Originally a student under Hoffman at Halle University, he later did

research on neutron physics at Charlottenburg Technisches Hochschule .

From the very beginning of the war Diebner was associated both administra

tively and scientifically with the German muclear physics research project .

1/ Then the war broke out and the Army Ordnance Department was responsible

for some financial and administrative control of nuclear physics research,

Diebner was made a consultant to Schumann who was head of the Army Research

Group (WaF) . Later in 1942 when there was a reorganisation placing responsi

bility under Esau of the RFR (Reichsforschungsrat-National Research Council ) ,

the Army managed to keep partial control and started a research group under

Diebner's direction to work on pile experiments . When a further reorganiza

tion was made in 1943 placing Goering in overall charge , Esau was made deputy

for the nuclear physics field and Diebner went with Esau . Finally in 19445

when Gerlach succeeded Esau as head of the RFR, Diebner became Gerlach's

Deputy. 3/

In addition to these administrative positions Diebner was also an experi

menter working on a team with Pose and Czulius . This team , more or less a

Nazi Party sponsored group , ran somewhat in competition with Heisenberg's KWI

group 1 and from 1942 until the closing days of the war Diebner directed the

pile experiments at Gottow. 3/ After the fall of Paris in 1940 Diebner inter

rogated Joliot in his laboratory regarding his work on uranium and he was also

present at a meeting in Berlin in January 1942 to plan increased heavy water

production at Norsk Hydro . 1

834121-1374
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DIEBNER , Dr. Kurt

Diebner was picked up by US forces in the closing days of the war and

shortly after V- E day was sent to England with other German personnel.4/At

that time he was described as outwardly friendly but an unpleasant personality

and could not be trusted . 5/

He claimed hePolitically Diebner was a member of the Nazi Party .

only stayed in the Party as , if Germany had won the war , only Party members

would be given good jobs . 6/ In 1945 he reportedly intended to send in a

formal request that he be reinstated as a civil servant and hoped the fact

that he was a member of the Party would be forgotten . 6/ Reportedly anti

democratic , 9/ Diebner also evidenced an interest in 1945 in the possibility

of going to the Argentine to work with uranium and also considered the possi

bility of contacting some of his former colleagues who were working for the
Russians.

2/

3/

4

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Scientifically, Diebner was recommended by Gerlach for a War Service

decoration because of his work on pile arrangement and was given a very high

rating by U.S. sources in the closing days of the war . This rating, however ,

was made as an intelligent target for his overall knowledge of the German

nuclear energy project rather than for scientific preeminence . 8/ Since that

time he has been described as a fourth-rate physicist who appeared as good

second-rate while in wartime company. 2/ Repeatedly reported as of no value

scientifically, 2/, 9/, his present activities are stated to be harmless. 2/1

It has been recommended that he not be permitted to come to the U.S. in any

case. 1/

moldold

SECRET

14

N7

8/ 料

9/
n

IAC Agency , Washington , D.C. , undated
* 11 19 Dec 47
20 15 June 48
N May 45
11 6. Aug 45

19 Jul 45

27 Jul 45

21 Feb 45

24 Feb 47

M
M

<--2
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"Artificial Radioactivity" , 1936

Grassmann

*

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

PUBLICATIONS OF KURT DIEENER

"Scattering of Alpha Particles by H-Nuclei" , 1934

"Ionizing Power of Artificial H-Rays " , 1932

"Resonance Fenetration of Alpha Particles into the Aluminum Nucleus",

1932

*

1940 in collaboration with

Reports with collaborators on Gottow Experiments , Ur ,0x & Paraffin

G-1, 0-2, G-3, unpublished 1942 & 1943.

Reports on U-ketal Cube Heavy Ice Experiments

Report on Cube Experiments with UC & Paraffin at Gottow, in

collaboration with Berkei , Czulids; Hartwig , Hermann , Bormann,

Hocker, Pose, Rexer , 26 Nov. 42.

6

* Progress Report on Experiments with Cubes & Heavy Ice, April 1943,

in collaboration with Hartwig , Hermann, Westmeyer , Czulius , Berkei ,

Böcker .

*Unpublished.

Report on Experiments with Uranium Metal & Heavy Ice, July 1943, in

collaboration with Hartwig, Hermann , Westmeyer , Czulius , Berkei,

Höcker.

Report on Neutron Increase of an Arrangement of Uranium Cubes &

Heavy Water, Dec. 1945, in collaboration with Hartwig, Hermann,

Westmeyer , Culius, Berkei , Hocker.

Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
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GERMANY before 1946

Ph . D.DIEBNER , KURT

Nuclear Physicist

BIR 1948 CIA P-466
}
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Nane : WEIZSACKER , Prof. Dr. Carl Friedrich

Freiherr ( Baron) von

Variant : WEISSAECKER , Karl Freidrich von

1936

1

Present Position : Member , Max Planck

Institute, Gottingen

-

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Location : Business Max Planck Institute,

AVA , Göttingen

1939

SECRET

-

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Gen. Occupation : Physicist

Education : Ph.D. , University of Leipzig, 1933

Languages :

Honors:

-

Private

Phone - 3653

Bunsenstrasse 16 , Göttingen

Career

1941

1942

1943

1944

1946 date Research , Max Planck Institute .

Birthdate :

Birthplace:

Nationality :

Race:

Sex:

Case No. 8010581
Date : 13 September 1948

SETXET

Marital Status :

Name of Spouse :

23 June 1912

Kiel

German

White

Male

Married

(Swiss wife)

(nee Wille)

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation : (See below)

Lecturer , University of Berlin

Research physicist , Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics,
Berlin -Dahlem

"War work" at KWIP, Berlin -Dahlem after one month in Army.

Trote report on America's advantage over Germany in the field of

nuclear physics (September ) .

Prof. of Theoretical Physics , Strasbourg (October)

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Protestant

Director of Institute for Theoretical Physics , Strasbourg , (January)
Research on "war work . "

Prof. Dr. Carl Friedrich Freiherr von Weizsäcker , well known German physicist ,
1/ was reported in December 1947 as a member of a group of nuclear physicists
working at the University of Göttingen on the program of scientific research.con
ducted under the authority of the Allied CControl Commission in Germany. 2/ A
more recent report indicates that. was in Switzerland in January of this year

attempting to get the Chair at the University of Zurich occupied at that time by

Gregor Wentzel . 3. Von Weizsäcker is well known in Switzerland as his father

was once Ambassador to that country , and his recent efforts to locate there

have been handled through his father- in-law, Gen. Wille . 3/

Approved for Release

Date 7 NOV 1985.
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WEIZSKCKER , Prof. Dr. Carl

BECKET

Son of the last German Ambassador to the Vatican , Von Weizsacker comes

from an aristocratic and cultured German -family with wide connections .

His studies took place in the Hague , Basel , Copenhagen , Berlin , Stuttgart ,

and Leipzig where he was awarded his Ph . D. in 1933. 5/ Captured German

documents reveal that he was granted the final "Habilitation " degree in theo

retical physics by the University of Heidelberg in 1936 , after having made
From

outstanding original contributions in that field while still a student .

1936 he was employed as an assistant at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Phy

sics at Berlin -Dahlem and in 1937 had , in addition , an appointment as Dozent

at the University of Berlin. On 29 August 1939 he was called to active duty

in the Wehrmacht but was released and recalled to the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute

one month later on the ground that his services were required for "scientific

work of military importance . " According to these German documents Von Weizsäcker

was occupied largely with the normal activities of a university professor while

at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute and the University of Berlin . These include

the writing of several scientific and philosophical papers for publication and

visits to various universities and research centers to take part in discussions

and to give lectures . After 1938 his scientific interests seem to have shifted

from the active problems of theoretical physics to matters of a more philosophi

cal and speculative nature and several of his published articles are along that

line. 4

Prewar acquaintances described Von Weizsäcker as an intelligent "dilettante , "

not especially energetic and rather easy going . Often arriving at work between

ten and eleven and usually meeting friends for lunch , it was not unusual for

Among his
him to carry on discussions with his associates far into the night.

cultural interests , literature took precedence and to a slightly lesser degree,

philosophy. He was also interested in youth movements and spiritualism before

the war . Referred to as the " Bohemian " type , Von Weizsäcker was a great lover

of music , drank beer and wine and reportedly could be induced to drink anything

else as well . 13/

From 1939 to 1941 Von Weizsäcker made several trips to Switzerland and two

to Denmark where he gave two -lectures in Copenhagen . He was appointed Profes

sor of Theoretical Physics at the University of Strasbourg in 1942 but con

tinued his connections at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin

Dahlem. He came to be increasingly in demand as a lecturer on scientific

philosophical subjects and his lecture activities were put under the supervision

His mission was to combat
of the Minister for Science , Education and Training.

These culture-dissem
the general impression that German science was in decline .

inating and goodwill-building activities extended first to people reached through

industrial and educational organizations in Germany and later to foreign coun

tries under German influence . In addition to many universities and academies of

-2
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science in Germany itself Von Weizsäcker , under the sponsorship of the
German Research Foundation , Foreign Division , lectured in Paris , Riga,

Rome , Rouen, Madrid , Lisbon , Helsinki , Vienna , Sofia , Bucharest , Debrecen
(Hungary) .

Von Weizsacker's lectures , however , did not take up all his time and
he did considerable research on uranium theory in the summer of 1940. In

September 1941 he found time to write a report to Reichsminister Rust of
the German National Ministry for Science , Education and Training , on America's
advantage over Germany in the field of nuclear physics . In October 1942 as
Professor of Theoretical Physics at the University of Strasbourg and later

in January 1943 as Director of the Institute of Theoretical Physics there,

he gave courses in Philosophy , Mechanics and Physics . In 1944 he published
a book on theoretical physics and was considered for the Directorship of the
Bohr Institute Copenhagen but reportedly did not want the job. Associated
with matters related to uranium fission from the very beginning of the war in
Germany, Von Weizsacker frequently visited Hechingen where pile experiments
were conducted by the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics , partially evacu
ated from Berlin . He moved there in September 1944 with apparatus and equip
ment . 1/

.

Picked up by US forces in the closing days of the war , Von Weizsäcker
was sent to England with other German personnel shortly after V- E day.6/ At
this time he was described as outwardly very friendly and genuinely cooper
ative . The son of a diplomat , he showed he was somewhat of a one himself. 7/
He was outspokenly opposed to the idea of working for the Allies either in.
Germany or elsewhere but indicated also that he had no intention of working
for the Russians. 8/

Based on a survey of his prewar work only Von Weizsäcker was rated by

US sources at the beginning of the war at the very top in his field . 9/ Other
reports have described him as a brilliant scholar , 5 a valuable man, 11/

with a very high rating as a physicist and astro-physicist 1 and one of
Germany's best theoretical physicists . 10/ More recently it has been stated
that Von Weizsäcker is a fitfully brilliant scientist , the level of whose
work is usually dependent on his associates and environment . This same report
states that he could be of value to the US or the United Kingdom but would be
of little value to other nations in view of his temperament . 12/

Politically , only one report has stated that Von Weizsäcker was a Nazi,
3/ and while his background was sensitive in that his father was last Ambas
sador to the Vatican and for years Under Secretary in the Foreign Office, 13/
other reports have described him as either politically indifferent , 11/ sin
cerely opposed to the Nazi regine, 2/ 7/ or not a Nazi , but considered some
what of an opportunist. 1/

--3
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5/

6/

7

Rated high as an astro-physicist , 1/ Von Weizsäcker was reported in

December 1947 as interested in the problems of cosmology and lectured

during the winter semester at the University of Göttingen on the "Quantum

Theory of Electrons and Light. " 14/

2/
10/
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*

PUBLICATIONS OF PROF. DR . C.F. von RIZSACKER

1. Die Atomkerne , A.V.G. 1937
2. Zum Weltbild der Physik 1944

3. Book ontheoretical physics , Jan. 1944.

Original Works

1. Crusbestimmung Eines Elektrons durch ein Mikroskop , 1931

2. Grenzfragen der Philosophie und modernen Physik , 1932

3. Durchgang schneller Korpuskulars -Trohlen durch ein Ferromognetikum , 1933

4. Ausstrahlung bei Stossen sehr schneller Elektronen , 1934

10 .

11 .

12.
13.

5. Moore , Isaac Newton , 1935

6.

7.
8.

9.

Zur Theorie der Kernmassen , 1935

Thomson , Atomie Physies , 1929 , 1935

Die dur den Bau der Atomkerne massgebenden Kräfte , 1935

Sir Isaac Newton's Mathematical Prinziples , 1936

Uber Elementumwandlungen im Innern der Sterne F , 1936

Metastabile Zustände der Atomkerne, 1936 ,

Über die Spinabhängigkeit der Kernkräfte , 1936

Fortschritte in der Theorie des Atomkerns , 1936

14. Uber die Moglichkeit eines dualen

15. Neuere modellvorstellungen über den Bau der Atomkerne , 1938

16 . Uber Elementarumwardlungen im Innern der Sterne, 1938

17.
18.

Methode der Physik , 1939 I

Der zweite Hauptsatz und der Unterschied von Vergangenheit und

Zukunft , 1939
Zum We felmeierschen Modell der Transurance , 193919.

20. Die Physik der Cogenwart und das Physikalische Weltbild, 1942

21. Die Moderne Atomlehre und die Philosophie, 1942

22. Die Atomlehre der modernen Physik , 1942 i

u 23. Zur Deutung der Quantenmechanik 1941

24. Die Auswirkung des Satzes von der Erhaltung der Energie in der Physik
und Protonen-emission

25. Deutung einer Auswahlregel für Neutronen r

Bus Kernen ungerader Ladung, 1943

26. Uber die Entstehung des Planetensystems, 1944

27. Report on the Experiments with Layer Arrangements of Uranium and

Paraffin at the KWI for Physics , Berlin-Dahlem, 1941 , in collabora

tion with others .

23. "Preliminary Report on the Results from a Layer- construction Sphere

of Uranium Metal and Paraffin , " 1942, in collaboration with others .

# 29. "Measurements of Layer Arrangements of Uranium Metal and Paraffin , "

in collaboration with others , 1942

Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
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* 30. "Tests with New Layer Arrangements of Uranium Metal and Paraffin,"

in collaboration with others .

31 . The Production of Neutrons in Heavy Water by the Process D

(n , 2n) H. , 1940

The Disintegration of Deuterons , 1940.

The

32.

33.

34. Calculation of the Energy
Production in the U Machine , in collabora

tion with Muller , Hocker , 1940

Temperature Effect of Layer Type Pile, 1941

Remarks on the Calculation of Layer Arrangement , 194135.

36.

37. Improved Theory of Resonance Absorption in the Machine, 1942

38. B Decay of Potassium , before 1939

39. Nuclear Transformation in the Interior of Stars , before
1939

40. Selection Rule for Neutron & Proton Emission from Nuclei of Odd

Charge, 1943

* Unpublished
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Name : HAHN, Dr. Otto

Variant :

Present Position : President , Kaiser Wilhelm
Gesellschaft

Location : Business. Max Planck Institute

AVA, Göttingen

Private Herzbergerlandstrasse 44 , Göttingen

Gen. Occupation : Nuclear chemist (Tel : 2878)

1902 - 04

1904 - 05

1905 06

1906

1907

1908 38

1910

Education : Ph . D. 1901

Languages : English, fluent

Honors : Nobel Prize in Chemistry , 1944

1912

1924

1928

1932

1938

1941

1943

1944

1946

GU

- 45

I 1
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1948
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Career

Lectured in Stockholm and Budapest

Evacuated laboratories to Tailfingen .

Approved for Release

Date 1965-

241850

Case No , 8061152

Date : 17 September 1948

Birthdate : 8 Mar 1879

Birthplace : Frankfurt/Main

Nationality : German

-

White

Male

Married (1913)

Edith Funghams

Race:

Sex :

Marital Status :

Name of Spouse :

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

Assistant Professor , University of Munich

Member, Ramsay Laboratory, University College , London

Member, Lord Rutherford Laboratory, MoGill University, Montreal

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry , Berlin- Dahlem

Private Dozent , University of Berlin ;

Isolated mesothorium 1

Isolated mesothorium 2

Collaborated with Lise Meitner and discovered protoactinium

Professor of Chemistry, Berlin

Professor Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry , Berlin-Dahlem

Member, Prussian Academy of Sciences

Director , Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry, Berlin-Dahlem

Member, Swedish Academy of Sciences

Lectured at Cornell University

One son

In collaboration with Strassmann discovered neutron induced

fission of uranium and thorium (Dec )

Lectured in England , Canada, Sweden and the U.S.

Visited Rome

Protestant

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

(See below)

Awarded Nobel Prize for Chemistry for 1944 ;

Headed group of German scientists who attended the reopening

of the Gmelin Institute for Inorganic Chemistry .

President , KWG

Lectured at meeting of Society of German Chemists of the

British Zone (May)

Invited to attend Nuclear Physics Conference in Birmingham,

England, 14 18 September 48.
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Dr. Otto Hahn , world-
renowned German scientist and Nobel Prize

winner , was last reported as President of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Gesellschaft

(British Zone ) 1/ and a member of a group of scientists working at the

University of Gottingen on the program of scientific
research conducted

under the authority of the Allied Control Commission in Germany . 2/

Prewar data reveals that Hahn is from a well -known
Frankfurt

middleclass family of reportedly
democratic leanings . His father had

His other

a retail panel glass business which one of Hahn's brothers developed

into a reputable firm of interior
decorating and antiques.

brother was Studienrat at the Goethe-Gymnasium in Frankfurt and a

renowned numismatist . 3/

An officer in the first World War , 3/ Hahn had been associated

with scientific research since 1904 when he was a member of the Ramsay

Laboratory, University
College, London . From 1908 he contributed.

steadily to the advance in
specialized chemical techniques needed for

pioneering in the field of heavy radio-ective
elements and in collabora

tion with physicist Lise Meitner discovered
protoactinium. Later (Dec 38) ,

while working with Fritz Strassman , Hahn discovered neutron induced fis

sion of uranium and thorium for which he received the Nobel Prize for

Chemistry, 1944. 5/

I

During the war Hahn worked as head of the Keiser Wilhelm Institute

for Chemistry in Berlin-Dahlem on the German atomic energy program which

was supervised by the Nuclear Physics Division of the German National

Research Council and toward the end of the war evacuated to Tailfingen,

Turtenberg 5/ where he was picked up by US forces . Shortly after V-E

day Hahn was sent to England with other German personnel , 6/ and at that

time was described as having a sense of humor and definitely friendly

disposed to England and the U.S. 6 When the atom bomb was announced

in August 1945-Hahn
reportedly felt responsible for the lives of so many

people in view of his discovery and claims that originally he had contem

plated suicide when he realized the terrible
potentialities of his dis

coveries. 7/

Based on a survey of his
prewer work only , Hahn was rated by U.S.

sources in the beginning of the war at the very top in his field 8/ and

in 1945 was given a very high rating both for his scientific preeminence

and as an
intelligence target . 2/ Further indication of Hahn's importance

was shown in a German report which stated that in 1943 a meeting was called

by Mr. Speer ,
German Minister for Armanents and War Production , and Hahn

was one of the
scientists invited to attend . 10/ Though prewar reports des

cribe him as one of the world's greatest scientists in ruclear physics 3/

NEWEREN
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and an outstanding scholar in the field of physical chemistry , 11/ and

more recent reports have stated that he is the most expert of German

chemists and a highly valuable man , 12/ he is considered by other intel

ligence sources as past his prime , 57of negligible value scientifically

to the US or the United Kingdom , and in view of his age of comparatively

little value to other nations . 1/

Politically, while prewar reports describe Hahn as a democrat and

a strong anti -Nazi 3/, 11 , 13/ who went out of his way to help victims

of Nazi persecution 11/ and other US sources since V-E day have considered

him democratic , 12/ Hahn has also been reported as a good German, who

though not a strong Nazi , went along. 5/ Though he has been referred to

as definitely friendly disposed toward the U.S. and England , 6/ he never

theless vehemently opposed the Paperclip Project and wrote a severe criti

cism entitled , " Invitation to USA , " which appeared in the Göttingen Uni

versity News , 21 February 1947. 14 At that time Hahn felt , and claimed

to have the backing of many other German professors , that pressure was

put on German scientists in order to persuade them to go to the U.S. and

stated that his group . was convinced that the official American way was to

crush German science. With reference to the former he claimed there were

instances where men lost their jobs and were then invited to work in the

U.S. and he pointed to the proposed dissolution of the Kaiser Wilhelm

Gesellschaft in the American Zone as indicative of the latter . 14 Hahn

continued to criticize British and American activities in his recent (May

1948) lecture tour in Switzerland at the Federal Institute of Technology

and in Berne and Basel . 15/

A United States request for the allocation of Hahn was refused by

the British on the grounds , according to the Daily Express , that "unless

the drainage of scientific and technological talent from the British Zone

was stopped, Germany would never become self- supporting . " 19/ However,

Hahn himself believes the it is a German scientist's duty to remain in

Germany and aid in the reconstruction 18/ and in view of this attitude,

it is doubtful that he would have considered coming to the U.S. for scien

tific work. 5/

Hahn's attitude toward the USSR was indicated in 1945 when he

reportedly was very much afraid of Russia and felt a profound distrust

of Stalin . He believed that if conditions were to get very bad in Germany

even the British and American controlled zones would be driven into the

arms of Stalin . He reportedly preferred to have Germany lean toward the

West and expressed the hope that the Allies would help to such an extent

with food, etc. that such conditions would not arise . 16/ a Further indica

tion was given in December 1947 when Hahn stated he no longer considered

-3
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returning to Berlin , as two of his consultants , who both knew a great

deal about uranium , and who recently returned there , had disappeared ,

having , it was known , departed in an easterly direction . 17/

Prof. Hahn , at the time he gave his Nobel - lecture at the Royal

Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden and picked up his check

for 123,000 Swedish crowns ( $34,000) , ended his speech by expressing

the hope that atomic knowledge will be used in the service of scienti

fic research, in medicine and in other peaceful purposes and will not

become a means of destroying the culture which humanity has been able

to build up during millenniums . 20/

11AC Agency , Washington , D.C. , 19 Dec 47
11 11 11 9 Aug 48

n 11 Nov 44 .

-1948

2/

3

11

15

11

H
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Daily Digest of World Broadcasts & Radio Telegraph Services,

13 Dec 47

26 Sep 45

7 May 47
18/ IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. ,

19 Daily Express , London

20 LAC Agency , Washington , D.C. , 13 Dec 46
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C

"Isotope Weights & Packing Fraction Curve " in collaboration with Flügge & Mattacuh

Report on the Work at the KWIC on Preparation 38. " 1940 .

Work on Nuclear Physics at KWICH 1941 ; a Chemical Work ; b ) Investigation of

Resonance Process ; c ) The Mission Process of Prep . 30 .

PUBLICATIONS OF OTTO HAHN

"The Fission of Uranium Nucleus . " 1942..

"The Experimental Work on the Separation of Uranium Fission Products " in collaboration

with Strasman , Gotte ; 1942.

"The Question of the Origin of the 2.3 day Isotope of Element 93 from Uranium , " in

collaboration with Strasman ; 1942.

"Artificial Transmutation & Fission of Uranium 1943.

"Chemical Separation of Uranium Fission Products " 1944

"Chanical Separation of Uranium Fission Products II ; in collaboration with Strassmann ,

1944.
in collaboration

On the behaviour of the alkaline earth isotopes produced by the bombardment of

uranium with neutrons - in collaboration with Strassmann 1939.

Radio Active Strontium & Yttrium Isotopes Resulting from U Fission

with Strassman 1943.

14

Production of active Barium isotope fram uranium & thorium by neutron bombardment ;

production of further radioactive fragments by fission of Uranium , in collaboration

with Strassmann 1939.

Do Trans-uranium elements exist? 1) Final proof of the non-existence of "Ek&

platinum and ke-iridium in collaboration with Strassmann - 1939.

On the fragements of uranium fission , in collaboration with Strassmann 1939.

Further fission products from the bonbardment of Uraniun , with neutrons.

boration with Strassmann 1939.

In colla

On the fission of Uranium mucleus by slow neutrons, in collaboration with Strassmann

1939.

Separation of isotopes of krypton from those of Xenon produced by U fission , in

collaboration with Strassmann - 1940.

Preparation of fission products of uranium by the use of emanating power" of uranium

1940 .compounds, in collaboration with Strassmann

Preparation of fission products of Thorium by the use of the emanating power of

thorium hydroxide , in collaboration with Strassmann - 1940

On the experimental disentanglement of elements and isotopes produced by the fission

1942.
of Uranium , in collaboration with Strassmann & H. Götte

On short-lived isotopes of Barium and Lanthamum produced by Uranium fission , in

collaboration with Strassman, 1942.

On some fragements of the fission of Thorium , in collaboration with Strassmann &

S. Fiugge 1939.

On the fission of the nuclei of uranium and thorium into lighter atoms , in collabora

tion with Strassmann - 1939.

On some further products of uraniun fission , in collaboration with Strassmann - 1940.
1940 .

Some new fission products of uranium, in collaboration with Strassmann

Short-lived isotopes of Bromine and Iodine produced by uranium fission , in collabora

1940.tion with Strassmann

On the production of Zirconium and Protactinium produced by the bombardment of Thorium

1941.
with neutrons, in collaboration with Strassmann

On the isotopes of Molybdenum produced by Uranium fission , in collaboration with

Strassmann 1941.

On the isotopes of Molybdenum produced by Uranium fission , in collaboration with

Strassmann 1941

-
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Publications of Otto Hahn contd

The isolation and some of the properties of element 93. In collaboration with
Strassmann . 1942.

Some peculiarities of the isotopes produced by nuclear fission of Uranium and
Thoriun 1939

Reactions of atomic nuclei and the fission of uranium - 1940 .

The transmutation of chemical elements , a chapter of physical and chemical

cooperation 1942.
Natural and artificial -transmutation of atomic muclei - 1941 .

Artificial atomic transmutations and the fission of heavy nuclei - 1942.
The transmutation of chemical elements and the fission of uranium - 1944.

Artificial atomic transmitations and the fission of heavy nuclei 1944.

Artificial atomic transmutations and the fission of heavy nuclei 1944.

in collaboration with Flugge & Mattauch

The Chemical elements and natural isotopes according to the state of research on

isotopes and nuclei . In collaboration with Flugge and J. Mattach 1940.

Same as above - 1939

Concerning the report : "The chemical elements and natural isotopes according to
the state of research on isotopes and muclei . " 1941 .

Supplement 1940 and 1941 to the extensive report from January 1940: The chemical

elements and natural isotopes according to the state of research on isotopes and.

raclei in collaboration with Flugge & Mattauch, 1942.

Did a radioactive Cassiunisotope exist in former geological periods? Barium and

Strontium from Pollucite? in collaboration with Strassmann , J. Mattauch & Ewald
1942.

-

Did a Caesium isotope of long half-life exist ? A contribution to the interpretation

of unusual lines in mass-spectroscopy? in collaboration with Strassmann , J. Mattauch
& Ewald 1943.

109

--2

Bingo

Determinations of geological age by the Strontium method - 1942 (According to investi

gations by O. Hahn , F. Strassmann , J. Mattach & H. Ewald) .

Determinations of geological age by the Strontium method - 1944.

Radiochemistry . ( In preparation) in collaboration with Erbacher . No date given .
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Name : LAUE, Max Th. F. von
Variant : Von Laue , Max

Location : Business

Present Position : Titulary Deputy Director,
Max Planck Institute ,

AVA , Göttingen

Publications :

1906 -

1909

1912 .
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Gen, Occupation : Theoretical physicist

Education : Ph.D. , University of Berlin , 1903

Languages : English

Honors: Nobel Prize winner , 1914 ; Valbruch Prize
from University of Gottingen

1914 -

1919 -

SECRET

Max Planck Institute

Private Bunsenstrasse 16 , Göttingen
5

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Career

Case No. 8010580

Date : 13 September 1943

Birthdate : '9 October 1879

Birthplace : Pfaffendorf,
near Koblenz

Race:

Sex :

-SECRET

Nationality : German

Marital Status :

Name of Spouse :

241850

Children : one son , Theodore

Political : (see below) .

Religion : Protestant , Evangelical

Studied at universities of Strasbourg , Göttingen, Munich
and Berlin . Also awarded honorary Dr. of Engineering,
University of Stuttgart and honorary Dr. of Science,
University of Manchester

Qualified as a university teacher of physics at the

University of Berlin.

Private Dozent (lecturer) , University of Munich .

White

Kale

Married

Professor, University of Zurich

Professor , University of Frankfurt/Main
Awarded Nobel Prize

Professor, University of Berlin

Member , Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft zur Forderung der Wissenschaften,
Berlin .
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LAUE , Max Th . F. von

Prior to 1940 -

1936

1947 -

1948 -
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Repeatedly visited England , the .S . , and lectured in
England , France , Sweden , Switzerland

Director , Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics , Berlin- Dahlem

-Member , Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften in Göttingen

Member , Mathematical Physical Class , Preussische Academie der
Wissenschaften Berlin

1945 -

date

300

Lember , Physikalsche Gesellschaft

-Member , Deutscher Mathematischer Verein

Member , Kant Gesellschaft

Member , Deutsche Röntgen-Gesellschaft ( honorary)

Deputy Director of Max Planck Institute , AVA , Göttingen ;
Chairman , Hundred year old Deutsche Physikalische

Gesellschaft (British zone) ;
Active in foundation of Bi -Zonal Physikalische Technische

Reichsanstalt.

Scheduled to visit the U.S. , June or July

Prof. Dr. Max von Laue , world renowned German scholar 1 and a member
of a group of physicists working at the University of Göttingen on the pro
gran of scientific research conducted under authority of the Allied Control.
Commission in Germany , was scheduled to visit the United States in June and
July of this year . 3 Awarded the Nobel Prize in 1914 for his research on
the Interference Phenomenon of I-rays , 1/ he enjoys the reputation of being
perhaps the most eminent living German physicist 4 and the most respected
of the older physicists among the German scientists . 9/

A specialist in theoretical physics , Von Laue was reported prior to
the war as a champion of the modern school of Einstein's theory of Relativity
and had devoted his attentions to the quantum theory , the Compton Effect, to
Bohr's atomic model , to the "Einstein -Rohr equation " and the disintegration
of the atom. 5/

He spent the war years as Professor of theoretical physics at the
University of Berlin and as Director of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Physics in Berlin-Dahlem . 1/ In 1944 it was reported that his full time
was taken up with teaching 8/ and Von Laue's claim that he had nothing to

was

He went along with Heisenberg and the others when the KWIP was evacuated to
Hechingen in the closing days of the war 9 and it was there that he was i

--2
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picked up by US forces . Shortly after V - E day he was sent to England with
other German personnel 10/ and at that time was described as a shy , mild
mannered man who could not understand the reason for his detention . 11/

Politically Von Laue has been reported as opposed to the Nazi regime .
1 , 8/ Prior to the war Von Leue reportedly was not active in politics .
While some of his friends considered him a liberal , others thought he had
conservative leanings and he is believed to have been a member of the former
German Democratic Party . 1 Because of his high scientific standing Von
Laue could afford to oppose the Nazis and from the beginning reportedly did
so openly and courageously . 8/ According to one source he used his influence
in numerous cases to provide positions abroad for German scholars dismissed
from office by the Nazi Government for political or racial reasons.
when he was invited by the Swedish Academy of Sciences to lecture in Stockholm,

In 1943
his letters from there to friends in the U.S. expressed opposition to Hitler's
regime . 1 Von Laue , whose son is at Princeton and was in the American Army -
during the war , has been repeatedly described as very well disposed to England
and America. 4 , 11 , 12/.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Scientifically Von Laue was rated during the war as one of the leading
scientists of the world and the noblest figure in German acience . 8/ He
has also been described as a scholar of superior intellect and learning , who ,
though shy and rather awkward in his personal bearing and not a fluent public .
speaker , commanded respect wherever he appeared . 1/ Though one recent report
described him as perhaps the most eminent living German physicist , 4 other
intelligence sources state that , since he has done no creative work in science
during the last fifteen years 12/ and in view of his age , he is of no special
value

scientifically to the U.S. , the U.K. or other nations . 13/
1A recent ( Oct 47 ) visitor to Göttingen reported that Von Laue seems to

be an old man , though he talks vigorously and is in close touch with everything
about him . 9/ He is Titulary Deputy Director of the Max Planck Institute but
his

administrative interests are actually entirely centered in the Deutsche
Physikalische Gesellschaft ( the One Hundred - Year -Old German Physical Society.
revived the British zone to facilitate the exchange of ideas among scien
tists and reestablish intellectual freedom ) and in the foundation of the Bi
Zonal Physikalische Technische Reichsanstalt ( German Bureau of Standards ) . 14/
Von Laue is also co -editor with Pohl of the American licensed Zeitschrift für
Physik. 14/

H

WIT

11

IAC Agency , Washington , D.C. , 21 Oct 44M 11
9 Aug 4811 11

11 11
n 11

11.
11

H

21 May 48
21 May 48
12 Apr. 44

undated
28 Mar 46
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Name: HEISENBERG, Dr. Werner Carl
Variant :

Present Position :

Location : Business

6

-

1927

1929

1932

1936

1939

1942-1945

(

TOR
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Private

Telephone : 3647

Gen. Occupation : Theoretical physicist

Education : Ph . D. University of Munich , 1923

Languages : English

Honors : Nobel Prize for Physics , 1932

-
1941

1943 -

1945 - date

1948

AUGHERET

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Director , Max Planck Institute ,

Göttingen
Max Planck Institute ,

AVA , Göttingen
-
Merkelstrasse 18 , Göttingen

Career

1920 1923 Studied under Sommerfeld
1924 Dozent , Göttingen University;

Awarded Rockefeller Foundation Trip to Copenhagen
1926

Race:

Sex:

Birthdate :

Birthplace :

Nationality:

241850

Case No. 8060359

Date: 21 Sep. 1948

SECRET

(since)
Marital Status : Married ( 1937
Name of Spouse : Elisabeth

Schumacher

Children: three sons and

three daughters , and one
recent addition .

5 Dec 1901

Wurzburg

German

Religion : Evangelical

White

Male

Political Affiliation :

Lecturer , Copenhagen University
Member , Saxon Academy of Sciences at Leipzig
Member , Kaiser Leopold Academy of Science at Halle
Prof. of Theoretical Physics , University of Leipzig.

Approved for Release

Date NU 1985

Lecture of U.S. , Japan and India.
Awarded Nobel Prize for Physics ;
Lectured in the U.S.

Began voluntary military training courses in 99th Mountain
Fighter Regiment .

Lectured in U.S.
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(See below)

Professor of Theoretical Physics , University of Berlin ;
Co-director of Institute of Theoretical Physics ,
University of Berlin and the KWI for Physics , Berlin - Dahlem
Lectured in Zurich

Lectured in Budapest

Director , Lax Planck Institute , AVA , Göttingen
Gave series of six lectures on "Quantum Theory of Wave
Fields and Elementary Particles " at the Cavendish
Laboratory , Cambridge University , England . ( Feb. )
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HEISENBERG , Dr. erner Carl

Dr. Werner Heisenberg , top ranking German theoretical physicist 1/
and Nobel Prize winner , 2 is at present Director of the Max Planck
Institute for Physics at Gottingen 1 and a member of a group of scientists
working there on a program of research under the authority of the Allied
Control Commission in Germany . 3/

under the

Heisenberg attended the public schools of urzburg and unich , and
from 1911 to 1920 the Maximilian secondary school for humanities in Munich .
This period of instruction was twice interruptod ; in the summer of 1918 by
service in an agricultural project in iesbach , and in the spring of 1919
by taking part in the battles near Lunich with the Freikorps Lützow
(Lützow Volunteer Corps ) . These " Freikorps " were very reactionary,
militaristic , old regime groups which operated after World War
protection of the Junkers and their ilk . 2/ In the fall of 1920 he entered
the University of Munich where he studied physics and mathematics , hearing
lectures by Sommerfeld , Wien , Voss and Seliger . Heisenberg left Munich
during the winter of 1922- 23 to study at Göttingen but returned there
and received the degree of Ph.D. in the summer of 1923 with a thesis on
the problem of turbulence . The following fall he returned to Göttingen
where he was an assistant in the Institute for Theoretical Physics and
received a " venia legendi " there in the summer of 1924. His studies with
Sommerfeld and his participation in a series of lectures given by Bohr_at
Göttingen led Heisenberg to be greatly interested in the question of
atomic physics . During a visit to Copenhagen in 1924 , as recipient of a
Rockefeller stipend , he learned Bohr's views on atomic physics and in
1925 at Göttingen began his work on quantum mechanics . After two years
there as a dozent , Heisenberg returned to the University of Copenhagen
where he lectured for a year at which time he became a full professor at
the University of Leipzig . Two years later he made an extended lecture.
tour of the U.S. , India and Japan.

In 1932 Heisenberg was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics for his
development of quantum mechanics and its resultant discovery of allotropic
forms of hydrogen . 5/ At the time he was the youngest scientist ever to
receive the Nobel Prize. 6 At the age of

presented the world with a new mathematical mirty-one Heisenberg had
adequate for describing

how the electrons revolving around the nucleus stick to their orbits . The
famous principle of indeterminance or uncertainty was a further development
of his theory. 5/

Prewar-reports describe Heisenberg as a man of medium , athletic build
with yellow blond hair combed straight back .. His dress was usually that
of the professorial class , that is drab suits and dark shoes , but he
reportedly never wore stiff collars , and when vacationing or at home
preferred in formal attire. A great family man , having come from a good
family himself , Heisenberg kept regular hours but worked very hard and
often very late . A non-smoker and ill-disposed to liquor and public func
tions , his chief forms of diversion were athletics and music .

KER
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A good swimmer and tennis player , he loved tennis and skiing above
everything else and enjoyed mountain climbing almost as well . As a
music lover he attended all the better concerts and is an accomplished
pianist himself . 7 Heisenberg once made a trip as a deck hand on a
German cargo boat froir. one of the Baltic ports to the Mediterranean , earn
ing his way and mixing with the rest of the crew . 8/

Heisenberg was Professor of Theoretical Physics at the University of
Leipzig from 1927 to 1941 and during this period visited the U.S. on
lecture tours in 1932 2/ and again in 1939. During this latter visit he
reportedly was very serious and extremely depressed and gave evidence of
his attitude toward the Nazi regime . According to one source , though he
allegedly did not believe in the Nazi regine and wished to see the old
Germany restored , he felt it his duty to support the German government . 9/
There are indications that Heisenberg was strictly opposed to Nazism from
the beginning of Hitler's rule 8/ 10/ 11/ 12/ 13/ 14/, and that in 1935,
he , along with other professors , protested against the dismissal of five.
Leipzig professors . 10/ Described as a conservative and nationalistic , 12/
he gave lectures on relativity long after that subject had been banned by
the Nazis as a Jewish theory ( Einstein ) . As a result he was for time
on the blacklist so far as the Party was concerned and was the object of
a storm of invective from "Die Sturmer " , Julius Streicher's mouthpiece.
8/ Captured German documents also show that in a memorandum regarding
Heisenberg , from Himmler to the SS Dozenten führer in Leipzig , Himmler
thanked and congratulated the Leipzig SD for the very thorough and accu
rate report on Heisenberg . The memorandum stated in substance that "while
it is evident that Heisenberg's attitude was not exactly in line with that
described by the Party , I ( Himmler ) regard him as essentially decent and
want the SS and SD organizations in Leipzig informed of that fact . In view

of his comparative youth and influence and ability to attract future scien
tists , we cannot permit ourselves to remove or kill him , It would be highly
desirable to get Heisenberg to write a scientific article for one of the
publications of the SS . It is hoped that he can ultimately be brought to
work with us , possibly within the framewo of th Ahnenerbe, "15a German
scientific organization whose mission it was to promote the theory of
Aryanism) ,

Later reports , however , describe Heisenberg as somewhat of a politi
cian and inclined to be an opportunist . 2/ In spite of his early opposi
tion to Hitler's rule , he later told his friends that he had now accepted :
the Nazi regime as a necessary evil 10/ , 11/. According to one source it

was thought that Heisenberg had shrewdly taken a middle path , neither

identifying himself with any of the Nazi brutalities nor yet opposing
German aggrandi sement . 8/ Though he is considered anti democratic by one
U.S. source 16/, he was not a Nazi party member 2/ nor was he included
in the list of professors who signed an oath of allegiance to Hitler . 10/
Reportedly , Heisenberg's dream of a position was to succeed Sommerfeld

in the Physics Chair at Munich . He would have done so had he been will

ing to join the Party and he can never forgive the Nazis for this. 14/
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In 1941 Heisenberg was transferred from the University of Leipzig

to Berlin where he was appointed Professor of Theoretical Physics at the

University of Berlin and was made co- Director at the Institute of Theoreti

cal Physics there and of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin

Dahlem. 11/ His group , which included Hahn , Von Laue , Von Weizsacker , Wirtz ,

Sauerwein and Hocker 17/ , did research on pile experiments . 2/ In January

of 1943 Heisenberg lectured in Zurich , Switzerland and associated with Gregor

Wentzel (ncw at University of Chicago on a permanent appointment ) , Professor

of Theoretical Physics at the University of Zurich , and Paul Scherrer , Pro

fessor of Physics at the Zurich Institute of Technology , 13/ In the summer

of 1943, Heisenberg and his tean evacuated to Hechingen , 17 and continued

on a program of atomic energy attaining in 1945 a heavy water pile not quite

self-sustaining. 1/

It was at Hechingen that Heisenberg was picked up in May 1945 and

with other German personnel was shipped to England shortly after V- E day.

18 At that time he was described as very friendly and genuinely anxious

to cooperate with British and American scientists . 19/ Heisenberg reportedly

did not believe that the USSR would allow Russian scientific work to be made

public 20/ and that in view of their ideologies he did not see how war between .

the USSR and America could be prevented . He indicated a preference , if a

Western European bloc was established , to join this bloc rather than the USSR .

20/ Heisenberg also believed at that time that scientists were too dependent

on their governments and thought they should try to get some political influ

ence. 20

After returning to Germany in 1946 Heisenberg was made the Director of

the Max Planck Institute for Physics located in Allegemeine Versuchsanstalt

at Göttingen , (British Zone) . 21/ He wrote a long and detailed summary on

#Research in Germany on the Technical Application of Atomic Energy" which

appeared in the August 16 , 1947 issue of Nature , page 211 and outlined the

experiments made by German scientists through the war years . 22/ Early int

1947 Heisenberg received an offer to work in the Argentine and had previously

in August 1946 reported an offer from the Russians.:
it is doubted that such an inveterate

nationalist would be tempted to accept any external offers provided that there

was any hope for setting up his Institute in Germany . 23/ According to one

source Heisenberg has no desire to leave Germany although he would like an

occasional lecture series or a short visit to another country to talk with

other scientific minded people. 14/

A recent (1947 ) visitor to Göttingen described Heisenberg as "middle

aged" and found few traces of the boyish manner which he remembered from hav

ing seen him in the U.S. in 1929. At that time Heisenberg , who has several

very good younger men working with him , thought that the study of cosmic

radiation may be fully as rewarding as the study of nuclear processes with

the aid of cyclotrons , etc. for the next few years . His laboratory, howe

ever , was far from lavishly equipped , and he is unable to get equipment ..

4
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Heisenberg did not seem proud of anything in his Institute except a

library which had a very good collection of German and American scientific

journals. 1/
been

Scientifically Heisenberg has always rated at the very top in his

field 1 , 2 , 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 16 , 24/. He has been described as the

foremost living theoretical physicist , the only theorist of Nobel Prize

stature 25/ and as one of the world's top-ranking physicists Heisenberg

would be of high value to any nation , including Germany. 1/
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PUBLICATIONS OF WERNER HEISENBERG

"The Physical Principles of the Quantum Theory" , 1930
"Excursions in the Fundamentals of Exact Science " , 1935

"Principle of Uncertainty"
Papers on "Matrix Mechanics"

* "Experiments with a Lattice Arrangement of Water & Uranium , * 1941 (
* "Experiments with a Lattice Arrangement of D₂0 & Uranium , " 1941
* "Neutron Increase in D20 Uranium Metal Lattice System , n 1942
* "Neutron Increase in Uranium Metal through Fast Neutrons, " 1942
* Report on the 1st Experiments on the Apparatus Set-up at

the KWI for physics - 1940, in collaboration with others .

* Report on the Experiments with Layer Arrangements of Uranium and
Paraffin at the IWI for Physics , Berlin- Dahlem. 1941 ;' in colla
boration with others .

1

* "Preliminary Report on the Results from a Layer- construction Sphere
of Uranium Metal and Paraffin " - 1942 ; in collaboration with others.

* Measurements of Layer Arrangements of Uranium Metal and Faraffin, "
1942 in collaboration with others .. !

**Tests with New Layer Arrangements of Uranium Metal and Paraffin" in
collaboration with others.

* Unpublished.

**Notes on the Planned Half- technical Experiment with 1.5 Tons of D₂0 and
2 Tons of Uranium Metal" , 1942

* Three reports on Berlin Pile Experiments B-6 & 7; 1944, 1945; in

00

:

in collaboration with

Determination of Diffusion Length of Thermal Neutrons in Heavy Water
in collaboration with Dopel , 1940.

Possibility of Technical Energy Production from Uranium Fission I.
n.d. ( 1939 or 1940)

Possibility of Technical Energy Production from Branium Fission II; 1940

collaboration with others .

Diffusion Length of Thermal Neutrons in

Dopel ; 1940

in

( collaboration
with

Dopel

The Possibility of Producing Energy from the Isotope 238. 1941 .
Physics of Atom Nucleau . 1944.

Experiment with 1.5 tons D. and U and a 40 cm. Carbon Reflector.
In collaboration with others , 1945.

Energy from Nuclear Fission . 1943.
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Name : GERLACH, Dr. Walther

Variant : GERLACH, Dr. Walter

Present Position : Prof. of Physics ,

low )Bonn University (see

Location : Mussallee 6, Bonn

Honors:

Gen. Occupation : Physicist

Education : Ph.D , University of Tubingen, 1912

Languages :

Publications:

1916

1917
1912

1925

1929

-
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1938

c1941 .

1944 I

Telephone: 4130 (see below)

BUR

Career

Birthdate : 1 August 1839

Birthplace: Biebrich on

the Rhine

Nationality:

Race :

Sex:

Case No. 8061141

Date: 10 September 1948

241800

Marital Status : Married

Name of Spouse :

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

(See below)

Member of Bavarian Academy of Science .

Attended International Meeting at Strasbourg

representing German scientists.

German

1946 date Professor of Physics , University of Bonn

1948 Reportedly in Munich (22 July 1948)

White

Male

Lecturer, University of Tubingen

Lecturer, University of Cöttingen

Assistant Professor , University of Frankfurt/Main

Full Professor of Physics , University of Tubingen

11 A 11 Munich

}

Protestant

Director of Physical Institute, University of Munich

Goering's Deputy in charge of nuclear physics program of

the Reichsforschungsrat (succeeding Esau)
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Dr. Walther Gerlach, last wartime Deputy to Goering in charge of

the German nuclear project program (Der Bevollmächtigte des Reichsmarschalls

fur Kernphysik) 1/ had been a professor of physics at the University of

Bonn from 1946 until recently (July 48) 2/, when he was reported as having

transferred to Munich. 3/

An experimental physicist of considerable ability and eminent in

the field of spectroscopy , Gerlach reportedly has done extremely good work

in the study of molecular beams . Based on a survey of his prewar work

only, Gerlach was rated fairly high by U.S. sources at the beginning of

the war 6/ and in 1945 was given a very high rating both for his scientific

preeminence and as an intelligence target . 7 Since that time he has been
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described as a valuable man 8/ and a first rate experimental physicist
with unusually wide interests . 2 A man of boundless energy and with
enormous zeal for the job at hand , Gerlach has been reported , however ,as of small value to the US or the United Kingdom. 2/

While one fairly recent report states that Gerlach was not a Nazi2 and another describes him as politically indifferent , 8/ all previousreports indicate Gerlach was a thorough Nazi 1/, 4 , 10 , 11/. In 1938
Gerlach represented German scientists at an international meeting in
Strasbourg and on this occasion reportedly showed violent pro -Nazi opinions .11/ Captured documents show Gerlach was highly praised as to his political
reliability on S.S. Standarten- Fuhrer reporting to Osenberg on the different
specialist heads of the German scientific research program . Gerlach is
further open to suspicion because of his connection with the Gestapo , 12/and it has been recommended that he should not be offered any position oftrust in an American university. 1/

Throughout the last year and a half of the war Gerlach was convinced
of Germany's superiority in nuclear research and in November 1944 wrote
to Martin Borrman stating he was sure they were fer ahead of America in
research as well as development . 15/

Gerlach was picked up by US forces in the closing days of the warand shortly after V- E day was sent to England with other German personnel .13/ At this time he was described as friendly and cheerful . 14 Afterthe announcement of the atomic bomb , however , Gerlach , as the man appointedby the German government to organize research of uranium , reportedly con
sidered himself in the position of a defeated general and contemplated sui
cide. 14 Gerlach , essentially a German nationalist 10/ and in 1945 openly
opposed to the idea of working for America , 16/ was not believed sympatheticto other nations

2

AGECRET

17/
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Although a certain "Gerlach" was reported (July 48 ) to be in the

USSR 18/ it is believed that it is Manfred Gerlach , an ex-Junker's man,
3/ and not Subject .

1 IAC Agency , Washington , D.C. , undated

2/ * N 25 19 Dec 47

3/ H H H
22 July 48

11

11
28 Mar 46

Sep 47
undated11

21 Feb 45

24 Sep 47
10 Dec 47

20 Feb 46
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PUBLICATIONS OF WALTER GERLACH

" Fundamentals of the Quantum Theory" , 1921

"Atomic Structure & Atomic Disintegration " , 1923

"Matter , Electricity, Energy " , 1923

"Spectroanalysis " , Pt I , 1930 ; Pt . II , 1933; Pt III, 1936

Magnetism", 1931

*Foundations & Methods of Chemical Analysis by the Emission Spectrum" , 1934

"Methods of Natural Scientific Perception " , 1936

*Spectrochemical Accomplishments", 1939

Introduction to New Edition of Forschungsbericht . Status of

Successful Pile Experiments up to January 1945 - April 1945 ( rough draft)
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Name : HARTECK , Dr. Paul

Variant :

Present Position : Prof. of Physical Chemistry,

University of Hamburg

Publications:

Location : Business University of Hamburg

Private 20 Heinhuder St. , Hamburg 13

Gen. Occupation : Physical Chemist

Education : University of Vienna and Berlin , Ph . D.

Languages :

Honors:

1923 - 1925

1926 1927

1923 - 1933

1930 -

1933 1934

1934

1940 1945

1946 - 1947

date1947
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Race :

Sex:

Case No. 8061157

Date : 8 September 1948

Birthdate : 20 July 1902

Birthplace : Vienna

Nationality:

241850

Studied Chemistry and Physics at Vienna University

Studied at Berlin University

SECRIST

Marital Status : Unmarried

Name of Spouse:

White

Male

Children :

Religion:

Political Affiliation : (See below)

Assistant to Prof. Eucken at the Technical College at Breslau .

Assistant to Geheimrat a Haber at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute

for Physikalische Chemie , Berlin-Dahlem.

Lecturer, University of Berlin

Studied under Rockefeller Scholarship at Cambridge with Lord Rutherford.

Appointed Professor at and Director of the Institute of Physical

Chemistry of Hamburg University

Experimented on isotopic separation by centrifugal process and on the

production of heavy water.

Dean of Faculty of Mathematics & Natural Sciences, Hamburg University.

Prof. Physical Chemistry , Hamburg University.

Dr. Paul Harteck , German physical chemist , was last reported (Jan 48)

as Professor at and Director of the Institute of Physical Chemistry at the

University of Hamburg. 1/

As early as April 1939 , when he wrote the German Army Ordnance Department

of the military possibilities in uranium research, Harteck was associated with

the German nuclear project . Harteck specialized on centrifuges for isotope

separation and also on heavy water production . His new method for producing

heavy water was considered important enough in 1944 (Dec ) to have the highest

priority requested for procurement items . 2/
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Harteck was picked up by US forces in the closing days of the

war and shortly after V - E - day was sent to England with other German
personnel . At this time he was described as a very charming personality

who appeared to be interested only in his research work and never

caused any trouble. 5/

Although Harteck has been repeatedly referred to as politically

indifferent , 2 , 6 , 7 a report dated prior to V-E day describes him -

as a weak character personally unreliable , very ambitious , self- centered,

and although not interested in politics , joined the Nazi Party for oppor
tunistic reasons . 13/

Based on a survey of his prewar work only , Harteck was rated by

U.S. sources at the beginning of the war , as fairly high in his field ,

8/ A further indication of Harteck's importance is shown in a report that

stated in 1943 a meeting was called by Mr. Speer , German Minister of Arma

ment and War Production , and Harteck was one of the scientists invited to
attend . 2 Later in February 1945 he was given a very high rating , 10/
and considered by US scientists to be a valuable man . 6 A more recent

report , however , describes Harteck as a man of erratic energy , and highly

intelligent , but not giving evidence of fulfilling in maturity the great.

promise of his earlier days . 11/ It has been stated that he might con

ceivably be of value to the US or the United Kingdom if his perhaps latent

powers were released in the right direction and that he could be of value

to any nation whose knowledge of heavy water and/or isotope separation

were less than his . 11/

His laboratory at the Institute of Physical

Chemistry was stated to be in good shape and one of the best equipped in

Germany with first-rate physical equipment for the study of the problems

of diffusion of gases , which is Harteck's special interest . He reportedly

had been working on methods of isotope separation by taking advantage of
different diffusion rates and his first pride was a great double centri

fuge, almost ready to run, with which he is going to try to separate iso

topes . It was reported at this same time that there seemed to be some

feeling against Harteck in some quarters at Hamburg.

12/

CAP

SECRET
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HARTECK , Dr. Paul

5/

6/

7/

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 21 Jan 48

2/ undated .

3/ May 45

6 Aug 45

14 July 45

24 Sep 47

23 Mar 46

11

n

11

H

11

2/

10/ n

11 n

12/ n

13/ "

#

H

11

11

11

#1

11

11

11

n
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19 Aug 45

21 Feb 45

19 Dec 47

12 Feb 48

30 Aug 44

SECRET
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PUBLICATIONS OF PAUL HARTECK

"Enrichment of Krypton Isotopes " 1940 , in collaboration with Groth .

"Status of Work on Separating U 235 and U 238 - 1940 , in collaboration
with Groth .

The Slowing Down Diffusion and Capture of Neutrons in Solid CO2 and
their Capture in Uranium - 1940 , in collaboration with others.

The Production of Heavy Water - 1941 ,

Report on Status of Work & Proposals for Future Work 1941 .

The Separation of Uranium Isotopes 1941

Thermo -diffusion Effect etc. & Comparison with Thermo Syphon Effect - 1941 ,
in collaboration with Jensen ..

43

The Energy Requirements in the Enrichment of Isotope U 235 - 1941 ,
in collaboration with Jensen.

Speech in RFR 26 Feb 42 on Production of Heavy Water 1942.

Viewpoints on Construction of Clusius-Linde Exchange Plant - 1942.

The Separation of Isotopes with Special Reference to Uranium - 1942.

Production of UF6 on a Semi -Commercial Scale . Investigation of the
Alloy Capability of Uranium - 1942 , in collaboration with others .

Calculation of the Separation Effect and the Construction of Various

Arrangements of Centrifuges - 1942 , in collaboration with Jensen .

Connection Between the Construction and Separation Ability of Low

Pressure Column - 1942 , in collaboration with Jensen & Suhr .

The Production of Heavy Water - 1942, in collaboration with Suess .

Separation of U. Isotopes by the Ultra Centrifuge III Enrichment of

Xenon & U Isotopes (by the balance method ) - 1943, in collaboration
with Groth & Suhr..

Free Atoms in Photo- chemical Reactions in "Naturwissenschaften " . 1943.

Electron and Positron Spectra of Radio-Arsenic
Schaeffer..

in collaboration with

834021-1412
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GERMANY before 1946

Prof.
HARTECK, PAUL

B. 20 July 1902. Edu

cated Univ . Vienna and

Berlin. Physical
chemist

CIA-P-461
BIR 1948
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Name : KORSCHING, Dr. Horst

Variant:

Location :

Education : Ph.D.

Languages :

Present Position : Member Max Planck

Institute , AVA, Göttingen
Business

Göttingen Private
Gen. Occupation : Physicist

Honors:

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Publications:

GEOPEN

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

-

Approved for Rele

Date 7
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1985

Max Planck Institute

Bunsenstrasse 17 , Göttingen

Race :

Sex:

241850

Birthdate : 11 Aug 1912
Birthplace :

Nationality: German

White

Male

SECRET

Case No. 8061187

Date : 30 August 1948

Dr. Horst Korsching , German experimental physicist , is presently
(August 1948) a member of a group of nuclear physicists working at the
University of Göttingen under the program for the control of scientific
research which is being administered by the Control Commission in Germany . 1/

Marital Status : Bachelor
Name of Spouse :

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :
(See below)

Based on a survey of his prewar work only, Korsching was rated by
U.S. sources at the beginning of the war as very close to the top in his
field . 2 As an assistant at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics,
Berlin-Dahlen, during the war 3/ Korsching did some experimenting with the
Clusius separator tube applied to liquids. 4 In 1945
stated that Korsching was not a brilliant physicist but that he was a very
good experimenter and had some very good ideas on the separation of isotopes .
5/

Korsching

Korsching was picked up by U.S. forces in the closing. days of the
war and shortly after V-E day was sent to England with other German personnel .
6 During this period he was described as a complete enigma, morose , surly,
and rarely opened his mouth . Politically,
was always neutral . 5/ In 1945 he often indicated annoyance at the anglo
phile attitude of some of his fellow workers and was reported as disinclined
to work for the Allies but at the same time evidenced that he was not pro
Russian . At one time Korsching considered the possibility of going to
Argentina to work on uranium . 8/

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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8/

2/

Although Dr. Korsching has a good knowledge of the working problems

of the German project 4 and was originally included among those scientists

whose denial to a potential enemy.nation was recommended , 3/ he more recently

has been described as a reliable routine experimenter of no particular value

to the U.S. , the United Kingdom , or other nations . / 1

1 IAC Agency , Washington , D.C. , 9 Aug 48

2/
undated

3/

4

5/

6/

11

11

M

N

N

M

W

M
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11

11
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SECRETC
(

PUBLICATIONS OF DR . HORST KORSCHING

#Separation of Liquid Mixtures (Zinc & Deuterium) " 1939 in collaboration with

Wirtz,

"Thermal Diffusion in Liquids " 1939 in collaboration with Wirtz.

"Separation of CCI -Hexane , Separation of Hydrogen Isotopes and

Liquid Thermal Diffusion " 1939 , 1940 in collaboration with Mrtz

"Separation of Heavy & Light Benzene by Thermal Diffusion in the Liquid Phase"

1941

"On the Synthesis of Metallic Uranium by Electrolysis " 1941 .

"The Question of the Isotope Effect in Thermal Diffusion in Liquid Phase " 1942

"Status of Measurements on 19 May 1943 ( Isotope Separation Apparatus)" 1943

SECRET
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GERMANY before 1946.

KORSCHING, HORST Ph D.

Experimental physicist ..

BIR 1948 CIA P-465
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ATTENTION :

SUBJECT :

(

MEMORANDUY FOR :

REFERENCE :
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}

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

22 September 1948

Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency
Joint Chiefs of Staff

Col. R. D. Wentworth , USAF

Information Concerning German Scientists

-Memorandum from Director , JIOA , subject as

apove, dated 9 August 1948 , JIOA 2775

Transmitted herewith in response to your request contained
in reference above are reports covering the following individuals :

Dr. Otto HAHN

Dr. Werner HEISENBERG

Prof. Karl von WEIZSACKER

Dr. Erich BAGGE

Dr. Horst KORSCHING

Prof. Max von LAUE

Dr. Karl WIRTZ

Dr. Kurt DIEBNER

Prof. Walter. GERLACH

Dr. Paul HARTECK

Dr. Fritz STRASSMAN

Dr. Herman BEUTHE

Dr. Josef MATTAUCH

Dr. Erich FISCHER

Пожалвваши
NORMAN C. CAUM

Colonel, U.S. Army

Deputy Assistant Director
Office of Collection and Dissemination

See JIOA 2775 dtd 9 Aug. 1948 to CIA

FILE DIST:

363.7 Central Intelligence Agency
383.7 Nuclear Physicists

Approved forRelease
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ATTENTION :

SUBJECT ,

REFERENCE:
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MEMORANDUM FOR : Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives AgencyJoint Chiefs of Staff.

250

S

Transmitted beroewith in response to your request contaiadin reference above are reports covering the following individits :

PINT

22 September 1948

Col. 8. D. Wentworth, USAF

Information Concerning German Scientists

Memorandum from Director , JIOA, subject as
above, dated 9 August 1948, 330A 2775

Dr. Otto A

Ir. Vorner BERIHRO
Prof. Karl w
Dr. Brich BAGOR
Dr. Horst KORSCHING
Prof. Max vou LAUB

Dr. Karl WIRTZ

KITSACKER

Dr. Kart BIXO

Prof. Walter GIELACH
Dr. Paul HØRTEEK
Dr. Frits STRASSMAN
Dr. Herman BROTHE
Dr. Josef KATTAUCH
Dr. Drich FISCHER

NORMAN C CHUY

Colonel, V.6. inty
Deputy Assistant Director

office of Collection and Dissemination

See JIOA 2775 dtd 9 Ang. 1948 to CIA

FILE DIST:

383.7 Central Intelligence Aganay
383.7 Fuclear Physicists
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Name: MATTAUCH , Dr. Joseph

Variant :

Alias :

SECRET

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Present Position ; Research at KWIC ,

Tailfingen

Location : Tailfingen

Education:

Languages:

Honors:

Publications:

Gen. Occupation : Nuclear chemist

Birthdate : 1895

Birthplace : Austria

Nationality : German

Race :

Sex:
Marital Status :

241850

Case No. 8061242

Date : 19 July 1948

1

White

Vale

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

Dr. Joseph Matteuch, German muclear chemist and former assistant

director of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry in Berlin 1 , was

rated as one of the top personalities in the German nuclear research

program based only on his prewar record . 2/ A specialist in the field

of mass spectrographs , 3/ he came to the Institute in 1939 from Vienna

and brought with him his double focusing precision mass spectrograph

which was used as a model for a new one . 1

In October 1943 Mattauch collaborated with A. Flammersfeld on a

paper "On a pressure generator now in construction and the possibilities

of its use" presented by the former in a lecture , at the KWIC in Berlin

Dahlam, Mattauch also lectured at that time "On the use of Inactive

Isotopes as Indicators" .

He was slated for transfer from the KWIC, Tailfingen to Mainz

University to take over the chair of inorganic chemistry in the fall of

1946. His work there was to be primarily concerned with KWIC research

but the University itself was not to be affiliated with KWIC. 3/

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

In January 1947 he left for Switzerland for reasons of ill health

and as of June 1947 he was still at Lugano , Switzerland . 3/
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SECREM

MATTAUCH, Dr. Joseph, contd.

Mattauch has written many articles some of which are listed below :

In collaboration with Hahn and Fluegge , " Isotope Weights and

Packing Fraction Curve" .

"The Number of Neutrons Occuring in the Fission of U-235 and

U-238 , 1940.

In collaboration with Fluegge "Nuclear Physics Tables" , 1942

Measurements of Relative Frequencies of Isotopes" , 1943.

The Chemical Elements and Natural Isotopes According to the

State of Research on Isotopes and Nuclei" , (Report on papers

from end of 1937 to end of 1939) , 1940 in collaboration with

Hahn and Fluegge.

"Reports on Isotopes " , 1940-41-42-43, in
collaboration with Fluegge.

"On a New Method of Measurement of Relative Abundances of Isotopes,

Isotopic Constitution and Atomic Weight of Hafnium" , 1943 in

collaboration with Ewald.

"Isotopic
Constitution and Atomic Weight of Neodymium, Samarium,

Tungsten", (not published).

In December 1947 it was reported that Prof. Mattauch and Prof.

Strassman were continuing the work of Hahn and Heisenberg at the KWIT

in Tailfingen and that it was planned that the KWI at Tailfingen would

be moved to Mainz University in the spring of 1948. 3/

IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. undated , (Secret)

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. undated (Secret)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. undated (Secret) .

RECREZ
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Name : BEUTHE , Dr. Hermann

Variant :

Education : Ph.D

Languages:

Present Position:

Location : Reportedly Ronneburg,

Thuringia

Gen. Occupation : Physicist

Honors:

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Publications:

-

SPEKET

CIA BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

-

I

Birthdate :

Birthplace :

Nationality:

Race :

Sex:

1

White

Male

PENT

:

20 Sept. 1897

Rudolstadt/Thuringia

German

Dr. Hermann Beuthe was the German wartime Deputy Director , under

Esau , of nuclear phsycis research of the Reichsforschungsrat (RFR

National Research Council ) and the Director of the Physikalisches

Technisches Reichsanstalt ( PTR . German Bureau of Standards ) . V

241850

Case No. 8030683

Date : 23 August 1948

Marital Status: Married

Name of Spouse :

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation : Nazi Party
Member

Service

Politically a Nazi Party member , Beuthe was an officer both in

the SS (SS No. 15403) and in the SD (Sicherheitsdienst the Security

comparable to our Counter Intelligence Corps ) with the rank

of "Haupt Sturmfuehrer " (Captain ) as early as April 1940. 2/

CANALYST'S COMMENT This rank indicates that Beuthe was a member of

the Elite Guard and with that early date of rank it is probable that he

had advanced consider bly through the ranks by V-B Day.

-

As Director of the PTR , Beuthe was connected with both betatron and

cyclotorn design in March 1943 and as Esau's Deputy he was familiar with

all phases of German nuclear research and was particularly interested in

atomic pile research in February 1944.

Scientifically, Beuthe was given very high rating by U.S. forces in

the closing days of the war. This rating , however , was made more for his

overall knowledge of the German atomic energy project than for his scien

tific preeminence . 3/ Since that time he has been described as an undis

tinguished , though competent , physicist , 4 and it has been stated that

his value to the Germans was as an organizer and informer rather than as

a scientist. 5/

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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BEUTHE Dr. Hermann contd.

2/

3/

Arrested in 1945 by the Russians Beuthe was interned at Weida
in Thuringia but it is reported that he was recently released and is
residing in Ronneburg . It is not improbable that he is engaged in
work for the Russians . 5/

5/

M

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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ATTENTION :

LUBJECT:
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SECHL+

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

MORANDUM FOR : J.I.0.A. , THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

Colonel R. D. Wentworth , GSC

Information Concerning 19 Geran cietiste

WASHINGTON 25 , D. C.

4 Jugust 1148

1. Delivered nerewith , by r . ilgers of the Biographic Register ,

CIA, are biographic sketches of the 19 German scientists concerning

whom information as requested by J.I.0.A. in its memorandum dated

day 4, 1948. It is regretted that it has taken so long to pull this

information together , but it should be noted that other jobs assigned

to the Register by J.I.0.A. during the same period were given higher.

priority.

Enclosures

2. The biographic sketches do not include independent evalus tions

by CIA of the importance of each indivisual . Besed on our conversation

of this morning, it is my understanding at J.I.0.A. wished to compare

the evaluations of these men prepared by each of the severel IAC agencies,

and that J.I.0.A. has also received such evaluations directly from

Fray, Navy, Atonic Energy Commission and Research & Development Board.

3. Transmitted with the ketoze je a-fecsisile of letter received

This gives certain information which
by CIA from the Air iateriel Contand .

ay be of law in riving at the evaluations desired by J.1.0.A.

4. This Office will be most grateful for uch cooperation as J.I.0.A.

may be able to extend in order that the date from the other concie

concerning these scientists Day be incorporated in the files of CIA ..

FILE DIST: 570 &Mayer
C/R CIA

Situden

NUCLEAR w.mel.

SECRET

JAMES M. NDRETS

Assistent Director

Office of Collection and Dissemination
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Name: BONHOEFFER , Karl Friedrich

Variant :

Allas:

BECKET
BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Present Position : Univ . of Berlin Birthdate :

Location : Berlin Nikolasse,

Kirchweg 26

Gen. Occupation : Physical chemist

Languages :

Honors :

Education : Ph.D. at Univ . of

Berlin 1922

Publications :

Case No. 7011386
Date:

13 January 1899

Birthplace: Breslan

Nationality : German

Race : White :

Sex: Male

Habar

Marital Status : Married

Name of Spouse:

Children:

Religion : Protestant

Political Affiliation : Nationalistic

but anti-Nazi

Dr. Karl Friedrich Bonhoeffer , repeatedly rated as one of

the best German scientists 1/2/ was last reported (November 1947)

as being at the University of Berlin in the Russian Zone. 2/

The son of a famous German peychiatrist and neurologist ,

Bonhoeffer has been described as honest and intelligent , but

not very courageous and not a fighter . He attended the Gymnasium ,

graduated and then served as a volunteer in the German Army during

the First World War . 1/ Later he studied at the University of

Berlin where he received his doctorate in 1922 and in 1923 he

was an assistant professor at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for

Physics. Bonhoeffer was a full Professor of Physical Chemistry

at the University of Frankfurt/Main from 1923 to 1930 when he

was appointed to that same position and the University of

Leipzig. He has visited the U.S. and gave a series of lectures

here in 1931-32 5/ and for a period of time was associated with

the late Prof. F. Haber. 1/

19 July 1948

Bonhoeffer was Director of the Physical Chemistry Institute

of the University of Leipzig during the war , collaborating with

the KWI at Heidelberg in 1944 and associating himself with beavy

water experiments in February 1945. 5/ He is reported to be the

discoverer of Ortho- and Parahydrogen 6/ and his most distinctive

work has been done in chemical kinetics, photo chemistry and the

chemical reactions of heavy water . 4/ 1

Reportedly not a Nazi 6/ Bonhoeffer at the beginning of the

Nazi rule was demonstratively philosemétic . 1/

Approved for
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BUNHOEFTER , Karl Friedrich

After the war from 1945 to 1947 Bonhoeffer was reportedly
at the University of Leipzig doing research and especially working
or the Theory of Mechanism of Fropagation of Nervous Impulses : 5/

In June of 1947 Bonhoeffer was granted leave reportedly from
the University of Berlin and traveled through England on an
escorted tour of various laboratories. It was at this time that

he evidenced an interest in "nerve physiology" , 1/

Otto Hahn has tried to get him to join the group at Göttingen
but he has declined since his family is in the Russian Zone of
Berlin and thus cannot effect the transfer. 5/

It was recently (February 1948) reported that Bonhoeffer
would visit the U.S. 2/ but as yet he has not arrived .

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 18 September 1944 (Secret )

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 12 February 1945 (Secret )

3/ Foggendorff Lexikon , 1935

4/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C.. 19 November 1945 (Secret )

5 LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated (Secret)

6/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated ( Secret)

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 4 June 1947 (Secret)

8/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 5 May 1947 ( Secret )
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Name: BOTHE , Dr. Walther
Variant :

Alias:

Honors:
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Gongings

Present Position : Director , Fhysics

Inst. KWI for Med . Research , Heidel

Location : In-Baeckerfeld , No 6, barg

Heldelburg

Gen. Occupation : Physicst

Education : Ph.D. , Univ. of Berlin ,

1914

Languages: English

Publications :

SECRET

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Race:

Sex:

Case No. 7003277
Date:

Birthdate:

Birthplace:

Nationality : German

DECRET

8 January 1891

Oranienburg

White

Male

19 July 1948

Marital Status:

Name of Spouse:

Children: Two daughters

Religion: Evangelical

Political Affiliations Reportedly not
a Nazi

Dr. Walther Bothe , world famous German nuclear physicist 1/ , was last
reported as Director of the Physics Institute of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Medical Research at Heidelberg. 2/

Married

Bothe , whose father was a business man , has been married since 1926 to
the daughter of a Russian emigrant . He attended the Gymnasium, graduat ed
and later studied physics at the University of Berlin where he received
his Ph.D. in 1914. Bothe then became an assistant at the PTR (Physikalisch
Technische-Reichsanstalt ) in Berlin 3/ and in 1929 became Director of the

Department of Radio-Activity there . / During this period Bothe also was
an Instructor at the University of Berlin ( 1925) and an assistant Professor
at the same university (1929) . 5/ From 1930 to 1932 he was a full professor.
at the University of Giessen and from 1932 to 1934 held a similar position .
at the University of Heidelberg. 5/ He lost his professorship there in
1934 when that school became a Nazi stronghold. Instead he got a post
at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Medical Research , also located in

Heidelberg, where party policies did not have such a strong influence. 7/
Bothe held the position of Director of the Physics Institute of the XWI
at Heidelberg until the end of the war . 8/

He was rictured by an informant in 1944 as a typical German professor
in habits and appearance. Bald , pink- faced , mustached , five foot, seven
inches in height and of medium build , Bothe was described as intelligent ,
honest , very emotional and benevolent . He dressed conservatively in dull
suits , straight ties and high stiff collars . Possessing a genial personality,
Bothe smokes cigars but does not drink , enjoys playing the piano and has
n outdoor life . 3/
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Politically Bothe was a loyal Cerman but never a Nazi , 7 His
anti Nazi sympathies have been repeatedly reported 3/, 7 , 8/ and he

intervened very courageously in favor of his colleagues in occupied
countries when they were in trouble with the German authorities . When

Langevin , Borel , Cotton and Lapique were arrested by the Gestapo in Paris,
he rushed to that city and obtained their release . According to one in for
mant it is due to a fairly large extent to him that a part of the European

scientists who were disliked by the Nazis could be saved . 3/

Scientifically Dr. Bothe was rated during the war at the very top of
his field based only on a survey of his prewar work 10 and since that time
his position as one of the leading German nuclear physicists has been repeat

edly confirmed 1, 3 , 8 , 11 , 12/. Bothe has been involved in muclear
physics research for a long time . In 1921 he joined H. Geiger in the Depart
ment of Radio- Activity in the PTR working on joint analysis of Compton effect
and coincidence time of scattering quantum and scattering electron. Bothe

succeeded Geiger as Director of that Department and in 1929 or 1930 he dis
covered the artifical nuclear gamma radiation emanating especially from Li ,
Be , B as a result of the irradiation of the elements by alpha particles from

Po. A specialist in the field of optics , radiology, cosmic rays and biolo

gical physics , Bothe has published about one hundred articles in the Journal

of Physics. 12/ During the war in collaboration with Gentner he designed

the cyclotron , did research on betatron and nuclear reactions and was intim

ately connected with pile development. 8/

Bothe was picked up at the Physics laboratory of the KWI for Medical
Research in Heidelberg in March 1945 by U.S. forces .. Bothe greeted U.S. rep
resentatives and told about some of the research done in the IWI. He showed

reprints , proofs and manuscripts of the wartime papers which were written

under his direction and proudly displayed the cyclotron but when questioned

about research on war problems Bothe made it very clear that he could not
reveal any secrets at that time . He denied having any secret papers and

claimed to have burned everything as he was ordered . A thorough investiga

tion by counter-intelligence agents failed to disprove his statements. Bothe

was reported as a man of his word and utterly trustworthy, and did not divulge
any " secrets" until after V- E day . In July 1945 he submitted a report giving

a survey of his war research on the uranium problem.

Later Bothe was made scientific adviser on the FIAT Scientific Com

mittee and in this capacity he submitted lists of personnel whom he thought

should be used in processing the review of German science. 13/ Bothe him
self was the Senior Author of the " FIAT Review of German Science 1939-1946"

Vol . 1 , 8 He refused a "Paperclip" contract to work in the United States

because he did not desire employment by the War Department but stated that

he would accept a private contract with a University or some private indus

try. 1 / The United States Navy had requested the utilization of Bothe

and his name was included in the highest category of personnel whose utilization

by a potential enemy nation would be dangerous to the welfare of this nation 1

but it developed that , in addition to an unfavorable recommendation on the part

of one agency 14/ Bothe

motector 834021-1433
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to remain in Germany . 15/

Bothe is now doing research at the KWI for Medical Research as

Director of the Physics Laboratory of the Institute . Sorely in need of

books and journals he hopes to get the FIAT Library which is umsel at

Karlsruhe. Rebuilding is very slow and about 50% of the equipment is

missing. Bothe has a van de Graaf generator which will soon go into

operation and the cyclotron . He has obtained permission from Military

Government to use the cyclotron for the production of radio active

materials for medical research . Bothe states these will probably be

short- livel elements which could not be transported from the U.S.A. and

he is counting on the U.S. for the longer lived elements . He has four

assistants and a few doctoral candidates , but Bothe now along in years

reportedly "seems tired " and has to spend most of his time in administration

and teaching. 16/

The following are some of the articles which Bothe has written :

"Diffusion Length of Thermal Neutrons in Carbon , " ( 1940)

"Rigorous Treatment of Diffusion in Absorbing Matter . " (1940)

"Evaluation of Pile w/Reflector" (1940)

"Rules for Indicator Measurements ." (1940)

"Survey of Finite Piles . " (1940)

"Quantitative Analysis of 3 Samples of Ur . Preparation " ( 1938) & ( 1940)

Method of Measuring Diffusion of Neutrons." (1940)

* "Energy of Uranium
Fission Neutrons. "

Research Rpt. (1940)

Scheme

5.20 121

1.3(a
)(4
)

C.

The Absorption of Thermal Neutrons in Carbon, "

"A Few Properties of Ur . and Moderators. " (1941)

"Article on Elementary Particles . "

"Resonance Capture on the Surface of U Metal ." (1941)

"Resonance Capture on the Surface of U₂0 . (1941)

* *Measurements on a Mixture of Ur. Ox & water. The Augmentation Factor X

and the Resonance Capture W. " Research Rpt , (1941) In collaboration with

Flamersfeld.

* Unpublished.

In collaboration with Gentner ;

"Neutron Increase for Fast and Slow Neutrons" in 1938. "Diffusion Length"

in 1938 Metal and Watern in 1941.

"Effective Cross -Section of U. for Thermal Neutrons from Diffusion

"Radiation Shielding . "

"Radiation Shielding Walls . " (June¹43)

SEGRET

In collaboration with Jensen .

Measurement. " (1941)

"Absorption of Thermal Neutrons in Electrographite . " (1941)

#Absorption of Thermal Neutrons & Increase of Fast Neutrons in Beryllium" (1941

Machines for the Utilization of Fission by Fast Neutrons . " (1942)

"Remarks on the Leipzig D20 Experiments . " (1942)

"The Velocity of Neutrons in a Slowing Down Medium, " (1942)

"The Increase of Fast Neutrons in Uranium, " (1942)

(1942)
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BOTHE (CONTINUED)

K

*Unpublished

"Research Tools of Nuclear Physics . "
"Technique of Neutron Probes" (1943)

(1943)

" Layer Experiments w/Variation in the Thickness of Uranium and D 0. "
In collaboration with Funfer (Dec 1943) 2

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

* "Three Reports on Berlin Pile Experiments B-6, 7. " ( 1944) (1945)
"A Few Simple Relations in Experiments on Neutron Increase. " (1945).
"Experiment with 1.5 tons D₂0 and Uranium & a 40 cn . Carbon Reflector . "

In collaboration with others . (1945)

IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. (Secret ) (3 June 47)n 11 "
(12 Feb 48)20 M M

11

Poggerdorff Lexikon

IAC Agency , Washington , D.C.
11

ARSOS , Samuel A. Goudsmit , Pub . H. Schuman.
IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. (Secret ) (Undated)M 韓 11 n

(June 44)
11

H

1111

n

糖

11

SECRET

12

11

1

M

3

(Sept 44)

(21 May46)

1936)

(22 July 46)

(Undated) .

(21 -Feb.45)

(24 June 46)

(17 Apr 46)
(15 June 47)
(21 Feb 47)
(12 Feb 48)
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Name : REYERLE , Dr. Karl

Variant :
Alias:

Honors:

Present Position : Presently in charge
of Instrumentenbau , KWI

Location Bunsen Strasse 10 , Gettingen

Gen, Occupation : Engineer

Publications:

12002

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Case No. 9010551

Date : 19 July 1948

Approved for
Reiza

NOV1985

Date

Birthdate :

Birthplace :

Nationality : German

Race : White

Sex: Male

Marital Status :

Name of Spouse :

Dr. Karl Beyerle is one of the German experts on centrifuges . 1/

An engineer by profession he worked in Hamburg 1/ and later in February

1945, at the Anschutz firm in Kiel . 2/

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

In 1944 Beyerle was a consultant of Fleischmann in connection with

a project to measure more accurately the speed of: slow neutrons and the

absorption by various elements of such moving neutrons . 3/

SCREA

After the war , in September 1946, Beyerle was reported as being one

of the German scientists believed to be in Russia 4/ but this report

proved to be erroneous and he was probably being confused with Beierl who

is reportedly in Russia. 1/

Dr. Beyerle was last reported as being in charge of Instrumentenbau ,

a section of KWI charged with the manufacture of instruments . His unit is to

produce for KWI groups instruments where industrial enterprises will no
longer aid. In July of 1947 they were doing research on mechanical and accous

tical techniques , electrical measurements , construction of amplifiers , elec

tron microscopes , and optical and heat measuring. 5/1
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In December 1947 Beyerle was included in a list of German scientists
who were thought to be the outstanding men in the field of nuclear research . 6/

1/ IAC Agency , Washington , D. C. , 5 August 1947 (Secret )
2/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , February 1945 (Secret ).
3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 17 March 1945 (Secret)
4/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 1 September 1945 (Secret )
5/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 16 July 1947 ( Secret)
6/ 1AC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 19 December 1947 (Secret )
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Name : DICKEL , Gerhard Hans
Variant :

Alias :

Education:

!

Present Position : Reportedly Prof. ,
University of Munich

Location : Munich

Languages :

Honors:

BUAERIENEXALT

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Gen. Occupation : Physical chemist

Publications :

Case No.
Date:

Birthdate : 1913
Birthplace :

Nationality: German

White

Hale

Race:

Sex:

Marital Status : Married
Name of Spouse :

Children :

Religion:

Political Affiliation :

Dr. Gerhard Dickel spent the war years at the Institute of
Physical Chemistry, University of Munich with Dr. Klaus Closius
working on isotope separation through thermal diffusion and on heavy
water . 1/ Based on an analysis of his prewar work he had been rated
among the very top German theoretical physicists . It was indicated
that his scientific specialties at that time were Gasentmischung
Uranium , Isotopentrengnung , Trennrohruerfahren Bei Flussegkeitenand Chlorisotop . 2/

In addition to contributing articles to Naturwissenschaften
in 1956 and 1939. 2/ Dickel is also the author of the following papers :

1Results of Operation of Sep. Column".

"Preliminary Experiments on Choice of U salt for Development
of a Washing-out Process for Isotope Separation " , 1940-41.

6030788
19 July 1948

"Effect on the Performance of the Wire Separation of the
Centering and Insertion of Discs " , 1942. i/

"A New Procedure on Isotope Separation through Thermal Diffusion . "

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated ( Secret ) i

2/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated ( Sacret)

3/ IAC Agency , Washington , D. C. , 19 December 1947 (Secret )
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Name: ERBACHER, Otto

Varient:

Allas:

Fresent Position : Under contract

to French government

Location : Tailfingen
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Gen. Occupation : Radio-active chemist

Education : University of Munich ,

Ph.D. 1923

Languages:

Honors:

Publications:

Case No.

Date:

Birthdate: 9 February 1900

Biruiplace: Neubeuern Am Inn

Nationality : German

Children :

8030820

19 July 1948

Race: White

Sex: Male

Marital Status : Married (family at

Freising)

Name of Spouse:

SEEKLY

Religion:

Political Affiliation:

Otto Erbacher , formerly at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for

Chemistry in 1939 and a specialist in the chemistry of radio-active isotopes,

1/ A former co-worker and

associate of Utto Hahn,

Although he has not work with protoactinlun Blace 1929 then in collaboration

with Kalding and von Grosse he processed a carload of Joachimstal material

for it 2/, he has written a recent article on the "Chemistry of Protoactinium

and Isotopes" 3/, Erbacher was at Tailfingen during the latter days of the

war 3/ and has been on leave since 1946. It was reported that he had

tuberculosis but that he expected to return to work early in 1948. 2/

In December 1947 Erbecher was included in a list of German

scientists who were thought to be outstanding in the field of nuclear

research.

ī

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C., 3 July 1947 (Top Secret)

2/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 15 December 1947 (Confidential)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 24 December 1947 (Confidential)

4/ 1AC Agency, Washington , D. C .. 19 December 1947 (Secret)
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Name: EUXEN , Frof. Arnold

Variant :

Alias:

Honors:

SECRET

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Present Position : Lecturer , Univ .

of Gottingen

Location: Buel Str 289, Göttingen

Gen. Occupation : Fhysical
Chemist

Education: Ph.D. , Univ. of Berlin,

1907

Languages :

Publications :

Race:

Sex:

Birthdate :

Birthplace: Jena

Nationality: German

White

Male

Case No. 8010556

Date: 19 July 1948

5 July 1885

Harital Status :

Name or Spouse:

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

TREET
Protestant

Prof. A. Ducken , German physical chemist and editor of Die

Naturwissenschaften , was last reported as a lecturer at the winter"

semester 1947-45 at the University of Gottingen on "Introduction to

Physical Chemistry and Molecular Dynamics on the Basis of Spectroscopy. 1/

SEGREN

Son of the later German philosopher Rudolf Bucken , he has a

younger brother Walter who is a professor of Economics at the University

of Freiburg in Breisgau , Reportedly not an outspoken Nazi, Bucken

still is strongly nationalistic and considered very ambitious . It

has been stated that Eacken has a tendency to overestimate his personal

value somewhat and , though distant from the common people, is a great

apportunist as far as his personal career is concerned. 2/

In December 1947 Dacken was included in a list of German scientists

who were thought to be the outstanding men in the field of nuclear

research.

1/ Physikalische Blatter, Heft 10, 1947

2/ 1AC Agency, Washington, D. C., 1943 (Secret)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C., 19 December 1947-(Secret)
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Name: FLEISCHMANN , Prof. Ir . Rudolf

Variant : FLEISCHMANN , Arthur Rudolf Wilhelm

Alias :

Honors:

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Present Position : Director of Physics

Institute , University of Hamburg

Publications:

Location : Hamburg 36

Jungiusstrasse 9, Germany

Gen. Occupation : Nuclear physicist

Education : Ph.D. Erlangen, 1929

Languages :

Birthdate : 1903, 1 May

Birthplace : Erlangen

Nationality: German

Race : White

Sex: Male

JLSME

Case No. 8010553

Date : 19 July 1943

Marital Status : Unmarried

Name of Spouse :

Children :

Religion : Protestant

Political Affiliation : Reportedly

an extreme Nazin

Prof. Rudolf Fleischmann , well known German nuclear physicist and

colleague of Prof. Bothe , is presently the Director of the Physics Institute

at the University of Hamburg . 1/
VISTAU

The son of Albert Fleischmann , Professor of Zoology at the University

of Erlangen , Rudolf studied at Erlangen and the University of Munich, 1922

to 1926. 2 He then worked on his doctorate under Prof. B. Oudden and

received his degree 25 July 1929. From March 1930 to October 1932 he worked

in the First Physics Institute of the University of Gettingen with Prof. Pohl

and from October 1932 to May 1934 he was a regular assistant 3/ to Prof. Bothe

1 at the Philipp Lennard Institute ( formerly the Physio-Radiology Institute)

of the University of Heidelberg . On 1 May 1934 he was appointed assistant

to Prof Bothe at the Institute for Physics of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

for Medical Research at Heidelberg , a position he held until 1941 3/ when he

was appointed a part time professor at the University of Strasbourg. / It

was here that Fleischmann was seized in November 1944 by U.S. forces , inter

rogated and sent to the U.S. as a prisoner of war . At the time of his

capture , he was described as an " extreme Nazi " and not cooperative. He

maintained his work was of a fundamental nature and covered exclusively appli

cation of induced radio-activity to biological research. :

Politically Fleischmann was a Nazi . A member of the party since 1933

his captured files contained a stenographic transcription of a speech given

by Hitler in 1923 and a complete geneology back to his Ur -Ur-Eltern (great

great-grandpartents ) . He was probably but not certainly a member of the

Reichforschungsrat under Gerlach. Records indicate he wrote to Gerlach con

cerning locations for an evacuation laboratory , received valve designs from

Groth and was in constant communication with obvious members like Maurer . 6/
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Scientifically Fleischmann had been described as a high grade

experimentel physicist , a specialist in nuclear physics and methods of

isotope separation .4/ Based only on a review of his prewar work, he

was rated during the war close to the very top of his field 7/ and

more recently was included among a list of the outstanding German

scientists in the atomic energy field. / Despite Fleischmann's claims

that his research was fundamental , 5/ captured records indicate that

he worked hard on separating UFC using a separator-tube. He attended

several meetings of great importance in March 1941 , February 1942 and

October 1943 at which many important nuclear physicists were present

and lectured at the first meeting. 2/ Fleischmann also worked on a

top priority research assignment for the Luftwatte and for the Reichsant

fur Wirtschaftsausbau (National Office for Economic Development )

specifically, research into the application of muclear physics to the

solution of problems . involving analytical chemistry. It was reported

that in 1942 he had conferred also with Dr. Schieber , of the Ministry of

Munitions , about his research program and especially to obtain permission.

to build a cyclotron.9/ It is interesting to note that Fleischmann in

his article , The Physics of the Atomic Nucleus and the Prospects for

its Practical Application " , (undated but probably 1942) stated "Experiments

to date make it seem very probable that the uranium machine will work.

Its principal advantage will be that the "fuel " will be consumed only

it will be possible to give a ship a very
very slowly. Thus

At the moment it seems less likely that the
great cruising radius

uranium machine can be used as an effective bomd " . 10/

....

He has published about thirty- five papers on muclear physics and

collaborated on some of these with Prof. Bothe , Wolfgang Gentner and

Norline. 3 (See attached list of articles. )

Fleischmann left the U.S. early in 1946 12/ and has held the chair

of Physice in the University of Hamburg since May 1947. 11/

1/ IAC Agency, Washington, D.C., 21 January 1948 (Secret ).

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 23 December 1944 (Secret )

3/ IAC Agency, Washington, D. C. , 12 February 1945 (Secret )

IAC Agency, Washington, D. C., 29 Jamary 1945 (Secret)

5/ 1AC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 15 December 1944 (Secret )

6/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 18 June 1945 (Secret )

1 LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated (Secret)
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8/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 19 December 1947 ( Secret )

9/ LAC Agency , Washington , D. C. , 30 June 1945 (Secret )

10/ IAC Agency , Washington , D. C. , November 1945 (Secret )

11/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated (Secret)

12/ IAC Agency , Washington , D. C. , 20 February 1946
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(Source unknown . ).

"Some constants and properties of UFC. " (Source unknown.)

"Cross- section of alumimum for thermal neutrons.

"Measurement of vapour
pressure of reactive substances . (A new

Vol. 29,

application of the separator tube. ) "
Naturwissenschaften,

pp. 485-488 (Aug.
8, 1941).

SECRET

FLEISCHMANN, R.

Author of the following articles in German journals .

"Nuclei ,
radioactivity. " Phys , in regelmass . Ber. , Vol . 8, No. 1 ,

pp . 17-48 (1940) . (Survey of work on mclear reactions and isotope

separation from 1935 to Nov. 1939.)

"Enrichment of N15 by the separation column method of Clusius and

Dickel . Physikalische Zeitschrift , No. 41 , pp. 14-18 (Jan. 1, 1940) .

"Absorption of slow neutrons in B and Li and the 1/v law. "

Zeitschrift für Physik, Vol. 108 , No.
7-0, pp. 40-490 (1950) . With

F. Norling.

"Neutron-induced Cd radiation . " Zeitschrift für Physik, Vol. 111 ,

No. 5-6, pp. 251-291
(1938) .

Effective cross-sections for slow neutrons . " Zeitschrift für

Physik, Vol . 105, No.
11-12, pp. 69-703 (1937).

"Slow neutrons. " Ergebnisse der exakten Naturwissenschaften,

Vol . 16, pp. 1-46 ( 1937) . With W. Bothe.

"Recent results of experimental nuclear
investigations . " Zeitschrift

für technische Physik , Vol. 18, No. 2, pp.
49050s (1937).

isomers . Zeitschrift für Physik,

"Resonance levels of the two Br

Vol . 107, No. 3-4 , pp.
205-209 (1937).

!

"Thergy resonance for the capture of neutrons. " One section of a book

on "Nuclear Physics"
issued by the Physical Institute of the Technical

College in Zurich in the summer of 1936. Other coenthors were P. Auger,

G. Bernardini , W. Bothe , J. Clay, J.
D. Cockcroft , J. R.

Danning,

S. Franchetti , H.
Geiger , H. v. Halban, Jr. ,

L. Meitner , M. L. E. Oliphant,

P. Preiswerk, and E. J. Williams . Book was edited by E. Bretscher in
Berlin

in 1936. See Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 25, No. 15, pp. 235-236 (April 9,

1937).

D

"Wave-length dependence of mclear photo-effect of
beryllium. "

Zeitschrift für Physik , Vol . 100 , No.
7-8, pp. 440-444 (1936) . With

W. Gentner.

"Output of gamma radiation excited by slow neutrons. " Zeitschrift

für Physik, Vol. 100, No.
5-6, pp. 307-320 (1936).

Energy liberated at neatron capture. " Zeitschrift für Physik,

Vol . 103, No. 1-2, pp. 115-124 (1936).

"Quantum energies of some nuclear gamma rays.
Naturwissenschaften,

Vol . 24, No. 5, pp. 77-78 (Jan. 31 , 1936 ) . From Institute of Physics,

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Medical Research , Heidelberg.

"Artificial nuclear
transformations . " Ergebnisse der exakten

Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 14pp. 1-41
( 1935) . With W. Bothe.

"Excitation of secondary gamma radiation by neutrons . " Zeitschrift

für Physik, Vol . 97, No.
3-4, pp. 242-26+ (Oct. 11,

1935) ; No. 5-6,

pp. 265-276 (Oct. 18,
1935) . Zeitschrift für technische Physik, Vol. 16,

No. 11, pp. 412-414 (1935).

SEGNET
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FLEISCHMANN, R. (articles , cont. )

"Gamma radiation of artificially radioactive elements . " Naturwissen

schaften , Vol. 22 , No. 25 , p . 434 (June 22 , 1934 ) . From Institute of

Physics , Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Medical Research , Heidelberg.
1

"Gamma radiation resulting from slow neutrons . Naturwissenschaften ,

Vol . 22, No. 50, p. 839 (Dec. 14, 1934) . From Heidelberg.
"New from of

p. 270 (April &

Geiger counter . Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 20 , No. 15 ,

"Selective light absorption in thin layers of alkali metal . "

Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 20 , No. 15 , p . 2/2 (April 6 , 1932) .

Zeitschrift för

"Artificial muclear gamma rays , neutrons and positrons . Ergebnisse

der exakten Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 13, pp . 1-56 ( 1934) . With W. Bothe .

External photoelectric effect in alkali halides . "

Physik , Vol . 4, No. 11-12, pp. 717-721 (Aug. 21, 1933) .

"Photoelectric effect in semi - insulators . ' Annalen der Physik,

Vol . 5 , No. 1 , pp. 73-106 (May 16, 1930) .
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Name: FLUEGGE , Prof. Dr. Siegfried

Variant : FLUGGE , Prof. Dr. Siegfried

Education : Ph.D.

Languages :

Honors:

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Present Position : Teaching , University of

Marburg

Location: Marburg an der Lahn , Rent-hof 5

Gen , Occupation : Nuclear Physicist

Publications:

Case No. 8060181

30 July 1948

Birthdate : 16 Mar 1912

Birthplace : Dresden , Germany

Nationality : German

Race : White
Sex : Male

Marital Status :

Name of Spouse:

ESCAL

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

Dr. Siegfried Fluegge , recently (November 1947 ) appointed to the newly

established Chair of Structure of Matter at the University of Marburg , 1/

reportedly is teaching Higher Quantum Theory and Theoretical Optics and with

Prof. Huckel is conducting a seminar in theoretical physics . 2/

Until 1937 Fluegge was an assistant to Heisenberg and then moved to

the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry . He later became a full profes

sor at the University of Koenigsberg . 3 A theoretical physicist, he was

an early writer on the technical uses of chain reaction , 6/ and based on an

analysis of his prewar work only, Fluegge was rated at the very top of his

field at the beginning of the war . During the war Fluegge worked with

Mattauch and Hahn , and also was associated with von Ardenne at the high

tension laboratories of the Reichpost . 5 After V-E day he was given a

"high" rating, 8/ and was placed in the top priority group for denial to

& potential enemy nation . 9/ One of the Senior Authors of the FIAT review

of German Scientists , 5/ Fluegge lectured at the University of Gottingen

for a while before going to the University of Warburg . 10/

In 1947 his services were requested by the Office of Naval Research

to do work at the University of Chicago , 11/ and an investigation to deter

mine his political eligibility has been initiated . 12/ A specialist in

the field of theoretical and muclear physics and quantum theories , Fluegge
has written numerous articles some of which are listed on the attached pages,
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1/ Physikalisch Blatter #7 , 1947

2/ Physikalisen Blatter #9, 1947

3/ LAC Agency, Wash. , D.C. , 21 May 46 (Secret)
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FLUGGE, S. (The S. may stand for Siegfried,

See the last article in the following

list. )

"Spontaneous fission of uranium and its neighboring elements . "

Zeitschrift fur Physik , p . 298 (1943).

Introduction to "Nuclear Physics Tables , " by J. Mattauch . A book

published by Springer in Berlin in 1942.

"Isotope report for 1941, " Physikalische Zeitschrift , Vol . 43,

pp. 1-5 (Jan. 1942) . With J. Mattauch.

"The problen of isomerism in nuclear physics . " Physikalische

Zeitschrift , Vol . 42 , No. 13-14, pp . 221-254 (Sept. 1941) .

"Characteristic vibrations of a liquid drop , with application to

nuclear physics. " Annalen der Physik , Vol . 39. p. 573 (1941) .

The artificial production of naturally radioactive elements . "

Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 29 , pp . 462-467 (Aug. 1 , 1941) . Report on

work with cyclotron .

"Concept of exchange energy in quantum mechanics . " Naturwissen

schaften, fol. 20 , No. 43, pp. 673-617 (Oct. 25 , 1940) . From Berlin-Dahlem.

"Isotope report for 1940. Physikalische Zeitschrift , Vol . 42,

pp. 1-5 (Jan. 1 , 1941) . With J. Mat temch.

"Chemical elements and natural atomic species according to

results of isotopic and nuclear investigation . " Physikalische Zeitschrift ,
J. Mattamch.

Vol . 41 , pp . 1-14 ( Jan. 1 , 1940 ) . With O. Hahn and

"Quadrupole moment of the deuteron and muclear forces. "

Zeitschrift für Physik , Vol . 113, No. 9-10 , pp . 567-595 ( 1939) .

"Disintegration of Th. " Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 27, No. 27,

pp. 470-471 (July 7 , 1939 ) . From Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry,

Berlin-Dahlem .

"Remarks on nuclear isomerien . " Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 27 , No. 27,

pp. 470-471 (July 7 , 1939) . From Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry,

Berlin-Dahlem.

"Prospects of technical utilization of energy- content of atomic nuclei . "

Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 27 , pp. 402-10 (June 9 , 1939) . Report on recent

papers dealing with this problem in connection with the newly discovered

fission of the U nucleus . From Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry,

Berlin-Dahlem .

"Energy considerations of production of Ba by irradiation of U with

neutrons . Zeitschrift fur Physikalische Chemie , Vol . 42, Section B,

No. 3-4, pp. 274-280 ( 1939) . With G. v . Droste.

"Grain-size and diffusion constant from emanating power. "

Zeitschrift fur physikalische Chemie , Vol . 42, Section B , No. 3-4,

pp. 179-280 (1939) . With K. E. Zimens
CEZK
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FIUGGE, S. (articles , cont'd .)

KET

"Adsorption at surfaces with congealed thermal equilibrium of the

active zones . " Zeitschrift fur physikalische Chemie , Vol . 4 , Section B,

No. 6. pp-453-465 ( 1938) . With E. Cremer.

10
"Emission of neutrons from substances rich in bydrogen .

Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 111 , No. 1-2 , pp . 109-124 (1938) .

"Cross- sections for reactions between very light naclei . "

Zeitschrfit fur Physik , Vol . 108 , No. 9-10 , pp. 545-5/9 (1930) ..

"Mass defects of light nuclei from recent theories, of nuclear

forces. " Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 105, No. 9-10, pp. 522-536 (1937).

"Nuclear physics . " Physikalische Zeitschrift , Vol . 38, pp.

13-36 (Jan. 1937) . With A. Krebs.

"Structure of the light atomic nucleus . " Zeitschrift fur

Physik, Vol . 96, No. 7-8, pp . 453-472 ( Sept. 7. 1935) .

"Is there a neutron of mass 21 " Zeitschrift für Physik , Vol . 95.

No. 5-6, pp. 312-318 (June 17, 1935) .

"Possible occurrence of bineutrons in muclear transformations . "

Zeitschrift fur Physik, Vol . 95, No. 5-6 , pp. 319-320 (June 17, 1935).

With A. Krebs.

"Buclear chemistry. " Physikalische Zeitschrift , Vol . 36, pp.

466-480 (July 1 , 1935) . With A. Krebs.

"Deduction of the fundamental equation of statistics. "

Zeitschrift fur Physik, Vol . 93 , No. 11-12, pp . 04-808 ( Feb. 26 , 1935).

#Viscous elasticity. " Annalen der Physik , Vol . 22, No. 3, pp.

209-222 (March 1935).

New interpretation of wave-mechanice . " Zeitschrift fur Physik,

Vol . 87, No. 7-8, pp. 432-441 (Jan. 26 , 1934) . With E. Madelung.

Theory of the stoppage of fast electrons . " Zeitschrift fur

Physik, Vol . 5, No. 11-12, pp . 693-696 . (Oct. 14 , 1933).

"Influence of neutrons on the internal structure of the stars . "

Zeitschrift fur Astrophysik, Vol . 6 , pp . 272-292 (May 11 , 1935).

"Wave mechanice model of the neutron . " Zeitschrift fur Physik ,

Vol . 81 , No. 7-8, pp. 491-495 (March 30, 1933) .

"Quantum mechanics of diatomic systems . " Annalen der Physik,

Vol . 16, No. 7 , pp- 766-700 (April 1933).

"Present status of problems of stellar absorption. " Naturwissen

schaften; Vol . 20, pp. 704-705 (Sept. 16, 1932) . From Gottingen. Author

is given here as Siegfried Flugge.
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FLUEGGE, Siegfried - Nuclear Physicist

"On the Quantum Mechanical Exchange Energy " (1940)

The Determination of Grain Sizes & Diffusion Constants by means of the

Enanating Power " ( 1939) . With Zimens .

"Can the Energy Content of the Aton Nucleus be Utilized Technically? " (1939)

"Observations on the Theory of the Rheotron . " (1944)

"On the Theory of Resonance Absorption." (1942)

"Estimate of the Proportion of Neutrons Absorbed in the Resonance Area.

in a Ur . -Hydrogen Mixture. " (1939)

"Can One Drive a Uranium Machine in Collaboration with Fast Neutrons ? "

Unpublished . Research Report . (1942)

On the Excitation of Noutrons by Cosmic Rays & Their Distribution in

the Atmosphere. 1946. ( cy in Naval Research Lab. Library)

Distribution ( "Geschwindigkeits

Emitted by aParaffin
Source.dekeits Spectrum") of Slow Neutrons

"Calculation of Fraction of Neutrops which are Absorbed in Resonance Lines

in a U - ₂0 Mixture . " Part III (1940)

"Calculation of Fraction of Neutrons Which are Absorbed in Resonance Lines

in a U - B₂ " . Part II ( 1940)

"Investigation of the Resonance Capture of Neutrons by Uranium II. " (1942)

In collaboration with Sauervein.

"Prospects of Tech . Utilization of Energy Content of Nuclei "

"Bergy Consideration of the Production of Barium by Irradiation of

U with Slow Neutrons with on Droste.-

The Chemical Elements & Natural Isotopes according to the State of

Research on Isotopes & Nuclei - (1940) With EBahn , Mattauch . Supplement . ( 1942)

"Isotope Weights & Pecking Fraction Curve" with Rahn , Mattanch .

Disintegration of Radium A and Thorium Aª

(1944) .
"Production of Element 65 by

du collaboration with Adolf Krebs .
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Name: FUENFER, Ervin
Variant : FUNFER , Erwin

Alias :

Education : Ph.D.

Languages :

Honors:
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Publications:

Present Fosition : Research work

For the French

Location : St. Louis , France

Gen. Occupation : Nuclear physicist

SECRET

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Case No.
Date:

Birthdate : 1911

Birthplace:

Nationality : German

Race : White

Sex: Male

Approvding,Moters)
Date ? NOV 1980

1985

Marital Status:

Name of Spouse:

Children:

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

Dr. Ervin Fuenfer , German muclear physicist , was last reported at

St. Louis France engaged in physical experimental research in discharge

problems , e.g. guided spark. 1

A former student of Geiger or of Gehrtsen , and later assistant to

Gehrsten at the University of Giessen , Fuenfer also was a lecturer at

that University. 2/

8030874

19 July 1948

Beginning in 1941 Fuenfer , Flammersfeld and Bothe made up the

Heidelberg group under the latters direction and conducted research on

pile experiments there until 1943. They then joined the Kaiser Wilhelm

Institute for Physics in Berlin-Dahlem under Weisacker and Heisenberg. 3/

One report indicates that in March 1941 at a conference of German

scientists Fuenfer spoke regarding thermal neutrons and Iron , Nickel and

Cobalt (or copper ) and again in February 1942 regarding neutron , Beryllium,

mean-free-paths and diffusion pathlengths , absorption and Radium-Beryllium. 4/

Fuenfer has written many articles some of which are listed below:

"Layer Experiments with Varying Uranium and Heavy Water Thickness .

"Disintegration of Boron by Slow Neutrone. " ¦

"Back Scattering of C-Neutrons in Iron. " 1940

"Absorption of Thermal Neutrons and Increase of Fast Neutrons in

Beryllium", 1941. 1

"Increase and Absorption of Fast Neutrons in Carbon Water and Heavy

Water" , 1942. 1

"Further Measurements on the Neutron Increase in U by Fast Neutrons " , 1942.

8340 21-1451
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FUENFER , Ervin (cont. )

GEGRED

"Layer
Experiments with Variation in the Thicknesses of U and D20" , 1943.

"Experiment with 1.5 tons D20 and U and a 40 Cm. Carbon Reflector",

1915. 5/

Based only on a review of his prewar work , Fuenfer was rated as

close to the top in his field . 6/ and more recently has been included in

a list of outstanding German scientists in the field of muclear research .

1/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 31
March 1947 (Secret)

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C., 21
May 1946 (Secret)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 16
Jamary 1945 (Secret)

LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 15
February 1945 (Secret )

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. ,
undated , (Secret)

6/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. ,
undated , (Secret) .

7/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 19
December 1947 (

Secret)
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Education : Ph.D.

Languages:

Honors :

Present Position : Professor , Physics

Institute , University of Hamburg

Location: Hamburg 36 , Klopstoch Str.
Front 8

Gen , Occupation : Physical chemist

Publications:

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Case No.
Date:

Birthdate : 1904

Birthplace:

Nationality : German

Race:

Sex:

White

Male

Marital Status:

Name of Spouse:

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation : Anti-Nazi

6010552

19 July 1948

Dr. Wilhelm Groth , German atom expert 1/ and former assistant to

Prof. Harteck, 2/ was last reported as holding a professorship at the
"Physikalisches Institut " of Hamburg University. 1

An anti-Nazi , Groth was among a group of persons whom the Hofgeismar

Purge Tribunal axonerated on February 13 , 1948. He recently denied

statements of the German and foreign press according to which he had

informed Nils Bohr , the Danish atom expert , on the state of German atomic

research . When giving evidence before the Purge Tribunal he had said

that Bohr , as well as German atom experts , had been informed that trials.

in the sphere of atomic research in Germany were made along wrong lines

and would yeild no practical success in the near future. A written
statement of the Chairman of the Purge Tribunal however showed that

Groth bad not stated that he had informed Bohr. 1/i

A specialist in the field of isotope separation by use of the

ultracentrifuge, Groth did research on this problem from 1941 until 1944

first at Hamburg University 3/ later at Freiburg and finally in November

1944 at Celle where he and his apparatus were seized later by an ALSOS

team. Dr. Groth was in charge of fourteen scientists at Celle.

In 1943 he was among the scientists who attended a meeting under

the chairmenahip of Mr. Speer , Minister of Armament and War Production ,

when the problem of mclear physics was discussed . 5/

A captured Germen technical report indicated that Professors
Svedberg and Dr. Pedersen of Upsala , Sweden learned something of the

German isotope separation project from Groth.

Approved for Release
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GROTH , Dr. Wilhelm (cont. )

CCKET

Groth , on the basis of his prewar work, only had been rated as

close to the top in his field 6/ and later was given a very high rating

in the Strassburg Summary . He has published many articles some of

which are listed below:

"Enrichment of Krypton Isotopes" in collaboration with collaboration

with Harteck , 1940.

"Status of Work on Separating U235 and 4238" , 1940.

"Corrosion
Experiments on Two Alloys Toward UF6" , 1940.

"Status of Work on Building an Ultracentrifuge" , 1941.

"Status of Work on Isotope Separation at the University of Hamburg , 1940.

"Report on Meeting with Prof. Svedberg and Dr. Pedersen at Upsala,

Sweden", 1942.

"Separation of U Isotopes by the Ultracentrifuge . I. Enrichment of
Nuo 2

Xenon Isotope", 1942.

"Status of Nork on Separation of Isotopes of Pres . Uranium" , 1942
.

"Separation of U Isotopes by the Ultra-centrifuge
11. Enrichment

of 0234 and 0235" .-1942.

Production of UFC on a Semi-Commercial Scale . Investigation of .

the Alloy Capability of U" , 1942.

"Separation of U
Isotopes by the Separation Tube and the

Ultracentrifuge", 1942.

Groth has also done some research in ultraviolet rays / and

recently has been included in a list of German scientists who were

thought to be the outstanding men in the field of nuclear research. 6/

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 1 March 1945 (Secret)

2/ 1AC Agency , Washington , D. C. , 21 May 1946 (Secret)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington, D. C., undated (Secret)

4/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 16 June 1945 ( Secret)

5/ IAC Agency, Washington, D. C. , 19 August 1948 (Secret )

6/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated (Secret)

7 IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 12 February 1948 (Secret)

BIAC Agency, Washington , December 1947 (Secret)

SRET 834021-1454
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Education : Fh.D.

Languages:
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Publications:

:

Present Position : Scientific assistant
at the KWIP, Univ . of Göttingen

Location : Zeppelin , Str . 5, Göttingen

Gen. Occupation : Physicist

SECRET
BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

i

Case No. 8010550
Date:

Birthdate: 1909

Birthplace:

Nationality : German

Race: White

Sex: Male

Children :

Harital Status:

Name of Spouse:

SECRET

19 July 1948

Religion:

Political Affiliation : Nazi Party

Otto Harel , former student and assistant to Prof. Geiger at the

Physikalische Technische Hochschule in Berlin- Charlottenburg before the

war 1/ recently (September 1947) collaborated with F. G. Heutermanns
on a paper entitled "Coincidences with B-Decay and Decay Constants of

Ribidium" . 2/ It is presumed Eaxel is still at the Kaiser Wilhelm

Institute for Fhysics , at the University of Gottinger where he was

reported as late as the fall of 1947.2/

A former party member 17 and member of the project under Dr.
Diebner of the Reichsforschungsrat at Rathaus , 3/ Haxel is reported

to have contributed to mclear research in Germany before the war. 4/

In March 1947 he attended a seminar of muclear physicists at

the St. Louis Laboratory in France and gave a lecture on the Penetration

of Matter (Crystals) by Neutrons. 5/ A specialist in the investigation
of resonance levels thru transmutation by means of alpha rays , Haxel

has also collaborated with Volz in measuring absorption cross sections . 6/

1

In addition to the articles listed below he is also one of the

FIAT Report authors . 6/

"Ruclear Transformation of Boron by Slow Neutrons" , before 1939.

"Energy and Renge of Heavy Disintegration Products of U" , before 1935.

"The Absorption of Neutrons in Aqueous Solutions " in collaboration
with Volz, 1940.

"Absorption Cross Section for Slow Neutrons . Method I Dependence
on Concentration " , in collaboration with Volz , 1940 .

Approyed forRelease
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"Absorption and Slowing Down of Neutrons in Be0" , 1941.

"Absorption of Neutrons in Uranium" , in collaboration with Volz , 1941.

"Measurement of the Thickness of the Corrosion Protection Layer

on Uranium" , 1944.

"Energy and Range of Slow Alpha Rays " , in collaboration with Haeman , 1943.

In December 1947 Haxel was included in a list of German scientists

who were thought to be outstanding men in the field of nuclear research . 7/

1 LAC Agency, Washington, D. C. , 21
May 1946 ( Secret)

2/
Physikalische Blatter #9, 1947

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 13 April 1945 (Secret)

4/ LAC Agency , Washington , D. C. 28
March 1946 (Secret)

5/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 12 March 1947 (Secret)

6 IAC Agency, Washington, D. C. ,
undated (Secret)

7 IAC Agency, Washington , D. C., 19
December 1947 (Secret

)
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Name: HOUTERMANNS , Fritz , G.
Variant : HOUTERMANS , Fritz G.

Publications:

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Present Fosition : Lecturer & professor
Second Physics Institute , University
of Göttingen .

Location: 22 Lotzustrasse , Göttingen .

Gen. Occupation: Physicist

Education : Germany ; Cambridge University ,
England; Kharkov Physico-Technical
Institute , Russia

Case No. 7005160

30 July 1948

Birthdate : 22 Jan. 1903

Birthplace : Danzig.

Nationality: German

Race : White

Sex: Male.

SECRET

Marital status : Married
Name of Spouse :

Children:

Religion:

Political Affiliation :

(see below)

Fritz Houtermanns , German physicist , has been reported as lecturingat the winter semester , 1347-45, at the University of Göttingen on the
Physics of the Neutron. 1/

Born in Danzig of Dutch extraction , Houtermanns grew up in Austria
and Germany and left the latter in 1933 when he was an associate and
co-worker of Qustav Hertz because of the Nazi party . He proceeded to
England and worked at Cambridge University and subsequently went to
Kharkov , Russia where he worked at the Physico Technical Institute.

In 1937 as he was preparing to leave Russia , Houtermanns , according
to his own statement , was arrested by the NKVD ( now the MVD) on vague
charges of counter revolutionary activity for Germany . Shortly after
the German-Russian Treaty of 1939 and as a result of the intervention
of Dr. R. A. Millikan of Califomia Tech , he was released in 1940 after.
preparing what he claims was a false confession of technical espoinage
which he formed in such a manner as to be scientifically fallacious,
but which satisfied the NKVD , who exiled him to Germany in spite of his
requests not to be sent there . Upon his arrival in Germany , Houtermanns
says he was immediately imprisoned by the Gestapo . 2/ After three months
he was released but he was never admitted to the URAN VEREIN (Uranium
Society) because he was considered unsafe . 3/ As a result his connection

Approved for
Release

Date NOV 1935.
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HOUTERMANNS , Fritz , G.

ASEGRE

with the German nuclear physics project was not great although he

was in close contact with von Weizsacker and von Ardenne and worked

with the latter on a cyclotron .

In 1941 Houtermanns wrote a long and detailed evaluation of the

quality, political inclination and present situation of physicists,

engineers and technically trained helpers in the USSR , based on

his personal observations . He made two trips to Kiev and Kharkov

in 1941 in the service of the RIM for the purpose of taking over

research institutions . / Houtermanns ' official position during

the war was with the PTR (German Bureau of Standards ) at Ronneburg,

Thuringen where he worked with counter-tubes. 2/

Politically, Houtermanns at the time of his departure from

Gottingen in 1933 was inclined toward Communist trends . This view,

however , was soon changed due to his imprisonment as a foreign

suspect and other unpleasant experiences while in Russia prior to
request to not be to Germany

indicates his anti -Nazi sympathies . 6 In 1945 Houtermanns , in an

interview with a representative of the U.S. , stated he believed that

Russia has not abandoned her desire of creating world-wide Comminism.

A criterion of the sincerity of any nation , Houtermanns believes ,

can be established by the insistence on the part of the U.N. that
He believes

each member nation allow its citizens to emigrate freely .

that a nation refusing this right to its citizens cannot be trusted

and that the U.N. can still force Russia to adopt this rule . 7

below:

Scientifically, opinions on Houtermanns differ . A technical

interrogator in 1945, appraised him as possessing information which

was unreliable and opinions which were immature . 3/ An equally

reliable source indicated that this appraisal should be discounted .

3/ Houtermanns was stated to be the first man in Germany to propose

fissionability of plutonium and wrote several memoranda on the subject

but little attention was paid to him in Germany. 6/

Houtermanns has written many articles some of which are listed

SEERDES
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4/

5/

6/

7/

H
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Hrs . Houtermanns has been reported as being at the Physics Department
of Radcliffe College , Cambridge , Mass . 6/

N

(

1/ Physikalische Blatter , No. 10 , 1947 (unclassified)

2 IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 20 Feb 46 (Secret)

N

#

M

"The Energy Consumption of Isotopic Separation " 1941.

"Nuclear Physics Works in Naturwissenschaften" 1940-41.

"The Question of Starting a Nuclear Chain Reaction " 1941

Te Question of Releasing Nuclear Chain Reactions " 1944

"On the Use of Thorium for Nuclear Energy from Fission " 1945.

"
Concerning ortion with Jensen .

the Thermal Dissociation of the Vacunum. " 3 Mer 47.

"Uber den (n ,2 ). Processes Involving Beryllium with Neutrons
From a (Po Be) Source. "

"Mathematisch-Physikolische Klasse" 1946/

"The Age of Uranium" June 1947.

Collaborated with 0. Haxel on a paper entitled , "Coincidences
with B-Decay and decay constants of Ribidium" 1947 .

33

19
10 Jan 46 ( Secret )

H

A

M

9

1

$

B

8 Oct 45 ( Secret)

29 July 47 (Secret)

30 Jan. 46 (Secret)

12 Sept. 45 ( Secret)•
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Name : JENSEN, Hans

Variant : JENSEN , J (ohannes) Hans

Honors:

BEERET

Present Position : University of Hamburg

Location : Hamburg , Germany

Gen. Occupation : Physical Chemist

Publications :

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

1

Case No. 8010573

Date : 29 July 1948

Birthdate : 1907

Birthplace:

Nationality : Naturalized German

of Dutch extraction .

SECRET

Race : White

Sex: Male

Marital Status :

Name of Spouse :

Children:

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

At the beginning of the last war Professor Hans Jensen, recently

(Dec. 47) reported at the University of Hamburg , 1/ had been rated by

U.S. sources , based on a survey of his pre-war work only , as very close

to the top in his Meld . 2/

A former full professor, 3/ and Director of the Institute of Physical

Chemistry at the Technische Hochschule at Hannover, 1/ Jensen was a theoreti

cal collaborator at the Institute Harteck during the war . 3 Known for

his work on the theoretical considerations of the separation of isotopes,

3/ be was an advisor to Harteck , Groth and Suhr , on their ultracentrifuge

experiments and also worked on heavy water research. He corresponded

frequently with Prof. Rudolf Fleischmann , at the University of Strasbourg

on isotope separation research and for a time worked on the cyclotron in

Paris.

An indication of Jensen's importance is shown in a report that stated

in 1943 a meeting was called by Mr. Speer , German Minister of Armaments

and War Production , to discuss the problem of miclear physics and Jensen

was one of the scientists invited to attend . 5 He also was given a "high"

rating by U.S. analysts in 1944. 4

1/
Politically, little is known of Jensen except that he allegedly kept

Bohr informed on research activities in Germany and Norway during the war.

He is the author of many works some of which are listed below :

Approved for Release

Date 7 NOV 1985
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JENSEN, Hans

*
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MARION

"On the Slowing Up , Scattering and Capture of Neutrons in

Solid CO2 and on Their Capture in Ur " in collaboration with

Harteck , Knauer and Suess . 1940. Unpublished.

"Slowing Up of Neutrons in Carbon , Water and Heavy Water . " 1944.

"Absorption of Thermal Neutrons in Carbon " in collaboration

with Bothe. 1944.

"Concerning the Thermal Dissociation of Vaanims " in collaboration

with Houtermanns .

✔
"Concerning the Excitation of Molecular and Lattice Oscillation

Caused by Recoil in Nuclear Processes in Chemically Combined

Atoms in collaboration with Steinwedel.

*Articles published by Jensen , J. Hans D. and presumed to be the Jensen

reviewed above:

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , undated . (Secret ) ;

2 LAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , undated . ( Secret).

3/ LAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 21 May 46 ( Secret)

IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 12 Feb. 45 (Secret )

5 IAC Agency, Washington , D.C. , 19 Aug. 45 (Secret) ,

BRAKYN
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Name : JORDAN , Prof. Dr. Faul

Variant :

Alias:

SEGRET

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

Publications :

9, Germany

Gen. Occupation : Astro-physicist

Present Position : Quest professor Birthdate:

at Hamburg University

Location : Hamburg 36, Jungius Str .

Birtimplace:

Nationality: German

Education : University of Gottingen

1924

Languages:

Honors:

Approved for Release
Date Z NOV 1988 .

Case No. 8010399
Date:

myy

18 October 1902

Hanover , Germany

Race : White

Sex: Male

Marital Status : Married

Name of Spouse:

Children:

Religion : Protestant

Political Affiliation : Reportedly an
avowed Naz

Prof. Pal Jordan , the son of a Hanover painter Prof. Ernst

Jordan, attended the University of Gottingen where he specialized

in physics , mathematics and the natural sciences . He received

his degree in 1924 and later studied in Copenhagen . After serving

as an assistant professor at Gottingen , he moved to Hamburg where

he taught theoretical physics from 1927 to 1929 and later from

1935 to 1944 at Rostock where he became a full professor. 1/ Jordan

is reported also as occupying the chair Theoretical Physics in

Berlin during 1943 and 1944. 2/

ABEER

19 July 1948

the collapse
succeed Prof. Max7ose of

Germany, he was allegedly
invited to

at Berlin and from 1945 to 1947 he

taught and did research work at Göttingen . 1/ In the spring of

1947, together with a German solar physicist named Kiepenheuer ,

Jorden reportedly attended a conference held at St. Louis , France

by the Joliot-Curie Committee on Atomic Energy 3/ and lectured

on new cosmologic theories . 4/

In 1947 he was appointed guest professor at Hamburg, 1/

where it is reported that his lectures drew upwards of 400 students .

His wife is stated to be in Berlin trying to move their effects.

to Hamburg 2/ where Jordan is living in incredibly primitive

conditions and literally starving". 5/

Politically Jordan has been reported as being an "avowed

Nazi" but his ability has been acknowledged both by his fellow
workers 6/ and by our own scientists whofrated him very close

to the top based only on his pre-war activities . 7/

334021-/462
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JORDAN, Frof. Dr. Paul

1/ IAC AGENCY, WASHINGTON , D. C. , 7 January 1948 (Vaclassified)

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , & Jamary 1948 (Secret)

3/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , March 1947 (Secret)

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 12 March 1947 ( Secret)

5/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 20 January 1948 (Secret)

6/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 9 December 1947 (Secret)

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated (Secret)

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Name : HOPFEHMANN , Dr. Hans

Variant :

Allas:

Honors :

Present Position : Research , Univ .

of Cottingen
Location : Baurat-Gerberstrasse 12,

Cottingen , Germany

Gen. Occupation : Theoretical physic- .

Education : Ph.D.

Languages :

Publications :

BIOGRAPHIC REGISTER

ist

Birthdate:

Birthplace:

Nationality : German

Race : White

Sex: Male

Marital Status :

Name of Spouse:

Approved forBelgeDate

Children :

Case No. 8061186

Date: 19 July 1948

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

Dr , Hans Kopfermann , former professor at the University of Kiel 1/
is reported to be Director of the Second Physical Institute at the

University of Gottingen 2/ doing betatron research . 2/ A specialist
in theoretical and nuclear physice , Kopfermann has been acknowledged
to be an anthority in the field of muclear spin and spectroscopy . 4/

Kopfermann has a 6 Mev betatron and a mass spectrograph at
Göttingen 3/ and reportedly is a very modest individual and somewhat
awed by finding himself in the chair previously occupied by ProfessorJames Franck. He recently collaborated with P. Brix also of Gottingen
on a peper entitled " Isotope Shifting Effect of the Heavy Water Elements"
which was presented at the September 1947 meeting of the German Physical
Society in Göttingen. 5/

In December 1947 Kopfermann was included in a list of German
scientists who were thought to be the outstanding men in the field
of muclear research . 6

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 21 May 1946 (Secret)

2/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 16 January 1948 (Secret)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 29 September 1947 (Secret )

4/ 1AC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 22 June 1948 (Secret).

5/ Physikalische Blatter, #9 , 1947

6/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 19 December 1947 (Secret )
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Name : MAURER , Werner

Variant :

Alias:

Fresent Position :

Location: Wiechl Bei Köln

Ober-berg-Kreis (B2).

Gen. Occupation : Physicist

Languages:

Education : Ph.D , Technische Hochschule ,

1933.

Honors :

Publications :
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Case No. 801050

Date: 19 July 1948

Birthdate: 1906 , 22 March

Birthplace:

Nationality : German

Dr. Werner Maurer , formerly a spectroscopist and an assistant at

the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt , 2/ was a member of the Reichsfor

echungsrat Kermbysik during the war . He and Wolfgang Riezler were an

Arbeits gruppe under Prof. Gerlach 3/ and worked on the Paris cyclotron

under Joliot from 1942-1944. Previously in 1937-38 Manrer had spent a

year and a half with Bothe at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute , Heidelberg 2/

and also during this period was associated with the American physicist

Dr. J. B. Fisk. 3/ He later was located at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

for Physics at Berlin-Dahlem 2/ and the University of Strasbourg under

Dr. Fleischmann . 3/

Fundwart

Maurer was seized at the University of Strasbourg in November 1944 by

United States forces en in subsequent interrogations in December he was

uncooperative. He stated that in the time he spent at Joliot's laboratory

he did no war research and was associated with experiments on the separation

of Bismuth isotopes . An analysis of his laboratory notebooks indicated

that he had drafted articles on the nuclear physics of chlorine , copper

and lanthanun and on the artificial radio- activity of Bismuth . There was

also an indication that during the months immediately preceding his seizure

he was working hard on beta- radioactivity and gamma-radioactivity produced

artificially in tantalum, tungsten , hafnium , sulfur and other materials

of intermediate atomic number . 4/

Race: White

Sex: Male

Marital Status:

Name of Spouse:

Children:

Religion :

Political Affiliation : Reportedly an

"reliable Nazi" y

Politically Maurer has been reported as unquestionably a reliable

Nazi and in 1945 was in a prisoner of war camp in the U.S. 1/

Scientifically be also has been associated with research on the

proportionality amplifier , radio-active isotopes (also chemical separation),

high frequency and the cyclotron 2/ and has been described as an able young

physicist. 1

831021-1465
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MAURER, Werner (cont.)

SECRET
CAL

Dr. Maurer has written the following scientific articles :

"Transformation of Boron by Slow Neutrons" , in collaboration with

J. B. Fisk .

"Energy Distribution of Neutrons from Boron" .

"Neutron Emission of the Uranium Nucleus as a Result of its

Spontaneous Fission" , 1942.

He also contributed a note to Zeitung für Naturforschung, Band 28 ,

Heft 10 in October 1947 entitled "A new 10-min. Lanthanum isotope resulting

from the irradiation of barium with deuterons " . Bariun as a chloride,

nitrate or carbonate was irradiated with the deuteron beam supplied

by the College de France cyclotron to a maximum of 5.8 Xe7.

SO

1/ IAC Agency, Washington D. C. , 20 February 1946 (Secret)

2/ LAC AGENCY, Washington D. C. , 21 May 1946 (Secret).

3/ 1AC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated ( Secret)

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 12 February 1945 (Secret)

SEGRET 834021-1466
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MAURER, W.

Author of the following articles in German journals.

" Investigations of radioactive copper as an indicator for experimente

on animals. " Naturwissenschaften , Vol . 30 , No. 49-52 , pp . 58-590 (Dec. 3,

1943) . With G. Schubert , H. Vogt , and W. Riezler.

"Neutron emission of the uranium_ucleus as a result of its spontaneous

fission . " Zeitschrift fur Physik , p . 285 ( 1943) . With H. Pose.

"Artificially radioactive isotopes of lead and its neighboring elements
obtained from uranium and thorium lead . " Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 119 ,

pp. 602-629 (Sept. 25, 1942) . With Wolfgang Ramm,

"The 19-minute isotope of molybdenum and the isotope of element 43

produced therefrom. " Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 119 , pp. 554-551 (July 31,
1942) . With Wolfgang Ramm.

"Experiments on fluorescence radiation of helium and the conservation

of spin at impacts of the second kind between excited and normal helium atons. "

Zeitschrift für Physik , Vol . 115, No. 7-0, pp. 410430 ( 1940) . With R. Wolf.

"Light excitation by ion and aton collisions . " Physikalische Zeitschrift ,

Vol . 40 , pp. 161-181 (March 1 , 1939) .

"Transformation of B by slow neutrons . " Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 112,

No. 7-8, pp. 456-452 ( 1939) . With J. B. Fi ak.

"Longest range proton group in the disintegration of boron by alpha

particles. Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 107, No. 7-0, pp . 509-512 (1937) .
With H. Maier-Leibnits ..

"Nuclear transformations and cosmic radiation . " Zeitschrift fur technische

Physik , Vol . 18, No. 12 , pp . 538 541 ( 1937) and Physikalische Zeitschrift ,

Vol . 38, pp . 961 967 (Dec. 1 , 1937) . With W. Bothe, W, Gentner , H. Maier

Leibnitz, E. Wilhelmy , and K. Schmeiser .

"Excitation function and energy distribution of neutrons emitted from

boron by bombardment with alpha particles . " Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 107,

No. 11-12, pp. 721-729 (1937) .

"Light excitation by bombardment of positive caesium ions by helium atoms . "

Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 104 , No. 1-2, pp . 113-121 ( 1936) .

"Light excitation by collision of lithium ions with helium atome . "

Zeitschrift fur Physik , Vol . 104 , No. 9-10 , pp. 655-665 :( 1937).
"Effective corss-section for excitation of the D- line by collision of

Na ions and He . " Zeitschrift fur Physik, Vol . 106, No. 7-8, pp. 453-457

(1937). With K. Mehnert .

"Light excitation in helium by collision with potassium ions . " Zeitschrift

for Physik, Vol . 101 , No. 5-6 , pp. 325-334 ( 1936).

Excitation of mercury by bombardment with Li , Na+, K+, Rb+. Cat."

Physikalische Zeitschrift , Vol . 37. pp . 659-661 (Sept. 15, 1936) . With
0. Henle.

"Fluorescence of helium and collisions of the second kind by excited

helium atoms ." Zeitschrift für Physik , Vob . 92 , No. 1-2 , pp . 100-115
(Nov. 2 , 1934 ) . With R. Wolf.

"Excitation in He by impact of He atoms at to 6000 v. " Zeitschrift

fur Physik, Vol . 96 , No. 7-0, pp. 409-502 ( 1935) .

834021-1467
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Name: FOHL, Dr. Robert Wickard

Variant :

Allas:

Present Position : Professor ,

Univ . of Gottingen
Location : Bunsen Strasse 10 ,

Uder opstock Str 4.

Gen. Occupation : Experimentel

physicist

Education : Ph.D. , Berlin 1906:

Hon . Dr. of Engineering,

Breslau

Languages :

Honors:

Publications:

Birthdate : 10 August 1884

Birthplace: Hamburg

Nationality: German

White

Male
Race:

Sex:

Case No. 8010554

Date: 19 July 1948

Marital Status : Married

Name of Spouse : Tusca Madelung

Children : Two girls , one boy

Religion: Protestant

Political Affiliation :

Dr. Robert Pohl , German physicist , was last reported ( October..........

1947) as being at the University of Gottingen . 1/ A relative of

the famous 17th century astronomer Johann Kepler , Pohl received

his doctorate from the University of Berlin in 1906. He later

lectured there in 1911 and in 1916 became a professor at the..

University of Göttingen . From 1920 until the last war , Pohl was

the Director of the Fhysics Institute at that University. He

is the author of books on "Introduction to Physics "; "Lessons

in Electricity" , 1927) ; and "Mechanics and Acoustics " , ( 1930).

and has published a number of articles on light and electricity.2/

Co-editor with Prof. von Lane of Zeitschrift For Physik, an

American licensed scientific publication , Pohl has also been

reported as collaborating with Prof. Mollvo on lectures on certain

phases of "Electricity and Optics " during the 1947-40 winter

semester at the University of Göttingen. 3/

.
Based on an analysis of his prewar work Pohl had been rated

during the war as fairly high among the German scientists 4/ and

lately was included in a list of German scientists who were

thought to be the outstanding men in the field of nuclear research . 5/

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated , ( Secret)

2/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated , ( Secret) ,

3/ LAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated , (Secret) ,

IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated , (Secret) ;

5/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated , (Secret) ,

MORE
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Education:

Name : RIEZLER, Prof. Dr. Wolfgang
Variant : RIETZLER
Alias :

Languages :

Fresent Position : Lecturer at the
Univ . of Bonn

Location : Bonn Nuss Ailee 6

Gen. Occupation : Fhysicist

Honors :
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Birthdate : 1905

Birthplace:

Nationality: German

Race:

Sex:
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Case No. 8010555
Date:

White

Male
Marital Status :

Name of Spouse:

Children :

Religion :

Political Affiliation :

Dr. Wolfgang Riezler , who before the war did research work at
the X- ray Research Institute of the University of Bonn 1/ and at
the University of Cologne 2/ , has returned to do research at the
Physics Institute of the former University. 3/

|

19 July 1948

A member of the Reichsforschungsrat Kernphysik under Prof. Gerlach
during the war , Reizler worked with Gentner at the University of
Cologne in 1943. He and Maurer were an arbeitsgruppe under Gerlach 1/
and he also worked with Joliot on the Paris cyclotron during 1942-44.-3/
When the University of Cologne was evacuated in 1945, Riezler accompanied
the group to Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 1/

Specialising in the scattering of alpha rays , cross sections of
neutrons 3/ and radio active isotopes , Riezler has been rated by Prof.
F. F. Kircmer , former professor of experimental physics at the
University of Cologne as a "good physicist ". 2/

In April 1946 , Riesler attended a nuclear physics symposium
held at St. Louis , France and discussed at length with Prof. F.
Sauter a report given by Prof. W. Doring on the Sayth opus . 4/

Dr. Biezler has written many articles some of which are listed :
below:

"Introduction to Nuclear Physics , 1942.

"Testing of SF6 as Filler of Ionization Chambers " , Verh D. Phys . Ges , 1939.

"Absorption of C. Neutrons in Rare Earths " , 1940.

"Peculiar Behavior of the Effective Cross-Sect . of Uranium for

ALEXAN
834021-1449
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RIEZLER , Prof. Dr. Wolfgang

LT
{

Slow Neutrons " , 1942.

"Influence of the Layer Thickness of the Measurement of

Working Cross Sections of Slow Neutrons " , 1942.

"Absorption Cross Section of Metallic Uranium for Slow Neutrons " , 1941.

"Activation of Xenon by Neutrone " , 1943. 1/

In December 1947 Riezler was included in a list of German

scientists who were thought to be the outstanding pen in the field

of nuclear research . 5/

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated , (Secret)

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C.. 3 September 1946, (Secret)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 21 May 1946, (Secret)

4/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 5 May 1947 , (Secret)

5/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 19 December 1947, (Secret)

ELEGRAMEROAT
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Name: STARKE, Dr. Kurt

Variant :

Alias :

Honors :

(

Present Position :

Location: Im Baeckerfeld , Heidelberg

(April-1947)

Gen. Occupation: Nuclear chemist

Publications :

SECRET
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Approved forBelagse
Date

Case No.
Date:

Birthdate:

Birthplace :

Nationality : German

Race : Wite

Sex: Male

1911

Dr. Kurt Starke , former assistant at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute

for Chemistry at Berlin-Dahlem 1/ and specialist in puclear chemistry, was

last reported as negotiating the terms of a contract with the French

government (April 1947). 2/

#SECRET

Marital Status : Unmarried

Name of Spouse:

Children :

Religion

Political Affiliation :

A student of both Prof. Hahn in Berlin- Dahlem and Prof. Bothe

in Heidelberg, 2/ Starke was an assistant at KWIC until 1944. It was

reported that he worked on the Paris cyclotron during the war and also

on the separation of radio-active isotopes and the chemical properties of

neptunium: 3/

8061537

19 July 1948

Dr. Starke worked on the element 93 with Prof. Hahn and on heavy

water production experiments with Clusius 4/ and has had some association

with Mme. Hoh Zah Wei , redium researcher at the Joliot- Curie Institute.

In December 1946 he wrote Mme . Zah Wei informing her of the activity of

German scientiste enclosing copies of scientific treatises . At that time

he stated he had not found a position which he liked , could not leave the

U.S. Zone and evidenced a hope that he would be offered a position in the

U.S.A. 5/

Starke has written many articles some of which are listed below:

"Separation of Artificial Radioactive Isotopes & Isomers " , 1941.

Inrichment of Artificially Radioactive Uranium Isotope 92 U 239

and its Daughter 93 239 (Element 93) May 1941.

"Washing-out and Rectification of H2 - HD D2 Mixtures", February

1942, with Clusius.

-

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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STAKKE, Dr. Kurt (cont .)

"Theory of Fractional Distillation of E₂ HD - D₂ Mixtures " , with

Clusius , June 1942.

P

In December 1947 Starke was included in a list of German scientists

who were thought to be the outstanding men in the field of muclear research. 6/

1/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 21 May 1946 (Secret)

2/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 29 April 1947 (Secret)

3/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C., 22 July 1946 (Secret)

4/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , undated (Secret)

5/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. , 16 January 1947 (Confidential)

6/ IAC Agency, Washington , D. C. 19 December 1947 (Secret)

SECRET
834021-1472
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✓CIA Misc .

SECRET

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

MEMORANDUM FOR Colonel Daniel E. Ellis , USAF ,

Extra Copies

WASHINGTON 25 , D. C.

6 July 1951

1. With reference to your request of June 26 , 1951 to :
Mr. Arthur H. Alexander , ( reference JIOA 1024 ) there is attached
for your attention a copy of Information Report No.

Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency

: Information Report No.
1₁3/03(4)

P.
Borove

P. G. STRONG
لي

Approyed for Release
Date ? NOV 1985
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PLACE
ACQUIRED

6

COUNTRY Germany (Western Zone)

SUBJECT German Guided Missiles Experts Potentially
Available for Employment in the US

DATE

ACQUIRED BY SOURCE 1932-51

COMPLETELY USUALLY FAIRLY
RELIABLE RELIABLE RELIABLE

B. XA.

DATE OF INFORMATION 1 May 51

4.3(@
)(4
)

с
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CLASSIFICATION

GRADING OF SOURCE BY OFFICE OF ORIGIN

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

INFORMATION REPORT

C.

3.

19131912
1910

D.

and

NOT
USUALLY
RELIABLE

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSEOF THE UNITED STATES WITHIN THE BEAMING OF THE ESPIONAGE ACT BOUSC 31 AND 32 AS ABENDED. ITS TRANSMISSION OR THE REVELATIONOF ITS CONTENTS IN ANY BARRER TO AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IS PROMIBITED BY LAD . REPRODUCTION OF THIS FORE IS PROHIBITED.

SOURCE

NOT
RELIABLE

E.

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

F. 1 .

TRUE

REPORT NO .

PROBABLY
TRUE

2. X

CD NO .

DATE DISTR. 23 May 1

NO. OF PAGES 4

NO. OF ENCLS.. /(LISTED BELOW)

SUPPLEMENT TO
REPORT NO .

SOURCE'S OPINION OF CONTENT

PROBABLY
FALSE

POSSIBLY
TRUE

3.

DOUBTFUL

4.

1. During the years 1932-45 the Germans built up , especially at Peenemuende , a large
highly skilled and thoroughly trained group of guided missile personnel which
included scientists , engineers , technicians and foremen . After the close of
World War II, these experts were dispersed . The USSR secured more of these
men than any other nation . Smaller groups went to the UK and France. The US
Army, in its Operation "Paperclip , brought a limited number to the US. A
large reservoir still remains in Germany.

5.

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

2. An acute shortage of men , skilled in this field, confronts the US today in its
accelerated guided missile program. This shortage will increase in the future .
A long time and a great deal of money are required to train men having the
necessary foundation for this work. Such men are also in short supply, so that
the outlook, from the standpoint of technical personnel , is serious .

Namo Last Known Address
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a partial solution to this bottleneck would be
to bring a large number of emerte from the German reservoir to work on the
US guided missile program. such a group could be recruited,
under proper conditions , that would prove valuable to any guided missile program,
whether based on German experience or not . Most of the men concerned are
extraordinarily devoted to the subject on which they have spent so many years

many desire to come to the US.

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

6.

/ 4. Following is a list of 32 men of exceptional promise who have , in the
exoressed a desire to come to the US .

Comments
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Date
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IXE

NOT
RELIABLE

E.

NAVY

AIR

Name

1 Dip Ing Erich Bachem

2) Dr Ing Richard Bernd

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

F. 1.

1. During the years -1932-45 the Germans built up, especially at Peenemende , a large
highly skilled and thoroughly trained group of guided missile personnel which
included scientists , engineers , technicians and foremen . After the close of
World War II, these experts were dispersed. The USSR secured more of these
men than any other nation . Smaller groups went to the UK and France . The US
Army, in its Operation "Paperclip" , brought a limited number to the US.
large reservoir still remains in Germany.

TRUE

2. An acute shortage of men ,- skilled in this field , confronts the US today in its
accelerated guided missile program. This shortage will increase in the future .
A long time and a great deal of money are required to train men having the
necessary foundation for this work . Such men are also in short supply, so that.
the outlook, from the standpoint of technical personnel , is serious.

CLASSIFICATION

NSRB

FBI

PROBABLY
TRUE

2. I

a partial solution to this bottleneck would be
to bring a large number of emerts from the German reservoir to work on the
US guided missile program. such a group could be recruited,
under proper conditions , that would prove valuable to any guided missile program,
whether based on German experience or not . Most of the men concerned are
extraordinarily devoted to the subject on which they have spent so many years

many desire to come to the US.

4. Following is a list of 32 men of exceptional promise who have , in the past
exorassed a desire to come to the US .

SOURCE'S OPINION OF CONTENT

DOUBTFUL PROBABLY
FALSE

NO. OF ENULS. /(LISTED BELOW)

Schätte 20

SUPPLEMENT TO
REPORT NO.

3.

Last nowa Address

E B Nabern/Teck

Württemberg
US Zone

DISTRIBUTION

POSSIBLY
TRUE

Jumegingen (Hohen

zollern)

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

4. 5.

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

6.
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Comments

Inventor of the famous

interceptor Natter

Chief of the rocket

development of Schmidding
Bodenbach

834021-1574
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Name
Provee

3) Ing Herbert Borchert

4) Dipl Ing Friedrich

Brandner

5) Ing Alfred Diehl

6) Ing Hans E P Fahlbusch

7) Ing Rolf Falke

8 ) Dr Werner Fricke

9) Dr Ing S J Gievers

10 ) Dr Ing Johannes
Goerner

11 ) Ing Kurt Graupe

12) Ing Alfred Haut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

13) Dipl Ing Johannes

Hillermann

14) Ing Udo Heubuar .

- 2 -

Last Known Address

Berlin-Spandau

Askanierring G II
4'

Frau Irmgard Grass

(20 ) Mattierzoll

uber Boorssum

Zuckerfabrik

(136) Augsburg

Lessingstr 10

Hamburg 13

Isestr 89

Aachen

Maltheserstr 13

(16) Wanfried/Werrs

Schlagdstr 22

2 Princess Gardens

London S.W.7

(21b) Iserlohn

Wallstr 48

(14a) Geislingen/

Steige

Kepplerstr 36

bei Pfeiffenberger

(24b) Sophien

Magd Koog
Post Bredstedt
Uv Husum

(248) Luebeck-

Travemuende

Priwall, Waldweg 172

:

Contents

Better than average

designer, tools and fixtures.

Excellent automatic pilot
and servo man .

Very good designer and test

engineer worked on He 176 ,

178, Me 163 , 263. For long

years employee of Messerschmidt

Stress analyst Junkers ,
Hentschel , Messerschmidt,
Blohm and Voss .

Very good electrical engineer.
Special experience in Water

fall test stand instrumenta
tion .

Leading development engineer ,
Rheintochter.

One of the best auto-pilot
and servo men . Kreiselgerete
m.b.H. Now back in Germany.
Address unknown.

Creative and very good

electrical engineer ..
Anschätz timer development
for V2 and Waterfall .

Excellent mathematician for

calculation of electrical

control instruments . For

years Peenemuende , preliminary

design group.

Very good engineer for elec

trical and pneumatic valve
design.

Good test engineer.. Vibra

tion expert . Worked at Peene

Huende-West with Talther

Keil , Gotenhafen and D V L.

Stuttgart-Zuffen

hausen

Markomannenstr 35

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Chief test engineer for gas

generating plants and turbine

pumps . Peenemuende.
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6) Ing Hans E P Fahlbusch

7 ) Ing Rolf Falke

8 ) Dr Werner Fricke

9) Dr Ing S J Gievers

10 ) Dr Ing Johannes

Goemer

11) Ing Kurt Graupe

| 12)12) Ing Alfred Haut

13) Dipl Ing Johannes

Hillermann

14) Ing Udo Heubuer .

15) Ing Joachim von
Koeller

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Hamburg 13

Isestr 89

Aachen'

Maltheserstr 13

(16) Wanfried/Werra

Schlagdstr 22

2 Princess Gardens

London S. 7

(21b) Iserlohn

Tallstr 48

(14a) Geislingen/

Steige

Kepplerstr 36

bei Pfeiffenberger

CREAT

(24b) Sophien

Magd Koog
Post Breda tedt

Uv Husum

(24a) Luebeck

Travemuende

Priwall, Waldweg 172

Stuttgart-Zuffen

hausen

Markomannenstr 35

years employee of Messerschmidt 00

(24) Lieth bei

Ehnshorn/Holst

Zigelei Rotenhelm

Stress analyst Junkers ,
Hentschel , Messerschmidt,
Blohm and Voss .

Very good electrical engineer .

Special experience in Water
fall test stand instrumenta

tion.

Leading development engineer ,
Rheintochter.

One of the best auto-pilot
and servo men . Kreiselgerete
m b H. Now back in Germany .
Address unknown .

Creative and very good t

electrical engineer .

Anschätz timer development
for V2 and Waterfall ,

Excellent mathematician for

calculation of electrical

control instruments . For

years Peenemuende , preliminary

design group.

Very good engineer for elec

trical and pneumatic valve

design .

Good test engineer .. Vibra

tion expert . Worked at Peene

muende- est with Talther

Keil , Gotenhafen and D V L.

Chief test engineer for gas

generating plants and turbine

pumps . Peenemuende .

Designer with Heinkel Aircraft

Corp since 1935 guided missles .

Walther -Kiel-Vi booster.

Specialist in steam generating

plants.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

834021-1575
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Name

16) Ing Albert Kowall

17) Dr Goldmann

18) Dr H Lange

20) Dr Ing Werner Oschatz.

√22)

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

21) Dipl Ing Hermann

Pitzken

Ober.Ing Walter
Riedel

19) Dipl chem Norbert Loft ( 20) Bad Grund
Harz

23) Ing Heinz Schley

24) Dr Johannes Schwab

25) Ober.Ing -Paul Stang

26) Dipl Ing Rudolf

Urtel

-27) Dr Fritz Runge

3

Last Known Address

Hameln

Kaelberanger 3

Germany British Zone

C Lorenz G

Landshut/Bayern

De Braye House

53 Alexandria Rd

Farnborough

Hants , England

Basel , Switzerland

Hirzbrunnenstr 9

Geesthacht /Elbe

Waldstrasse

Holzhaus 8.

RPD RAE Westcott

near Aylesburg.

(Bucks)

England

Bad Schwartau b

Luebeck, Peterstr

Berlin-Charlotten

burg 9

Skirenweg 7 bei

W Binder

c/o Distler i

Neue Strasse 4

Erlangen b Nuernberg

Comments

Excellent tool , fixture and

production line planner and

designer. Long years in
Peenemende.

Specialist in radio control

and navigation.

A-1 radio , radar and guidance

expert Turzburg" for Water

fall . Still in England , but
wants to come to the US .

Excellent combustion expert
for rocket propellam te ..

Excellent expert injection

problems diesel engines ,

motors , combustion chambers.

Technical assistant at the

University of Dresden .

Excellent expert in solid
rockets . For long years
chief in the German Board

of Ordnance.

Top man . Chief designer for

guided missiles at Peenemend

from 1936-42 . Wants to some
to US .

Hegnach bei Stuttgart Excellent expert in ground
Hauptstr 1 handling equipment. In

the guided missiles business

since 1936.

Experienced test engineer ,

, Rheintochter, Water

power plants. Peenemuende

West .

Laboratory chief for remote

control instrument develop

ment at Goerken (Hawai

Palermo and Osterhasel )

Television , radar

guidance expert , A-1 man .

Ranken

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
radar guidance man .

mand
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19) Dipl chem Norbert Loft ( 20 ) Bad Grund
Harz

20) Dr Ing Werner Oschatz

21) Dipl Ing Hermann
Pitzken

√22) Ober IngWalter
Riedel

23) Ing Heinz Schley

24) Dr Johannes Schwab.

53 Alexandria Rd
2-11
expert "Wurzburg" for water

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 Still in England , but

nanw , angland wants to come to the US.

25) Ober-Ing Paul Stang .

26) Dipl Ing Rudolf.

Urtel

27) Dr Fritz Runge

28) Dr Ing Otto Waltz

29) Prof Hans Wierer

Basel, Switzerland

Hirzbrunnenstr 9

Geesthacht/Elbe

Waldstrasse

Holzhaus 8

RPD RAE Westcott

near Aylesburg.

(Bucks)

England

Bad Schwartau b

Luebeck, Peterstr

Hegnach bei Stuttgart

Hauptstr 1

Berlin-Charlotten

burg 9

Skirenweg 7 bei

Binder

c/o Distler i

Neue Strasse 4

Erlangen b Nuernberg

Berlin

Telefunken A G

Firma Toellnerwerke

Ludwigshafen/Rhein

French Zone

Tech Hoch Gras

Austria

;

Excellent combustion expert
for rocket propellants .

Excellent expert injection

problems diesel engines ,

motors , combustion chambers.

Technical assistant at the

University of Dresden .

Excellent expert in solid
rockets . For long years
chief in the German Board

of Ordnance .

Top man. Chief designer for

guided missiles at Peenemuend

from 1936-42 . Wants to some
to US.

Experienced test engineer,

, Rheintochter , Water

power plants. Peenemuende™

Test.

Excellent expert in ground

handling equipment . In

the guided missiles business

since 1936.

Laboratory chief for remote

control instrument develop

ment at Goerken (Hawai

Palermo and Osterhasel )

Television , radar -

guidance expert , A-1 man.

Top radar guidance man .

Department chief with

Telefunken A G

Specialist in turbine

pumps for guided missiles .

Outstanding expert in all

guided missile electronics.

Peenemuende

834021-1576

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Name

-30) Dr Helmut Winkler

Ing Sammeck)
1 Baltzer )

Team

31) Dr Ernst Wischhoefer

32 ) Dipl Ing Ralph von
Tolff

Last Known Address

(24b) Greiff Werke

Halen/Wuerttemberg

(13b) Schwaigen N7

Post Eschenlohe

Oberbayern

Freiburg i B
Immentalstr 46

-End

Comments

1

Outstanding team in the

development of acid

proof woven plastic tanks

for guided missiles .

5. A list of 600 additional German specialists who are potentially available for

employment in the US is contained in the enclosure . This list was previously

submitted to the Army and Air Force Intelligences in January 1946. Ten of

these men were brought in by Operation Paperclip and are marked US

Chief stress engineer at

Peenemuende . Excellent.

1.3(@
(240)

The 600

6. The addresses in the 32 man list above are probably mostly correct.

name list is now five years old, so it is probable that most of the addresses

are no longer valid. The present location of these men would have to be deter

mined by investigation in Germany.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

For long years static test

engineer for modern aircraf

especially jet driven inter

ceptors.

Enclosure : List of Guided Missiles Engineers, Technicians and Skilled Workers .
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:

Oberbayern

Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786,
Freiburg 1 B
Immentaistr 46

1.3(@)(40)

32) Dipl Ing Ralph von
Wolff

For long years static test

engineer for modern aircraf

especially jet driven inter

ceptors.

5. A list of 600 additional German specialists who are potentially available for

This list was previously
employment in the US is contained in the enclosure .

submitted to the Army and Air Force Intelligences in January 1946. Ten of

these men were brought in by Operation "Paperclip" and are marked "US"

6. The addresses in the 32 man list above are probably mostly correct . The 600

name list is now five years old , so it is probable that most of the addresses

are no longer valid . The present location of these men would have to be deter

mined by investigation in Germany.

--End -

Enclosure : List of Quided Missiles Engineers , Technicians and Skilled Workers .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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List of Guided Missiles Engineers , Technicians and Skilled Workers

1. The abbreviated titles used in this list have the following significance :

Dr. Ing

Dipl Ing

Ing Technician

FM Fine mechanic or skilled foreman

▼

-

2. This list is presented in the form in which it was submitted to Air Force Intelli

gence in January 1946. It contains the last known addresses of the men concerned.

Many, if not most , of the addresses are probably no longer correct.

Doctor of Engineering

Master of Engineering

3. A supplementary list is provided in which the names are listed alphabetically under

each professional classification . The numbers provide a cross reference and show up

the duplications .

4. "US" after the names indicates that the man was brought to the US under Operation

"Paperclip" . "B" after the name -indicates that the man was under active consideration

for Huntsville (When "Paperclip " vas terminated. 7
/

1

5. The men in the first column are preferred . Those in the second column are alternates .

1. HABUSERMANI , Walter , Dr Ing - US

Jugenbein a d Bergstrasse

Zvingenbergerstr 9

List of Names As Originally Submitted

2. SBIDLBOECK, Alfred , FM
Reinfeld/Guelzen oder

Nussdorf/Inn, Rosenheim Land

Gutshaus Weidenbach

7. KOENIG, Rudi , Ing

3. RAITHEL , Wilhelm , Dr Ing US

Hoechst /Nidda/Oberhessen

8. HEROLD , Ing

4. OSTHOFF , Leopold , Ing - US
Bielefeld

Benteler Werke

5. WALTHER , Alvin , Prof Dr
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

Mathematisches Institut

6. BRINKMANN, August, F M
Ahlen/Vestf

Gemmericherstr 49

c/o Dr P Schlechter
Niederbeerbach bei Darmstadt

Obergasse 2

18. KAGERER , Anton , Dipl Ing

Straubing/Bayern

Enclosure

Innere Passauerstr 37 , bei Kette

2a . HUETTENBERGER , Willi , FX

Landshut

38. KAISER, Hans , Dipl. Ing
c/o Teubold

Erlangen
Brueckerstr 26

48. PITSCHMANN , Ernst , Dipl Ing
Witzenhausen

Goldener Loewe

5a. KOX, Hans , Dr Phil

Hamburg -Bergedorf
Sternvarte

6a. GROSSER, Willi , F M
Landshut

78. OTT , Albert , F M
Wuermen bei Pforzheim oder

c/o Krause , Eschwege
Ottostr 8

88. HEINISCH, Kurt , Ing
Coburg (136) Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786ªt



C00010786 11st is presented in the farm in which it was submitted to Air Force Intelli

gence in January 1946. Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786 the men concerned .

Many, if not most , of the addresses are probably no longer correct .

3. A supplementary list is provided in which the names are listed alphabetically under

each professional classification . The numbers provide a cross reference and show up

the duplications .

4. "US" after the names indicates that the man was brought to the US under Operation

"Paperclip" . "H" after the name -indicates that the man was under active consideration

for Huntsville (when "Paperclip " was terminated.

5. The men in the first column are preferred . Those in the second column are alternates.

1. HAEUSERMANY, Walter , Dr Ing - US

Jugenheim a d Bergstrasse

Zvingenbergerstr.9

2 . SKIDLBOECK,, Alfred , F M
Reinfeld/Guelzen oder

Nussdorf/Inn , Rosenheim Land

Gutshaus Weidenbach

List of Names As Originally Submitted

3. RAITHEL , Wilhelm , Dr Ing - US
Hoechst/Nidda/Oberhessen

4. OSTHOFF , Leopold , Ing - US
Bielefeld

Benteler Werke

5. WALTHER , Alvin , Prof Dr
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

Mathematisches Institut

6. BRINKMANN, August , FM
Ahlen/Westf

Gemmericherstr 49

7. KOENIG, Rudi , Ing

c/o Dr P Schlechter
Niederteerbach bei Darmstadt

Obergasse 2

8. HEROLD, Ing

Coburg ( 136)

Rosenarerstr 28

9. KUNZ, Heinrich , F MT
Darmstadt

Am Tiefen See 16

la . KAGERER, Anton , Dipl Ing
Straubing/Bayern

2a. HUETTENBERGER , Willi , FX
Landshut

38. KAISER , Hans , Dipl Ing

c/o Teubola

Innere Passauerstr 37 , bei Kette

58.

48. PITSCHMANN , Ernst , Dipl Ing
Vitzenhausen

Goldener Loeve

6a .

78.

Erlangen
Brueckerstr 26

KOX, Hans , Dr Phil

Hamburg -Bergedorf
Sternwarte

GROSSER, Willi , F M
Landshut

OTT, Albert , FM
Wuermen bei Pforzheim oder

c/o Krause , Eschwege
Ottostr 8

88. HEINISCH , Kurt , Ing
Landshut

98. ELLER, FM

c / c Mang
Freilassing/Bayern

Am Sonnenfeld 30

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

834021-1578
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10. WINGENSIEFEN, Hans , Dipl Ing

Koeln-Klettenberg

Lohrbergstr 22

11. LINDENLAUB, Karl , F M

Darmstadt -Arbeiligen

Beckstr 3

12. EGGERTH , Eugen , FM

13. HESELMANN, Ing

Rosdorf 226 bei Goettingen

14. PLEINES , FM

Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786

c/o Dr/ P Schlechter

Niederbeerbach bei Darmstadt

Obergasse 2

Frankfurt/Main-Sossenheim

Schmierstoff-Labor der

I G Farben, Frankfurt/Main-Hoechst

15. WEBER, Fritz Horst , Ing

Schleswig
Am Flachsteich

16. KRAEMER, Franz , Dipl Ing

Bienhein/Rhein

17. WOBGERBAUER , Ing H

21 .

Flugzeugwerke Wels, Werk Braun

(Waschenberg ) Bahnstation Wims

bach oder

18. CROPP, Hans , Ing

Bornem/Harz

ueber Bockenem

Stadelpaura zvischen Wels und

Omunden (Oesterreich , An Zone)

19. HECK, Arno , Ing
Landshut

- US

20. KUERSCHNER , Helmut , Dipl Ing US

Darmstadt , Technische Hochschule

Institut Prof Hueter .

LINDENBERG, Erich, Ing

Hamburg

Firma "Promonta"

22. FISCHER , Kurt , Ing

H

●

2

10a . LINK, Otto, Ing
Ballingen/Wttbg.

Firma Bizerba

11a. NEUBERT, Herbert , F
Landshut

Enclosure

128. GUTFREUND, F M

c/o Kunz
Darmstadt

Am Tiefen See 16

138. SEIFFERT , Erich, Ing

Giessen

148. PABST , FM

Am Nahringsberg 8 bei Fritsch ode

c/o Tuebbecke , Witzenhausen

Frankfurt/Main - Hoechst

Koenigsteinerstr

Schuhhaus Oker , 4 te Etage

15a . BUNTE ; Hermann , Ing

Brackwede bei Bielfeld

Betriebsverke

168. HANDEL , Dipl Ing

21a

c/o Frau Maria Sendler

Wien XI/791

Simmeringer Hauptstr 25

178. TUTZ, Hans, Ing

Voitsburg/Steiermark

Grazer Vorstadt 1 oder

Graz, Muehlriegel 3

18a. PHILIPSS , Albert , Ing

Duisburg-Hamborn

Gortherstr 64

198. GERHARDS , Walter , Ing

c/o Seiffert

Giessen

Am Nahringsberg 8 bei Fritsch

oder c/o Dr Bussman, Landshut

20a HERMANN, Emil Ing
Heidenheim and Brenz

Felsenstr 35

GENSSLE , Otto, Ing

Reutlingen

228. SAMMECK, Albert , Ing
Manchen -Gladbach

Hannover -Linden-Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786



C00010786GERTH, Eugen, F M

:-)

15. USISAV
c /o Kunz

Rosdorf 226 bei Goet'Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
Am Tiefen See 16

13. HESELMANN, Ing

c/o Dr/ P Schlechter

Niederbeerbach bei Darmstadt

Obergasse 2

14. PLEINES , FM
Frankfurt/Main-Sossenheim

Schmierstoff -Labor der

IG Farben , Frankfurt/Main-Hoechst

15. WEBER, Fritz Horst , Ing

Schleswig

An Flachsteich

16. KRAEMER , Franz , Dipl Ing

Bienhein/Rhein

17. WOEGERBAUER , Ing

20 .

B

Flugzeugwerke Wels , Werk Braun

(Waschenberg) Bahnstation Vims

bach oder

Stadelpaura zwischen Wels und

Gmunden (Oesterreich , Am Zone)

18. GROPP , Hans , Ing

Bornem /Berz .
ueber Bockenem

19. HECK, Arno , Ing :
Landshut

US

KUERSCHNER, Helmut , Dipl Ing - US

Darmstadt, Technische Hochschule

Institut Prof Hueter.

21. LINDENBERG, Erich, Ing

Hamburg
Firma "Promonts"

22. FISCHER, Kurt , Ing
Hannover -Linden -Badenstedt

Koertingsdorf

23. KLEIN , Manfred , Ing

Landshut

138. SEIFFERT , Erich, Ing
Giessen

Am Nahringsberg 8 bei Fritsch ode

c/o Tuebbecke , Witzenhausen

148. PABST , P M
Frankfurt/Main Hoechst

Koenigsteinerstr

Schuhhaus Oker , 4 te Etage

15a. BUNTE, Hermann, Ing
Brackwede bei Bielfeld

Betriebsverke

168. HANDEL , Dipl Ing

d

c/o Frau Maria Bendler

Wien XI/79.

Simmeringer Hauptstr 25

178. TUTZ , Hans , Ing

Voitsburg/Steiermark

Grazer Vorstadt 1 oder

Graz , Muehlriegel 3

18a. PHILIPSS , Albert , Ing

Duisburg-Hamborn

Gortherstr 64

198. GERHARDS , Walter , Ing

c/o Seiffert

Giessen

Am Nahringsberg 8 bei Fritsch

oder c /o Dr Bussman, Landshut

208. HKRMANN, Emil Ing

Heidenheim and Brenz

Felsenstr. 35

218 GENSSLE, Otto, Ing

Reutlingen

228. SAMMECK , Albert , Ing

Muenchen -Gladbach

23a. LANG, Fritz, Ing
Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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24. BRUFTZEL , Karl , Dipl ing

Gracfelfing-Muenchen

Aribostr 43

25. OESE, Felix, Ing .

c/o Grube

Gosttingen

Von Linainganet: 3

26. WINTER, Bernhard, Ing

Bueazelsheim/MaiL

Wienerat 20

27. KROEGER, Arthur , Ing

Hamburg-Farburg

Schlosstr 47

28. GROTH, FM
Altenhunden/Westf

Gartenst 39

29. SCHUBIZ, Karl , Ing.

Siegen oder

Landshut

30. FELLMANN, Eduard, Ing

Graz , Steiermark

Rotthalstr 4, I

Oesterreich

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

31. HILTEN, Heinz , Ing

Eppishausen 72

bei Kirchheim/Schwaben

bei Kerler

US

32. KRAKMER , Fritz, Dipl Ing

Darmstadt

Gabelsbergerstr 21

34. REILMANN, Paul, Ing

33. PFERDIMENGES , Rudolf, Ing

Wyperthel-Barmen

Weatkotteretr 74

Strassdorf bei Schwasbisch-Gauend

Haus Kellermann

35. SCEMAIGERER, Siegfried , Dr Ing

Stuttgart-W

Hauptmannsreuthe 73 bei Hilger

36. SCHLECHTER , Petter , Dr Ing

37. PETERS, Kurt

Niederbeerbach bei Darmstadt

Obergasse 2

- 3 -

c/c Lindenlaub

Darmstadt -Arheiligen

Beckstr 3

248. HEESE , Alfred, F M

Beckweg
Ottostraesa 8

258. LINKE, Horst, Ing

c/o Krause

Eschwege

Ottost: 8

Enclosure

26a. KNAUER, Otto, Ing

Harburg-Barburg

Brehmstr 6

27. FRANZ, Hane Werner, Ing.

Stadthagen/Westf

Oberastr 43 bei Badtmoeller

28. JUENGLING, Heinrich, FX

STARS CLASS

Bad Frankenhausen/Kyffhaeuser

29a . HEEGER, Leopold, Ing

Wildenduernbach bei Lundenturg

i Oesterreich

30. SCHELICE, Ernst , Dipl Ing

Bilden bei Duesseldorf

Hoffeldstr 49

318. BENEDIX, Walter , Ing

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Balmbofstr 44

324. DEUKER, E A, D Ing

Hannover
Technische Hochschule

33a. MRAZECK, Arton , F M

Landshut

348. GEERKEN, Heury, Ing

Futin/Boletein

Ploemerstr

358. SCHEMM, Willi , Dirl Ing

Olte/Westf

Winterbergstr 1

368. BERNDT, Rudi , Dipl. Ing

c/o Madee

Witzenhauser (Pa Lusdecke & Storm)

37. AHRENS , Heinz, F M

Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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26. WINTER , Bernhard, Ing

Rusazelshsin/MaLL

Wisneratx 20

27. KROEGER , Arthur, Inz

Hamburg-Harburg

Schloestr 47

28. GROTH , FM=

✓

29.

Altenbunden/Westf

Gartenstr 39

SCHUETZ, Karl, Ing

Siegen oder

Landshut

30. FELLMANN, Eduard, Ing

Graz, Steiermark

Rotthalstr 4, I
Oesterreich

31. HILTEN, Heinz , Ing

Eppishausen 72

WATFOD Atto Ing
Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Brehmet 6

bei Kirchhein/Schwaben

bei Kerler

US

32. KRAKMER , Fritz , Dipl.Ing

Darmstadt

Gabelsbergerstr 21

34. REILMANN, Paul , Ing

33. PFERDIMENGES , Rudolf, Ing

Wyperthal-Barmen
Weatkotteratr 74

Strassdorf bei Schwasbisch-Gruend

Hsus Kellermann

35. SCEMAIGKRER , Siegfried, Dr Ing

Stuttgart-W
Hauptmannsreuthe 73 bei Hilger

37. PETERS, Kurt

36. SCHLECHTER, Petter , Dr Ing

Niederbeerbach bei Darmstadt

Obergerze 2

c/c Lindenlaub

Darmstadt -Arbeiligen

Beckstr 3

38. SCHUBERT, Reinhard, Dr Ing

Kempten/Allgaeu

Salzstr 26

27. FRANZ, Haze Werner, Ing

Stadthagen/Westf

Oberastr 43 bei Badtmoeller

28. JUENGLING , Heinrich, F X

Bad Frankenbaueen/Kyffhaeuser

29. HEEGER, Leopold, Ing

Vildenduernbach bsi Lundenturg

i Oesterreich

30. SCHRLICH, Ernst , Dipl Ing

Hilden bei Duesseldorf

Hoffeldstr 49

318. BENEDIX, Walter , Ing

c/o Prl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Balmhofstr 44

328.- DEUKER, EA, Dr Ing

Hannover

Technische Hochschule_

33a.- MRAZECK, Anton , FM

Landshut

348. GEHRKEN, Henry, Log

Rutin/Holstein

Ploemerstr

358. SCHEMM, Willi , Dipl Ing

Olte/Westf

Winterbergstr 1
1

36. BERNDT, Rudi, Dipl. Ing

c/o Madee

Witzenhausen (Fa Lusdecke & Storm)

37. AHRENS, Heinz, FM

Landshut

38a. KRAMAR, Ernst , Dipl Ing

Fa Lorenz A G

Pforzheim

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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39. KIRMAYR , Hans , Dipl Ing
c/o Schlechter

Fiederbeerbach bei Darmstadt

Obergasse 2

40. BIFFLAENDER , Kurt , Dipl. Ing
Hannover

Siegestr 13

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

41. ANOTHE , Herbert , Dipl Ing
c/o Prof Walther

Darmstadt, Techn Hochschule

42. KAYSER, Alois, F M

Werl/Westf

Biegerstr 4.

43. HIRN, Max, Ing
Hanau/Main

Bernhardstr 8

44. MKERETTICE , Kurt , Ing - H

Landshut

45. KLANNES , Ferdinand , FN_
Boehnstetten/wttbg oder

By Wahlsheim/Saar

46. MANTEUFFEL , Dr Ing - US
Balkhausen bei Jugenheim/Bergstr

47. MOTES , Hermann , Ing

Duisburg-Venneraut
Posenerstr. 24

48. RETZLAFF , Hans, FM
c/o Tuebbecke

Witzenhausen

An Grabenbach 2

49. WUTZ, Alois , Ing
c/o Dr Hans Arnold
Landshut
Ostendstr 6

50. SALLWEY, Eans , Dipl Ing

Langen bei Frankfurt/Main

Bahnstrasse 96

51. GOLDAMMER, Ing

Enclosure

c/o Meerrettich

Landshut

39a. CAMINENBERG , Heinrich, Dipl Ing
Heelden/Niederrhein

Post Isselberg:

Gut Buschhof

40s RUST, Karl , Ing

c/o Dr Koehler

Gandersheim bei Kreiense n

Neuestr 11 oder

Landshut , Dr Busmann/Daniel

418. BICHLER, Martin , Dr Phil
Hammenstedt bei Nordheim

c/o Pastor Pirrvitz

Fichteweg 28

428. ALTMAYER , Wilhelm , M
c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

43. ZETTL, Josef, Dipl Ing
Muenchen 12

Bandtnerstr 5

448. KRAFFT, Friedrich, Ing
Mainz oder

Frankfurt/Main oder

Landshut, Dr Bussmann/Daniel

458. SPARN, Robert , FM
Alsfeld/Hessen

468. SCENARZ, Emil , Ing.
Schwaebisch Gmuend

Ackerstr 1

478. MARERHOEFER, Alois , Ing
Mannhein
Baeckerei

48a. BERGENANN , Fritz , F M
Landshut

49a. SCHNEIDER , Hans -Georg, Ing

Belb/Bayern
Fe Rosenthal - Isolatoren

508. DIPPART , Ernst , Ing
Wallensee bei Hameln/Westf

Angerstr bei Knoll

518. FICK, Brast , Ing

Eutingen bei Pforzheim
Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786pburgstr 43 oder
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DASBROV

41. KNOTHE, Herbert , Dipl Ing
c/o Prof Walther

Darmstadt, Techn Hochschule

42. KAYSER , Alois , F M
Werl/Westf

Biegerstr 4

43. KIRN, Max, Ing
Hanau/Main
Bernhardstr 8

44. MERRETTICH , Kurt , Ing
Landshut

ww

Neuestr 11 oder

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786t , Dr Busmann/Daniel

41a.

45. KLAMS , Ferdinand , F.X.

Boehnstetten/Wttbg oder .
Vahlsheim/Saar

46. MANTEUFFEL , Dr Ing - US
Balkhausen bei Jugenheim/Bergstr

47. MOTES , Hermann , Ing
Duisburg-Wenneraut.
Posenerstr 24

48. RETZLAFF, Hans , FM
c/o Tuebbecke

Witzenhausen
Am Grabenbach 2

49. WUTZ, Alois , Ing
c/o Dr Hans Arnold
Landshut

Ostendetr 6

.

51. GOLDAMMER , Ing

50. SALLWEY, Hans , Dipl Ing

Langen bei Frankfurt /Main.

Bahnstrasse 96

c/o Meerrettich
Landshut

8

52. MADES, Walter , Dipl Ing
Witzenhausen

Brueckenstr gegenueber.

Pa Herrjet.

BICHLER , Martin , Dr Phil
Hammenstedt bei Nordheim

c/o Pastor Pirrwitz

Fichteweg 28

42a. ALTMAYER , Wilhelm, FM
c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

43. ZETTL, Josef, Dipl Ing
Muenchen 12.

Bandtnerstr 5

AVON

448. KRAFFT, Friedrich , Ing
Mainz oder

Frankfurt/Main oder

Landshut , Dr Bussmann/Daniel

458. SPAHN, Robert, F X
Alsfeld/Hessen

46a. SCENARZ, Emil , Ing
Schwaebisch -Gauend
Ackerstr 1

47a. MARFRHOEFER , Alois , Ing
Mannhein

Baeckerei

48a. BERGEMANN , Fritz , FM
Landshut

498. SCHNEIDER , Hans -Georg, Ing

Selb/Bayern
Fe Rosenthal - Isolatoren.

508. DIPPART, Ernet , Ing
Wallensee bei Hameln/Westf

Angerstr bei Knoll

51a. FICK, Brast , Ing

Butingen bei Pforzheim

Hindenburgstr 43 oder

Landshut , Buero Dr Bussmann/Daniel

52a. LIEB , Edgar , FM.
Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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53. KUEHNE . Walter , Dipl Ing
Landebut

54. BAKHNEL , Helmut , Ing

Berlin -Spandau

Germersheimerweg 61

55. SCHULZE , Heinrich , Ing
Hannover Herrenhausen

Herrethaeuserstr 39 oder 59

56. DAHI , Werner , Ing

Bonn/Rhein
Simrockstr. 12

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

57. THONER , Wilhelm , Ing.
Witzenhausen

Kniegasse 26 oder

c/o Tuebbecke , Witzenhausen

PARTENFELDER , Hans , Ing58.

Berlin -Siemenestadt.

Robrdam 51

59. WAGNER , Hermann , Ing.
Buderstadt.

Steintorstr 15

60. SCHMIDT , Wilhelm , Ing
Hannover

61. ROESSLER , Hans , FM
Waiblingen
Fahnhofstr 59

62. MERKELBACH, Ing
Siemens Halskem

Koeln/Rhein

63. BRASELMANN , Ferdinand , Ing

Oberbauer ueber Milspe/Westf

64. SEILER , Ernst , Ing
Murnau/Oberbayern

Kohlgruberstr 72
bei Matheus

65 TIETZE , Otto

Witzenhausen

Kniegasse 26 oder

c/o Tuebbecke, Witzenhausen.

66. BILLIG, Kurt , FM
Landshut

-5

53a . LAYES , Walter , Ing

Duesseldorf-Eller

Zeppelinstr 44

54a. HORNUNG , Walter , Dr Ing

Enclosure

Waldbrunn 35 ueber Wuerzburg

55a . BARTELS, Waldemar , Ing
Hannover -Linden

Koethner Holzweg

568. FUHR, Wolfgang , Dipl Ing

c/o Storch

Landshut

578. TISCHER , Ing

€08 .

Berlin -Lichterfelde

58a. ROTE, Helmut , M
c/o Kuns

Darmstadt, Am Tiefen See 16

oder Landshut

598. HUFEN , Hermann , Ing
Duisburg-Hamborn

Mecklenburgerstr 18

SCHLICHTER, August , FM
Enedorf/Saar oder

Griesborn/Sear

61a. SILBEREIS , FM
Frankfurt /Main -Hoechet

Zeutralversucheraum der I G Farben

Frankfurt/Main Boechet.

628. BANGERTER , Dipl Ing

w

Stuttgart oder Landshut

636. SCHIFTMANN, Brich , Ing
Landshut

-648 . HAFFNER, Hans , Ing
Landshut

658. FIRNROHR, Ing
Landshut , Buero Dr Bussmann/Dax -1

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

668. PFLANZE, Willi , F M
Tandshut



C00010786 SCHULZE, Heinrich , Ing

56. DAHI , Werner , Ing
Bonn/Rhein
Simrockstr 12

57. THONER, Wilhelm , Ing
Witzenhausen

Kniegasse 26 oder

c/o Tuebbecke, Witzenhausen

Hannover -HerrenhavApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
Herrethaeueerstr 3y' boer >y AVE FAL

58. PARTERFELDER , Hans , Ing

59. WAGNER, Hermann , Ing:

Berlin -Siemensstadt

Rohrdar 51

60. SCHMIDT, Wilhelm , Ing
Bannover

Buderstadt :

Steintorstr 15

61. ROESSLER , Hans , F.MI
Waiblingen
Pahnhofstr . 59

62. MERKELBACH , Ing

65

63. BRASELMANN , Ferdinand , Ing

Oberbauer ueber Milspe/Westf

67

Siemens -Halskem

Koeln/Rhein

64. SBILER, Ernst , Ing

Murnau/Oberbayern

Kohlgruberstr 72
bei Matheus

TIETZE, Otto

Witzenhausen

Kniegasse 26 oder

c/o Tuebbecke , Witzenhausen

66. BILLIG , Kurt , FM
Landshut

55a . BARTELS , Waldemar , ing
Linden

Holzweg

SCHWETES , Ernst , Dipl Ing

c/o Leitzverke

Wetzlar/Lahn

568. FUHR, Wolfgang , Dipl Ing

c/o Storch

Landshut

578. TISCHER, Ing
Berlin -Lichterfelde

58a. ROTH, Helmut , F M

c/o Kuns

Darmstadt, Am Tiefen See 16

oder Landshut

598. HUFEN, Hermann, Ing.

Duisburg-Hamborn

Necklenburgerstr 18

EOS . SCHLICHTER , August, F M
Enedorf/Saar oder

Griesborn/Sear

61a . SILBEREIS, F M
Frankfurt/Main-Boechst

Zeutral versucheraum der I G Farben

Frankfurt/Main Hoechet

62a . BANGERTER , Dipl Ing

C

Stuttgart oder Landshut

636. SCHIFFMANN , Brich , Ing
Landshut

64a. HAEFNER, Hans , Ing
Landshut

658. FIRNROHR, Ing.

Landshut , Buero Dr Bussmann/Das -1

668. PFLANZE, Willi , F M
Landshut

67. ZILKA, Otto, Dipl Ing

c/o Biehl
Witzenhausen

Von der Schanze 20

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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THAMM, Guenther , Ing
Woltorf bei Peine

Braunschweig
Volksschule

72.

MUENZ , Willi, Ing
Laufach-Bahnhof

bei Aschaffenburg/Main

70. LINKOHR, Richard , F M.

Stuttgart- Cannstatt

Wildungersir 37

71. BLANKENBERG , Kurt , FM

Gosttingen
Reinholdetr 12

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

HENNECKE , Alois , Ing
Landshut

73. ANDERS, Kurt , Ing.

Waiblingen bei Stuttgart

Neue Bahnofstr 53
bei Haha

74. BROMMER , Wilhelm , F M

Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

Institut Prof- Hueter

75. BAUKOHL , Joachim, Ing
Landshut

76. HBISCHKAMP , Erich , FM
Landsbut

77. KURERG , Willi , Ing
Gelsenkirchen/Westf

Otto Schlemmstr 58

78. TUEBRECKE, Julius , Ing
Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

79. NEITHOEFER , Gerhard , FM
Rheinhausen/Niederrhein

Schwarzenberg , Martinstr 7

80. SCHMITT, Walter , Ing
c/o Fischer
Witzenhausen

Hoetel Goldener Loeve

81.
KROB, Hubert , Dipl

- 6

688.

Exclosure

SCHEELE , HAN:, Dr Ing

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Taubenheimstr 84

69a LANG , Fritz, Ing
Landshut

703 GARDIAN , George , FM
Landehut

71. KUNZE, Gottfried , F M
Landshut

72. LOH , Ing

Landshut , Buero Dr Bussmann/Daniel

73a ANSCHUETZ , Herrmann , Dipl Ing

Muenchen 25

Valleystr 538

748. BARTHEL, Hans , FM
Landshut oder

c/o Frl Marianne Gelbrich
Dresden N 6

Boehmischestr 25

758. UTPATEL, Georg , Ing

Bachwege
Ottostr 8 c /o Krause

768. LOKANDERS , Bans , FM

Klebe/Rheinland

Emmerichstr oder

c/o Krause , Eschwege , Ottostr 8

770. EBIL , Walter , Ing.
Eschwege
Bernhardatr 19

788. FREY, Herbert , Ing.
c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen
Am Grabenbach 2

798. SCHUEMMER , Martin , FM
Weinheim/Bergstrasse

809. HEESE, Heinz , Ing
Landshut, oder

c/o Pri Lehnig, Waiblingen /Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786rich, MTravce



C00010786 bei Aschaffenburg/Main

70. LINKOER , Richard , FM

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildunger str 3?

71 .

73 .

PLANKENBERG, Kurt , FM

Gosttingen
Reinholdstr 12

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786,
(US VARDIR, urge , FM

Landebut

HENNECKE, Alois , Ing
Landshut

73. ANDERS , Kurt , Ing.
Waiblingen bei Stuttgart

Neue Bahnofstr 53
bei Haha

74. BROMMER , Wilhelm , F M
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

Institut Prof Huster

75. HAUKOHL , Joachim , Ing.
Landshut

76. EBISCHKAMP , Erich , F M
Landsbut

77. KURERG , Willi , Ing
Gelsenkirchen/Westf

Otto Schlemmstr 58

78. TUEBRECKE , Julius , Ing
Vitzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

79. NEITHOEFER , Gerhard , F_M
Bheinhausen/Niederrhein

Schwarzenberg , Martinstr 7

80. SCHMITT , Walter , Ing
c/o Fischer

Witzenhauser

Hoetel Goldener Loeve

81. KROH, Hubert . Dipl Ing.
c/o Karl Brust24!

Muenchen-Graefelfing

Aribogtr 43

71. KUNZE, Gottfried , FM
Landshut

72s . LOB , Ing

Landshut , Buero Dr Bussmann/Daniel

73a. ANSCHUFETZ , Herrmann , Dipl Ing
Muenchen 25

Valleystr 53a

74a. BARTHEL, Hans , F.M
Landshut oder

c/o Frl Marianne Gelbrich
Dresden N 6

Bochnischestr 25 .

758. UTPATEL , Georg , Ing
Eschwege

Ottostr 8 c /o Krauss

768. LOKANDERS , Hans , FM
Klebe/Rheinland

Bumerichstr oder

c/o Krause, Eschwege , Ottostr 8

778. NEIL, Walter , Ing

Eschwege
Bernhardstr 19

788. FREY, Herbert , Ing
c/o Tusbrecke
Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

798. SCHUEMMER , Martin , FM

Weinheim/Bergstrasse

809. HKESE, Heinz , Ing
Landshut, oder

c/o Frl Lehnig, Waiblingen/wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

81a. OCHS , Heinrich , F M

Linsingen bei Traysa
Brz Kassel

Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
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82 BOTHE , Kurt , Ing
Landsbut

83. HEAUSSLER , Fruz FM

Berlin Neuko : 11

Wstr 9

84. Zesty Wilasle, F M
Inadenscheid/Vestf

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

85. LICHTE , Heinrich , Dr Ing

Hannover

Nienburgerstr -1
Geodastisches Institut

86. OTT , Albert , FM

Beke Schneiderberg

89.

Wuermen bei Pforzheim

oder c/o Krause , Bachwege

Ottostr 8

87. JENTISSON , Dr. Ing US

88. NITZ, Paul , F_M

e/o Kraemer , Darmstadt,

Gabelsbergerstr 21=

Schvarefeld Kreis Neuhaldensleben oder

c/o Bachnel , Berlin- Spandau

Germersheinerveg 61

LAFFE , Alfred, F N

Landshut

90. GUENTHNER, Werner , Dipl Ing

c/o Dr Arnold.

Landshat/Bayern
Ostendstr 6

91. RECHMANN, Heinrich , F M

Lintz/Rhein

92. SEIFTERT , Erich , Ing

Giessen

An Nahringsberg 8 bei Fritsch

oder c/o Turtbecke , Witzenhausen

-7

93. POCK, Manfred , Dipl Ing

Stuttgart -

Beubergstr 50

82a. MOTHRING , Hans , Ing

c/o Pran Anni Kroll

Bielefeld -Bethel

Saronveg 30

83. HINKE, Eduard, F M

closure

Redel Zipf Kreis Voecklabruck

Oesterreich

84a. BRACKMANN , Fritz,

c/o Prl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Witbg

Neus Bahnhofstr 44

85 , LUDWIG I , Guenther, Dr Phil

Goettingen
Mathematisches Institut

88 .

FM

86. GLANDT, rich, FM

Eschwege

Ludvigstr 32 oder

c/o Krause , Eschwege , Ottostr 81

878. GOERIER , Erich , Dipl Ing.

Augsburg
Messerschmidt A G

WERAKE , Rolf , Ing

c/o Bachnei

Berlin-Spandau

Germersheinerveg 61

89. BESTER , Hans, F M

c/o Frl Lebaig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

918. ERTE, Y M

908. KUDRESS , Siegfried , Dipl Ing

St Ludwig bei Wittfeld/Main

Franken

c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

92a. HEINIGK , Leo, FM
Rheinhausen/Tiederrhein

Major Steinbachstr 9 oder

c/o Neithoefer , Rheinhauser

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

2

93. LEEBERG , Karl , Dr Ing

Frankfurt/Main

Metallgesellschaft

Bockenheimer Anlage 45



Westr 9

84. Zenses, Wilaelm, F M

Lasdenscheid/Vestf

C00010786

85. LICHTE , Heinrich , Dr Ing
Hannover

Nienburgerstr 1

Geodaetisches Institut

Ecke Schneiderberg

86. OTT , Albert, FM

87. JENISSON , Dr Ing

Vuermen bei Pforzheim

oder c/o Krause , Eschwege
Ottostr 8

88. NITZ, Paul , F M

US

c/o Kraemer , Darmstadt,

Gabelsbergerstr 21

M

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786ritz , F M

c/o Fri Lebaig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

89. LAFFE , Alfred , F M
Landsbut

Schvarsfeld Kreis Neuhaldensleben oder

c/o Bachnel , Berlin-Spandau

Germersheinerveg 61

.

90. GUENTINER, Werner , Dipl. Ing.

c/o Dr Arnold.

Landshut/Bayern
Ostendstr 6

91. RECHMANN, Heinrich , F M

Lintz/Rhein

92. SEIFTERT , Erich , Ing

Giessen

Am Nabringsberg 8 bei Pritsch

oder c /o Tuebbecke , Witzenhausen

93. FOCK, Manfred , Dipl.Ing.

Stuttgart -

Heubergstr 50

94. SCHMIDT , Friedrich Wilhelm , Dr Ing

Erlangen/Thuer
Goethestr 20 bei Sollmann

EDLER , Ernet , Ing

c/o von Liebhaber

Korsel -Wilhelmshoehe

Fuhhergstr 12

VOPATHE

85a, LUDWIG I , Guenther , Dr. Phil

Goettingen

Mathematisches Institut

86. OLANDT, Erich, FM

Eschwege

Ludvigstr 32 oder

c/o Krause , Eschwege, Ottostr 8

-87a. GOERNER , Erich , Dipl Ing.

Augsburg
Messerschmidt A G

88 .

898.

WERNER, Rolf, Ing

c/o Haehnei

Berlin-Spandeu

Germersheimerweg 61

BESTER, Hans , 7 M

c/o Frl Lebaig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

90a. ENDRESS, Siegfried, Dipl Ing

St. Ludvig bei Wittfeld/Main

Franken

918. ERTH, FM

c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

928. HRINIGK, Leo, FM

Rheinhausen/Wiederrhein

Major Steinbachstr 9 oder

c/ Neithoefer , Rheinhauser

939. LOEBBERG, Karl , Dr Ing

Frankfurt/Main

Metallgesellschaft

Bockenheimer Anlage 45

94. ZUMBUSCH, Dr Ing
Muenchen 42 (Lain )

Diesterweg 4

958. FLECK, Ernst , Dipl Ing

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

2

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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96. TUTZ Bans , Ing

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

97. RACHLITZ, Paul , F M

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Schornderferetr 11 bei Behner

Voitsburg/Steiermerk

Grazer Vorstadt 1 oder

Graz , Muehlriegel 3

98. KOEGEL , Willi , Ing

100 .

101 .

99. GEILING , Leonhard , Dr. Ing

Fil14g/Obberbayern

Siedlung Bruch

Ladenburg bei Mannheim

GUENTSCHEL , Heinz , Ing
Jens ad Saale

Katharinenstr 23.

BRINKMBIER, Gerhard , Ing
Muenchen 8.

Birkkaretitze 16, III
bei Holz

102. DOLLHOFF , Wilhelm, Dipl Ing.
Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Theodor Veilstr 68

103. GERHARDS , Walter, Ing

c/o Seiffert

Giessen

Am Fahringsberg 8 bei Fritsch

oder Landebüt

104. SCHUSTER, Hans , Ing

Eschwege
Beethovenst 24

105. SCHENDEL , Artbur , Dipl Ing

Landshut

106. HARZBECHER , Gerhard , Ing

Eschwege
Bernhardstr 22

bei Glamroth

107. GENSSLE , Otto , Ing

Reutlingen

108. POETZSCHKE , Heinz , Dipl Ing
c/o Frl Charlotte Steyer
Landshut

Niedermayrstr 29

109. GRABER , Franz , F M

-8

Merosure

96a . RUOFF , Josef jr , F M
Landsbut

Buero Dr Bussmann/Daniel

978. FRISCH, Albert , F M

Kuebelberg/Bheinpfals

98a. SANDVOSs , Willi , Ing
Landshut

992. BEHRENS , Guenther , Ing

Flensburg

Nerongs Allee 42 bei Bdjahn

100a . KOENIG , Kurt , Ing
Landshut

101a . - WEGER, Fritz , Ing

Linz bei Kehl/Rhein

oder Dr Arnold , Landshut .
Ostendstr 6

102a . LUDEWIG , Hermann , Ing
Trebbin bei Berlin

1038. HENKKL , Johann , FX
Unterrieden/Witzenhausen

bei Siebert

1048. PERLICK, Rudolf, Ing

c/o Fr Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wittg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

105a. YUKLRER, Karl , FM

Steg bei Bacharach/Rhein

106a. BUERGER , Albert, Ing

Oborn bei Pulsnitz

Bezirksstr 1970

1078. IMHOF , Theophil , FM
Kaiserslautern

e/o Timoteur Meldeamt

108a. ERDERUEGGER , Walter , Dipl Ing
Bilshauser Kreis Herford/West !

1098. POHAJAC , Hans , F ™M

Innsbruck/OesterreichSteinach am Brenner

sterreich Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786benstr 8
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DU BAITS M

KORGEL , Willi , IngApproved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786 Willi , ng

Ladenburg bei Mannheim Landsbut

99. GEILING , Leonhard , Dr Ing

Freilassing/Obberbayern

Siedlung Bruch

100. GUENTSCHEL , Beinz , Ing
Jens ad Saale

Katharinsastr 23

102.

101. BRINKMEIER , Gerhard, Ing
Muenchen 8

Birkkaretitze 16, III

bei Holz

DOLLHOFF , Wilhelm, Dipl Ing .

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Theodor Veilstr 68

103. GERHARDS , Walter , Ing

c/o Seiffert
Giessen

Am Nahringsberg 8 bei Fritsch

oder Landebut

104. SCHUSTER , Hans, Ing

Escbweg:
Beethovenetr 24

105. SCHENDEL, Artbur , Dipl Ing
Landshut

106. HARZBECHER , Gerhard , Ing
Eschwege
Bernhardstr.22 .

bei Glamroth.

107. GENSSLE , Otto , Ing

Reutlingen

108. POETZSCHKE , Heinz, Dipl Ing

c/o Frl Charlotte Steyer

Landshut

Niedermayrstr. 29

109. GRABER , Franz, F M
Steinach am Brenner

Oesterreich

110. LANGE , Erast , Dipl -Ing
Bielefeld

Ravenburgerstr 117

992. REHFENS , Guenther , Ing

Flensburg

Nerongs Allee 42 bei Bajahn

1008. KOENIG , Kurt , Ing
Landshut

1018. WEGER , Fritz , Ing

Linz bei Kehl/Rhein

oder Dr Arnold , Landshut
Ostendstr 6

102a. LUDEWIG , Hermann , Ing
Trebbin bei Berlin

1038. HENKEL , Johann, FX
Unterrieden/Witzenhausen

bei Siebert

1048. PERLICK, Rudolf , Ing

c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neus Bahnhofstr 44

105a. FUELRER, Karl , FM

Steg bei Bacharach/Rhein

106a . BUERGER , Albert, Ing
Oborn bei Pulsnitz

Bezirkestr 1976

1078. IMHOF , Theophil , PM
Kaiserslautern

e/o involfas Meldeamt

108a . ERDBRUEGGER , Walter , Dipl Ing

Eilshauseo Kreis Herford /West !

1098. POHAJAC , Hans , F M

Innsbruck/Oesterreich

Hoehenstr 8

110. WARREN , Fritz , Dipl Ing
Reinheim/Odenwald
Kirchstr 24 bei Kobus

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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111. STORK, Georg , F M

112 .

Arheiligen bei-Darmstadt

, Otto , Ing

Hamburg-Harburg
Brehmstr 6

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

113. KLOKPPEL , Karl , Prof Dr
Darmstadt
Technische Hochschule

114. MRAZECK, Anton, FX
Landshut

115. BEZ, Franz,, F_X
offenburg/obberhein
Elektrizitaetsverke

116. BEHRINGER , Robert, FX
Freilassing/Obbayern

Weibhauser Siedlung 6

117. BAKURRIE, Wilhelm Ing.

Heidenheim/Brenz

Fa Voith :

118. HESSERT, Bil, Ing.

Achern/Baden oder

Schluchtern bei Heilbroan

119. AUT'M KAMPE , Joachim, Dr Ing.

Ainring bei Bad Reichentall

120. MUEHLER , Egon , Dr Ing

Braunschweig

Siegfriedstr 56, I

121. SPEKB , Eugen , Dr Phil
Hentschelwerke

Kassel

122. BACHER, Konrad, Dr Ing
Bacharach/Rhein

Steeg 35

123. BEREST , Rudi , Dipl Ing,
c/o indee
Witzenhausen

bei Fa Luedecke & Storm

124. POHAJAC , Hans , F M
Innsbruck/Oesterreich

Hoehenstr 9

- 9

111a . ADERHOLT, Kurt, FX
Pinneberg/Holstein

Friedensstr 48

Sie

112A. IRMER, Gerhard , 7 X

Bolingen-Ohlis
Mankhauserstr 38 bei Fuhlendorf

113a . 81AFF, Brust , Dipl Ing
Augsburg
Messerschmidt A G

1148. TREIB , Franz, FX
Schaffhausen/Saar

Ehemalige Goebbelastr 11

oder c/o Irause , Eschwege
Ottostr 8

1158. BRANDEL ,, Kurt, P.M.
Essen/Ruhr

Biepenstr 5 bei Pollert

-1168 . BIMA, Alfred, Ing
Kalsdorf bei Graz Ir 169, bei ge
Steiermak/Oesterreich

1178. BOETTCHER , Friedrich , Ing

Gross-Wudicke bei Rathenow

118. KOHOUTEK, Heinz , Ing

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

119. HOKENDORF , Fritz , Dr Phil

Bad Reichenhall/Bayern

1208. SCHLOLAUT, Herbert , Ing

c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

1214. KOTHE , Herbert , Dipl Ing
Darmstadt

Fichtestr 32

122. BLUN, Robert , Dipl Ing

Stuttgart-Degeloch
Loevinstr = Rosshaureg bei Seile

1838. FINDLER, Herbert , FX
Bischhausen bei Witzenhausen

Berggasse

oder Hentschelwerke , Kassel

1248. MAYER, Fritz , F M

c/o Linkobr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 niml Th
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KLOKPPEL, Karl, Prof,

Darmstadt
Technische Hochschule

114. NBAZECK, Anton, 7 X
Landshut

115. BETZ, Franz ,, F M
Offenburg/0bberhein

Elektrizitaetsverke

112 . STP AFP Trast, Dipl Ing
Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786

Messerschmidt A G

116. HEHRINGER , Robert , F X
Freilassing/obbayern
Weibhauser Siedlung 6

117. BABUKRIE , Wilhelm Ing

Heidenhein/Brenz

Fa Voith

118. HESSERT, Emil , Ing
Achern/Baden oder

Schluchtern bei Heilbronn

119. AUF'N KAMPE , Joachin, Dr Ing

Ainring bei Bad Reichenball

120. MUKHLAR , Bgon, Dr Ing
Braunschweig

Siegfriedstr 56, I

121. SPEEB, Eugen , Dr Phil
Hentschelverke

Kassel

122. BACHER , Konrad , Dr Ing
Bacharach/Rhein.

Steeg 35

123. BERNST, Rudi , Dipl Ing,

c/o Madee
Witzenhausen

bei Fa Luedecke & Storm

124. POBAJAC , Hans , F H

Innsbruck/Oesterreich
Hoehenstr 9

125. ZELLER, Josef, FM

Grossaubein bei Hanau/Main

126. CANLXBERG , Heinrich , Dipl Ing
Heelden/Niederrhein

Post Isselberg

Gut Duschhof

1148. TREIB, Franz , FX
Schaffhausen/Saar

Ehemalige Goebbelsstr 11

oder c /o Krause, Eschvege
Ottostr.8

1158. BRAXDEL , Kurt , F M
Resen/Ruhr

Biepenstr 5 bei Pollert
'

116. BIMA Alfred, Ing
Kalsdorf bei Graz Ir 169, bei

Steiermak/Oesterreich

1178. BOETTCHER , Friedrich , Ing
Gross-Pudicke bei Rathenow

118a . KOHOUTEK, Heinz , Ing
c/o Fri Lehnig
Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

119a. HORHIDORF , Fritz , Dr.Phil

Bad Reichenhall/Bayern

1208. SCHLOLAUT , Herbert , Ing
c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Vttbg

1218. OTE, Herbert , Dipl Ing.
Darmstadt

Fichtestr 32

122a . BLUX, Robert , Dipl Ing

Stuttgart -Degeloch

Loevinstr Rosshauveg bei Saile

1838. FIEDLER, Herbert , FX
..Bischhausen bei Witzenhausen

Berggasse

oder Hentschelwerke , Kassel

1248. MAYER , Pritz, FX

c/o Linkohr
Stuttgart-Cannstatt.

Wildungerstr 37

125. TASCHE, Kurt, Dipl Ing
Frankfurt/Main-Eschersheim

Landgraf Vilhelmstr 15

1268. DERR , Hans , 7 N

Bechvege , Ludwigstr oder

c/o Krause, Eschwege, Ottostr 8

oder Geisslautern/Baar

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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127. TSCHERMACK, Rudolf , Ing
Landshut oder

Oberstdaarf bei Fa Mauser

128. BECKMANN, Dr Ing

Muenchen, 19
Waisenhaus str.4

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

129. FLANDORFER , Gerhard , Ing
Eraschverd/Verre No 57

bei Sparbert

130. HARMANS , Jan , Dr Ing
c/o Oakar Losel

Landshut , Ostendstr 6
oder Buero Landshut

131. ARNOLD, Wilheln, F.H.
Wiesbadan -Biebrich

Friedrichstr 19:

132. RUST, Karl , Ing
c/o Dr Koehler
Gandershein bei Kreiensen

Neuestr 11 oder:

Landshut , Buero Dr Bussmann/Daniel

133. KRAUSS, Gerhard , Ing

Hoepfingen Kreis Buchen/Odenwald

Kirchenstr 2.

134. BKIE, Karl, 7 X

c/o Fri Lehnig
Waiblingen/Witbg
Feue Bahnhofstr 44

135. KRAFFT, Friedrich , Ing.
Mainz oder Frankfurt/Main

oder Landshut Dr Bussmann/Daniel

136. KOESTERS, Ludwig, Ing
Hersfeld/verra

August Gottliebstr 15.

137. FICK, Ernst , Ing
tingen bei Pforzheim

Mindenburgstr 43 oder

Landshut , Dr.Bassmann/Daniel

138. SCHWARZ, Adolf , F N

Wien, 24

Brimn an Gebirge
Gattringerstr 34

139. CHAUSSY , Karl -Heinz
Karlsruhe

Kallivodastr 1

140 KATHER, Gottfried, F X
Weiden bei Aacher,

- 10 -

127. BAETZ , August , Ing

Enclosure

Machtlos Kreis Ziegenheim bei Kass:

128. WUTTKE, Ing
Flensburg/Schlesvig

Wester Allee 92

1298. HOLSKE, Richard , Ing

Bas Soden -Allendorf/Werra

130. KUTZSCHE , Werner , Dipl Ing
Landshut oder

Kreischa/Sachsen

Rosenstr 104 h

131. BERRALD, Franz, FX

Landshut

132a . FUER, Willi , F M

Eschwege
Bernhardstr 26 oder

c/o Krause , Eschwege , Ottostr B

1334. HOFFEL , Verner , Ing
Valedorf/Taunus

134a . GBELLE, Josef, P N
c/o Pri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg.
Yeue Bahnhofstr 44

1358. HANKE , Hans , F M

Berlin 31
Hussitenstr 16

136. PFEFFER, Theophil , Ing

Metzingen/Witbg
Kurzestr 2

1378. KURZSCHENKEL , Hermann , FM
Grossauhein/Main

oder Landshut Dr Bussmann/Daniel

1388. LAMPI , Alfred , FX
Wolgast oder

Landshut

1398. SCHOLZ, FX

200

Landshut/Bayern

1408. KALUZZA, Evald, 7 X
Tandahit

"Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Dhard , "Ing

bei Sparbert

130. HABMANS , Jan , Dr Ing
c/o Oskar Žosel

Landshut , Ostendstr 6

oder Buero Landshut

131. ARNOLD, Wilheln, F.X
Wiesbaden -Biebrich

Friedrichstr 19

132. RUST, Karl , Ing
c/o Dr Koehler
Gandershein bei Kreiensen

133. KRAUSS, Gerhard , Ing

Neuestr 11 oder -

Landshut , Buero Dr Bussmann/Daniel

134. BIKE, Karl , F X

Hoepfingen Kreis Buchen/Odenwald

Kirchenstr 2

¡

135. KRAFFT, Friedrich, Ing

c/o Fri Lebaig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Feue Bahnhofstr 44

136. KOESTERS , Ludvig , Ing
Hersfeld/Werra

August Gottliebstr 15

Hainz oder Frankfurt/Main

oder Landshut Dr Bussmann/Daniel

137. FICK, Ernst , Ing

141.

tingen bei Pforzheim

indenburgstr 43 oder

Landshut, Dr Bussmann/Daniel

138. SCHWARZ, Adolf, F-N
Vien, 24 !

Brunn an Gebirge

Gattringerstr 34

139. CHAUSSY , Karl -Heinz
Karlsruhe

Kallivodastr 1

140 KATHER, Gottfried , FX
Weiden bei Aachen

BAUMGARTEL, Albert , Ing
Schwandorf/Bayern

Winterstr 3 bei Dittrich

12. WEIGAND , Leonhard , Dipl Ing
Muenchen

Uhlandstr 1

130s. KUTZSCHE , Werner , Dipl Ing
Landshut oder

Kreischa/Sachsen

Rosenstr 104 h

1318. BERRALD, Franz , FX
Landshut

1328. FUEBER , Willi , FX

Bechwege
Bernhardstr 26 oder

c/o Krause , Eschwege , Ottostr 8

133A. HOTA , Verner , Ing
Valsdorf/Taunus

134a. SELLE , Josef , 7 N
c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

1358. BANKE, Hans , F X
Berlin 31

Hussitenstr 16

136. PFEFFER , Theophil , Ing
Metzingen/Vtthg
Kurzestr 2

1378. KURZSCHENKEL, Hermann, FM
Grossanhein/Main

oder Landshut Dr Bussmann/Daniel

138a. LAMPE, Alfred , FK
Wolgast oder

Landshut

1398. SCHOLZ, FM

Landshut/Bayern

1408. KALUZZA, Evald , FM
Landsbut

1418. BACHMANN, Alfred, Dipl_Ing
c/o Frau Hanna Steinhilber
Benden bei Neuulm

Ulmerstr 231 bei Schiefele

142. MRISCHRIDER, Herbert , Dr Ing
Braunschweig-Wolfenbuettel

Stadtmarkt 15

Arm

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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143. LAYES, Walter , Ing

Duesseldorf-Eller

Zeppelinstr 44

144. MILENZ , Ing
c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

145. MAROGRAF , Kurt , Ing
Fuerth
Theaterstr 14 oder

ueber Haehnel , Berlin

146. TISCHER , Ing.

Berlin-Lichterfelde

147. MEUTH, Hans -Oub , Dipl Ing

Stuttgart-M

Nussklinge 19

148. HUFEN, Hermann , Ing
Duisburg-Hamborn

Mecklenburgerstr 18

149. HANKEWALD , Dipl Ing.
Darmstadt

Techn Hochschule

Institut Prof Busch

150. SPAHN, Robert , F-X .

Ahlsfeld/Ressen

151. KARFER, Heinz , Dipl Ing

Darmstadt -Balkhausen

152. SCHLICHTER, August , PM

Ensdorf/Saar oder

Griesdorf/Saar

153. VERZIE , Guenther , FX
Landshut

154. BOL , Ude , Dr Ing
Darmstadt

Taunusstr 5

155. VOSADKA, Johann , F M

Wien 20

Salzachstr 7

156. WINKELMANN, Willi ,

- 11

Enclosure

1438. GLASMACHER , Hermann, F X

c/o Heihoefer

Rheinhausen/Niederhein

Schwarzenberg , Martinstr 7

1448. SCHWARRICK, M
Berlin-Pankov

Binzstr 20

1458. LOEMAIN, Dipl Ing

c/o Frau Hildegard Angele

Landshut

146a. PREUSSE, Erich, FM
Landshut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel

1478. BRUILER , Dr Ing

pe

Berlin-Ploetzensee

Tegeler Weg

Chem Techn Reichsanstalt

1488. JOKEREI , Wilfried, Ing

c/o Dr.Mahlow

Baal bei Regensburg

1498. KOLLAER, Karl -Heinz , Dipl Ing

Darmstadt

Bockhausstr 13

GICKEL, Valter,

c/o Pri Lehnig

Waiblingen/wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

1518. HERMAN , Adolf, Ing

Heidelberg

Fa Stotz Kontakt

152a. RUSIL, Valentin, 7 M

Darmstadt Griesheim

Alte Darmstabdterstr 39

1538. WILHELM, Josef, FX
Moenchen 12

Barthstr 8

15ha. FICKLAS, Rudolf , F X

Bremen

Lueneburgerstr 39

1558. ZSCHBYGE, Ernst, FM

ABG Hamburg

Zentral Personalstelle

156a. WALCH, Melchior , FX

wa hat vorApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786sburg
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Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

145. MARGGRAF , Kurt , Ing
Fuerth

Theaterstr 14 oder

ueber Haehnel , Berlin

146 TISCHER . Ing
Berlin -Lichterfelde

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

1458. LOHMANN, Dipl Ing

147. MEUTH, Hans -Oth , Dipl Ing

Stuttgart-M

Kussklinge 19

148. HUFEN, Hermann , Ing

Duisburg-Hanborn

Mecklenburgerstr:18

149. HANNEWALD, Dipl Ing
Darmstadt

Techn Hochschule

Institut Prof Busch

150. SPAHN, Robert , FX

Ahlsfeld/Hessen

151. KAKFER , Heinz , Dipl Ing
Darmstadt -Balkhausen

152. SCHLICHTER, August , FM

Ensdorf/Saar oder

Griesdorf/Saar

153. VEIZKE, Guenther , I M

Landshut

154. BOLTE, Ude , Dr Ing.
Darmstadt :

Taunusstr 5

155. VOSADKA, Jotann , FM

Wien 20

Salzachstr 7

156 WINKELMANN , Villi , F™X

Misburg bei Hannover

Arendstr 33 , bei Oelze

157. MARLO, Heink, Dr Ing

Saal bei Regensburg

c/o Frau Hildegard Angele

Landshut

1468. PREUSSE, Erich, F X
Landshut

Dr Bussmana/Daniel

1478. BRUNDER, Dr Ing

Berlin-Ploetzensee

Tegeler Weg

Chem Techn Reichsanstalt

148a. JOKERRI, Wilfried , Ing

c/o Dr Mahlow

Saal bei Regensburg

149a. KOLLIER , Karl -Heinz , Dipl Ing

Darmstadt

Bockbausstr 13

GICKEL, Walter,

c/o Pri Lehaig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

151. HERMANN, Adolf, Ing

Heidelberg

Fa Stotz Kontakt

152a. RUSHL, Valentin, F M

Darmstadt Griesheim

Alte Darmstahdterstr 39

1538. WILHELM, Josef, F M

Muenchen 12

Barthstr 8

15ka. NICKLAS , Rudolf, FM

Bremen

Lueneburgerstr 39

1558. ZSCHEYGE , Ernst , F M

ABG Hamburg.

Zentral Personalstelle

1568. WALCH , Melchior , F M

Regensburg

c/o Einwohner -Meldeant

157. VON LIEBHABER , Rudolf, Ing

Kassel-Wilhelmshoehe

Kuhbergstr 12

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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158. BRINK, Karl , Dr Ing.
Wedel bei Hamburg
Gaertnerstr 1 oder

Ya Siebert & Kuehn

Oberkaufungen bei Kassel

159. KLAR , Paul , Ing.

Vollmerz 13 , Kreis
Schluechtern

160. STAGGE, Dipl Ing.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Leuna bei Merseburg

Torveg 11

161. SATTLER , Wilheln , FN
Hamburg 20

Kremperstr 10, III

162. SCHNELLE , Kenz, Ing
Braunschweig

Madanenveg 110

163. PITSCHMANN, Ernst , Dipl Ing
Witzenhausen

Goldener Loeve

164. BURSGRAF , Hans , 7 X

c/o Gearg Stork

Darmstadt -Arheiligen

165. LEIDERS, Kans , FX
Tieve theinland

Americhstr oder:

c/o Krause , Eschwege
Ottostr 8

166. TOKIESSEN , Heinz , Ing
Duesseldorf
Aachenerstr 208

167. SCHEER, Martin , FM
Weinhein a d Bergstr

168. ALTER , F.X :

c/o Dr Franz Fischer
uernberg

Ohm Polytechnikum

169. MEER, Ervin, FX
Iar alrehe

Karlstr 28

170. KARIS , Hans , 7 M

Heiligenhaus bei

Duesseldorf

12

171. Z.DOCKERMANN, Erich , hr The
Darmstadt

1588. WILHELM, Rudolf , Dipl Ing
c/o Wolfgang Rentsch

Landshut

Baclosure

1598. BUCKLEFELD, Wilhelm , Ing

Kochel/Oberbayern

160. PAULI , Fritz , Ing
Landshut

1618. GUEUTHER , Rudolf , Dipl Ing
Frankfurt/Main

Gartenstr 14

162. FRANK, Hans , Ing
Heidenoldendorf.

bei Friedrichshafen .

1638. TAKUALAR, Gerhard , FX

Ravensburg
bei Friedrichshafen

1648. HESSE, Fritz , FX
Landshut

165a. MORBIUS, Fritz , FX

Rachvege , Bernhardstr 19 oder

c/o Krause , Ottostr 8 oder

Hentachelverke , Kassel

1668. HASS , Martin, Dr Ing
Frien/Chiemsee - Obbayern

1678. BLETIK , Wilbeln, FX

Duisburg

c/o Binvohner -Meldeant

1688. SKKHAUS , Daniel , FX
c/o Prof Hueter.
Darmstadt.

Technische Hochschule

169a. GRELL, F-X²
Landshut

170a . GRIMBERG, FX
Landshut .

171a. SCHMID Walfo, Dr Ing
Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107861t



Vollmerz 13, Kreis
C00010786 Schluechtern

160. STAGGE , Dipl Ing
Leuna bei Merseburg
Torveg 11

.

161. SATTLER , Wilhelm , FX
Hamburg 20

Ire perstr 10 , III

162. SCENELLE, Henz , Ing
Braunschweig

Madanenveg 110.

163. PITSCHMANN, Erast , Dipl Ing
Ritzenhausen

Galdener Loeve

164. BURSGRAF , Hans , FX.
c/o Gearg Stork

Darmstadt-Arbeiligen

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

165. LEIDERS, Bans , 7 X
Therefitheinland
Derichstr oder.

c/o Krause , Eschwege
Ottostr 8

166. TOKILIESSEN, Heinz , Ing.
Duesseldorf

Aachenerstr 208

167. SCHOD2R, Martin , PM
Weinheim a à Bergstr

168. ALTHER, F. X 1

c/o Dr Franz Fischer

Inernberg

Obm Polytechnikum

169. MEXAR, Ervin, FX
Aralrabe

Karlstr 28

170. KARLS, Hans , F MI

Heiligenhaus bei

Duesseldorf:

171. ZDOORMANN, Erich , Dr Ing
Barnstadt

Technische Hochschule
Last Prof Hueter

172. HIE, Eduard , F M
Redel Zipf :
Kreis Voeklabruck

Oesterreich

Kochel/Oberbayern

1608. PAULI , Fritz , Ing
Landshut

161a. GUENTHER , Rudolf , Dipl Ing
Frankfurt/Main
Gartenstr 14

162. FRANK, Hans , Ing
Heidenoldendorf

bei Friedrichshafen

1638. TABUBLR , Gerhard , 7 X
Ravensburg

bei Friedrichshafen

164a. HSE, Fritz, FX
Landshut

1658. MORBIUS, Fritz, F X

Eschwege , Bernhardstr. 19 oder

c/o Krause , Ottostr 8 oder

Hentschelwerke, Kassel

1668. HASS , Martin, Dr. Ing
Prien/Chiemsee - Obbayern

1678. BLETTGE , Vilbeln, FX
Duisburg

c/o Binwohner-Meldeant

1688. SEKHAUS , Daniel , FX
c/o Prof Hueter.

Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

169a . GRELL, 7X
Landshut

170a . GRIMBERG , FX

Landshut .

1718. SCHD, Walfo, Dr Ing
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

172a. BRINKKANT, August , F N
Ahlen/Westf

Genericherstr 49

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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173. CORNELIUS , Willi , Dr Ing

Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

174. HERDEMANN, August, FX

Dortmund

c/o Biavohner -Meldeamt

175. SCHULZE , Kurt , Ing

Dallgow-Doeberitz

Kreis Nauen

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Alemannenstr 11

oder ueber Haehnel

Berlih-Spandau

Germersheimerweg 61

176. GLANDT, Erich, FM

Bachvege

Ludwigstr 32

c/o Irause , Ottostr 8

177. GERHARDT, Hermano , Ing

Wupperthal -Barnen.

Eintrachtstr-14:

178. BIMSTEDT, Karl , Dipl Ing

Landshut

179. SCH , Georg, Dipl Ing

Blaubeuren/UiK

Metzgerstr 1

180. RENTSCH, Wolfgang , Dipl Ing

c/o Landshut oder

Pirna Cobitz/Bacheen

Liebethalerstr 14

181. WIESER, August, Dipl Ing

Muenchen-Lein

Hogenbergstr 27

182. HEINIGK, Leo , FX

185 .

Rheinhausen/Niederrhein

Major Steinbachstr 9

oder c/o eithoefer

Rheinhausen

183. NOLIZ, Kurt , FX

Wupperthal-Barmen

Bonnenstr 59

184. SCHARLAU , Horst , FM
Rethnar bei Hannover

- 13

2.738. PINGADO, Dr Ing

Darmstadt

closure

Technische Hochschule

1748. CLAUS , Harry, F M

Landshut

1758. HARENANH, Ing

c/o Heimut Haehnel

Berlin-Spandau
Gernersbeinerveg 61

1763. SEIDEL, Anton, F X

Serk bei Saarburg oder

Pues ad Saar

177. SEUFERT, Willi, Dipl Ing

Stuttgart

-Kepplerstr 10

Technische Hochschule

-1782. HUETTEMBERGER, Will1 , FX

Landsbut

1798. DITTRICH, MAX, FX

c/o.Alois Hag.

Riedenburg an der Altmuehl

Bayern

1808. MOSCH, Rudolf , Dipl Ing

c/o Marianne Gelbrich

Dresden N6

Boehmischestr 25, I

oder Landshut

1818. SCHIFFMANN, Krich, Ing

Landshut

182. 8IKBIGFEROTH , Kurt, FX

Grafenveiler/Pfaiz

Buderhof 39

183 GAN GHOFER, Peter, FM

Moenchen 12

Sandtnerstr 12 bei Zettel

1848. FIX, Leo, Y N

Koaln-Bickendorf

Mendelsohnstr 8

Dr. STARKE IX
GOERTH. Johannes, Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 endel
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175. SCHULZE , Kurt , Ing

Dallgow-Doeberitz

Kreis Fauen

Alemannenstr 11

oder ueber Haehnel

Berlih-Spandan
Germersheimerveg 61

176. GLANDT , Erich, F M

Bachvege

Ludvigstr 32

c/o Irause , Ottostr 8

177. GERHARDT, Hermann, Ing

Wupperthal-Barmen
Eintrachtstr 14

178. HIMSTEDT, Karl , Dipl Ing.

Landsbut

WIDWIWN Tag

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786aehnel

179. SCHEER , Georg, Dipl Ing

Blaubeuren/Ul

Metzgerstr 1
:

180. REITSCH, Wolfgang , Dipl Ing

c/o Landehut oder

Pirna Cobitz/Sachsen

Liebethaleretr 14

181. WIESEB , August , Dipl Ing

Muenchen-Lein

Hogenbergstr 27.

182. RKINIGK, Leo , FM
Rheinhausen/Niederrhein

Major Steinbachstr 9

oder c/o Keithoefer

Rheinhausen

183. NOLIE, Kurt, FX

Wupperthal -Barmen

Bonnenstr 59

184. SCHARLAU, Horst , F M
Rethmar bei Hannover

185. GOERTH, Johannes , Ing

Voelkenrode/Braunschweig

LFA Office Dr Stern

oder ueber Rehnel

Berlin-Spandau

Germersheimerveg 61

Berlin-Spandau
Germersheimerweg 61

1768. SEIDEL, Anton, F X

Berk bei Saarburg oder

Duss ad Saar

1774. SEUFERT, Willi , Dipl Ing

Stuttgart

Keppleretr 10
Technische Hochschule

-1788. HUETTENBERGER , Villi , F X

Landshut

1798. DITTRICH, Mx, 7 X

c/o Alois Hag

Riedenburg an der Altaniehl

Bayern

1808. MOSCH, Rudolf, Dipl Ing

c/o Marianne Gelbrich

Dresden X 6

Boehmischestr 25, I

oder Landshut

181a. SCHIFFMANN, Erich, Ing

Landshut

182. BIEBIGEEROTH , Furt, FM

Grafenweiler/Preiz

Buderhof 39

1838. GAN GHOFER, Peter , YX

Moenchen 12

Sandtnerstr 12 bei Zettel

184a . PIK, Leo, FX
Koaln-Bickendorf

Mendelsohnstr 8

185a. BICEMANK, Y M

c/o Schaendel

Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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186 RUOFF , Josef Jr , F M
Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Buero Dr Bussmann/Daniel

1

187. WUESTEN, Eugen , Ing
Kassel
Hollaendischestr_149

188. STRAFTER, Fritz , FX

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

189. LUDWIG II , Dr Ing

Berlin-Spandau
Pichelsdorferstr 1

oder ueber Haehnel

Berlin -Spandau

Germersheimerveg 61

190. GIESSE , Heinrich , To

Eitorf a à Sieg .

191. BISERT, Werner , FM
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

Inst Prof Rueter

192. HEHKKL, Johann , F M

Unterrieden -Witzenhausen

bei Siebert

193. BALZIER, Walter , Ing

Stuttgart-Kaltenthal

1

194. , .Lothar, Ing
Frankfurt/Main

Temannstr 74.

195. FISCHER, Joachin , FX

c/o Lindenlaub

Darmstadt-Arheiligen
Beckstr 3

196. DOCHOF , Theophil , FM
Kaiserslautern

Einwohner -Meldeant

197. VOEPPEL , Dr. Ing

c/o Kraamer
Darmstadt

Gabelsbergerstr 21

- 14 -

198. MENSCHEL, Heinz, FX

186a.

Enclosure

PFLAUME , Willi , F X
Solingen
Landwehr

Elberfelderstr 19 oder 90

1878. HASSE, Arno , Ing

c/o Frau Anni Kroll

Bielefeld-Bethel

Baronveg 30

1888. BLAFFERT , Eberhard, FX

Landshut

1898. ZELLER , Alois , 7 M
Landshut

1908. BRANDKABURG , Wolfgang , 7 X

c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

1918. FIEBER, Karl Wilfried , Dr Ing

Velden Woerther See/Kaernten

Oesterreich™

192a. RKIKLI , Otto , F M
Bruschverd-Witzenhausen

bei Karl Edel

1938. PALM, Bernhard, Ing

Stuttgart -Kaltenthal

Gallusstr 46

1948. VILDEAGEN , Gerhard , Ing
Muenchen -Graefelfing

Löchhammer

1958. JAKHERT , Karl , FM

c/o deorg Stork

Darmstadt -Arheiligen

1968. FERCH, Paul , F H

c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen

1978. PIELER , Ludvig, Dipl Ing
Bickenbach & d Bergstrasse

bei Darmstadt

1988. ZIMDAHL, MAX, FX

Berlin -HaselbApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786vege
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188. STRAFTER, Fritz , FX
c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr -44

189. LUDWIG II, Dr Ing

Berlin-Spandau
Pichelsdorferstr 1

oder ueber Haehnel

Berlin -Spandau

Germersheimerveg 61

190. GIESSE , Heinrich , nou

Bitorf a à Sieg .

191. BISERT , Werner , FM
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

Inst Prof Hueter

192. HKIKKL, Johann , FM
Unterrieden-Witzenhausen

bei Siebert

193. BAKLZLER , Walter , Ing

Stuttgart-Kaltenthal

194. , Lothar , Ing
Frankfurt/Main

Heumannstr 74

195. 18 , Joachin , FM

c/o Lindenlaub

Darmstadt-Arheiligen

Beckstr 3

196. ICHOF , Theophil , FM
Kaiserslautern

Rinvohner-Meldeamt

197. VOEPPEL , Dr Ing
c/o Kraener
Darmstadt

Gabelsbergerstr 217

198. MENSCHEL , Heinz , P N
Berlin -Haselhorst

Burscheiderveg 56

199. IRMER, Gerhard , F N

Solingen-Ohlis

Manghauserstr 38.

bei Fahlendorf

1888. BLAFFEKT, Eberhard, F M
Landshut

1898. ZELLER , Alois , FM
Landsbut

1908. BRAIDELBURG, Wolfgang, 7 X

c/p Linkohr

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37.

1918. FILBER , Karl Wilfried, Dr Ing
Velden Woerther see/Kaernten
Oesterreich

-192a. RKIKLI , Otto , M
Bruschverd-Witzenhausen

bei Karl Edel

193a. PALM, Bernhard , Ing
Stuttgart -Kaltenthal

Gallusstr 46

1948. WILDEAGKI, Gerhard, Ing

Muenchen -Graefelfing
Lochhammer

1958. JAKEERT, Karl , FM

c/o Georg Stork

Darmstadt -Arheiligen

1968. FERCH, Paul , F M

c/o Tuebbecke

Witzenhausen

1978. PIELER , Ludwig , Dipl Ing

Bickenbach a d Bergstra850

bei Darmstadt

1988. ZINDAHL, MAX, FX
Eschwege
Ottostr 8

199a. GREIER , Fritz , FX

Frankfurt/Main

Thorvaldsenstr 47 bei Kaiser

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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200. BOLSKE, Richard , Ing

Bad Soden-Allendorf/Werra

201. KOECHEL, Herbert , Dipl Ing

c/o Dr Arnold

Landshut

202. TIMMERHOFF , Wilhelm , Dr Ing

Koeln- lettenberg

Lohrbergstr 22:

bei Wingensiefen

203. TRIB , Frant, F M

204. KULWILM, Enno , FN
Bielefeld

Schaffhausen/Saar oder

c/o Irause , Eschwege
Ottostr 8

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Bendelarwerke c/o Osthoff

205. SCHVESSELF , Leo , Ing

Stuttgart :

Gaansheidstr 15

206. HESTERBERG , Erwin , FX

Bock -Stiepel

Auf der Ecke 7

207. FIEDLER , Harbert , F M

208. ROTH, Dr Phil

212.

Bischhausen-Witzenhausen

Berggasse oder

Tentschelverke , Kassel

c/o Fr Fischer

Fuernberg

Ghe Polytechnikum

Kesslerstr 40

209. ERANDL, Furt , F.M.

Resen/Ruhr

210. PEHLE, Max, Ing

Siepenstr 5 bei Pollert

c/o rl Werneburg
Landshut B

211. GROSS , Albert , FX

- 15

Enclosure

2008. PERLICK, Rudolf, Ing

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neue Bahnhofstr 44

2018. STEDERT, Gerhard, Ing

c/o Henschel & Sohn

Kassel

202a. VINKLER , Odilo , Ing

Geraberg/Thuer.

Bahnhofstr 56 bei Schmidt

-203a. ERITWEILER , Mathias, 7 X

Serk bei Saarburg oder

Buss a d Saar

2048. MASKOW , Erich , F XT

c/o Linkohf

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

2058. METZGER, ? N
Landshut

206a. ANBRICK, Werner , Ing
Moenchen

Jagdstr 9

207a. LUTZ, August, FX

c/o Tuebbecke

Witzenhausen oder

Bischhausen Witzenhausen oder

Lauterbach/Kessen , Goethestr 23

208. FISCHER, Dr Phil

Wiesbach/Mittelfranken

209. VULLKAN, FM

c/o Ketzger
Oberlahnstein bei Koblenz

210. TRETSCHOK, Ing

c/o Dipi Ing Otto

Goettingen

Rheinhauserstr 40

c/o Fritz Horst Weber

Schleswig

211. STEPHE , Erich

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Keue Bahnhofstr 44
An Flachsteig

OST. Albert . DiplApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107863, rich , Ing
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c/o Dr Arnold
Landsbut

202. TIMMERHOFF , Wilhelm, Dr Ing

Kcela lettenberg

Lohrbergstr 22

bei Wingensiefen

203. TRIB , Frant , F, M
Schaffhausen/Saar oder

c/o Krause , Ischvege
Ottostr 8

204. KULWILM, Enno, F M
Bielefeld

Bendelerwerte c/o Osthoff

205. SCHUESSELE, Leo , Ing

Stuttgart

Gaensheidstr.15

206. HESTERBERG , Ervin , FX

Bochu -Stiepel.

Auf der Ecke 7

207. FIEDLER , Herbert , FX
Bischhauser -Witzenhausen

Berggasse oder

Hentschelverke, Kassel

208. ROTH, Dr Phil

Kassel

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

c/o Fr Fischer

Fuernberg 1

Ghe Polytechnikum
Kesslerstr. 40

209. ERANOL, Kurt , FX

Essen/Ruhr

Siepenstr 5 bei Pollert

210. PEHLE, Max, Ing.

c/o Prl Verneburg
Landshut

211. GROSS , Albert , FX

c/o Fritz Forst Weber

Schleswig

An Flachsteig

212. 08T, Albert , Dipl Ing

Bad Kreuznach oder

Techn Hochschule

Darmstadt

V

2028. WINKLEB , Odilo , Ing

Geraberg/Thuer.

Bahnhofstr 56 bei Schmidt

2038. BEITWEILER, Mathias, 7 X

Serk bei Saarburg oder

Buss ad Saar

2048. MASKOW, Erich, F X

c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

205a. METZGER, FX
Landshut

206. ANDRICH, Werner , Ing
Myanchen

Jagdstr 9

2076. LUZ, August, FX
c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen oder

Bischhausen/Witzenhausen oder

Lauterbach/Kessen , Goethestr 23

208. FISCHER , Dr Phil

211 .

Wiesbach/ ittelfranken

209. VULLIAU, F M

c/o Metzger
Oberlahnstein bei Koblenz

210. TRETSCHOK, Ing

c/o Bipi Ing Otto

Goettingen

Rheinhayserstr 40

STEPHE , Erich

c/o Fri Lehnig.

Waiblingen/wttbg

Kepe Bahnhofsts 44

212. BLUTH , rich, Ing

Leipzig 5

Spichernstr 21 bei Lehmann

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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213. DERR, Hans , F M

Eschwege , Ludwigstr 4 oder

c/o Krause , Ottostr 8 oder

Geisslautern/Saar

214. FRIERES, Karl , F M
c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr_44

215. AURIN, Walter

216. FUESER, Willi , F X

Eschwege

c/o Bachnel

Berlin-Spandau
Germersheimerstr 61 oder.

Schwanfeld Kreis Neuhaldensleben

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

217. WORL, Paul , Ing

Bernhardtstr 26 oder

c/o Erause , Ottostr 8

Duisblag -Hochfeld
St Johannstr 4

218. HAASE, Helmut , Ing
Landshut.

219. URTEL , Rudolf , Dipl Ing
c/o Dister

220. KUEEN, FX

Erlangen bei-Nuernberg
Xeue Strasse 4

225.

9
c/o August Brinkmann
Ahlen/Westf

Gemmericherstr 49

221. SACHER, Hans , Dipl.Ing.
Vitzenhausen/Werra

Eduard Schroeterstr 13

222. HANKE, Hans , F M
Berlin X 31
Hussitenstr 16.

223. GOBOTS , Heinz , Dipl.Ing.
Braunschweig
Inst Prof Busemann

224. REINKL , Johann , Ing
Fueraberg .

Buchenschlag 149

W 16

Enclosure

213a . PIRKER, Erich , F M
Mannheim oder

Ludwigshafen c/o Einwohner
Meldeamt

214a. KROHN, Xurt, F X
Landshut

215a, REIBER , Wolfgang , T X

Tuebingen
Gmelinstr 6

2168. APEL, Erich , Ing
Landshut

217a. STERSECK, Walter , Ing

Ludvigstadt-Ottendorf/Bayern

218a. BENEDII, Walter , Ing
c/o Fri Lehnig
Waiblingen/Vttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

2198. LUTZ, Alfred, Dipl Ing
Technische Hochschule.
Inst Prof Rueter
Darmstadt

221. SCHWALBE , Max, 7 X
Landshut

2216. GRANER, Georg , Dr Ing
c/o Frau Debus
Landsbut , oder

Schossbeck/Elbe

Bismarckstr 50

222a REDE, Herbert, Ing
Landsbut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel

2238. WITTIG, Felix, Dr Ing
Goettingen
Dallmannstr 12 beo Sartorius

oder Goettingen -Treuenhagen
Hindeburgstr 189 bei Jordan

2248. MUNDGERT , Willi , FX
Eschwege , Ottostr 8

c/o Irause...

KANI . Friedrich. DiApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 The Ta
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neus Bannnorstr 44

21. AURIN, Valter

c/o Hachnel
Berlin-Spandau
Germersheimerstr 61 oder

Schwanfeld Kreis Neuhaldensleben

216. FUESER, Willi , F M
Eschunge
Bernhardtstr 26 oder.

c/o Krause , Ottostr 8

217. WOHL, Paul , Ing
Duisburg-Hochfeld
St Johannstr 4

218. HAASE , Helmut , Ing
Landsbut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
gegang, I M4/4

Tuebingen
Gmelinstr 6

219. URTEL , Rudolf , Dipl Ing .
c/o Dister

Erlangen bei Nuernberg
Heue Strasse 4

220. KUZHN, 7 X

c/o Augast Brinkmann

Ablen/Vestf

Germericherstr 49

221. SACHER , Hans , Dipl.Ing.
Witzenhausen/Werra

Eduard Schroeterstr 13.

222. HANKE, Hans , F M
Berlin 31 :

Hussitenstr 16

223. GOBOES , Heinz , Dipl-Ing

Braunschweig
Inst Prof Busemann

224. REINKL , Johann , Ing
Nuernberg

Buchenschlag 149

225. KENI, Friedrich , Dipl Ing
Tuebingen !

Brunsstr 26 (1)

226. KURZSCHEIKEL, Hermann, F.M
Grossanhein/Main oder

Landshut Dr Bussmann/Daniel

2168. APEL , Erich , Ing
Landshut

2178. STERSECK, Walter, Ing

Ludwigstadt-Ottendorf/Bayern

218a. BENEDIX , Valter , Ing
c/o Frl Lehnig ..

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

219a. LUTZ, Alfred , Dipl Ing
Technische Hochschule
Inst Prof Rueter

Darmstadt ...

221& SCHMALBE, Max, Y M
Landshut

GRAMER, Georg , Dr Ing
c/o Frau Debus
Landshut oder

Schobeck/Elbe

Bismarckstr 50

222a. KEIDE , Herbert , Ing
Landshut

Dr. Bussmann/n/Daniel

2238. VITTIG ; Felix, Dr Ing
Goettingen
Dallmannstr 12 beo Sartorius

oder Goettingen -Freuenhagen
Hindeburgstr 189 bei Jordan

2248. MUNQERT, Willi, X
Bechrege , Ottostr 8

c/o Krause
I

225a. EMSCHERNA , Ir Ing
c/o Prof Fassbender

Universiteet Erlangen

226a. KEGEL, Kurt, FX
Landshut

Dr. Bussmann/Daniel

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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227. WAHLS , Warner , F M

228. RUTIELSTOCK, Brano , Ing

c/o Gerhard Brinkmeier

Manchen 8

230.

Timpe ueber Nortorf/Holst

229. PAULI, Fritz , Ing
Landshut

Birkkarspitze 16, III
bei Holz

VON LIEBHABER, Rudolf

Kassel -Wilhelmshoehe

Kubbergstr 12

231. STURM, Dipl Ing
Eberbach/Neckar

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Fa Stotz-Apparatebau

232. GLASMACHER, Hermann , FM
c/o Xeithoefer

Rheinhausen/Wiederhein

Schwarzenberg
Martinstr 7

233. SCHMITT, Peter , FM
Darmstadt -Arheiligen

234. ROLAND, Heinrich , Dipl Ing

Goettingen.
Rotestr 37

235. KEESLER, Alfred, F M
c/o Tuahbecke
Witzenhausen.

Am Grabenbach 2

236. PREUSSE, Erich , FM
Landsbat

Dr Bussmann-Daniel

¡

237. KOLLEET, Vilbel ,. Ing

Lantraut

238. ANKLAM, PEALE, F M
Landshut

239. RUZEL, Valentin, F X
Darmstadt-Griesheim

Alte Darmstaedterstr 39

240. SCHIFFNUN, Erich , Ing
Landsbut

- 17

2278. STARHLI , Gustav , Dr Ing

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Waiblingerstr

2288. STUKHIER, Herbert , Ing
Landshut oder

Chemnitz , Lindenstr 6 bei Kusster

229a. PFLAN , Willi , 7 X
Landshut

closure

230. HACKH, Rudolf , Dipl Ing

c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Ieue Bahnhofstr 44

2318. GOLLICH, Walter , FX
e/o Bruetzel
Graefelfink/Muenchen

Aribostr 43.

232. KALUTA, Evald, F X
Landebut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel.

2338. SCHLIDT, Heinz, FX
Waiblingen
Bahnhofstr

2348. OTTO, Wilhelm, Dipl Ing

c/o Roland
Goettingen

Rotestr 37

2358. VINKLER, Otto, FX
c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

236a. SPITL, FX
Landsbut

Dr Bus R

2378. SEIDEL, Erich

an/Daniel

Markleeberg bei Leipzig

238a. METZGER, Alfred, F x
Oberlahnstein bei Koblenz

239a. SCHMIDT, Ernst, 7 N
Landshut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

2408. SANDTOss , Willi , Ing
Landshut
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229. PAULI , Fritz, Ing
Landshut

230 , VON LIERHARER , Rudolf
Kassal -Wilhelmshoehe

Kubbargstr 12

231. STURM, Dipl. Ing .
Eberbach/Neckar

Fa Stotz-Apparateban

232. OLASMACHER , Hermann , F.M.

c/o Neithoefer

Rheinhausen/Fiederbein

Schwarzenberg
Martinstr 7

233. SCHMITT , Peter , F M

Darmstadt -Arheiligen

234. ROLAND, Heinrich , Dipl Ing
Goettingen

Rotestr 37

235. KESSLER , Alfred , PM
c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen

An Grabenbach, 2

236. PREUSSE, Erich, F.M
Landabat

Dr Bussmann -Daniel

;

231. KOLLEKT, Wilhelm, Ing
Landrant

238. ANKLAM, Fa , F.M
Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

229a. PFLANZ, Villi , 7 X
Landsbut

239. RUEHL, Valentin , FM
Darmstadt-Griesheim

Alte Darmstaedterstr 39

241. PESCHEL ,

240. SCHIFFMANN, Erich , Ing
Landsbut

Karl Heinz , FM

c/o Esehnel

Berlin -Spandau

Germersheimerveg 61

2308. HACKH, Radolf, Dipl Ing
c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Ieue Bahnhofstr 44

231a. GOELICH , Walter , FX
e/o Bruetzel

Graefelfink/Muenchen

Aribostr 43

232a. KALUZZIA , Ewald, FX
Landshut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel

2338. SCHEIDT, Heinz, F M

Waiblingen
Bahnhofstr

23ka. Orro, Wilheln, Dipl Ing
c/o Roland

Goettingen

Rotestr 37

2358. WINKLER, Otto, FX

c/o Linkohr
Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

236a. SPITZ, 7 X
Landsbut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel

237a. SKIEL, Frich
Markleeberg bei Leipzig

238a . FTZGER, Alfred , 7 X
Oberlahnstein bei Koblenz

239a. SCHMIDT, Ernst, 7 X
Landshut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel

2406. SANDYOss, Willi , Ing
Landshut

241a. PREIZEL , Walter , FX
Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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C00010786.

242. PRASTHOFER , Willibald, Ing

Graz/Oesterreich

Drei Hakengasse 32

243. WALCH, Melchior , F M

Regensburg

c/o Einvabner -Meldeant

24. HUBENTHAL , F M

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

c/o Linkobr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildgerstr 37

245. KLEBER, Eail , FM

c/o Zeller

Grossauhein bei Hanan/Main

246. KAPPUS , Dr :Ing
Lengfeld/odenveld

247. TAEUBLER, Gerhard , 7 X

Ravenburg bei

Friedrichshafen

248. FISCHER, Heinrich , FMI

c/o Frl Lebaig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neus Bahnhofstr.44

249. HAUDANN, Gerhard , FX

c/o Haebnel

BerlinSpandadi
Germersheinerwag 61

250. SCHOUDT, Kurt, FX
Landehut oder

c/o Stagge
LADDA bei Merseburg

251. HAXEL, Otto , Dr Phil

Goettingen
Kaiser Wilhelm Institut

fuer Physik
Bunsenstr 29

252. MOEBIUS , Fritz , FIN

Eschwege , Bernhardstr 19

c/o Krause , Ottostr 8
eder

c/o Hentschelwerke , Kassel

253. GANSCHOW, Hermano, Dr Ing
Berghein/Sieg

Kirchstr. 5

254. TAFIZEN , Robert , Dipl -Ing
Rodenkirchen bei Bracke

Oldenburg

- 18 -

242a. HORI, Kurt , Ing

Plauen/Voigtland

Buclosure

243a. XAVRATH, Robert, FM

Landshut

Dr Bussmann/Daniel

244. ARTMAYER, FX

c /o Linkobr

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildunger str 37

HAUSER, Franz, Dipl Ing
Muenchen 12

Aldegreverstr 26

-2468 . STEIN , Dr Ing
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

247a. NEUMANN, Guenther , Dipl Ing
c/o Kaebler
Landshut

248a. RUNDERT, Paul , 7 X
Landshut

2498. WILTERGERST, Sigmund, Dr Ing

Muanzig an Starnberger See Ir 52

2500. MUKILER, Alfred , FN
Landshut

2518. SKKBACH, Karl , Ir Ing
Muenchen
Technische Hochschule

252a. KARHLER , Ing
Landshut

253a. , Hans Eberhard , Dipl Ing
Stuttgart-
Cannstatterstr 212

2548. BOEG, Bertert , Ing
c/o olkar Zosel
Landshut oder

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786peber Freiberg/Bathsen



CO0010786 c/o Linkohr

HUBENTHAL , 2448. AKTRALEN , I R
c/o Tinkohr

Stuttgart -CannstatApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786-Cannstatt

Wildingerstr 37 Wildangerstr 37

2458. HAUSER, Franz, Dipl Ing
Muenchen 12

Aldegreverstr 26

245. KLEBER , Evil , F M
c/o Zeller

Grossauhein bei Fanan/Main

246. KAPPUS, Dr.Ing

Lengfeld/odenwald

247. TAEUBLER , Gerhard , FX
Ravenburg bei

Friedrichshafen

248. FISCHER , Heinrich , F X

c/o Frl Lebaig
Waiblingen/Wttbg

Neus Bahnhofetr 44

249. XAUNATE, Gerhard , F M
c/o Hachnel

Berlin-Spandau

Germersheimervag 61

250. SCHMIDT, Kurt , F M
Landshut oder

c/o Stagge
Laura bei Merseburg

251. HAXEL, Otto, Dr Phil

Goettingen I

Kaiser Wilhelm Institut

faer Physik...

Bunsenstr 29

252. MOEBIUS , Fritz , F N

Eschwege , Bernhardstr 19

oder

c/o Krause , Ottostr 8
oder

c/o Hentschelwerke , Kassel

253. GANSCHOW , Harmann , Dr Ing
Berghein/Sieg
Kirchetr. 5

254. TAFIZE , Robert , Dipl Ing
Rodenkirchen bei Bracke

Oldenburg

2468. SIIN, Dr Ing
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

2476. MUMANIN, Guenther , Dipl Ing
c/o Taehler

Landshut.

248a. RUDGET, Paul, FM
Landshut

2498. WILTTERGERST , Sigmund , Dr Ing

Maenzig an Starnberger See Tr 52

250. MUELLER, Alfred , F X
Landshut

2518. SKEBACH, Karl , Dr Ing

Muenchen

Technische Hochschule

2528. KAKHLER , Ing
Landshut

253a. THUN, Hans Eberhard , Dipl Ing
Stuttgart-
Cannstatterstr 212

254a. BORID , Marbert , Ing

c/o olkar Zosel
Landshut oder

Nalda ueber Freiberg/Sathsen
Chemmitserstr 21

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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255. 081ROTH, FX

c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

256. BLETTGEN, Wilheln, F X

Duisburg

c/o Binvahner-Meldeamt

257. CARIN, Exil , F X

c/o Brinkmann

Ahlen/Westf

Gemmericherstr 49

258. THIRI, Johannes , Dipl Ing

Velzhein ir Vaiblingen/Wttbg

Bahnhofstr 459

259. BOETICHER , Iurt , ? X
Landshut .

260. BOEKER , 7 X

c/o Heinz Guentschel

Jena/Saale

Katharinenstr 23

261 , MUELLER, Jakob, FN
c/o Prof Fuster

Techn Hochschule

Darmstadt

262. PALM, Erast , Dip Ing
Lins/Donau

Christian Coulinstr 22

263. BRINKMA , August , 7 X
Ahlen/Westf

Gemmericherstr 49

264. PERLICK, Rudolf, Ing

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Jeue Bahnhofstr 44

265. EXIDEL, Anton, 7 X
Bert bei Saarburg

Buss/Saar

266. ILETIHAKIES, Max, Ing
Stickenbuettel

bei Cuxhaven

Sahlenburger Chaussee 19

267. BIEBIGTERROTH, Kurt, 7 X

Grafenveiler/Pfalt

Buderhof 39

410 19

255a.

closure

RICHTERS, Hermann, 7 X

c/o Seidlboeck

Reinfeld-Guelzen oder

Tussdorf am Inn

Rosenheim Land, Gut Weidenbach

256a. STRIEVE , Adolf, F X
Duesseldorf

Bachstr 154

257a. VIICEIZ, 7 X
Landshut

""
258a. RUIMPER , Dr Ing

Landshut oder

c/o Brustzel , Muenchen-Graefelfing

Aribostr 42

259a. GRUKNOW, Heinrich , F. X

Landshut

260s. WURBS, Herbert , FX

c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Bahnhofstr 44

-261a. 80MPUR, Rudolf, Ing

Ernschverd/Witzenhausen

262. KLEIK, Vilfried, Ing

Berlin-Friedena

Caeciliangarten 26

2638. FRAIZ, Hans Werner , Ing:

Stadthagen/Vestf

Obernstr 43 bei Badtmoeller

2648. ZACK , Rudolf , Dipl Ing

e/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/wttbg

Heue Bahnhofstr 44

255. KESSLER, Alfred, FM

e/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen

An Grabenbach 2

266. SCHE-UNKNAIN, Max, Ing

Eschvege
Ottostr 2

267a. ZDDAIL, MX, 7 X

Backrege, Ottostr 8

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786s . Dipl Ing



C00010786 c/o Einwohner -Meldeant

257. CARD , Bail , F M
c/o Brinkmann
Ahlen/Vestf
Gemmericherstr 49

BacAstr

Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786

Landshut
6) (09

258. THIRY, Johannes, Dipl Ing
Welzhein kr Vaiblingen/Vttbg

Bahnhofstr 459

259. BOETICHER , Kurt , FX
Landshut

260. BOKKER , 7 X

c/o Heinz Guentschel

Jena/Saale
Katharinenstr 23

261. MUELLER , Jakob, 7 X
c/o Prof Taster
Techn Hochschule

Darmstadt

262. PALK, Erast, Dip Ing.

Lins/Donau
Christian Coulinstr 22

263. BRIXINAI , August , 7 X
Ahlen/Westf
Gemmericherstr 49

264. PERLICK, Rudolf, Ing
e/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Neue Bahnhofstr 44

265. SKIEL, Anton , M

Berk bei Baarburg

Buss/Saar

266. KLEINHADIKES , Max, Ing
Stickenbuettel

bei Cuxhaven

Sahlenburger Chaussee 19

267. SIEBIGEEROTH, Furt, FX

Grafenveiler/Pfalz

Buderbof 39

268. BUSTIGE , Erhard, FM
c/o Zailer
Grossauheim bei Tanau/Main

269. BERLINICIE, 7 X

c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Vildungerstr 37

TARV

258. TRUEMPER , br Ing
Landshut oder

c/o Braetzel , Muenchen-Grasfelfing
Aribostr 42

259a. GRUNTOW , Heinrich, Y. X

Landshut

260s. WURBS, Herbert , 7 X1

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg
Bahnhofstr 44

-261a. BONDER , Rudolf, Ing

Eraschverd/Witzenhausen

262. KLXIK, Wilfried, Ing

Berlin -Friedena

Caeciliengarten 26

2638. FRANZ, Hans Werner, Ing

Stadthagen/Vests"

Oberastr 43 bei Badtmoeller

2648. JACK , Rudolf , Dipl Ing
c/o Fri Lebnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Teue Bahnhofstr 44

2658. KESSLER, Alfred , F X

c/o Tuebbecke

Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

266a. SCHEUNEMANN, Max, Ing

Eschwege

Ottostr 2

267. ZINDAHL, Max, 7 X

Eschrege , Ottostr

268a. SCHAUruss , Dipl. Ing

Berlin-Charlottenburg 9

Teidenburger Allee 35

269. HOLZINGER, Eduard, FX

Landshut

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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270. SAIDYOes , willi , Ing

Landshut

271. BARTNICKI , Leonhard , 7 X

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Barlin -Haselhorst

Burscheiderweg/Damstr oder

ueber Hashnel , Berlin-Spandau

Germerbeinerveg 61

272. PFLAUME , Willi , FX

Solingen -Landwehr
berfelderstr 19 oder 90

273. MORBUS , Helmut , Dipl Ing

Frankfurt/Main

Zeppelin Allee 62

274. WINKLER, Otto, FN
c/o Linkohr
Stuttgart-Cannstätt

Wildungerstr 37

275. STRIEVE , Adolf, FN.
Duesseldorf

Bachstr 154

276. REKLY, Otto, F-N

Braschverd/Witzenhausen

bei Karl Ebel

277. BRUDERT, Paul, FX

Magdeburg-Ost
Richthofenstr 10

278. BARSE , Wilhelm, FX
Oschersleben/Bode

Kirchstr 17

279. HOSEMAIN, Dr Ing
Technische Hochschule

Stuttgart

280. GOLLNOW , Dieter , Dr Ing

Landshut

201. GRUBER, Max, FX
Landshut

282. FERCH , Paul, M
c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

283. ZUGS, Herbert, F M
Rackrege

Ludvigstr 7

2708. KAUMATI, I X

c/o Linkohr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt .

Wildungerstr 37

2718. ROSKETAL, Gottfried , Dr Phil

c/o Brast Leitzverke

Wetzlar/Lahn

272a. FUHR, Wolfgang, Dipl

c/o Storch

Landshut

2734. ERDMANI -JESHITZER , Friedrich, Dr Ing

Berlin-Wilmersdorf

Burgunderstr 3

274. MILEVSKI, Gerhard , 7 X

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Wttbg

Yene Bahnhofstr 44

2758. DORILOF , Ervin , 7 X

Bechwegs , Ottostr 6

276a . BFYRICH, Gerhard , Ing
Landshut

2778. SEMLINGER , Ervin, Ing

Steinhein a/d/Murr
ueber Marbach

278. HOLZMANN, 7 X
Landshut

2798. SCHIEDE , Otto , Ir Ing

Muenchen-Keuaubing

Bramhamstr 25

2800. KEYSERLING , Archibald, 7 X

Eschyege, Rittergut Schwebde

281a. LIPPMAXI, Hans , F X
c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen

An Grabenbach 2

282a. HERE, Alfred , FX

Eschwege, Ottostr 6

2838. HETGL, Josef, F M
Moenchen 25
Oberlaenderstr 20

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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ueber Hashnel , Berli- dall

Germerbeinerveg 61 Approved for Release: 2022/06/22
C00010786

272. PFLAUME, Willi , F X
Selingen-Landwehr

Elberfelderstr 19 oder 90

273. MORBUS , Ielmut , Dipl Ing
Frankfurt/Main

Zeppelin Allee 62

274. WINKLER, Otto , F X

e/o Linkohr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

275. STRIESE , Adolf , FX
Duesseldorf

Bachstr 154

276. REKLY, Otto,, F N
Brasehverd/Witzenhausen

bei Karl Ebel

277. BRUDERT, Paul , F M

Magdeburg-Ost.
Richthofenstr 10

278. BAESE , Wilhelm, F M
Oschersleben/Bode

Kirchstr 1

279. HOSEMAIN , Dr Ing
Technische Hochschule

Stuttgart .

280. GOLLNOW , Dieter , Dr Ing.
Landshut

201. GRUBER , Max , IN
Landshut

282. FERCH, Paul , FMI

c/o Tuebbecke

Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

283. ZUNFT, Herbert , FM

Eschwege

Ludvigstr .7

VA

284. MELCHIOR, Kaspar , FX
Landshut oder

Saarbruecken

c/o Rinvohner -Heldeant

272a. FUHR, Wolfgang, Dipl

c/o Storch

Landabut

273a. ERDMANK-JESEITZER , Friedrich, Dr Ing

Berlin -Wilmersdorf

Burgunderstr 3

27. MILEVSKI , Gerhard, F X

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/Vttbg

Jeue Bahnhofstr 44

2758. DOKKHOF, Ervin, 7 M

Eschwege, Ottostr 6

276a. BEYRICH, Gerhard, Ing

Landshut

277. SEMLINGER , Ervin, Ing

Steinhein a/d/ arr

ueber Marbach

278a. HOLZMAXI, Y X
Landsbut

2798. SCHIEDE , Otto , Ir Ing

Muenchen-Teuaubing

Brunhamstr 25

KETBERLING, Archibald, FX

Rechyege , Rittergut Schwebde

281a. LIPPMANI, Hans, FX

c/o Tuebbecke
Witzenhausen

Am Grabenbach 2

282a. HESE, Alfred , FX

Eschwege, Ottostr 6

2838. HEIGL, Josef, F M

Moenchen 25
Oberlaenderstr 20

28ks. BUCH, 7-X

e/o Linkohr

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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285. DUECK, Osvald, Ing
Berlin -Zehlendorf

Thornstr 14

266. GREIKER, Fritz , 7 X

Frankfurt/Main
Thorvaldsenstr 47 bei Kaiser

287. KNAUER , Otto, Ing

Hamburg-Harburg
Brahmstr 6

268. HIRSCHMANN, 7 M
c/o Linkohr
Stuttgart-Cannstatt

Wildungerstr 37

289. BARTSCHER, Y X
c/o Roland

Goettingen
Rotestr 37

290. BILDEBRAND, Siegfried , FX

c/o Linkohr
Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Vildungarstr 37 .

291. YAQUE , TX

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Berlin -Spandau
Germersheimerveg 61

292. MINBILER , Mathies , TX

Berk bei Saarburg oder

Pass/Saar

293. BUSSIG, Karl , Dipl Ing
Landshut

294. SCHERZER, Prof Dr Ing
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

295. KAUAN, Brast, 7 X
e/o Linkohr

Stuttgart-Cannstatt.

Wildungerstr 37

296. LUIZ, August, 7 X

c/o Tuebbecke
Vitrenhausen oder

Bischhausen bei Witzenhausen

oder Lauterbach/Hessen

Goethestr 23

297. LIHI, Otto, Ing

- 21

Enclosure

285. CHRISTIANSKY, Leopold, Br Ing

Landshut oder

Koeditz bei Hof Nr 110

286. MOKHRING , Hans, Ing

c/o Frau Anni Kroll

Bielefeld-Bethel

Baronveg 30

2078. REIPERT, Werner , Ing

Bechvege , Ottostr

288a. VEGHER, Rudolf , 7 X

c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen, Witbg.
Neue Bahnhofstr 4

2898. ZIEGLER, Ervin, Ing
Schweinfurt/Main

Sonnenstr 20, III

2908. KECEL, Heinrich , F X

c/o Frl Lehnig

Waiblingen , Witbg
Neus Bahnhofstr 44

291. KOMZAX, Erich, FX

c/o Karl Brustzel

Maachen-Graefelfing

Aribostr 43

2922. GROBSJUNG , Frits, F X

c/o Fri Lahaig

Waiblingen/wttbg.

Yeue Bahnhofstr 44

293. HARDT, Heinz , br Ing

Darmstadt , Villenkolonie Waldfriede

oder c/o Prof Walther

Darmstadt , Fichtestr 32

294a. HOUG, Dr Ing

Landshut oder

Valdbrann 35, ueber Wuerzburg

295a HEYRICH, Gerhard, FX

Landshut

296. QUERENGARSBER , Rugo, Dr Ing

Dorf Guetingen

bei Feuchtwangen , Haus 87

297. BARTH, Martin, Dipl Ing

Balingen/ ttbg Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786sen bei Tullen
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207. KKAUKR , Otto, Ing
Hamburg-Harburg
Brahmstr 6

288. HIRSCHMANN, FM
c/o Liakohr
Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Vildungerstr 37

209. BARTSCHER, ? N
c/o Roland
Goettingen

Rotastr 37

290, HILDEBRAD, Siegfried , F.X

c/o Linkohr

Stattgart -Cannstatt

Vildungarstr 37

291. VAQUE , FX
Berlin -Spandau

Germersbeinerveg 61

292. BETTVBILER, Mathies, 7 X

Bark bei Saarburg oder

Poss/Saar

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 , Ing

Bechwege, Ottostr

293. BUSSIG , Karl , Dipl Ing
Landshut

294. SCHERZZR , Prof Dr Ing
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule

295. XAUKAI , Erast , FX

e/o Linkohr

Stuttgart -Cannstatt

Vildungerstr 37

296. LUTZ, August, FX

Tuebbecke
Vitzenhausen oder

Bischhausen bei Witzenhausen

oder Lauterbach/Hessen

Goethestr 23

297. LIK, Otto, Ing

Balingen/wttbg

Fa Bizerba

298. SCHOD , Prof Dr
Darmstadt

Technische Hochschule
i

288a. VEGLER , Rudolf, 7 X

c/o Prl Lehnig
Waiblingen , Witbg.
Neue Bahnhofstr

289. ZIEGLER , Ervin, Ing
Schweinfurt/Main

Sonnenstr 20, III

290. REGEL, Heinrich , F X

c/o Fr Lebaig

Waiblingen, wttbg.
Teus Bahnhofstr 44

2918. KONZAX, Erich, 7 X
c/o Karl Bruetzel

Muenchen-Graefelfing

Aribostr 43

292. GROSSJUNG , Fritz, FX

c/o Fri Lehnig

Waiblingen/wttbg

Ieue Bahnhofstr 44

293a. HARDT, Heinz , Dr Ing

Barmstadt , Villenkolonie Waldfriede

oder e/o Prof Walther

Darmstadt, Fichtestr 32

2946. HOBUNG, Dr Ing
Landshut oder

Valdbrann 35, ueber Wuerzburg

2958. HEYRICE, Gerhard, FX
Landshut

296. QUERERJAESSER , Hugo, Dr Ing

Dorf Guetingen

bei Feuchtvangen, Haus 87

297. BARTH, Martin, Dipl Ing
Michelhausen bei Tullen

Oesterreich

2988. TORTUI , Dr Ing
Landshut/Bayern oder

Valdbrunn 35, ueber Wuerzburg

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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299. PIRKER, 7 X
Mannbein oder

Ludvigshafen

300. WERNER , Heinz , Ing
Rostock

154

158

147a

285a

173

Doctors of Engineering

119 Aug¹M Kampe

122 Bacher

128 Beckmann

32a

41a

253
280

c/o Einwohner-Meldeant.

2258

2739

191a

207

1738
2088

Richard Wagnerstr 18

251

119

54a

2934
130
1668

279

87
246

113

5a

738
141a

62a

297a

36a

123
122a

24

293

Bolte
ink

Brunner

20

Christiansen

Cornelius

Deuker

Eichler

Baschermann

Erdmann-Jesnitzer

Fieber

Fiedler

Fingado
Fischer

Ganschow

Gollnov

Gramer

Kaeusermann

Hardt

Barbans

Xox

85 Lichte

Masters of Engineering

Anschuetz

Bachmann

Bangerter

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

Hass

Haxel

Lappus

Kloeppel

Hoehndorf

Hornung (See 294 and 2984)

Hosanann

Jennisson

Barth
Berndt

Bernst

Blum

Bruetzel

Bussig

Classified List

300a. HOLZINGER , Eduard, FX
Landshut

93a

85a

KLUGHAMMER, Dipl Ing

Landshut

189

157
46

142a

120

296a

3

-2718
208

68a

294

36

1718

94
298

-38

-35

279a

2518
121

2274
2468

202

258a

197

5

249*

223a

171
948

1300

110

1458

219a

52

147

273
180€

2478

Lochberg

Ludvig I

Ludwig II

Mahlo

Hanteuffel

Meischeider

Muehlner

Querengaesser

Raithel

Rosenthal

Enclosure

Roth

Scheele

Scherzer

Schlechter

Schmid
Schaidt

Schmieden

Schubert

Schwaigerer
Schvede

Seebach

Speer
Steehli

Stein

Timmerhoff

Truemper

Yoeppel
Walther

Wintergerst

Wittig

Zinnermam
Zumbusch

Kutzsche

Lange
Lohmann

Lutz

Madee

Meuth

Moebus

Mosch

Teumann

CaninenbeApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786)st
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Doctors of Engineering

119 Aug H Kampe
122 Bacher

126 Beckmann

154
158
1478
2858

173
328
Ala

ALCON F

2738
191a
207
1738
208a

253
200

2218
1

293a

130
1668

251
119a
ska

279
87
246

113
5a

738
141a

62a

2978
36a

123
122a

24

293
39
139
102

Bolte
ink

Brunner

225
40

108a

Christiansen
Cornelius
Deuker
Eichler
Faschermann

Erdmann -Jesnitzer
Fieber

Fiedler

Fingado
Fischer
Ganschow
Gollnow

Graner
Kaeusermann

Hardt
HarDans

Kox

85 Lichte

Masters of Engineering
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CIA - SI 634097

Report on Tenth Informal S and T Coordination

Meeting Held in Frankfurt , 15 June 1951

Col. H. H. Rogers , ID/EUCOM

Maj. J. M. Hustead , ID/EUCOM

Dr. S. H. Williams , Eq/USFA

LCDR S. T. Tyler , ONI

Lt. Col. L. D. Ely, ATIO, USAFE

Mr. F. D. Bradley, 01/HICOG

Dr. K. H. Weber , 01/HICOG

1.3(
2)
(4)

Recent developments in the implementation of Project

63 were discussed, Since certain methods now used

do not appear satisfactory to all theater agencies ,

it was agreed that the Director of Intelligence,

HICOG should be asked to call together representatives

of the agencies concerned with this project to discuss

the problem and devise a coordinated method of imple

mentation .

Approved for Release
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COUNTRY 100235/Germany

SUBJECT Survey of Physical and Chemical Research

PLACE

ACQUIRED Berlin and Western Zones

COMPLETELY USUALLY FAIRLY
RELIABLE RELIABLE RELIABLE

DATE
ACQUIRED BY SOURCE Late Summer and Fall 50

A.

CLASSIFICATION

DATE OF INFORMATION Late Summer and Fall 50

GRADING OF SOURCE BY OFFICE OF ORIGIN

8.
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

INFORMATION REPORT

C.

NOT
USUALLY
RELIABLE

D.

8.

NOT
RELIABLE

E.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSE
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GENERAL REPORT

THE INSTITUTE SYSTEM

There are a few general comments regarding the differences between research laboratories
and the conditions under which scientific research is done in the US and in Germany .

In the first place an institute of physics in a German university is very different

from a department of physics in a US university , although both fulfill almost identical

functions . The US department , in a large university , has several full professors (in

Chicago , there are 12 in the department of physics ; 14 in chemistry of which eight are

physical chemists ) and an approximately equal or greater number of associate professors ,

assistant professors and instructors .. In addition , there are usually some , but few,

research assistants whose duties are to aid particular professors in their research .

The German institute is usually the property_of_one_full professor , who has several

assistants assigned to him , and may include one or two "planmaessige associate

professor (auserordentlich ) . The usual complement of institutes in a German university.

includes one institute each of physics , chemistry, and , sometimes , applied physics,

theoretical physics , inorganic chemistry and organic chemistry separately. Therefore ,
the total staff of full professors in the physical sciences is very much smaller than

the equivalent staff of one of the great US universities .

With the present tendency to decrease the number of assistants in the German depart

ments , the teaching load on the full professor is quite incredible on the standards

of the better US universities . Against this , there is one relieving feature in the

German teaching method . Course examinations and tests are cot usual in Germany . The

amount of personal contact between teacher and student is a minimum in the courses .

The rather large amount of advising, test correcting , and making out of grades , that

goes with the usual US lecture course is absent . In spite of this relieving feature ,

it is difficult for an American to understand how the German professor ever manages

to find time to direct research , except during the holidays . Indeed , many professors

remarked that they had no time for research except during the holidays .

PUBLIC ESTEEM OF SCIENCE

There is a second difference between the conditions of research in the US and Germany.

Presumably before World War I , and to our knowledge in the period 1920-33 , the public

esteem of scientific and theoretical work was high in Germany . In this period , the

US professor rather envied the social and financial position of his German colleague .

During the ensuing period , the US scientific scholar has gained enormously in public

esteem , particularly due to the phenomenal importance of scientific research in the

var . The financial support of scientific work in the US is adequate and essentially

unquestioned . The US scientist is now used to a certain degree of public regard and

estean , and , as a group , scientists are consulted in matters of public policy.

Due, probably, to the consistent propaganda of defamation against all things academic

by the Nazi Government , and perhaps also to the comparative failure of German science

to contribute to the German war effort in World War II , the public esteem of science ,

and particularly theoretical science , has decreased in Germany . The result is that

the US scientist , vell acquainted with both countries before 1933 , is now surprised

at the complete lack of support for scientific work in Germany compared to the US .

This lack of support is not only the result of the financial poverty of the German

States . Professors appear to have little or no influence on their Kultur Ministerium"

in the various states . The "Kultur Minister " appears to be frequently incompeteut

and arrogant . Certainly in Hesse this condition is particularly flagrant .

3. THE SUCCESSFUL DIRECTOR

A thiri general comment concerns & situation which is a direct consequence of the

constel financial difficuApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786actors :

1
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There is a second difference between the conditions of research in the US and Germany.
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US professor rather envied the social and financial position of his German colleague.

During the ensuing period , the US scientific scholar has gained enormously in public

esteem , particularly due to the phenomenal importance of scientific research in the
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This lack of support is not only the result of the financial poverty of the German

States . Professors appear to have little or no influence on their Kultur Ministerium"

in the various states . The "Kultur Minister " appears to be frequently incompetent

and arrogant . Certainly in Hesse this condition is particularly flagrant.

3. THE SUCCESSFUL DIRECTOR

A thiri general comment concerns & situation which is a direct consequence of the

general financial difficulties and of the previously mentioned factors :
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A certain amount of aggressive ambition and energy in overcoming difficulties is a
necessary attribute of the successful scientist under the most favorable conditions .

However , the difficulties which the US scientist must combat are those imposed by

the nature of his science , and are not primarily those of financial lack of equip

ment , nor of the man -made stupidities of bureaucracy.

The average German institute has suffered severely during the war by destruction

of buildings , loss of apparatus , lack of budget , and by the additional imposition

of a lack of public support , either from industry or from the state governments ..

The result is that the success of an institute in producing scientific work since

the war is frequently dependent on accidental factors of destruction suffered , and

on the personal abilities and aggressiveness of the director in obtaining financial

support and combating the heavy hand of the German State bureaucracy. The abilities

which in the US would be considered a criterion for success are frequently not

sufficient to produce results under German conditions .

4. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS

It is an old story that a physicist is a man employed by a physics laboratory and

a physical chemist one employed in a physical chemistry laboratory . The division

between the two fields has become so fine that no other definition is generally_

applicable . Work done in one physical laboratory may be almost identical in

character to work done elsewhere in a physical chemical laboratory .

In the US there is a strong tendency for physical chemical laboratories to expand

their field of research to include fields formerly called physics . Most young US

spectroscopists are now employed as physical chemists , whereas this field was

formerly physics . Most low temperature laboratories in the US belong to physical

chemical departments rather than physics . In Germany this trend is less noticeable .

In view of the difficulty of defining a field of research as belonging to one or the

other scientific discipline , it is difficult to compare the relative status of the

actual sciences in the two countries . However , it is easy to compare the relative

status of the institutes calling themselves physics to those calling themselves

physical chemistry in Germany, with the similar status in the US .

By such a comparison it is clear that physical chemistry compared to physics is far

weaker in Germany than in the US . This is not a new development , but probably dates

from the baleful effect of Nernst's heavy hand on physical chemistry in Germany in

the first quarter of the twentieth century.

The ratio, three institutes of experimental , and one of theoretical physics in

Goettingen , to one institute of physical chemistry , at present without a director,

is not far from typical in Germany . In Heidelberg, there are three physics "Ordinaria"

and one in physical chemistry. In Bonn , physical chemistry was an "Abteilung" of

chemistry until recently. In Wuerzburg, there is no physical chemistry.

In the US , chemistry departments were , before World War II , usually double the size

of the physics departments , and the chemistry departments were about half physical

chemistry . Since the war , physics departments in the US have probably expanded more

than chemistry . The ratio of 12 full professors in physics at Chicago to eight in

physical chemistry is probably typical of US universities. It is probably fair to

say that the ratio is 3 to 1 in Germany rather than 3 to 2 in the US .

The ratio of the number of institutes in Germany is not even as marked as the general

ratio in equipment and excellence of the institutes . Goettingen , Frankfurt , Muenohen

(University) , Darmstadt , do not have occupants for the chair of physical chemistry.

Except for the Instit Undant tu amling and the institute in Stuttgart , none
InstitApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 wall aufoped as most of
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the war is frequently dependent on accidental factors of destruction suffered , and

on the personal abilities and aggressiveness of the director in obtaining financial

support and combating the heavy hand of the German State bureaucracy . The abilities

which in the US would be considered a criterion for success are frequently not

sufficient to produce results under German conditions .

4. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS

It is an old story that a physicist is a man employed by a physics laboratory and

a physical chemist one employed in a physical chemistry laboratory . The division

between the two fields has become so fine that no other definition is generally

applicable . Work done in one physical laboratory may be almost identical in

character to work done elsewhere in a physical chemical laboratory.

In the US there is a strong tendency for physical chemical laboratories to expand

their field of research to include fields formerly called physics . Most young US

spectroscopists are now employed as physical chemists , whereas this field was

formerly physics . Most low temperature laboratories in the US belong to physical

chemical departments rather than physics . In Germany this trend is less noticeable.

In view of the difficulty of defining a field of research as belonging to one or the

other scientific discipline , it is difficult to compare the relative status of the

actual sciences in the two countries . However , it is easy to compare the relative

status of the institutes calling themselves physics to those calling themselves

physical chemistry in Germany, with the similar status in the US .

By such a comparison it is clear that physical chemistry compared to physics is far

weaker in Germany than in the US . This is not a new development , but probably dates

from the baleful effect of Nernst's heavy hand on physical chemistry in Germany in

the first quarter of the twentieth century.

The ratio , three institutes of experimental , and one of theoretical physics in

Goettingen , to one institute of physical chemistry , at present without a director,

is not far from typical in Germany. In Heidelberg , there are three physics "Ordinaria"

and one in physical chemistry. In Bonn , physical chemistry was an "Abteilung" of

chemistry until recently . In Wuerzburg , there is no physical chemistry .

In the US , chemistry departments were , before World War II , usually double the size

of the physics departments , and the chemistry departments were about half physical

chemistry. Since the war , physics departments in the US have probably expanded more

than chemistry. The ratio of 12 full professors in physics at Chicago to eight in

physical chemistry is probably typical of US universities . It is probably fair to

say that the ratio is 3 to 1 in Germany rather than 3 to 2 in the US .

The ratio of the number of institutes in Germany is not even as marked as the general

ratio in equipment and excellence of the institutes . Goettingen , Frankfurt , Muenchen

(University) , Darmstadt , do not have occupants for the chair of physical chemistry.

Except for the Institute of Harteck in Hamburg , and the institute in Stuttgart , none

of the physical chemistry institutes are even as large or as well equipped as most of

the physics institutes .

This sad weakness of the institutes of physical chemistry in Germany is, however,

largely compensated by a tendency for the physicists to undertake problems in fields

which would be handled by physical chemists in the US .
F
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5. THE UNIVERSITY LABORATORIES

The university laboratories , with few exceptions , work under very difficult condi

tions . Some have good reconstructed buildings , others work in cellars of ruins .

The budget of all of them is completely inadequate . The usual sum for purchase

of equipment and all running expenses excluding salaries , heat , gas and building

repairs is 10,000 DM per year . This , in most places , amounts to $75.00 per year

or less for each research worker , not counting expenses for demonstration and
beginners ' laboratories ! It seems that the universities have stood still since

about 1905. Salaries may have had to be raised , the number of scientists and mechanics

has remained roughly the same , and the budgets have also not been changed . In the

meantime , prices have risen and more complicated equipment is required ..

✓.The more aggressive ones among the laboratory directors evidently manage to get some
outside support . One seldom can find out how or where this comes from . Evidently,

this money does not go through regular university channels , in which case it would .

be divided among several institutes . One professor claimed that this outside money

was kept in cash in a drawer at the laboratory to be used as needed . It is not quite

obvious that this is legal , hence the reluctance to discuss it . Actually , the in

dustries supply very little money . Leitz is the one industry which has had a very

definite effect on one university , Giessen , by endowing a chair for theoretical physics.

Altogether , however , this outside support does not seem to amount to too much . We

would guess that , in the average , it does not more than double the income , which is

still too little . Besides , this support is bitterly bought by using the laboratory
directors time . ERP money has been a real help ..

On this background of working conditions and lack of understanding by the government,

one cannot but admire the physicists and chemists who keep up a high standard of

careful research . It is surprising that so many scientists have kept their scientific
enthusiasm in such adverse circumstances .

The soul of every German laboratory is the workshop . These are usually well equipped

and contain , per scientific worker , a considerably greater number of skilled mechanics

than is usual in the US . Consequently , a very large number of things which we buy

are here constructed in the workshops . Such objects range from mass spectrometers
✓

to vacuum tubes . It is clear that this system is basically inefficient , but it is

the only means by which research can be continued .

In almost all university laboratories , the work done impressed us well . It is care

ful , accurate and systematic . Clearly there are differences . The smaller laboratories

usually specialize on one particular problem which they try to solve as completely as

possible. Almost all physical chemistry departments do this . A typical example is

the laboratory of Macke , physical chemistry , in Freiburg .

Frofessor Hilsch has an excellent laboratory, entirely devoted to work on super

conductivity , an interesting subject . Professor Kulenkampf , physics , Wuerzburg,

limits himself to I-rays . The work of such laboratories is not always of great

interest , but it is research that should be done . Other laboratories intentionally

put their interest on a very broad basis . This , of course , is much better for the

student . The physics institute of Karlsruhe , run by Gehrtsen , is an example .

The best university laboratories which we have seen are , from the standpoint of

amount and interest of work performed , and scientific spirit , in order : the physics

institute of Kopfermann in Goettingen ; that of Walcher in Marburg ; those of Haxel and

Bothe in Heidelberg . The laboratory of Harteck in Hamburg , which we only scanned under

the guidance of a theoretical physicist , may be in this class . Only two of the KWI's

rank with these best university laboratories : the one for physical chemistry in

Berlin and the one at Maine which is not vat complete but shows great promise .
It should ha kent. in minApproved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786ted by our own special
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has remained roughly the same , and the budgets have also not been changed. In the

meantime , prices have risen and more complicated equipment is required .

The more aggressive ones among the laboratory directors evidently manage to get some

outside support . One seldom can find out how or where this comes from. Evidently,

this money does not go through regular university channels , in which case it would

be divided among several institutes . One professor claimed that this outside money

was kept in cash in a drawer at the laboratory to be used as needed . It is not quite
obvious that this is legal , hence the reluctance to discuss it . Actually, the in

dustries supply very little money . Leitz is the one industry which has had a very

definite effect on one university , Giessen , by endowing a chair for theoretical physics.

Altogether , however , this outside support does not seem to amount to too much . We

would guess that , in the average , it does not more than double the income , which is

still too little . Besides , this support is bitterly bought by using the laboratory

directors time . ERP money has been a real help...

On this background of working conditions and lack of understanding by the government ,

one cannot but admire the physicists and chemists who keep up a high standard of

careful research . It is surprising that so many scientists have kept their scientific
enthusiasm in such adverse circumstances .

The soul of every German laboratory is the workshop . These are usually well equipped

and contain , per scientific worker , a considerably greater number of skilled mechanics

than is usual in the US . Consequently , a very large number of things which we buy

are here constructed in the workshops . Such objects range from mass spectrometers

to vacuum tubes . It is clear that this system is basically inefficient , but it is

the only means by which research can be continued .

In almost all university laboratories , the work done impressed us well . It is care

ful, accurate and systematic . Clearly there are differences . The smaller laboratories

usually specialize on one particular problem which they try to solve as completely as

possible. Almost all physical chemistry departments do this . A typical example is

the laboratory of Macke , physical chemistry , in Freiburg .

Professor Hilsch has an excellent laboratory , entirely devoted to work on super

conductivity, an interesting subject . Professor Kulenkampf , physics , Wuerzburg,

limits himself to I -rays . The work of such laboratories is not always of great

interest , but it is research that should be done . Other laboratories intentionally

put their interest on a very broad basis . This , of course , is much better for the

student . The physios institute of Karlsruhe , run by Gehrtsen , is an example,

4

The best university laboratories which we have seen are, from the standpoint of

amount and interest of work performed , and scientific spirit , in order : the physics

institute of Kopfermann in Goettingen ; that of Walcher in Marburg ; those of Haxel and

Bothe in Heidelberg. The laboratory of Harteck in Hamburg , which we only scanned under

the guidance of a theoretical physicist , may be in this class . Only two of the KWI's

rank with these best university laboratories : the one for physical chemistry in

Berlin and the one at Mainz , which is not yet complete but shows great promise ..

It should be kept in mind that this evaluation is somewhat tainted by our own special
interests .

PR
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The laboratories should not only be evaluated by the work that is done , but also

by the work which is not done because it is too expensive , although negligibly

cheap by US standards . Many times did we discuss the scientific problems of some

laboratory and suggested extensions or modifications of procedure . The answer is :

"We have thought of that , and they had , in all details but we simply cannot

afford it ." There are some pathetic cases . A student in Darmstadt was doing a

very promising research problem , which he had to break off , since the laboratory

could not afford the electric current to heat a Tammann oven price : 300 DM per

month . This illustrates the fact that even small improvements in financial condi

tions will pay off in amount of research produced .

Many of the laboratories are behind US developments and know it . We heard the frequent

remark : "First , we have to catch up with you in the US . " This applies mostly to

the fields of ferromagnetism and semiconductors . Other laboratories are fully up-to

date and contribute to the knowledge in the US . Queerly enough , this is also the

case in the field of nuclear physics .

In view of the enormous difference , probably by a factor as large as ten , of the

means available per scientific worker in Germany and the US , one may well ask if

the German work is of any value at all . If the answer is yes , as it is , one may

then wonder if the US laboratories are merely wasting money. The answer is.

complicated .

Certain scientific questions cannot be answered by the use of inexpensive equipment .

Other questions can be so answered . Although most research in the US is not wasteful ,

there is a tendency , due to the ease with which support can be obtained , to pick

those problems which require expensive equipment . Probably, in many cases , not

enough effort has been expended to think how the job could have been done more cheaply.

The German scientists consciously pick those problems that require equipment within

their means . These problems are numerous , and most of the work is good and of real

value . Unfortunately, the consequences of a problem cannot always be foreseen .

In many cases , the German is cut off from pursuing a line opened up by his own

research because of the cost of the necessary equipment .

6. THE FUTURE OF THE UNIVERSITIES

This picture of the status of the university laboratories is not a static one .

Great changes are occurring , and even if the support of the universities does not

increase, the general situation will look different and better in a year or two.

This is less true for physical chemistry than for physics .

At the present moment , very few laboratories are in full swing and producing

publishable work . Most of them were more or less destroyed , or at least short of

equipment , in 1946. A considerable number have been taken over , since 1945 , by new ,

younger and more energetic directors . As yet , the reconstruction of none of these

is complete . Some have , by now, adequate buildings . Probably almost all of them

will have reached that stage in a couple of years . There rem ns a considerable

shortage of equipment , which is steadily being built up . At the places where the

equipment is new , it is sometimes so new that it has not yet yielded scientific

results .

In the physics departments , major changes are on the way , since a considerable

number of laboratories are constructing major pieces of equipment . For instance ,

Hamburg , Freiburg and Mainz are building pressure van der Graafs for 4-6 m.e.V.

Kopfermann in Goettingen has contracted for a large Betatron , any number of laboratories

for small ones . In a year or two , all these things will be working and yielding

results . By that time , the German laboratories may give the impression of modest ,

but up-to-date institutions , by US standards. ERP money bas been a great help and
Par the cranial ture of anuinmant.
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We heard the frequent
Many of the laboratories are behind US developments and know it .

remark : First , we have to catch up with you in the US . " This applies mostly to

the fields of ferromagnetism and semiconductors . Other laboratories are fully up- to

date and contribute to the knowledge in the US . Queerly enough , this is also the

case in the field of nuclear physics .

In view of the enormous difference , probably by a factor as large as ten, of the

means available per scientific worker in Germany and the US , one may well ask if

the German work is of any value at all . If the answer is yes , as it is , one may
The answer is

then wonder if the US laboratories are merely wasting money .

complicated .

Certain scientific questions cannot be answered by the use of inexpensive equipment .

Other questions can be so answered . Although most research in the US is not wasteful ,

there is a tendency, due to the ease with which support can be obtained , to pick

those problems which require expensive equipment . Probably , in many cases , not

enough effort has been expended to think how the job could have been done more cheaply .

The German scientists consciously pick those problems that require equipment within

their means . These problems are numerous , and most of the work is good and of real

value . Unfortunately , the consequences of a problem cannot always be foreseen .

In many cases , the German is cut off from pursuing a line opened up by his own

research because of the cost of the necessary equipment.

6. THE FUTURE OF THE UNIVERSITIES

This picture of the status of the university laboratories is not a static one .

Great changes are occurring , and even if the support of the universities does not

increase , the general situation will look different and better - in a year or two .

This is less true for physical chemistry than for physics ,

At the present moment , very few laboratories are in full swing and producing

publishable work . Most of them were more or less destroyed , or at least short of

equipment , in 1946. A considerable number have been taken over , since 1945, by new,

younger and more energetic directors . As yet , the reconstruction of none of these

is complete . Sone have , by now, adequate buildings . Probably almost all of them

will have reached that stage in a couple of years . There ; remains a considerable

shortage of equipment , which is steadily being built up . At the places where the

equipment is new , it is sometimes so new that it has not yet yielded scientific

results.

In the physics departments , major changes are on the way , since a considerable

number of laboratories are constructing major pieces of equipment . For instance,

Hamburg , Freiburg and Mainz are building pressure van der Graafs for 4-6 m.e.v.

Kopfermann in Gosttingen has contracted for a large Betatron , any number of laboratories

for small ones . In a year or two , all these things will be working and yielding

results . By that time , the German laboratories may give the impression of modest ,

but up-to-date institutions , by US standards . ERP money has been a great help and

is largely responsible for the special type of equipment .
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That the prospects for physical chemistry look much less auspicious than those for
physics is largely due to the general status of physical chemistry in Germany ( see
Section 4) .

THE MAX PLANCK INSTITUTES

The situation at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes (KWI ) or Max Planck Institutes , is

entirely different from that of the universities . There is no lack of space and no

real lack of money , Any reasonable request for apparatus can be fulfilled . These
institutes are well equipped according to US standards . This statement has to be

modified with respect to nuclear physics . Whereas a large number of US institutions

have "atomsmashing machines giving more than 100 m , ..v. , none such exist in Germany.

A single cyclotron for 3 m.e.v. exists at Heidelberg ..

It is very important that in a country where most institutions are poor , there exist

some well equipped laboratories as a model to which one should aspire . It is to be

hoped that at some time the university laboratories will reach the standard of the
KWI's .

Needless to say , the existence of rich laboratories in a country of poor ones creates

problems and envy . Formerly , the few positions of Directors of KWI institutes were

particular positions awarded only to the very best scientists in the land : Einstein ,

von Laue , Max Planck , Hahn , were such people. This highest standard of scholarship?

is no longer strictly adhered to . Butenant and Bonhoeffer , the men with by far the

greatest reputations in their respective fields , are obvious and correct choices.

for receiving KWI positions . Bothe deserves one , although he has it in name only,

since the building is still occupied by US forces.

It is not obviously clear that Heisenberg , a theoretician , should be the director of

an experimental institute ; in his war work on piles he has not proved to be a good..

leader of experimentalists .

The Berlin KWI for physical chemistry has , for lack of directorship , fallen apart

into a number of semi - independent small institutes. Very good work is done . The

men in it , for instance Ueberreiter and Stranski are very good , but no better than

some university physicists or chemists . Yet they have entirely different conditions

of work , much better possibilities to publish and make their names known . The

scientists at the universities see this very clearly and are thoroughly disturbed .

Altogether , we were not too impressed by the research of the KWI's . The work is no

better than at the good universities , which live in perpetual struggle for money.

At Goettingen, for instance , the university physics laboratorium of Kopfermann (2 ..

Physikalisches Institut ) , with a budget of 10,000 DM, has much more interesting re

search than the KWI , yet the working conditions are shockingly different .

If science in Germany is to be helped , this is not done by further improving the lot

of the Max Planck Institutes . The most important task would be to support the

university laboratories and bring them up to the standard of equipment of the Max

Planck Institutes ,

8. NUCLEAR RESEARCH IN GERMANY

Nuclear research in Germany is undertaken in only a few laboratories , and is , in many

respects , far behind the developments in the US . For one thing , there is a lack of

the high energy machines , cyclotrons , large van der Graafs , etc , which are encountered

in many laboratories in the US . The construction of such machines is forbidden_by_

law . Actually , this makes little difference since the money for such constructions.

would not be available .

11-13-1han
The few laboratories which a entively warking on nuclear research (at present only
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It is very important that in a country where most institutions are poor , there exist

some well equipped laboratories as a model to which one should aspire . It is to be

hoped that at some time the university laboratories will reach the standard of the

KWI'S .

Needless to say , the existence of rich laboratories in a country of poor ones creates

problems and envy . Formerly , the few positions of Directors of KWI institutes were

particular positions awarded only to the very best scientists in the land : Einstein ,

von Laue , Max Planck , Hahn , were such people. This highest standard of scholarship

is no longer strictly adhered to . Butenant and Bonhoeffer , the men with by far the

greatest reputations in their respective fields , are obvious and correct choices

for receiving KWI positions . Bothe deserves one , although he has it in name only,

since the building is still occupied by US forces.

It is not obviously clear that Heisenberg , a theoretician , should be the director of

an experimental institute ; in his war work on piles he has not proved to be a good

leader of experimentalists .

The Berlin KWI for physical chemistry has , for lack of directorship , fallen apart

into a number of semi - independent small institutes . Very good work is done . The

men in it , for instance Ueberreiter and Stranski are very good , but no better than

some university physicists or chemists . Yet they have entirely different conditions

of work, much better possibilities to publish and make their names known . The

scientists at the universities see this very clearly and are thoroughly disturbed .

Altogether , we were not too impressed by the research of the KWI's . The work is no

better than at the good universities , which live in perpetual struggle for money.

At Goettingen , for instance , the university physics laboratorium of Kopfermann (2.

Physikalisches Institut ) , with a budget of 10,000 DM, bas much more interesting re

search than the KWI , yet the working conditions are shockingly different .

If science in Germany is to be helped , this is not done by further improving the lot

of the Max Planck Institutes . The most important task would be to support the

university laboratories and bring them up to the standard of equipment of the Max

Planck Institutes .

NUCLEAR RESEARCH IN GERMANY

Nuclear research in Germany is undertaken in only a few laboratories , and is , in many

respects , far behind the developments in the US . For one thing , there is a lack of

the high energy machines , cyclotrons , large van der Graafs , etc , which are encountered

in many laboratories in the US . The construction of such machines is forbidden by

law. Actually , this makes little difference since the money for such constructions

would not be available .

The few laboratories which are actively working on nuclear research (at present only.

Mainz , Heidelberg , Marburg and Goettingen ) are not greatly hindered by these laws .

There are a number of laboratories which shy away from this field . We were often

told that nuclear physics is " forbidden" which is patently not true . But some

scientists object to having to ask permission , and say they don't want any favors,
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The lack of interest in nuclear physics makes itself felt in adjacent fields . The
situation is a clear example of what scientists in the US have claimed would happen
if one licenses nuclear physics : nuclear physics would perhaps continue , but the
adjacent fields would suffer . In the US , a great deal of physical chemistry measure
ments are made with radioactive tracer techniques . The same bold for medical research .

Completely new fields are opened by these methods . We have not seen a single physical
chemistry laboratory in Germany in which tracer methods were used , Radioactive

tracers are available in Germany through Harwell ( I do not know at what prices ) .
No isotopes , separated stable , or radioactive can be obtained from the US . We tried

to check on tracer work in medicine by discussing the question with a US research
associate who is visiting medical laboratories under the auspices of the MSB . He
had not seen any such research (see 00-B- 29099/.

9. THE STUDENTS

In all laboratories , it is very noticeable that a generation is missing . There are

exceedingly few men who are not far beyond their Ph Dr degree . Formerly , a good
laboratory would contain roughly one Ph Dr to two students . These Ph Dr's were kept
on as assistants or on fellowships . At present , a laboratory , on the average , com
prises one or two post Ph Dr assistants for about 15 students working towards their
doctorate . After the war , a very vigorous selection of students was undertaken ..

At present , only one out of ten applicants is admitted to physics or chemistry.
The result is that a crop of students is finishing up at present . The opinion of
most laboratories is that the present crop is excellent . The men have mostly been.
in the war and are more mature than the normal student . It is well worth watching
how these men will develop in the future . One exception in this pattern is Mainz .
There was no selection made here at admittance , and the students were reported to
be rather poor .

Our personal impression of the students was that they were stiff and formal . They

stood at attention when the chief entered , and , upen being asked to tell what they

were doing , recited details of their apparatus in an unenthusiastic manner . In

many of the laboratories the director would not choose to introduce any student ,

and would speak about the research himself . Of course , there were exceptions to
this. In many laboratories , few students were around during the vacation .

By and large , however , we gained the impression that the chasm between professor and

student is very , very much wider in Germany than in the US . This is an unhealthy

situation . The lack of an intermediate generation enhances this . There are a

number of professors who are conscious of this fact , consider it dangerous and act

definitely to change it . But it will require many years to bring about cordial

relations on an equal footing between professors and students . Since no student

was ever invited with us by any of the professors , and since the students seemed

to be somewhat on the defensive , we did not manage to establish any contact with

them except at one occasion , namely at Wuerzburg . Here the director , Kuhlenkampf,

was away , and two assistants took us around in a very informal way and introduced

us to everybody in the laboratory. The students were not stiff and scared , talked

well and to the point . They made definitely a good impression . We were then asked

to go to the library to talk to the students and tell them about universities in the

US . The students were obviously extremely interested , so we spent two hours dis

cussing our systems and their troubles . It was intimated that the visit would have

been very different had Kuhlenkampf been there .

SomeThe living conditions of the students and the younger assistants are hard .
students live in the laboratories . One finds cots on which they sleep and an

electric plate on which they cook . Some assistants with a family of two children,
live in a single room in a laboratory.
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had not sean any such research (see 00-B -29099/.

9. THE STUDENTS

In all laboratories , it is very noticeable that a generation is missing . There are
exceedingly few men who are not far beyond their Ph Dr degree. Formerly , a good

Laboratory would contain roughly one Ph Dr to two students . These Ph Dr's were kept
on as assistants or on fellowships . At present , a laboratory , on the average , com
prises one or two post Ph Dr assistants for about 15 students working towards their
doctorate . After the war , a very vigorous selection of students was undertaken ,

At present , only one out of ten applicants is admitted to physics or chemistry.

The result is that a crop of students is finishing up at present . The opinion of

most laboratories is that the present crop is excellent .
in the war and are more mature than the normal student .

how these men will develop in the future . One exception in this pattern is Mainz .

There was no selection made here at admittance , and the students were reported to
be rather poor .

The men have mostly been
It is well worth watching

Our personal impression of the students was that they were stiff and formal . They

stood at attention when the chief entered , and , upen being asked to tell what they

were doing , recited details of their apparatus in an unenthusiastic manner . In

many of the laboratories the director would not choose to introduce any student ,

and would speak about the research himself . Of course , there were exceptions to
this . In many laboratories , few students were around during the vacation .

By and large , however , we gained the impression that the chasm between professor and

student is very , very much wider in Germany than in the US . This is an unhealthy
situation . The lack of an intermediate generation anhances this . There are a

number of professors who are conscious of this fact , consider it dangerous and act

definitely to change it . But it will require many years to bring about cordial

relations on an equal footing between professors and students . Since no student

was ever invited with us by any of the professors , and since the students seemed

to be somewhat on the defensive , we did not manage to establish any contact with

them except at one occasion , namely at Wuerzburg . Here the director , Kuhlenkampf,

was away , and two assistants took us around in a very informal way and introduced

us to everybody in the laboratory. The students were not stiff and scared , talked

well and to the point . They made definitely a good impression . We were then asked

to go to the library to talk to the students and tell them about universities in the

US . The students were obviously extremely interested , so we spent two hours dis

cussing our systems and their troubles . It was intimated that the visit would have

been very different had Kuhlenkampf been there .

The living conditions of the students and the younger assistants are hard . Some
students live in the laboratories . One finds cots on which they sleep and an

electric plate on which they cook . Some assistants with a family of two children ,

live in a single room in a laboratory.
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We encountered another curious case. The daughter of the ophthalmologist , Professor

Wessaly , in Muenchen , is a student of chemistry , has passed her diploma examination

and is working for her doctorate . Since the chemistry department at the university

is thoroughly destroyed , she has fixed up her own laboratory in the laundry of her

parents ' home. It is quite well equipped with a thermostat , ample glassware and

chemicals .

The future of the present students and young assistants looks very dark . It is

simple calculation that , if each institute turns out two Ph Dr's per year (probably

much too low a figure ) , and the turnover of full professors is 20 years , about one

out of 400 students will ever obtain the coveted position of " Ordinarius . Perhaps

more than twice this number will remain all their life in research organizations ,

either at KWI's , or as what one used to call " ewiger Privatdozent " ; this means that

they will end up as something called " planmsessiger " or "ausserplannaessiger Extra

ordinarius " , attached to some laboratory on a very poor salary. Vogt and Hueckel

at Heidelberg , Houtermanns at Goettingen seem to be slated for this fate . Some of

these men are just as good scientists as those at the top, but lack the administrative

or lecturing ability so that they have never made the race . Between the wars and

before the Nazis , it was this group of people who constituted the immigration of

scientists into the US . Most have succeeded very well there ,

The rest of the students , that is , the vast majority , have to look to industry for

employment . The industries , at present , however , do not take many scientists .

They have their own troubles of rebuilding and getting known processes running.

At this time , most of them are not contemplating the development of new lines

for which they would need scientists . 1

A healthy development of industry may change that in a few years . Otherwise ,

emigration to the Eastern Zone (section 10) will present a real danger .

10. REPORTS FROM THE EASTERN ZONE :

The reports from the Eastern Zone_sound very disquieting . Most eastern scientists

showed a reluctance to talk about conditions . But Professor Kienle , who has left

Potsdam , and Professor Heubner , who is now at the Freie Universitaet Berlin , were

quite frank.

Kienle said that , on a top scientist , no pressure is exerted towards active parti

cipation with the government . All that is required is that one keeps one's mouth

shut. However ,
If a student or assistant disappears , one must not ask questions .

this demand was too much for Kienle .

Pou

The working conditions in the Eastern Zone are, or are rapidly becoming , much better

than in the Western Zone . The usual budget of a physics department in the west is

10,000 DM per year , even for as large a laboratory as that in Boettingen , in con

trast , Greifswald , traditionally a small and unimportant place , has a budget of

120 thousand marks . These are Fast marks , but in buting power in the Eastern Zone ,

they are not much less than DM in the West Bone . Kienle's budget in Heidelberg.is

by factors of 10 less than what it was in Potsdam . A new pharmacological laboratory

is built at the Humboldt University for Heubner's successor , much larger than Heubner's

at the Freie Universitaet .

The Soviets put no obstacle of any kind in Kienle's way when he left for the Western

Zone . Those scientists who are afraid of , and hostile to , the USSR consider tais

a very clever move . At present , there is a constant migration from east to west .

But many people foresee a backswing , since conditions for science in the west are

tad , positions for young people rare , industry in trouble . Many believe that soon

scientists and technicians will begin to turn to the Eastern Zone if they believe

that they will be able tApproved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
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more than twice this number will remain all their life in research organizations ,

either at KWI's , or as what one used to call " eviger Privatdozent " ; this means that

they will end up as something called "planmaessiger " or " ausserplannaessiger Extra

ordinarius " , attached to some laboratory on a very poor salary . Vogt and Hueckel

at Heidelberg, Houtermanns at Goettingen seem to be slated for this fate . Some of

these men are just as good scientists as those at the top , but lack the administrative

Between the wars and
or lecturing ability so that they have never made the race .

before the Nazis , it was this group of people who constituted the immigration of

scientists into the US . Most have succeeded very well there,

The rest of the students , that is , the vast majority , have to look to industry for

employment . The industries , at present , however , do not take many scientists.

unning .
They have their own troubles of rebuilding and getting knowr. processes

At this time , most of them are not contemplating the development of new lines

for which they would need scientists .

A healthy development of industry may change that in a few years . Otherwise ,

emigration to the Eastern Zone ( section 10) will present a real danger .

10. REPORTS FROM THE EASTERN ZONE

The reports from the Eastern Zone sound very disquieting . Most eastern scientists

showed a reluctance to talk about conditions . But Professor Kienle , who has left

Potsdam , and Professor Heubner , who is now at the Freie Universitaet Berlin , were

quite frank .

Kienle said that , on a top scientist , no pressure is exerted towards active parti

cipation with the government . All that is required is that one keeps one's mouth

shut . If a student or assistant disappears , one must not ask questions . However ,

this demand was too much for Kienle .

The working conditions in the Eastern Zone are , or are rapidly becoming , much better

than in the Western Zone . The usual budget of a physics department in the west is

10,000 DM per year , even for as large a-laboratory as that in Boettingen, in con

trast , Greifswald, traditionally a small and unimportant place , has a budget of

120 thousand marks , These are East marks , but in buting power in the Eastern Zone,

they are not much less than DM in the West Bane . Kienle's budget in Heidelberg.is

by factors of 10 less than what it was in Potsdam . A new pharmacological laboratory

is built at the Humboldt University for Heubner's successor , much larger than Heubner's

at the Freie Universitaet ..

The Soviets put no obstacle of any kind in Kienle's way when he left for the Western

Zine . Those scientists who are afraid of , and hostile to , the USSR consider this

a very clever move . At present , there is a constant migration from east to west .

But many people foresee a backswing , since conditions for science in the west are

bed , positions for young people rare , industry in trouble . Many believe that sooD

scientists and technicians will begin to turn to the Eastern Zone if they believe

that they will be able to return if they wish . There are many people who are able

to close their eyes to unpleasant occurrences.

Pon
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The only remedy would be to improve the conditions for science in the West .

11. "DEUTSCHE PHYSIK"

The scientific workers in one laboratory always know better , and regard more highly ,
the work done by others in their own laboratory than that done elsewhere . Similarly,
the science of any country. always take undue weight in the eyes of the scientists
of that country . The slight difficulty of reading a foreign language adds to
this tendency when a language difference exists . US physicists and physical chemists
are probably less aware of recent German work than they should be .

This tendency towards nationalism in science is less marked in the regard with
which work of ten or twenty years ago is held . Most Americans , in reporting the
work of the first half of the twentieth century , would show comparatively little
national bias in evaluating the work done , say , previous to 1935.

It was clear , in visiting some of the German laboratories , that the scientists
were not sufficiently aware of recent work similar to their own done in the US .
This defect may be readily explained by the isolation during the war , and the
comparative difficulty , even now in some laboratories , of getting US publications .

No such explanation can be used in the case of the speeches of Heisenberg and of
Harteck at the meeting of Naturforscher und Aerzte in Munich on the 22nd of October.
Heisenberg spoke on the subject "Fifty years of Quantum Theory" and Harteck_on
"Quantum Theory in Chemistry" . Both speeches should better have had the prefix
"German" before Quantum.

Heisenberg succeeded in speaking for an hour on the development of quantum theory
without mentioning the names of de Broglie , Fermi , or Brillouin , and referring to
Dirac only once . In discussing recent developments of nuclear physics only one
US name was mentioned , that of Schwinger . Since the contributions of the German
physicists was discussed at length the omissions were quite remarkable. His

reference to the discovery of electron spin by Uhlenbeck , rather than by Goudsmit
and Uhlenbeck was presumably due to the Alsos book by the former .

Harteck's speech vas a curious hodge -podge of discussion of various German investi
gations , some of which were neither physical chemistry nor quantum mechanics . The
videspread application of quantum mechanics to the chemistry of complicated molecules,
which is largely an English and US development , vas summarized in one sentence
saying that in the Anglo -Saxon countries books which are understandable to chemists
have been written on quantum mechanics .

The curious nationalism of these two speeches was not at all noticeable in the
speeches on the following day by two astronomers , Heckmann and Kienle .

The strong tendency of the older German physicists to ignore foreign work is.
also demonstrated by one incident frequently related to us by one or other of those
who were taken to the British encampment at the close of the war . At the time
the atomic bomb exploded over Hiroshima the German atomic scientists in that group.
did not understand President Truman's reference to the "New element , Plutonium" .
Since US publications of 1939 , 1940 and 1941 , which were certainly available to
the Germans had they wished to get them , had always referred to element 93 as
Neptunium and 94 as Plutonium , this incident merely demonstrates that the US
work had never been looked at carefully.

Several of the curious mistakes made by the German atomic energy group during
the war seem to be clear only if one assumes that they never considered foreign
publications as worthy of study .

This nationalism of vieApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786, hveitete
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This tendency towards nationalism in science is less marked in the regard with
which work of ten or twenty years ago is held . Most Americans , in reporting the
work of the first half of the twentieth century , would show comparatively little
national bias in evaluating the work done , say , prévious to 1935.

It was clear , in visiting some of the German laboratories , that the scientists
were not sufficiently aware of recent work similar to their own done in the US .
This defect may be readily explained by the isolation during the war , and the
comparative difficulty , even now in some laboratories , of getting US publications.

No such explanation can be used in the case of the speeches of Heisenberg and of
Harteck at the meeting of Naturforscher und Aerzte in Munich on the 22nd of October.
Heisenberg spoke on the subject "Fifty years of Quantum-Theory" and Harteck on
"Quantum Theory in Chemistry" . Both speeches should better have had the prefix
"German" before Quantum ,

Heisenberg succeeded in speaking for an hour on the development of quantum theory.
without mentioning the names of de Broglie , Fermi , or Brillouin , and referring to
Dirac only once . In discussing recent developments of nuclear physics only one:
US name was mentioned , that of Schwinger . Since the contributions of the German
physicists was discussed at length the omissions were quite remarkable . His
reference to the discovery of electron spin by Uhlenbeck , rather than by Goudsmit
and Uhlenbeck was presumably due to the Alsos book by the former,

Berteck's speech vas a curious hodge- podge of discussion of various German investi
gations , some of which were neither physical chemistry nor quantum mechanics . The
widespread application of quantum mechanics to the chemistry of complicated molecules,
which is largely an English and US development , was summarized in one sentence
saying that in the Anglo -Saxon countries books which are understandable to chemists
have been written on quantum mechanics .

The curious nationalism of these two speeches was not at all noticeable in the.
speeches on the following day by two astronomers , Heckmann and Kienle.

The strong tendency of the older German physicists to ignore foreign work is
also demonstrated by one incident frequently related to us by one or other of those
who were taken to the British encampment at the close of the war . At the time
the atomic bomb exploded over Hiroshima the German atomic scientists in that group
did not understand President Truman's reference to the "New element , Plutonium" .
Since US publications of 1939, 1940 and 1941 , which were certainly available to
the Germans had they wished to get them, had always referred to element 93 as.
Neptunium and 94 as Plutonium , this incident merely demonstrates that the US
work had never been looked at -carefully.

Several of the curious mistakes made by the German atomic energy group during.
the war seem to be clear only if one assumes that they never considered foreign
publications as worthy of study.

This nationalism of viewpoint is not universal among the German physicists , and
seems to be rather lacking in the younger generation who occasionally ask , rather.
pathetically, whether we find any science of any value done in the German laboratories .
However , although the younger men show more inferiority complex than conceit , there
is still extremely little acquaintance shown with foreign work.
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12, THE DIFFERENT LAENDER

The support of the universities in the different German laender is entirely
different .

In the US Zone , the institutes in Wuerttemberg - Baden were all either completely
repaired and rebuilt or rapidly approaching completion . No general complaints were
uttered about the handling of the universities by the "Kultur Ministerium" in this
land . Research budgets were not large , or even remotely adequate by US standards ,
but the institutes seemed to be improving and building up their equipment..

On the other hand , both Hesse and Bavaria seem to be attempting to destroy
what is left of their universities .

The Kultur Minister in Hesse appears to be held in universal contempt by all the
professors . The building program is extraordinarily slow , inefficient and inadequate
Even comparatively small repair-jobs which are greatly needed , and where lack of
attention is causing added deterioration , are not undertaken . An example of this
is the lecture hall of Czerny's institute in Frankfurt .

Bavaria runs a close second to Hesse for last place . The curse of Bavaria is .
political catholicism . The "Kultur Minister " , Herr Hundkammer , seems to be in
terested only in building up his pet theological academies ( Catholic , of course) .
in Bamberg and Regensburg . He seems to take an active position in hindering the
rebuilding of the old universities . When a motion was introduced in the Bavarian
Landtag to establish a second professorship for physics in Wuerzburg, Hundhammer
spoke against it and managed to stop it . The university at Muenchen seems hardly
to exist , at least as far as the physical sciences are concerned.

Even the disposal of ERP money in this case seems to be done poorly. Gerlach ,
Rector of Muenchen University , did not know that money was available , nor did
Kuhlenkampf at Wuerzburg until after they had heard that money for an electron .
microscope had been granted to Regensburg . In view of the fact that the name
of the scientist who receives this plum is not even known outside of Regensburg,
the case seems fantastic .

In contrast to Resse and Bavaria , the conditions in South Baden and South
Wuerttemberg (French Zone ) , although not good , are quite tolerable . Hamburg.
appears to go to some effort to support the University . In Nord -Rhein Westphalen
the conditions are said to be fair. Hannover is certainly not too good , but far
better than Hesse or Bavaria . It is claimed that a general rule exists ; wherever
the government is socialist , the support of the universities is poor..

It is usually said that the German Laender are too poor to support their universities .
It is a real question whether these Laender can afford to neglect their institutes.
of scientific research as they do . Unless more money , and very considerably more
money, is poured into research in Germany , the industries of Germany are bound
to fall far behind those of other countries . It is not clear to us how this

lesson , which Germany taught the world in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

century, of the importance of good universities and first class scientific research
in attaining modern industrial supremacy, can be so soon forgotten .

In writing this report there is not time nor a convenient library to obtain accurate

comparative figures , but a rough comparison with a US state may be made . California ,
still predominantly agricultural , and less dependent on industry than Western
Germany , has four great research institutions , those at Berkeley , Stanford , Los
Angeles and Pasadena. These four institutions must together have at least 40 full
professorships in physics and perhaps 25 in physical chemistry ..

The population of California was 6.9 millions in 1940 which is just that of
Niedersachsen , and less than 75% of that of Bavaria .
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Niedersachsen has Goettingen , and the Technische Hochschule at Hannover and

Braunschweig , with about eight professors of physics and at most three of physical

chemistry , all with research budgets some tenfold less per man than the California
budgets .

Bavaria , with Muenchen University and T.H. , Erlangen , and Wuerzburg has also about

ten full professorships in physics and only two in physical chemistry . The Bamberg
and Regensburg institutions are far outclassed by the very numerous , and by no

means all bad , smaller colleges and universities of California .

13. REACTIONS TO THE LAWS

The laws 22 and 23 , limiting research and industrial production of research instru

ments in fields considered to be of military importance were not mentioned , at least
directly , by the majority of scientists. With a few scientists , however , we held.
long discussions on this subject .

In general , one may say that law 22 , limiting research , is only mildly annoying

to some, but not severely limiting to legitimate scientific research . Those who were

actually engaged in nuclear research found it quite possible to do whatever they
needed to do without coming in conflict with its provisions . Stranski expressed
some slight annoyance with the fact that his reports from the Technische Hochschule

were returned by the English authorities asking for more details . He said that the
US authorities accepted the reports he turned in without question . Haxel , in
Goettingen , said that the German authorities , to whom the reports were given
directly, often made trouble by requiring more detail than was necessary.

one .

The effect of this law in discouraging those whose main field of interest is not

nucleonics , but who could use nuclear techniques , from making this use , is also.
discussed in section 8. This is always an undesirable effect of any law like this

The use of tracer isotopes is a very useful tool . Difficulty and expense in
obtaining isotopes , lack of experience in the technique , and general inertia , always
tend to discourage the research worker from using this tool unless it becomes

absolutely necessary for the successful pursuit of his problem . If one adds a

restriction due to the necessity of obtaining a legal permission , one further increases
the inhibition .

It is not clear that fundamental scientific research in nuclear physics should be
restricted in Germany . It is so very far from atom bomb : construction that one may

well question its necessity . On the other hand , the damaging effect of this law is
again so slight that it scarcely seems to be an important question , one way or
another .

The law 23 limiting the production , use , and possession of certain research instru

ments is more serious . We have frequently heard criticism of this law. The most
frequent form of criticism is that of a few of its rather ridiculous and trivial

provisions . Czerny is said to have measured the electrical resistance of a broom

stick as a lecture demonstration , and to have pointed out to his class that since its

resistance exceeded one megohm its ownership by the laboratory should be formally
reported . Geiger counters are made one day , and become scrap metal the next . To

report all counters is literally impossible in some laboratories ..

This form of criticism was stated most succinctly by Haxel : "We are tired , from
Nazı times , of laws that we can't keep. We are willing to accept strict laws , and
we want to obey them , but we dislike to be dishonest to our friends in the Scientific

Research Division , who have really helped us , by pretending to comply with a law
which we cannot comply with" .

This character of law 23 can probably be changed without fundamental modification
by careful rewriting .
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A more fundamental criticism, applying to industry , was voiced several times , an?
especially by Houtermann and Haxel . This referred to the effect of the law in driving

the industrial production of scientific equipment into the Eastern Zone .

It was said that , for one thing , the industries will undertake the construction of,

say , betatrons , only if they can construct four or five . Normally , with two orders

they would construct this number , expecting to sell them later . They get permission ,

one at a time , to construct when they have orders from users only. The result is

that they move this part of their industry, with its skilled technicians , into the
Eastern Zone .

A similar case of a small industry which was offered a small order for counters for
Turkey was mentioned . The red tape and secretaries necessary to obtain the per-.
mission was said to exceed in cost the value of the order . The order went to the
Eastern Zone .

Whether these objections , applying mostly to the effect on industry, are actually
legitimate , can probably be ascertained better by investigation in the industry..
They are reported here as heard .

We asked Haxel and Houtermann if they had any constructive suggestion for 8
change . Their proposal was that , in any industry , one makes one man responsible
for the fact that no instruments helpful to the Soviets go beyond the Iron Curtain .

In a laboratory , visitors on regular inspections will know far more about the war
potential than a sheet of apparatus can tell .
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14. Institute

Place

Director

Date

Visit conducted

by

Other Research

Workers

Encountered

Building

Equipment

: Berlin

General impression
and remarks

: KAISER WILHELM INSTITUTE FUER PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE , (BERLIN)
DER MAX PLANCK GESELLSCHAFT .

:
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: PROFESSOR DR KARL BONHOEFFER

Saturday , 26 Aug 50 and Thursday , 28 Sep 50

:

:

: Professor STRANSKI on Saturday , 26 Aug and Prof UEBERREITER
on Thursday, 28 Sep 50 ..

INSTITUTE REPORTS

17

:

FROFESSOR DR ERWIN MUELLER
DR G KANIG

DR H ORTHMANN

DIPL ING EVELY OTTO

PROFESSOR DR MOLIERE
DR PLIETH

DRING I BROSER

DR ING R WARMUNSKY

(Field Electron Microscope)

(Macromolecules ).

(Viscosity of Polymers )

( Temperature Conductivity of
Polymers )

(Theory and Surface Reactions ).

(X-ray structure and valence

angles)

(Cas crystal counter)

(Cas crystal counter )

The building was shaken by explosive bombs and badly burnt
during the war . It had also been sacked by the Soviets ;
there was not even a light switch remaining . It has been
entirely reconditioned . It is a large institute , unusually_

as well as German standards . The building is inby

Ustion and well designed for a laboratory . Few

: There is no sign of any lack of equipment . In addition to an
apparently adequate supply of all ordinary electrical and
optical instruments there is a large Siemens electron micro
scrope which appears to be an excellent and extremely con
venient instrument .

US laboratories are superior . The library is large and well
stocked with the recent literature ..

Since PROFESSOR BONHOEFFER is seldom here , the institute really
consists of a large number of smaller sections which appear.
to operate independently but cooperatively in much the manner
of a large US department . The staff appears to be excellent , and
the impression that the various sections cooperate and are
scientifically interested in each others work was obtained .
Were it not for the political situation in Berlin one would
feel that this institute would be one of the most advantageous
places in the world for advanced research in physical chemistry..

Both PROFESSOR STRANSKI and PROFESSOR LEBERREITER were extremely
cordial and glad to show us around . Both of them are worried

and depressed by the Soviet threat , and both would like to
come to the US . This would be difficult for PROFESSOR STRANSKI ,
who speaks hardly any English , and who is very much accustomed
to the German way of life ( he is quite a German Nationalist , which
is surprising for a Bulgarian) . PROFESSOR UEBERREITER , however ,
speaks English , enjoys teaching , and is young and unmarried ..
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He would presumably make the necessary adjustments easily .

Both men would be very valuable addition to US science .

PROFESSOR STRANSKI would be in great danger if he should

fall into the hands of the Soviets . He was asked in 1945

to go to the USSR and stalled about acceptance until the

Americans arrived . PROFESSOR UEBERREITER was originally

at the Humboldt University , but felt that it was impossible

to work under the Soviets .

8. PROFESSOR STRANSKI , Crystal Growth and Morphology.

Both urotropine ( tetramethyline - tetra amine ) and tungsten,

which are both body centered cubic , behave similarly.

Urotropine grows with the 110 faces alcne present , annealing.

brings out the 100 and 112 faces but not the 111 face ,

Tungsten (see Mueller , under , for experimental method )

similarly never shows 111 face but 110 , 100 and 112 faces

grow on annealing . ( 110 face has nearest neighbor interaction ,

100 only second nearest , whereas 111 and 112 only third nearest

neighbor interaction , however 112 can give second nearest inter

action by a shift of surface molecules only) . Also the normally

occurring (smooth ) faces are not wet by the melt at melting point ,

whereas those with " steps " are , indicating premelting on these

faces .

Especially interesting were some experiments with AS203, which

crystalizes in two forms , "Arsenite " , consisting of a molecular

lattice of AS406 molecules , and " Clauderite" which has a plane

lattice of AS and atoms . Modification A is stable at low

temperatures and C at higher . However , C vaporizes by a factor

600 fold slower , even at the low temperatures where it is the

less-stable . The transitions between the two forms are very

slow. If A is heated so that a vapor of AS406 forms and a

glowing wire heated in the vapor then a glass - like partial

modification of C- forms , which revaporizes when the glowing

wire is cooled .

b . ERWIN MUELLER , Field Electron Microscope.

This is probably the most originally new item of research that

we saw, and is probably a very valuable and important tool for

future research . The principle , and the apparatus , are both almost

ridiculously simple .

The sharpened and etched point of a tungsten vire , having a radius

of about 10-> cm, is placed about 1 cm in front of a wire ring,

about 1 cm radius , and all of this in front of a fluorescent

screen approximately 5 cm away. The whole is evacuated , and the

ring charged to some 10,000 volts positive . The cold electron

emission from the wire point , induced by the field , is thus

projected on the screen with a magnification of some 100 fold.

The field at the point is 10 volts/cm.

The most obvious effect , first observed , is the difference of

emission of the different crystal faces of the needle point .

The pointed wire is arranged so that it can be heated . If

ann Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107861en the faces come
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a. FROFESSOR STRANSKI , Crystal Growth and Morphology.

Both urotropine ( tetramethyline - tetra amine ) and tungsten,

which are both body centered cubic , behave similarly.

Urotropine grows with the 110 faces alone present , annealing

brings out the 100 and 112 faces but not the 111 face .

Tungsten (see Mueller , under , for experimental method)

similarly never shows 111 face but 110 , 100 and 112 faces

grow on annealing . ( 110 face has nearest neighbor interaction ,

100 only second nearest , whereas 111 and 112 only third nearest

neighbor interaction , however 112 can give second nearest inter

action by a shift of surface molecules only) . Also the normally

occurring (smooth ) faces are not wet by the melt at melting point ,

whereas those with " steps " are , indicating premelting on these

faces .

Especially interesting were some experiments with AS203, which

crystalizes in two forms , "Arsenite " , consisting of a molecular

lattice of AS406 molecules , and " Clauderite " which has a plane

lattice of AS and atoms . Modification A is stable at low

temperatures and CatC at higher. However , C vaporizes by a factor.

600 fold slower , even at the low temperatures where it is the

less stable . The transitions between the two forms are very

slow. If A is heated so that a vapor of AS406 forms and a

glowing wire heated in the vapor then a glass - like partial

modification of C forms , which revaporizes when the glowing

wire is cooled .

b. ERWIN MUELLER , Field Electron Microscope .

This is probably the most originally new item of research that

we saw, and is probably a very valuable and important tool for

future research .MAN
The principle , and the apparatus , are both almost

ridiculously simple ,

The sharpened and etched point of a tungsten wire , having a radius

of about 10-2 cm, is placed about 1 cm in front of a wire ring ,

about 1 cm radius , and all of this in front of a fluorescent

screen approximately 5 cm away . The whole is evacuated , and the

ring charged to some 10,000 volts positive . The cold electron

emission from the wire point , induced by the field , is thus

projected on the screen with a magnification of some 10° fold.

The field at the point is 10 volts/cm.

7

The most obvious effect , first observei , is the difference of

emission of the different crystal faces of the needle point .

The pointed wire is arranged so that it can be heated . If

annealed , the faces grow , and the edges , when the faces come

together , emit strongly , since they are acted upon by a greater

electric gradient . Molecules vaporized onto the needle point

stand out from the surface and due to the greater gradient at the
The resolution on

protrusion , give greater electron emission .

the screen is about 2 mm or 20 AU at the surface of the point .

834021-1801
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Single Barium atoms are sufficiently large to be seen .

Pthallocyanin molecules give the characteristic pattern of

their four leaf clover shape . Heminchloride molecules can be

seen , and the center is bright or dark depending on whether the

Cl- is above or below.

The whole range of effects was demonstrated to us in some 20 minutes .

This instrument opens up the possibilities of a wide range of

application , some of which may , indeed , not turn out well , but

at least some of which will certainly be important .

C. UEBERREITER , High Polymer Investigations .

(1) The polymerization induced by visible light , which is

rapid and homogeneous through the solution. This may be of

considerable technical importance . The complete kinetics of this .

effect is under investigation .

(2) Viscosity of Polymers (with DR H ORTHMANN) . The viscosity

is measured over a very long temperature range by three methods ,

flow , plastic lengthening and plastic twisting . The points by

the different methods overlap . In plastic lengthening and twist

ing the significant value is the steady value obtained after several

days or weeks when very high strains have occurred , for instance ,

lengthening by 800 percent._

(3) Temperature conductivity (with EVELY OTTO ) . A cylinder

of plastic , with a thermocouple in the center , having a constant

temperature throughout , is dipped suddenly in a thermostat of

another temperature. (5°c different ) . The time change of temperature

is observed. The coefficient itself shows second order changes if

plotted against temperature..

Although this section of the Institute is modest in comparison

with the more well known institute of Staudinger in Freiburg , it

Igave the impression of a more modern and imaginative approach

than that current at Freiburg . Ueberreiter has capabilities of

becoming one of the most productive workers in this important field .

d . Electron Microscope. The use of the Siemens electron microscope
was demonstrated . The instrument was very impressive and convenient

to use .

BROSER and WARMINSKY . The luminescence and simultaneous

conductivity of Cas crystals induced by radioactive emissions

(d-rays) vas being studied . Decay times of about 10 seconds

occur . The effects are similar to those observed in organic

crystals (naphthalene etc ) and which are used in crystal counters.

Inorganic crystals may have certain advantages over organic

crystals for certain purposes .

PLIETH (with STRANSKI ) studied the X -ray structure of Arsenites ,

Clauderites (see item 1), and the valence angle changes of certain

diphenyls , such as (CRS)2CH₂, (C6H5)20, (C6H5)2$, etc.

8. MOLIERE is interested in theoretical questions in quantum
mechanics and statistical mechanics . He also has under investigation

the Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786 cl on heated surfaces
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This instrument opens up the possibilities of a wide range of

application , some of which may , indeed , not turn out well , but

at least some of which will certainly be important .

c . UERERREITER , High Polymer Investigations .

(1) The polymerization induced by visible light , which is

rapid and homogeneous through the solution . This may be of

considerable technical importance . The complete kinetics of this

effect is under investigation .

(2) Viscosity of Polymers (with DR H ORTHMANN) . The viecosity

is measured over a very long temperature range by three methods ,

flow, plastic lengthening and plastic twisting . The points by

the different methods overlap . In plastic lengthening and twist

ing the significant value is the steady value obtained after several

days or weeks when very high strains bave occurred , for instance,

lengthening by 800 percent .

(3) Temperature conductivity (with EVELY OTTO ) . A cylinder

of plastic , with a thermocouple in the center , having a constant

temperature throughout , is dipped suddenly in a thermostat of

another temperature (5°c different ) . The time change of temperature

is observed . The coefficient itself shows second order changes if

plotted against temperature .

Although this section of the Institute is modest in comparison

with the more well known institute of Staudinger in Freiburg, it

gave the impression of a more modern and imaginative approach

than that current at Freiburg . Ueberreiter has capabilities of

becoming one of the most productive workers in this important field .

d . Electron Microscope . The use of the Siemens electron microscope

was demonstrated . The instrument was very impressive and convenient

to use .

e . BROSER and WARMINSKY. The luminescence and simultaneous

conductivity of Cas crystals induced by radioactive emissions

(d-rays) was being studied . Decay times of about 10-0 seconds

occur . The effects are similar to those observed in organic

crystals (naphthalene etc) and which are used in crystal counters .

Inorganic crystals may have certain advantages over organic

crystals for certain purposes .

PLIETH (with STRANSKI ) studied the X-ray structure of Arsenites,

Clauderites (see item 1 ) , and the valence angle changes of certain

diphenyls , such as (C6H5) ¿CH₂ , (C65)20, (C6H5)2S, etc.

8. MOLIERE is interested in theoretical questions in quantum

mechanics and statistical mechanics . He also has under investigation

the kinetics of the reaction of Sacly and Ti Cl on heated surfaces

(10000) . The deposition of Sn or Ti is measured by the increase in

diameter of the wire , which can be followed either by the chang

of resistance , or optically. Whereas the reaction is complete with
which

every collision for SC14 and Ticly it appears that Ticl3
forms also , does not decompose on the surface . The molecule Ticla

is also found to be produced and decomposes readily on the surface .

834021-1302
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:

:

:
PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER FREIEN UNIVERSITAET .

: Berlin

: Director of the theoretical division is Professor GUENTHER
LUDWIG .

:
Thursday, 28 Sep 50.

20

: We visited Professor LUDWIG in his office accompanied by DrMOLIERE of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut .

No report .

Professor LUDWIG is a young man who showed a rather broad interestin questions of statistical mechanics and in quantum electro
dynamics . He gave the impression of being intelligent and
capable . The discussion centered around recent advances , anddid not go extensively into Professor LUDWIG's own researches .
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET

: Berlin

: Professor RAMSAUER

: Friday , 29 Sep 50.

: Dr KRAEMER , Prof GOBRECHT.

: Dr KLUGE , assistant .

The institute is in an enormous building with wide halls , large
rooms . The large lecture hall holds more than one thousand ,

The building had been seriously damaged , and part of it completely
destroyed , by bombs . It was still in the process of rebuilding

and repair . When repair and reconditioning is finished it will

be an excellent building for an institute .

Individual Research

Projects

Very little apparatus was available for scientific work. There

was one good rism spectrograph , several ovens and the usual

small equipment for vacuum lines and simple electrical measure
ments .

The apparatus for lecture demonstrations and for the "Praktikum"

appeared to be excellent . Most of the laboratory experiments
for the Praktikum were set up in ten identical sets , one next

to the other , in the large laboratory rooms . In spite of the

large number (200) of students taking the praktikum at the same

time, it appeared that there was adequate space and equipment to
give excellent instruction . The shop was large and spacious .

We were told that the total budget for replacement of apparatus ,
and purchase of new equipment was 150 DM per month . This figure
is so ridiculously low that it must put severe limitations , not only
on research, but also on the routine instruction .

The

We were received courteously , but somewhat frostily by Prof.

Ramsauer. After showing us the lecture room and some really
amusing lecture demonstrations he turned us over to his assistant ,
Dr. Kraemer , and even thawed out enough to shake hands .

laboratory appears to be several years behind in reconstruction

and rebuilding . The main job is , at present , to get the institute

in shape as a place of instruction for students . This is no minor

job , since this laboratory has the largest number of students of any
institute we have seen . In the course of our visit we met Professor

Gobrecht , who was very cordial and showed us the research which
was in progress . This research seems to be only under Dr Gobrecht's
direction . There was quite a lot of it for one man , but very
little for a building of that size . Professor Gobrecht made a

very good impression . He is interested and interesting .

: 8 , Dr KLUGE , a bright and enthusiastic young physicist , was mainly1151 ALTY
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b . Professor GOBRECHT'S main interest lies in the spectra of the
rare earth salt . Before the introduction of D -Marks , he managed
to buy a good spectrograph . The interest is largely in the infra
red . The laboratory is too poor to buy apparatus for the detection
of infra -red radiation , and therefore construct the equipment
themselves .

(1) Thermocouples as detectors of infra- red radiation are
being developed and constructed .

(2) Another detection apparatus consists of a collodion film,
which is blackened on one side , and covered with vaseline on the
other . If an infra- red - spectral line hits the blackened surface ,
the vaseline evaporates and thereby leaves a trace . This apparatus
promises to work well .

C. The effect which Haxel in Goettingen called "Schmirgel effect " .
is here found in a different form. Metal films are produced by
evaporation of the metal in vacuum onto glass plates . These films
blacken a photographic plate , even if a thin sheet of collodion
is interspersed.

d . Single crystals of KCl of dimensions of several inches , were
grown by a Diplom candidate . They are going to be used in the
production of a monochromator .

e. If potassium sulphate is reduced , the resultant salt is
fluorescent . This is presumably due to some potassium sulphide
which is formed . GOBRECHT is going to investigate this radiation .

f. The so -called "Benedix effect" in the thermal conductivity of
metals was investigated and found to be non -existent , or at least
under the capabilities of simple detection .
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: Bonn

: CHEMISCHES INSTITUT UND PHYSIKALISCH - CHEMISCHES INSTITUT

:

: Professor HELFERICH , organic chemistry ; Professor GROTH , physical

chemistry , coming only this fall .

Thursday , 31 Aug 50.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

D

: Professor HELFERICH and W HANS

:

23 .

J
: Professor ANTWEILER and STOMMEL

General Impression
and Remarks

: The building was badly destroyed, but has been to some extent re

constructed . Up to now, physical chemistry was just an "Abteilung" .

With the arrival of Professor GROTH from Hamburg it will become

an institute of its own and be located in a new building .

:

Individual Research

Projects

The usual physical chemical equipment was in evidence in the

physical section . In addition there were several excellent

polarographs . The organic section was visited hastily and appeared

to have no special equipment other than that normally expected .

We were told that Occupation troops had removed most of the apparatus,

and that practically everything had to be purchased new since the

var .

Professor Helferich was a kind and courteous gentleman of the old

school . After politely receiving us and showing us hastily through

a few laboratories of the organic section , he turned us over to

Dr W Hans , a young assistant in the physical chemical section .

Hans was very young (probably under thirty ) , intelligent and

enthusiastic. The present laboratory is very small but seemed

to function well ; the rather pleasant rooms and adequate equip

ment made a good impression . The work undertaken appeared to be

interesting but mostly in the limited field of polarigraphy .

There is apparently a considerable building underway .

One reaction of Dr Hans was interesting and probably typical of

his generation . He was 12 when the Nazi's came to power , and was

brought up in the Hitler Jugend . After a short period of study

he was in the Army during the war . He had evidently been

thoroughly indoctrinated in party theory and had accepted the

doctrine completely ..

The revelation of the Nazi atrocities was completely amazing to

him. He was thoroughly shocked and apparently left without any

resilience of political rehabilitation . He wants nothing to do

with politics now .

: Professor ANTWEILER is apparently largely a technician interested in

the construction of polarographs , and their technical applications .
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Investigations on the origin of the maximum in current cbserved

with some ions at potentials just above the half wave value were
being made . This maximum is accompanied by a flow of the solu

tion around the drop electrode . The origin of this is believed

to be known (see also Heidelberg - Dr Ender) .

STOMMEL was preparing hydrates of the noble gases , and investiga

ting their crystal structure . Xe6₂0 is quite stable .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET

: Freiburg

: Professor GENINER
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: Friday , 15 Sep 50.

: Professor GENTNER and Peter JENSEN .

: MAIER, FESSLER , SMITZ, DEUTSCHMAN.

: The original physics laboratory with its equipment , was completely

destroyed by bombing . The physics institute is now in a building

which was constructed for some other purpose and only partially

destroyed . It is not very well suited for physics , and it is

crowded .

General Impressions

and Remarks

: The equipment is definitely poor . However , some nuclear machine

da for the institute is , at present , under construction.

:

-

Individual Research

Projects :

Professor Gentner is certainly a very good physicist . He received

us very cordially. Gentner chose to go to Freiburg because it

is in the French occupation zone . He knows many French physicists

This hope
and hoped to have more contact with them in this way .

does not seem to have materialized to a great extent . Peter

Jensen is a young physicist whom I knew as a child and whose

work is promising.

That not much work of great interest is being done in this

laboratory is due to its size and lack of equipment . This letter

situation will improve with the completion of the pressure van

der Graaf machine .

GENTNER and JENSEN are mainly busy planning for the new

instrument . Jensen is doing some theoretical work with his

namesake at Heidelberg .

b. GENTNER , with the assistance of SMIT , is determining the age

of some beds of potassium chloride by the content of argon . This

is careful and meticulous work. The crucial ratio of the decay

of potassium into calcium to that into argon is also under

investigation .

C. MATER studies liquid crystals with Raman effect and super sound .

d. FESSLER studies X-rays .

e. DEUTSCHMAN works with a Wilson cloud chamber , mainly on Cosmic

rays . Constant recordings are going on on top of the building as

well as on a mountain above Freiburg to determine the relation of

cosmic ray intensity with solar activity.
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: CHEMISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET .

: Freiburg

: Professor STAUDINGER

: Friday , 15 Sep 50 .

: Dr BATZER

:
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:

:

Individual Research

Projects

Professor STAUDINGER

This rather large institute was almost completely destroyed by.

bombing and has been rebuilt , largely by the students . There

was a display of pictures showing the course of reconstruction

in Professor Staudinger's office . The institute is obviously

proud of the role played by its members in the rebuilding.

The building appears to be adequate in size and admirably.com

structed for a chemical laboratory, although not modern in

appearance .

All apparatus appears to be post war , apparently little or none
survived the war . The impression obtained was of a sufficient

supply to enable the work to go on without severe limitation,

in contrast to the impression given by many university laboratories .

We visited only the high polymer part of the laboratory, and most

of the usual equipment for working with macromolecules seemed to
be present .

This is undoubtedly one of the best macromolecule institutes in

the world , although there was some slight impression that the

recent very rapid advances in the US had not been followed

sufficiently. For instance , we were told that the Journal

of Chemical Physics was not available in Freiburg . Since much

of the recent US advance is published in this Journal , this

appeared to be a severe lack . Actually, MECKE , in the physical

chemistry institute , had the post war Journal of Chemical Physics
as ve later found ,

Professor STAUDINGER 18 of retirement age , and it was clear that

he had not followed or understood much of the newer US concepts .

There was complaint of inadequate budget , although this was less

evidept in the laboratory than in some others. It is surprising

that just in this field , which has such enormous immediate

technical possibilities , the German industry is not willing to

support research in this institute . The general -impression , which

may be hastily formed , was that the fame and reputation of the

institute and its director vas still attracting good men and
enabling good work to be done in spite of a slight tendency to

fall behind the times due to the age of the director.

So much work was under way that only a few special items of

physical chemical nature might be singled out . Most of the work

is of more organic interest .
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a. Light scattering experiments were being set up for the measure
ment of molecular veights . There was interest in the details of
how the US results had been obtained . The method to be used in
volved a variation of wave length rather than of angle of
scattering .

b. Osmotic pressure measurements , to investigate molecular
weights , and deviations from perfect solution laws were conducted .
Again , there were questions about the meaning of new US theories
and viewpoints .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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: Professor R ECKE.

:

Individual Research
Projects

10 28 .

: INSTITUTE FUER PHYSIKALISCHE CHOCE DER UNIVERSITÄET , FRKIBURO

: Freiburg

8 Professor R MECIE

: Saturday, 16 sep 50 .

: MACK, Private Dosent

: The building had been almost completely destroyed by bombing and
had been rebuilt , largely by the students . The building was clean ,airy, not too crowded and adequate for the institute .

: Although the equipment and apparatus vas far from luxurious ,
there appeared to be sufficient for the work undertaken . Tov
apparatus could be used to advantage , but it was not apparentthat the research was crippled by its lack ,

Absorption spectrophotometers in visible , ultra-violet and infra
red , dielectric constant measuring set ups , and the necessary
equipment for measuring vapor pressures and simple thermodynamic
properties of solutions were available.

The work in this laboratory appeared to be careful , precise, and
reliable , although possibly a little uninspired . Professor Meckehas concentrated the complete research into one , not very broad
field , which he is investigating carefully and thoroughly, andfrom all angles . This field is the interactions of molecules
containing OH groups , which is due primarily to what is called
hydrogen bonding . Spectral measurements , dielectric constant
measurements , and thermodynamic equilibria are measured , in
solutions of phenols and alcohols in solvents containing inert
groups only such as hydrocarbons , CCl , etc , and in solution witheach other . The work of the laboratory appears to be strictly
under the direction of Professor Mecke .

: The work of this laboratory is so closely coordinated that the
description of individual projects is pointless except in connection with the whole . A fer items might be mentioned.

The shift in the OK band of solutions of phenol at different
concentrations and different temperatures in different solvents
Yus measured.

Dielectric constants under the same conditions were measured.

The shift in the OH band due to the "self association of O
in nitro phenol was measured.
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: INSTITUT FUER EXPERIMENTAL THERAPIE

: Freiburg

:
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Dr Peter MARQUARDT

: Monday, 18 Sep 50.

: Dr MARQUARDT

: Dr PHILLIPS .

The institute consists mainly of one large double room in the
clinic and the director's office .

: Apparatus for recording amplitude and frequency of frog
heart beats in vitro, operating tables for small animale , etc.

The equipment appeared to be adequate for the work of this small
institute .

Individual Research :

Projects

The visit to this institute vas occasioned largely by personal
friendship with the director , but also because of its work with

digitalis . Radioactive digitalis is now available from the

Argonne National Laboratory in Chicago , and would be extremely
useful to the work of this institute .

The institute gives the impression of consisting of a small
group of cooperative and enthusiastic workers.

a. A new method of standardizing digitalis preparations .
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: INSTITUT FUR PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE DER TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE,
STUTTGART,

: Stuttgart

: Professor GRUBE

:

.

: Dr FLAD

:

:

:
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: Doctors OEHRINGER , SCHMID, HOERNLE.

: The building had been damaged but had been completely repairedand rebuilt . It was adequate in size and well suited for research .

Individual Research

Projects

Tuesday , 19 Sep 50

The budget was poor , and there was mention of the restriction
of research due to this . One problem was stopped because the
budget could not stand the 300 DM per month cost for the electricity .
to keep a Taman oven going for the research . However , there
seemed to be the usual material necessary for physical chemical
work, including quite a bit of special equipment for high
temperature research .

The high temperature thermodynamic work in this laboratory seemed
to be good . There was apparently a thorough understanding of the
thermodynamics involved , and a good sense of how to carry out
experiments . The work in other fields was not so impressive ,
This was possibly merely an impression due to the special interests
of our guide , Dr Flad . The high temperature work was in the field
of equilibrium pressures of oxides , phase diagrams , melting points
and vapor pressures .

HOERNLE prepared 810 in an oven containing Si and Si02,
measuring the weight effused through a known opening.

b . FLAD measured the dissociation pressure of Cr₂03 in an
Al2O3 tube at 1000⁰ to 1400°C by observing the partial pressure
of H2 passed through the tube , which is necessary to prevent,
reduction ..

C. OEHRINGER and SCHOD had an impressive ultrasonic apparatus ,
but a less impressive problem.
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: MAX FLANCK INSTITUT FUER METALKUENDE

:- Stuttgart

: Professor MP GEBHARD

: Tuesday , 19 Sep 50.
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: Professor GEBHARD .

: New, clean , roomy, and apparently well suited for the work ,

: Apparently everything that was wanted was available .

The ovens and smelting rooms , which seemed to be planned.

on a rather lavish scale , were not yet completely set up .

General Impression
and Remarks :

Individual Research

Problems

Professor Gebhard vas courteous and willing to show everything ,

but very stiff. All laboratories were exhibited and the work

described , but no other workers were introduced . Although the

experiments were described , the scientific reason for carrying

out the work was not mentioned . It was not clear whether the

experiments were performed with random aim, or whether there.

actually vas a clear program behind them. One had the impression

that the technical execution of the experiments was probably
excellent .

: Only one problem struck us as interesting. By observing the

magnetic susceptibility and its temperature dependence , the

percent of each phase in a pressed powder of Ni-Cu as a

function of time could be obtained .
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER TECHNISCHEN HOCHSCHULE

: Stuttgart

: Professor REGENER

: Wednesday , 20 Sep 50 .
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: Professor GLASER and Dipl phys MAGUN .

:: The building had suffered some destruction , but rebuilding is
complete .

: Modest , shop -built equipment seemed adequate , but difficulties
in purchase of new items were mentioned ,

General Impressions
and Remarks :

Individual Research

Problems :

This laboratory has an offshoot near the Bodensee for cosmic

ray observation , and also connections with Hechingen . Evidently
the main interest lies out of town . To some degree , the Stuttgart
institute seems to be a service laboratory for the institute
near the Bodensee .

The research work is still very much in the stage of reconstruc
tion . Most problems were begun , vith no results available yet .
The building was very crowded . Eighty students are present in
the advanced praktikum with adequate room for about 20.

8. Investigation of the behavior of photographic plates ; the fading

of particle tracks , etc. Tracks of protons in plates were obtained
by neutron irradiation .

b . Construction of reliable_counting circuits for constant
investigation of cosmic rays. The purpose is to further

investigate the connection between cosmic ray activity and
sun spots .

C. Construction of a counter for the neutron component of cosmic

radiation .

d. In more detail , the work of GLASER on measurement of the

behavior of a high energy spark . The temperature goes to about

30,000°. Current versus time , as well as luminescence versus
time , are measured . Times of 10-8 seconds can be resolved .

In the beginning , the spectrum is continuous . In the later

stages , the Argon lines appear . The spectrum in the beginning
is due to free -free transitions .

e . Study of electrets . Question : Are the surface layers

impurities , or sprayed charges , or dipoles?
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: INSTITUT FUER ANGEWANDTE UND THEORETISCHE PHYSIK.

: Stuttgart .

-

: Professor DEHLINGER and Professor FUES .

: Wednesday, 20 Sep 50.

: Professors DEHLINGER and KOCHENDOERFER .

General Impression
and Remarks

♥

: Doctors ROEEM , JAUCHMANN . We met Professor FUES in Bad Nauheim.

: The institute is in a comparatively few rooms , which are

pleasant and well suited for research . The rooms are slightly

crowded, but not objectionably so.

Individual Research

Projects

: While not lavish , there appears to be enough for the type of

experimental work undertaken ..

This is an institute entirely directed toward the theoretical

study of metals . The theoretical work appears to be excellent .

The relatively small amount of experimental work is purely an

outgrowth of the theoretical investigations . The experiments are

well thought out , clean cut and neat , and although technically

simple , are all directed to give a clear answer to a direct.

question . The institute is excellent .

8. DEHLINGER , ROEEM, KOCHENDOERFER are interested in the

plasticity of metals , dislocations , and their role in slip .

By clean experimentation , the slip hardening of aluminum and

other single crystals was found to be linear in the strain .

Good theoretical work somewhat salted with experiments.

b. Semi-conductors . This is the work of FUES . We sav JAUCHMANN.

Hall effects, etc, are being measured . We did not hear too much
about this part since Fues , the soul of the work, was out of

town. It was reported that theoretical work is being done on

the conductivity of surface layers .
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:

Individual Research
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:
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: KAISER WILHELM INSTITUT FUER ROENTGEN FORSCHUNG .
: Stuttgart .

:
Professor GLOCKER ,

:
Wednesday , 20 Sep 50 .

Professor DEHLINGER .

:
Many very large and expensive machines for taking X-ray photo
graphs of massive metallic objects .

Engineering testing devices
for making conventional tests of strength of materials .

:
Professor RICHTER .

: The building is either new or completely rebuilt and is verysatisfactory for the purpose .

The institute was just dolled up to be " shown" since a 30- yearcelebration was in progress . This gave the impression , which was
probably superficial , that the institute consisted exclusively
of highly polished apparatus which was never used . The collec
tion was impressive . We were not informed of any results ofimportance obtained with the equipment . The exception to this
impression is the work of Professor RICHTER on electrondiffraction of thin films , which was excellent pure science .

RICHTER : The amorphous films of some metals , As , Sb , Ge , studied
by electron diffraction show the close range order of the crystal ,
not the liquid . The more distant maxima in the F2 (R ) curves
correspond to those of disordered tetrahedra .
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General Impression
and Remarks

: INSTITUT FUER PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE DER UNIVERSITAET, TUEBINGEN .

: Tuebingen ,
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: Professor KORTUEM .

: Thursday, 21 Sep 50 .

: Professor KORTUEM and Mrs KORTUEM, who is also a physical chemist .

: Dr BINECK, LUCK, DREESEN ..

The building was not destroyed during the war , but is old, and
has not been remodelled or redecorated . It is exceedingly dark ,
dingy and small . The institute is cramped into a few basement .
TOOMS . It is hard to see how there can be enough room for

students during the semester . However , every corner is well
utilized for experimental work .

:

: Occupation troops had removed most of the old equipment . Enough
spectrographic and general physical chemical apparatus was avail
able for the work undertaken , but the equipment is far from lavish .

: The dinginess of the building was in marked contrast to the
enthusiastic warmth of our reception by the Kortuems . Both are
obviously capable and interested scientists . They utilize the
limited facilities of the institute to the utmost , and appear
to do excellent and interesting work in spite of very unfavorable
conditions .

Individual Research

Projects :

This laboratory deserves much better support . The contrast with
the luxury of Butenant's KWI institute is appalling . Both
Kortuems impressed us highly by their scientific ability and
political-reliability . Their work is chiefly in the absorption
spectra of solutions .

& Dr BINECK .

Spectrum, conductivity, and dielectric constant of solutions
of metalo - organic compounds in ether are measured . Examples
are Na C (CH ) and L1 C6H5. One of the chief problems is
that of synthesis of the pure compound .:

b. Professor KORTUEM .

Some organic compounds develop new lover energy absorption
bands upon rise in temperature. They associate these with a
low lying excited triplet state , and intend to investigate this,
among other ways , by measuring the magnetic susceptibility ..

c. KORTUEM .

The absorption spectra of crystals can be obtained by observing
the spectrum found in the reflection of continuous light from a
powder of crystals . The reflected spectrum is independent of
crystal size below a certain fineness of powder . The method
appears to work , and is the only satisfactory method when large
crystals cannot be grown .
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The dependence of the absorption of monochromatic light by 12

vapor on tube length and pressure is determined . The monochromatic

light has sufficient spectral breadth to cover many 12 rotation

lines . The results are interpretable in terms of pressure

broadening. The effect of foreign gases will be studied .

e . DREESEN .

Certain thermochemical quantities , including vapor pressures of

solutions were studied .
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: KWI FOR BIOCHEMISTRY .

: Tuebingen ..
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:

: Professor BUTENANT .

Thursday, 21 Sep 50.
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: Professor KORTUEM and Dr SCHRAMM .

: The building is brand new, not very large , but exceedingly

pleasant and well suited .

General Impression
and Remarks

: Everything that is needed seems to be present . There is an

excellent ultra centrifuge with optical equipment , and a diffusion

cell.

: The work of this laboratory is somewhat out of our line , but

Professor Kortuem wanted us to see the showplace of Tuebingen .

The laboratory is a beautiful building , built to the specifications

of the laboratory staff . The contrast with the university

laboratories is striking , and one cannot help feeling that it is

unsound.

This laboratory vas originally in Berlin . Most of the

equipment was removed to Tuebingen before bombs got the

building in Berlin. Later , a good deal of equipment was

moved to a village . From there it was stolen by some French

trucks , but some of it was later mysteriously retrieved. Equip

However ,ment left in Tuebingen was removed by the French.

there has been ample replacement .

Professor Butenant was away . Most of the history of the laboratory

came from his wife, who is a school friend of mine . Butenant was

an early member of the Nazi Party . He is said to have a leftish

leaning and a great deal of resentment against the denazification

procedures .
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET .

: Tuebingen .

: Professor KOSSEL.

: Thursday , 21 Sep 50 .

: Professor BRAUNBECK ( theoretical physics ) and Dr MENZEL .

;
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: Miss ANKER , a US PhD student .

: The building was old , and had not been destroyed by bombing .
It had also not been remodeled . Although adequate in space,
and not a rubble pile , it was dark and dingy , and not very
satisfactory . Some painting is now being done.

:

- 38 -

Individual Research

Projects :

Much of the equipment had been lost , largely by removal by
the French in the early part of the occupation . Considerable .
replacement has been made. There existe a small van der
Graaf machine . Various X-ray and electron beam set -ups
vere shown .

The general impression obtained of the institute was definitely
poor . The problems attacked seemed to be basically rather un

interesting , and to lack any general aim. The range of interest
vas fairly narrow. It is conceivable that this impression may
be subjective and due to the type of guidance . An objective
fact , however , stood out . The laboratory has a great deal of
empty space. There are

and better, empty rooms in the
cellar than Professor Kort has for the whole department

of Physical Chemistry in which excellent work is done .

We heard later from Haxel that the laboratory was entirely
different when Geiger had it . The "praktikum" was then in the

basement , and the entire remaining space was filled with research
work. At present , the "praktikum" is spread over most of the
laboratory, and research curtailed . Professor KOSSEL is over 60

years of age and probably not very active .

8. Various instruments for electron defraction . The main

pride was an apparatus which puts the sample (mica ) into the focus
of a convergent electron beam. The patterns obtained depend on
the thickness of the sample .

b. An X-ray apparatus used for measuring , with great accuracy,
the lattice dimensions of crystals . Some refinement of align
ment are present compared to previous similar machines . Only a
small range of temperature is contemplated . ( PhD thesis , Miss .
ANKER, US national . )

c . Mainly the work of MENZEL and a PhD student The study of

single crystals of metals . The single crystals are worked into

spheres . For copper , this can be done with a lathe on a single
cryst PAN 1548 minh cont sant

an Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786crystal structure,MARDAY
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: Profesor RRAITNEY /thanwattant whuataol

General Impression
and Remarks

: Miss ANKER , a US PhD student .

The building was old , and had not been destroyed by bombing .
It had also not been remodeled . Although adequate in space,
and not a rubble pile , it was dark and dingy, and not very
satisfactory. Some painting is now being done .

:

:

Individual Research

Projects
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:

Much of the equipment had been lost , largely by removal by
the French in the early part of the occupation . Considerable
replacement has been made . There exists a small van der .

Graaf machine . Various X - ray and electron beam set -ups
were shown .

The general impression obtained of the institute was definitely
poor. The problems attacked seemed to be basically rather un
interesting , and to lack any general aim. The range of interest
was fairly narrow . It is conceivable that this impression may
be subjective and due to the type of guidance . An objective
fact , however , stood out . The laboratory has a great deal of

empty space. There are more, and better , empty rooms in the
cellar than Professor Kortuem has for the whole department .

of Physical Chemistry in which excellent work is done .

We heard later from Haxel that the laboratory was entirely
different when Geiger had it . The "praktikum" was then in the

basement , and the entire remaining space vas filled with research
work. At present , the "praktikum " is spread over most of the

laboratory, and research curtailed . Professor KOSSEL is over 60

years of age and probably not very active.

Various instruments for electron defraction . The main

pride was an apparatus which puts the sample (mica) into the focus

of a convergent electron beam . The patterns obtained depend on
the thickness of the sample .

b. An X-ray apparatus used for measuring, with great accuracy,
the lattice dimensions of crystals . Some refinement of align
ment are present compared to previous similar machines . Only a
small range of temperature is contemplated . (PhD thesis , Miss
ANKER, US national .).

c . Mainly the work of MENZEL and a PhD student The study of
single crystals of metals . The single crystals are worked into
spheres . For copper , this can be done with a lathe on a single
crystal . For zinc , such work destroys the crystal structure,.
and the crystals must be grown directly in a spherical vessel .
Chemical etching produces a microscopie structure showing plateaus ,
or the tendency to form a surface of definite crystal planes .
Evaporation in vacuum shows the same tendency.
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: INSTITUT FUER PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE DER TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE ,
KARLSRUHE ,

:

:
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: Karlsruhe .

: Professor CUENTHER .

¡ Friday, 22 Sep 50 .

:

:

Individual Research

Projects

: Dr GEBERT, Assistant

: The building is satisfactorily large . It suffered severe damage
during the war and rebuilding is still not quite complete . In
rebuilding, some basement rooms in a court with overhead lighting
make excellent praktikum laboratories . The rooms of the building
are generally pleasant , light and as yet not completely occupied .

Dr Hans SIEMONSEN .

S ultrasonics .

Most apparatus was lost during the war . Replacements seem to.
be adequate for the work , but as usual it appears that the budget
is such that the problems which can be worked on are somewhat
limited by the necessity of avoiding expensive equipment .
usual electrochemical equipment , calorimetric equipment , and a few
set ups for producing ultrasonic waves were available . Some
spectroscopic equipment was there .

The

The instituie gave a somewhat empty impression . This was probably
occasioned more by the fact that it has but recently become
habitable , rather than because of lack of ideas for problems or
lack of students . On the other hand , with the exception of Dr.
SIEMONSEN's Own problem it was not quite evident that problems of
real scientific importance were being attacked with a clear end
in view . The problems shown to us were diversified . Possibly.
this impression was only due to some lack of interest of our
guide , Dr SIEMONSEN, rather than an inherent lack of interest
of the problem .

8. The spectrum of the chemiluminescence of the Grignard reagent
under oxidation by gaseous oxygen was under investigation .

D. The oxidation or decomposition of certain organic molecules
induced by ultrasonic waves in water solution . The value of this.problem was not clear . The decomposition is caused by ₂02 formed
by cavitation of dissolved gas in the water . (Gebert) .

c . Overvoltage of hydrogen on iron .

d . SIEMONSEN's work was the experimental direct calorimetric____
measurement of the heat of reaction of chlorine with metals.
An iron bomb calorimeter vas used . This work was tied up with
the available entropy data from US sources and used for the
computation of chemical equilibria . SIEMONSEN impressed me
as able , and as knowing what he was doing and why.
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER TECHNISCHES HOCHSCHULE .

: Karlsruhe .

:

: Friday, 22 Sep 50.

:

: Professor GERTHSEN .

:
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General Impression.
and Remarks :

Professor GERTESEN .

Individual Research

Projects

:-On German university standards , the equipment is very good .
Professor GERTESEN was allotted a fairly generous sum of

money to start the laboratory. However , his annual budget in
the future is not so adequate ..

:

M POLLERMAN .

The old physics building is practically completely demolished .
About a year ago , the present institute was started in the rooms
of a former barrack at the other end of town . The location has

many advantages . Beginning students never enter the laboratory.

It is completely a research institute . The building is excellently
suited for a physics laboratory..

It is amazing that so much research can be started in one year.

Thirty-five different pieces of work are now being done . A

conscientious attempt is made to vary the lines of research .

Professor GERTASEN seems to be an excellent laboratory director ..

Evidently, he used to be a nuclear physicist . He said , "We have

now changed our line of work" . When we pointed out that work in

nuclear physics was , after all , not forbidden , he remarked that
he hated to ask favors . Professor GERTESEN is a student and

ardent admirer of the late Professor Geiger . He feels very bitter

about the way in which Professor Geiger perished in Berlin . Mrs

Geiger lives in extreme poverty . He feels that some assistance

should be given to the wife of a man to whom nuclear physics
owes so much. Professor GERTHSEN made an excellent guide. With

each project , he discussed first the purpose and ultimate end of

the experiment . In each room, there was on the wall a careful

drawing of the experimental set up .

8. The laboratory studies many problems involving cathode ray

tubes. There was one amusing method of increasing the voltage of
positive rays by a factor three ; it depends on the fact that, with

residual gas in the tube , H ions may regain , and later lose , an
electron . While neutral , they can pass a gap in which a charged
ion would lose its energy.

b . The laboratory contains a van der Graaf machine , analogous
to the one in Tuebingen .

c. Measurements of adsorption of oxygen and hydrogen on nickel ,

at varying temperatures , are studied .
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SUSZA

a . The behavior of quartz fiber manometers is studied in
detail . A thin plate of mica is attached to the quartz fiber ,

and the vibrations parallel to and at right angles to the plate

investigated . The net result is that the colliding gas particles

do not get into translational equilibrium with the plate at

normal incidence but do in parallel incidence ( for thermal

equilibrium , the accommodation coefficient is smaller than 1) .

These investigations make possible the construction of a quartz

fiber manometer as an absolute instrument .

- 41 -

e. The process in the Wilson chamber is studied by h POLLERMAN ,

A burst of cathode rays enters the chamber . An electric lield

induces migration of the columns of positive and negative ions .
The velocity of motion is measured , the increase in ionic

radius-found . For the negative columns , the formation of visible

droplets occurs at one definite supersaturation , or extent of

expansion of the chamber . The positive columm seems to consist

of two different ion types . These ions have the same mobility,

but form droplets at different degrees of supersaturation . The

reason for the effect is as yet unexplained .
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: Professor SCHAFFTER .

: FHYSIKALISCH - CHEMISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET HEIDELBERG .

:
Heidelberg .

: Professor Klaus SCHAEFFER .

Saturday , 23 Sep 50 .

- 42 -

: Dr Fritz ENDER , Assistant (Polarigraphy) .

Mr. Rudolf NITSCHE , student (Accommodation Coefficients ) .

The institute is housed in the former residence of Bunsen . It
is modestly small , not too well suited to scientific work , but hasbeen kept in moderately good condition . When students are enrolled in the " Praktikum" , the institute must be severely crowded .Lighting is poor , but not impossible .

As usual , the apparatus is somewhat inadequate , and the choice.of problems appears to be somewhat influenced by the modestbudget . What was there was well used . The apparatus consistedchiefly of glass vacuum set ups , precise electrical measuringdevices for direct current or low frequency alternating current ,and polarigraphs ...

Professor SCHAEFFER appears to be intelligent and capable . Heis probably an unusually good teacher . He was cordial and anxiousto show his work , and explained its significance well . The workin the laboratory appeared to be excellent and reasonably wellchosen , although possibly not highly inspired .

Professor SCHAEFFER's main interest is in the accommodation
coefficient of gaseous molecules on metal surfaces . The
necessary data seem to be carefully compiled , and one has theimpression of considerable experimental ingenuity in devisingmethods of obtaining quantities difficult to measure directly .

On my request to meet the be
thoroughly capable and

probably an

best students , he introduced Mr RudolfNitsche, who impressed i
unusual doctorant . He vill take his degree shortly .

Professor SCHAEFFER's assistant , Dr Fritz Ender , was severelycrippled , but impressed me as unusually intelligent . His maininterest seemed to be in the field of polarigraphy but he showsa rather wide understanding. This man is probably a very capable .scientist .

Direct measurement of accommodation coefficient .

A vire , temperature determined by electrical resistance , is heatedin the axial center of a concentric thermostated glass cylinder .The gas pressure is 10-3 to 10-2 mm Eg . Temperature difference isabout 20°C . and temperatures vary from liquid air to plus 300°C.
TheApproved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786uum is then compared.
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DUOMEEN .

: Dr Fritz ENDER , Assistant (Polarigraphy) .

Mr Rudolf NITSCHE , student (Accommodation Coefficients ) .

It
The institute is housed in the former residence of Bunsen .
is modestly small , not too well suited to scientific work , but hasbeen kept in moderately good condition . When students are enrolled in the "Praktikum" , the institute must be severely crowded .Lighting is poor , but not impossible .

:

:

As usual , the apparatus is somewhat inadequate , and the choiceof problems appears to be somewhat influenced by the modestbudget . What was there was well used . The apparatus consistedchiefly of glass vacuum set ups , precise electrical measuringdevices for direct current or low frequency alternating current ,and polarigraphs .

Professor SCHAEFFER appears to be intelligent and capable . Heis probably an unusually good teacher . He was cordial and anxiousto show his work , and explained its significance well . The workin the laboratory appeared to be excellent and reasonably wellchosen , although possibly not highly inspired.

Professor SCHARFFER's main interest is in the accommodation
coefficient of gaseous molecules on metal surfaces. The

has
impression of considerable experimental ingenuity in devising.
methods of obtaining quantities difficult to measure directly.

On my request to meet the best students , he introduced Mr. Rudolf
Nitsche , who impressed me as thoroughly capable and probably anunusual doctorant . He vill take his degree shortly .

Professor SCHAEFFER's assistant , Dr Fritz Ender , was severely
crippled , but impressed me as unusually intelligent . His main
interest seemed to be in the field of polarigraphy but he showsa rather wide understanding. This man is probably a very capablescientist .

a . Direct measurement of accommodation coefficient .

A vire, temperature determined by electrical resistance , is heated.in the axial center of a concentric thermostated glass cylinder .The gas pressure is 10-3 to 10-2 mm Hg . Temperature difference isabout 20°C. and temperatures vary from liquid air to plus 300°C .The energy loss of the vire in gas and vacuum is then compared .

The heat loss due to the gas can be written as Q = kpx (C++ 3R/2)where k is a calculable constant , x the accommodation coefficient .This is a standard method .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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b. Comparative method determining x.

By adjusting Pa and Po for gases a and b the can be made identical

for two gases . By then measuring the heat transferred from a

heated strip to a second wire , which is proportional to x², the

individual ratio of x's in the two gases can be determined . From

this the heat capacity can be determined if it is unknown for one gas ..

Determination of the time of adsorption .

The course of pressure with time when gas flows into an evacuated

space through a long straight capillary is determined. The same

measurement is made with a vire in the capillary. From the

difference the average time spent on the capillary surface can

be computed.

d. Polarigraph .

Dr ENDER is investigating the overvoltage obtained at the end of

the rirst rise . This is known to be connected with currents in

the electrolyte surrounding the forming mercury droplet . Ender is

convinced that the effect is primarily due to the inhomogeneity

in the electric field at the drop produced by the anode . He

apparently has very satisfactory experimental confirmation of

this.

ELDER has also investigated the difference in resonance energies

in various aromatic acids by observing the difference in half wave

potentials .
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: Heidelberg .

: Professor W BOTHE and Professor HAXEL .

Saturday, 23 Sep 50.

General Impressions
and Remarks
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B Professor BOTHE , HAXEL and MAIER -LEIBNITZ .

:

44

1 and 2. PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT .

: The building , which is large and spacious and was not bombed , is ,
at present , undergoing a thorough reconstruction , since Professor
Haxel has just arrived , and space for a second institute is being .
arranged for him . Consequently , not very much could be seen .

One assistant of Professor JENSEN
was absent . He was later seen in Hamburg .

-
JENSEN (theoretical physics )

The equipment of this laboratory is quite satisfactory for the
standards of a German university . This is probably due to itsclose alliance with the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut for medical.
research . (See below . )

We were most cordially received by Professor BOTHE , HAXEL , andMAIER -LEIBNITZ . We had already encountered Haxel and Maier
Leibnitz is an old acquaintance . One received the impression
of a lively, well conducted laboratory, with excellent cooperation
of the members . Professor Bothe is an outstanding personality,
and Haxel a younger man of great promise . The combination of these
two men with the theoretician Jensen gives promise for excellent
progress .

This institute , with the XVI in Heidelberg , is almost the only
place in Germany where nuclear physics is extensively pursued ,
and where relatively big machines are available . Much good work
on this subject has come out of this laboratory in the past .

8. MAIER-LEIBNITZ works with a cloud chamber in a magnetic field
and investigates the scattering of positrons on electrons . Some
very beautiful photographs were obtained . One shows multiple
scattering of the scattered electron . Due to the magnetic field ,
one can distinguish between the positron and the electron . One
plate showed the annihilation of a positron .

b. Professor BOTHE investigates the scattering of electrons on
nuclei .

This wewas first done with a simple apparatus in the physics
laboratory, and is now continued with the van der Graaf apparatus
at the KWI . It appears that the scattering formula by Mott is
not in agreement with the careful experiments .

C. Professor BOTHE's cosmic ray work is exceedingly interesting.
In the laboratory in the cellar of the building , showers are
produced in various thicknesses of lead . It appears that the shower
intensity versus thickness of lead has three maxima, at 3 , 16 and
25 cm of lead. The showers at 16 and 25 cm were investigated further .Both r

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786ably of only 2 particles.Prom
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and Remarks

:
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Professor ROTHE DAYLY and MAYEO TOTA
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One assistant of Professor JENSEN JENSEN (theoretical physics)
vas absent . He was later seen in Hamburg.

1400

The building , which is large and spacious and was not bombed , is ,
at present , undergoing a thorough reconstruction , since Professor
Haxel has just arrived , and space for a second institute is being
arranged for him . Consequently , not very much could be seen .

The equipment of this laboratory is quite satisfactory for the
standards of a German university . This is probably due to its
close alliance with the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut for medical
research . (See below.)

We were most cordially received by Professor BOTHE , HAXEL , andMAIER -LEIBNITZ . We had already encountered Haxel and Maier
Leibnitz is an old acquaintance . One received the impression
of a lively, well conducted laboratory , with excellent cooperation .of the members . Professor Bothe is an outstanding personality ,
and Haxel a younger man of great promise . The combination of these
two men with the theoretician Jensen gives promise for excellent .
progress .

This institute , with the IWI in Heidelberg , is almost the only
place in Germany where nuclear physics is extensively pursued ,
and where relatively big machines are available . Much good work
on this subject has come out of this laboratory in the past .

MATER-LEIBNITZ works with a cloud chamber in a magnetic field
and investigates the scattering of positrons on electrons . Some
very beautiful photographs were obtained . One shows multiple
scattering of the scattered electron . Due to the magnetic field,
one can distinguish between the positron and the electron . One
plate showed the annihilation of a positron .

b . Professor BOTRE investigates the scattering of electrons on
nuclei. This was first done with a simple apparatus in the physics
laboratory, and is now continued with the van der Graaf apparatus
at the KWI . It appears that the scattering formula by Mott is.
not in agreement with the careful experiments .

c . Professor BOTHE's cosmic ray work is exceedingly interesting .
In the laboratory in the cellar of the building , showers are
produced in various thicknesses of lead . It appears that the shower
intensity versus thickness of lead has three maxima , at 3 , 16 and
25 cm of lead . The showers at 16 and 25 cm vere investigated further.
Both are exceedingly narrow and consist probably of only 2 particles .
From their penetration , the shower particles seem to be mesons .

The shower producing particles for the shower at 3 cm of lead comes
from showers in the walls only . Those for the showers at 25 cm oflead are neutral . This is puzzling . I

834021-1827
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Place

Director

Date

Visit Conducted.

by

Other Research

Vorkers

Encountered

Building

Equipment

: KAISER WILHELM INSTITUT FUER MEDIZINFORSCHUNG, ABTEILUNG PHYSIK.

: Heidelberg .

: Professor W BOTHE .

: Monday, 25 Sep 50.

: Dr MAIER -LEIBNITZ .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

: Professor BOTHE ,

: The building was constructed about 1930 , and is very elegant and

spacious but it is almost wholly occupied by the US 4th Medical

Laboratory! In addition to the cyclotron room and the Van der

Graaf room, only two laboratories are available to the physicists .
This is exceedingly regrettable , since it makes efficient work
with the two machines , which are unique in Germany, almost impossible .

General Impressions--
and Remarks :

- 45 -

! A 13 M.E.V. cyclotron, the only one in Germany ; it is mostly used

to irradiate samples for medical research . A Van der Graaf, the

largest I have so far seen in Germany , but small compared to US
standards .

Individual Research

Projects :

The place is almost too crowded to work. The research vorkers we

met are mostly the same as in the Physics Laboratory (see above) .

8. MAIER-LEIBNITZ is investigating a somewhat puzzling effect
found in the annihilation of positrons . The coincidence rate
at angles of 180° depends on the material in which the annihila
tion takes place .

b. MAIER-LEIBNITZ also attempts to get an accurate X capture
to positron ratio for various elements .

C. The Van der Graaf machine is , at present , used to accelerate

electrons , and Professor BOTHE's work on scattering of electrons
on nuclei is extended .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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: KAISER -WILHELM INSTITUT FUER CHEMIE .
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: Professor STRASSMANN.

Tuesday, 3 Oct 50 .

: Professor STRASSMANN .

Mainz .

: Dr FLAMMERSTELD.

:

General Impressions
and Remarks

: The institute is housed in two buildings , one , which houses the
high energy machines is absolutely new , the other , in which most
of the offices and laboratories are to be located , is being
remodeled from a former large machine shop ..

:

Dr LUDWIG WALDMANN .

Dr. ALFRED KLEMM ..

✔

The new building for the high voltage equipment seems to be
excellently designed for the purpose .

The other building is by no means completely finished . The
rooms and laboratories which have been completed are pleasant ,
large , and apparently very suitable for laboratories.

The outstanding piece of equipment is a high voltage linear
accelerator, capable of producing an ion beam of 0.8 milli.
ampere at 1.3 million electron volts energy . A Van der Graaf
machine in a pressure tank capable of withstanding 20 atmospheres
pressure, and expected to produce an ion beam of three to four
million electron volts is being assembled . Both machines were
constructed during the war , and have been moved from Berlin .

One very fine precision mass spectrograph , with probably the
highest resolution of any instrument in the world , is set up
and operating . Other mass spectrographs are expected to be
installed .

In addition , there are numerous counters and scalers for
measuring radioactive materials and an apparently adequate supply
of all ordinary electrical equipment , vacuum pumps , and similar
apparatus used in nuclear research ..

This laboratory is the direct descendent , with the same name ,
of the institute of Hahn and Meitner , in which nuclear fission
was discovered . It had been hoped that Hahn would continue as
director , but as he did not , his collaborator , Strassman now has
the direction . The physicist , Mattauch, who succeeded Meitner ,
has spent two years in Bern , waiting for the completion of the
building . He will return soon .

The laboratory gives the impression of a new , growing institute ,
staffed with an enthusiastic competent staff , who were producing
good scientific results while at the same time devoting a con
siderable portion of their time to the construction of new
equipment .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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The staff were all comparatively young. They remarked , in dis

cussing various pieces of apparatus and methods , that their

techniques had not yet caught up with recent US advances in the
field , but they seemed to be well aware of these improvements , and

fully capable of making use of them .

This is a laboratory which should be expected to produce many
useful results in the near future .

A considerable portion of the staff effort is spent in constructing

and rebuilding of the large machines .

8. Dr FLAMMERSFELD had discovered an isomeric state of 3-minute
half life and about 100 keV energy in Sel . This is in the

theoretically expected region , but the life is shorter than that
predicted theoretically.

b. Dr WALDMANN has developed an apparatus by which diffusion co

efficients of gases can be obtained by a stationary method .

The apparatus consists essentially in a cylindrical tube through

which the two gases flow , separated from each other by a membrane

parallel to the tube . Where the membrane stops , diffusion starts .

Every position down the tube corresponds to a time interval after
the start of diffusion .

(1) In the apparatus described above , a temperature difference

between the two gases occurs in the diffusion region . This
predictable effect has been measured for the first time .

(2) Dr WALDMANN has interested himself in the kinetic theory

of such effects as that above , and in the theory of exchange
reactions .

c. Dr KLEMM has been investigating a method for the separation

of isotopes , using molten salts , which is in principle at least ,

similar to the electrophonetic method of separating protein
fractions . If an electric current passes vertically through

molten ZnCl₂ floating on molten PbCl2, the C1 ions move in one

direction and the positive Pb** and En ** in the opposite . The

molten PbCl₂ has a higher conductivity than Zacle so the boundary
stays sharp if the current is passed in such a direction that the

Zn + ions follow the Pot + (positive current flowing downward) .

By a simple device of constraining the current to pass through a

relatively thin tube connecting two large reservoirs the actual

position of the two fluid boundary remains almost stationary.

An isotope separation should occur in the ZnCl2 near the boundary.

Analyses have not yet been made on the zinc samples .

Sweden is contemplating attempting to use the method for the

separation of uranium isotopes . This might conceivably be of
interest to the Atomic Energy Commission .

In order to prevent convective mixing, the tube in which the

current flows is filled with glass splinters . The packing of

these is poor . Consequently , glass beads of some 0.1 mm diameter

or less are produced by dropping the glass powder through a Tamman

oven heated to 2000°c . An Al203 tube is used to protect the glass

fra Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786eads , seen through the
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and rebuilding of the large machines .

8. Dr FLAMMERSFELD had discovered an isomeric state of 3-minute

half life and about 100 keV energy in Sel . This is in the

theoretically expected region , but the life is shorter than that

predicted theoretically.

b. Dr WALDMANN has developed an apparatus by which diffusion co

efficients of gases can be obtained by a stationary method.

The apparatus consists essentially in a cylindrical tube through

which the two gases flow , separated from each other by a membrane

parallel to the tube . Where the membrane stops , diffusion starts .

Every

the start of
diffusione tube corresponds to a time interval after

.

(1) In the apparatus described above , a temperature difference

between the two gases occurs in the diffusion region . This

predictable effect has been measured for the first time .

(2) Dr WALDMANN has interested himself in the kinetic theory

of such effects as that above , and in the theory of exchange
reactions .

C. Dr KLEMM has been investigating a method for the separation

of isotopes , using molten salts , which is in principle at least ,
similar to the electrophonetic method of separating protein
fractions . If an electric current passes vertically through

molten Zncla floating on molten PbCl2, the C1 ions move in one

direction and the positive Po** and 2n** in the opposite . The

molten PbCl₂ has a higher conductivity than Zacle so the boundary
stays sharp if the current is passed in such a direction that the

Zn + ions follow the Pb++ (positive current flowing downward) .

By a simple device of constraining the current to pass through a

relatively thin tube connecting two large reservoirs the actual

position of the two fluid boundary remains almost stationary.

An -isotope separation should occur in the ZnCl2 near the boundary.

Analyses have not yet been made on the zinc samples .

Sweden is contemplating attempting to use the method for the

separation of uranium isotopes . This might conceivably be of

interest to the Atomic Energy Commission .

In order to prevent convective mixing , the tube in which the

current flows is filled with glass splinters . The packing of

these is poor . Consequently , glass beads of some 0.1 mm diameter

or less are produced by dropping the glass powder through a Tarman

oven heated to 2000°c . An A1₂03 tube is used to protect the glass
from the graphite walls of the oven. The beads , seen through the

microscope , look perfectly spherical .

d. The precision mass spectrometer is used for the precise de

termination of 1sotope mastel, particularly of light elements . Dr

EWALD, in charge of the work, was not present .

"Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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: PHYSIKALISCHES CHEMISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET MAINZ .

: Mainz .

:

:

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

SECON

: Dr CANTOW .

: Dr MEYERHOFF

Frl . Dr MARX
H DOLL

General Impressions
and Remarks

Frofessor SCHULZ .

3 Oct 50 .

: The building is a remodeled one - story garage , without cellar .
Although reasonably satisfactory , it does not make ideal laboratory
space .

:

Individual Research .

Projects

- 48 -

:

The

A good ultracentrifuge , osmometers, a few small spectrographs ,
and the usual physical chemical apparatus are available .
equipment appeared to be adequate , but , except for the ultra
centrifuge , not exceptional ,

:

The whole university is housed in a former Flak post , the general
studies and humanities occupying the former barracks , and the
physics and chemistry occupying garage space and repair shop
quarters . New additions , in particular , two large lecture rooms.
are to be built as additions to the chemistry and physics institutes .

The ultracentrifuge was an air driven , vacuum contained rotor type,
with the usual index of refraction camera for detecting the
sedin ion boundary. Beside it , and arranged to use the same
camera, was an apparatus for measuring diffusion coefficients .

The director, Professor SCHULZ, was away on vacation . The assistant ,
Dr CANTOW , who took us around , was young and enthusiastic . Possibly
the influence of his guidance is responsible for the impression
of a fresh enthusiasm , but slight lack of background , in the work
of the laboratory.

The whole institute works in the field of large molecules . Most
of the work is centered about artificial polymers , particularly
polystyrene . Some work is done with cellulose , and cellulose
derivatives , and it is intended to include work on proteins .

Dr CANTOW was constructing a light scattering apparatus ,
arranged to measure the scattering as a function of wave length
and angle. He was intending to use centrifugation to optically.
purify the solution .

b. Dr. MEYERHOFF- had charge of the ultracentrifuge . The molecular.
weight of polystyrenes were being measured.

C. A DOLL was in the laboratory of Dr Helfritz , who was not there.
Osmotic pressure measurements seemed to be the chief occupation of
this room. Doll exhibited a new tuma namometer , developed by.
HelfApproved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786 hours . instead of
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Dr CANTOW .

:
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: A good ultracentrifuge , osmometers , a few small spectrographs ,
and the usual physical chemical apparatus are available . The
equipment appeared to be adequate , but , except for the ultra
centrifuge , not exceptional .

Dr MEYERHOFF

Frl . Dr MARX

H DOLL

The building is a remodeled one -story garage , without cellar .
Although reasonably satisfactory, it does not make ideal laboratory
space.

The whole university is housed in a former Flak post , the general
studies and humanities occupying the former barracks , and the
physics and chemistry occupying garage space and repair shop
quarters . New additions , in particular , two large lecture rooms
are to be built as additions to the chemistry and physics institutes .

The ultracentrifuge was an air driven , vacuum contained rotor type,
with the usual index of refraction camera for detecting the
sedimentation boundary. Beside it , and arranged to use the same
camera , was an apparatus for measuring diffusion coefficients .

The director , Professor SCHULZ , was away on vacation . The assistant,
Dr.CANTOW , who took us around , was young and enthusiastic . Possibly
the influence of his guidance is responsible for the impression
of a fresh enthusiasm, but slight lack of background , in the work
of the laboratory._____

The whole institute works in the field of large molecules . Most
of the work is centered about artificial polymers , particularly
polystyrene. Some work is done with cellulose , and cellulose
derivatives , and it is intended to include work on proteins .

8. Dr CANTOW was constructing a light scattering apparatus ,
arranged to measure the scattering as a function of wave length
and angle, He was intending to use centrifugation to optically
purify the solution ,

b. Dr MEYERHOFF had charge of the ultracentrifuge . The molecular
weight of polystyrenes were being measured .

C. E DOLL was in the laboratory of Dr Helfritz , who was not there.
Osmotic pressure measurements seemed to be the chief occupation of
this room . Doll exhibited a new type osmometer , developed by
Helfritz, which came to equilibrium in a few hours , instead of
several days .

d. Frl. Dr MARX was engaged in reinvestigating the hydrolysis of
cellulose about which there is disagreement in the literature.

8340 21-/831
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37.
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET , MAINZ .

: Mainz .

: Professor KLUMB.
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: Tuesday, 3 Oct 50.

: Professor KLUMB .

: Dr KLAGES

Dr DAENZER

General Impression .
and Remarks

: The building , like that of the chemical and physical chemical

laboratory, was a remodeled one story garage , reasonably satis

factory, but not ideal , for laboratory purposes . A foundation

for a new lecture room has been laid , but construction is not

going on at present .

:

Individual Research.

Projects

- 49 -

:

The equipment is modest . There is , however , a good shop , and

very considerable space and machines for training mechanic

apprentices , as well as for the technical training of students

in machine shop methods .

Professor KLUMB appeared to be somewhat more interested in the

teaching and pedagogical responsibilities of the institute than

in the research projects . Research is largely left to the

more fortunate colleagues at the KWI . Not an inspiring

laboratory..

8 . Professor KLUMB is mainly interested in vacuum techniques .

Quartz fiber manometers were used , as in Karlsruhe .

b. Dr DAENZER is said to be interested in nuclear physics . It

seems that his main occupation consists in supervising Diplom

candidates . One of them constructed a rather cute miniature

model cyclotron , for the acceleration of electrons .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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: INSTITUT FUER PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE DER TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE ,

DARMSTADT .

: Darmstadt .

: Professor VITTE .

: No actual director at present ; the temporary director is Professor

WITTE .

: Wednesday , 4 Oct 50 .

:

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

· 50 .

General Impression
and Remarks

: Several students and assistants .

The large Zintel Institut had been partially destroyed by bombs .

Only one of three wings is completely reconditioned , but some re

building seems to be going on in the other parts of the building .

The rooms which were being used are pleasant and well suited for

laboratories . Compared with other Hessian institutes , this one

is in fair condition and almost adequate in size at the present

stage.

:

:

a

Individual Research
Problems :

-

The prevar apparatus vas mostly gone , partiaily due to bombing

and partly due to previous occupancy of the institute by Allied

troops , which never seens to be good for scientific instruments .

Several modern X-ray cameras were available . In view of the

later remarked general lack of support from Hesse , one would suppose

that some help from industry had been forthcoming .

Professor WITTE is interested in metal structure , and the relation

between chemical structure and the physical properties due to

filling the Brillouin zones. Professor WITTE impressed us as

able and intelligent . He was formerly a mineralogist , doctored

under Goldschmidt in Goettingen , and collaborated with Laves , now

in Chicago . The work of the institute is now limited to physical

chemical problems related to metals .

One story told here deserves repetition. VITTE had wanted an

FP-54-radio tube from General Electric to use in an amplifier .

After receiving no response to two letters addressed to the

Schenectady offices , he inquired at the GE " Filial " in Frankfurt

and was told that the Atomic Energy Commission forbade its export
from the US .

The FP-54 is a simple pentode of price about US$5.00 , having an

unusually high plate to filament resistance , and manufactured

since 1935 or earlier . It is incredible to us that the AEC can,

or vishes to , forbid its export . I presume the Frankfurt agency

only wished to find a simple excuse to avoid handling a small

but troublesome order . This type of experience is not good

propaganda for the US .

Crystal structures of alloys , in connection with other measurements

on the same alloys , were determined using X- ray methods.

were determined .

The magnetic susceptibilities of alloys , as a function of varying
composition, and hence varying filling of the Brillouin zones,

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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The solubility of hydrogen in alloys , also as a function of

Brillouin zone filling , was determined . Solubility decreases
markedly as the zone is filled .

Catalytic effect for hydrogenation reactions for the same alloys

were being studied .

Among the alloys under investigation were sets Mg20₂ to MgCu₂ and

MgZn₂ to MeNi₂.

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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: INSTITUT FUER PRAKTISCHE MATHEMATIK .

: Darmstait .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786

: Professor A WALTHER .

: Wednesday, 4 Oct 50.

: Dr DREYER .

: None .

- 52 -

:

: The institute is in a few rooms on the third floor of a wing of

an othervise uninhabitable building , which is undergoing re

construction . The few rooms were pleasant .

General Impression.
and Remarks :

Several units of a machine similar to the Bush analyzer vere

in operation . The machine integrates partial differential

equations up to the second order .

An electronic digital computor is contemplated . At the time of

our visit the question of decimal versus binary

consideration .

vas under

The director , Professor WALTHER , was in the US at the time of

our visit . The men in the institute seemed to be intelligent,

capable , and interested in their work.

A refreshing desire was noticed to make their computor simple

to use, rather than "logical" in construction .. This was pleasant

to us , since we feel that some of the US machines under con

struction may be capable of handling prodigious problems , but

that a PhD in calculating machines will be a requirement before

a problem can be placed on them. This group seemed to be con

scious and appreciative of this difficulty.

The operating analyzer was made to do a problem for us .

One unit reads a curve drawn with India ink on paper , and follows

the line to 0.1 mm. The paper is about one meter on edge giving

a precision of about one part in 10" .

The final units , two in number , draw the integrated result and

its derivative to the same accuracy. The numerical results can

also be printed,

Between these two units are a multiplier and an integrator.

1
The units are electrically coupled .

The machine appeared to be compact , simple , and very useful .

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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General Impression
and Remarks

: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER TECHNISCHEN HOCHSCHULE ,

: Darmstadt .
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: Professor RAU ( actually retired) .

: Wednesday , 4 Oct 50 .

: Professor Rudolf GEBAUER .

:

- 53

: Dipl Phys ULM.

This laboratory functions literally in the cellar of a ruin ,
From the outside , one has the impression of a totally destroyed
and uninhabitable place . The few basement rooms are dirty and
crowded . Just now some rebuilding has been undertaken, and a
number of light and pleasant rooms will soon be available for
research .

:

:

Individual Research
Problems

There exists a good "Werkstatt " . Otherwise , we saw only two
good Steinheil 3-prism spectrographs , each with the necessary
equipment to produce canal rays of hydrogen , and to observe the
Stark effect , or the linesplitting in strong electric fields .

The working conditions in this laboratory are the poorest so far
encountered . We were received very cordially by Professor
GEBAUER , who seemed to enjoy having a chance to discuss his work.
He was very enthusiastic and kept us way over the lunch hour .
Professor GEBAUER's main interest is in the study of the Stark
effect , which by now has become rather old -fashioned ; but his
work is good and accurate . Besides , there is some work on
centimeter waves .

Mr ULM was one of the few examples of students who talked freely
and did not just stand at attention while the professor was present .

: 8. Very nice spectra of the Stark effect in hydrogen were shown ,
up to field strengths of 14MeV per cm.

b . The Stark effect in calcium is observed by bombarding a piece
of calcium with the hydrogen canal rays .

c. Hydrogen canal rays are also observed when the electric.

field is first parallel , then anti -parallel to the direction of
the beam , or vice versa . There are puzzling changes in intensity.

d . If the electric field is at right angles to the beam , but
not uniform, the spectra taken simultaneously by two spectro
graphs from the side of strong and weak fields differ in relative
intensity of the Stark components . This is puzzling , and Dr
GEBAUER 18 now intending to study the absorption of the light
from one canal ray by another , at slightly different fields.

e. Calculations on Klystrons are normally made by assuming that
the positions where the field changes are infinitely thin . GEBAUER
has Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107860 account the fact
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: Dipl Phys ULM.
REL

This laboratory functions literally in the cellar of a ruin,
From the outside , one has the impression of a totally destroyed
and uninhabitable place . The few basement rooms are dirty and
crowded . Just now some rebuilding has been undertaken, and a
number of light and pleasant rooms will soon be available for
research .

:

: The working conditions in this laboratory are the poorest so far
encountered . We were received very cordially by Professor
GEBAUER , who seemed to enjoy having a chance to discuss his work.
He was very enthusiastic and kept us way over the lunch hour .
Professor GEBAUER's main interest is in the study of the Stark
effect , which by now has become rather old - fashioned; but his
work is good and accurate . Besides , there is some work on
centimeter waves .

Individual Research

Problems

There exists a good "Werkstatt " . Otherwise , we saw only two
good Steinheil 3 - prism spectrographs , each with the necessary
equipment to produce canal rays of hydrogen , and to observe the
Stark effect , or the linesplitting in strong electric fields .

:

Mr ULM was one of the few examples of students who talked freely
and did not just stand at attention while the professor was present .

8. Very nice spectra of the Stark effect in hydrogen were shown ,
up to field strengths of 14MeV per cm .

b. The Stark effect in calcium is observed by bombarding a piece
of calcium with the hydrogen canal rays .

c . Hydrogen canal rays are also observed when the electric
field is first parallel , then anti -parallel to the direction of
the beam, or vice versa . There are puzzling changes in intensity.

d . If the electric field is at right angles to the beam, but
not uniform , the spectra taken simultaneously by two spectro
graphs from the side of strong and weak fields differ in relative
intensity of the Stark components . This is puzzling , and Dr
GEBAUER is now intending to study the absorption of the light
from one canal ray by another , at slightly different fields .

e. Calculations on Klystrons are normally made by assuming that
the positions where the field changes are infinitely thin . GEBAUER
has made calculations in which he takes into account the fact
that the field is zero over a finite distance between the two
chambers . The numerical integrations made show that the results
are quite different from the simple case , and new conditions of
optimum efficiency are obtained.
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET, FRANKFURT.
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: Frankfurt .

: Professor Marianus CZERNY.

: Thursday , 5 Oct 50.

1

: Professor CZERNY, Dr HONERJAEGER and Dr MUESER .

: The laboratories consist of about six rooms that have been re

built in that portion of the building which was most severely
burnt out . The rest of the building is a ruin with a few barely
habitable rooms , in one of which the director's office is located .
The lecture room is still a ruin of which the steel supporting
members of the roof alone have been repaired . The roof etill

has gaping holes . Repair and rebuilding of the institute is

in progress , but apparently slowly and with little intent of
completion in calculable time . The few completed rooms were be

satiefactorily suited for research.

: Through the use of the shop of the institute , and the construc
tion in the laboratory of pieces of apparatus normally purchased ,
there is adequate equipment for infrared investigations (CZERNY) ,

high frequency ( 1 cm to 8 meters ) research (HONERJAEGER ) , and semi
conductor work (MUESER) . There was a Rowland 3 -meter : concave
grating . The library was not destroyed , and is quite adequate .

Individual Research

Projects

: At first , Dr CZERNY gave the impression of being tired and dis

couraged with the constant rebuilding and redeetruction (during.
the war ) of the institute . He first showed us the ruine , and the
extent of the institute as it had been ,

:

The shop , although still baily housed , appears to be good .

After this somewhat discouraging display be called Doctora
EONERJAEGER and MUESER and with them guided us through the
research rooils .

Although the institute is obviously handicapped by lack of money
there is an enormous energy expended in getting what appears to
be very good and first - class work started . Dr HONERJAEGER con

structs his own magnetrons , for instance . The spectrographic

equipment for infrared work appears to be excellent , although

lacking entirely the large automatic recording instruments common
in the US .

8. MUESER . The Hall effect in Cu₂0 as function of the temperature

and oxygen pressure is being investigated . The oxygen pressure

(which is extremely small ) is adjusted by passing almost completely

pure N₂ over a mixture of Cu and Cu₂0 at a definite temperature .
When the Cugo has an excess of oxygen and the normal Hall effect

is expected , and with a deficiency of oxygen the anomalous effect

is expected . There are conflicting results in the literature,

made without careful control of the O2 pressure..

b. MJESER. The (very high) photo sensitivity of the Cae

conductivity is investigated in single crystals .
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HONERJAEGER . The dispersion of K C1 crystals in the region

of centimeter waves is being measured . It is intended to determine

whether this is due to the 60 mm absorption band alone , or whether

there is a lower frequency absorption .

d . HONERJAEGER . Absorption by gases in the centimeter wave

length region is measured .

e . HONERJAEGER. Absorption and dispersion by alphanaphthaline

liquid over a range of frequencies from a few centimeters to lower

wave lengths is measured. This is done to investigate whether.

the dispersion can be accounted for by a single damping constant .

f . HONERJAEGER . The dielectric constant of the plasma in a

discharge tube is measured and used to determine the density of

the electron gas in the plasma . The dielectric constant is less

than unity by about one part in 10-5 but the measurements can

be made to an accuracy of as grest as one part in 10-75

CZERNY. Very short period bolometers were constructed by

evaporating metal onto a thin cellophane sheet and using the

change of resistance with temperature as a measure of the

radiation intensity . Periods of 1/20 seconis are obtained.

As the metal thickness increases from zero the absorption of the

metal film increases , and the reflectivity also . There existe

an optimm thickness at which 25% of the energy is reflected,

25% transmitted , and 50% absorbei.

h. The short period detectors are used with infrared modulated

(mechanically) with a frequency of a few cycles per second , to

measure the absorption of solid and molten glass . The intense

uniform emission of the glass is thus eliminated . The thickness

of the glass is changed by sending the light vertically down and

reflecting it from a platinum misor at various depthe .

1. A thin film baving the cumulative characteristic of a photo

graphic plate is being developed for thepurpose of obtaining

a permanent image of an infrared spectrum. So far the cuccess

has been only partial . (This is also investigated by GOBRECHT,

Berlin. )

A very thin collodion film is used as a base on which a paraffin

oil is evaporated in vacuum . The film is thin enough to show

interference fringes . When exposed , like a photographic plate ,

to the spectrum , the oil evaporates at the intense lines , and

the interference colors change . When exposed to the air the

high pressure prevents evaporation and a photograph , with ordinary

light , of the film can be made .

At present , the films become mottled after exposures longer than

two minutes . This prevents use of the cumulative effect .
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: FHYSIKALISCH -CHEMISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAE" , FRANKFURT,

: Frankfurt .

: Professor MAGNUS and HARTMANT .

:

:
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Individual Research
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Dr Arnold MUENSTER

Dr KLAAR

The institute is housed in one repaired wing of the same large
ruine in which the physical institute is located . The space is
small , and the few , rather vell suited rooms , are rather crowded .

Most of the equipment is of the modest type most used in physical
chemical research . There exists some good spectrographic equip-
ment , namely one three -prism Steinheil spectrograph, 2 quartz
spectrometers , 1 fluorite vacum spectrometer , and they expect
to get an infrared spectrograph . The shop is very small , and
eeeme to contain only two small lathee , but appears to have a
good master mechanic .

Professor MAGNUS , who is 70 years old , is probably not an out
standing scientiet . He gave the impression of being interested
in modern developments , although not understanding them . He .

probably is a good teacher , and seems to have the ability to

recognize good work in othere . He is probably an excellent.
director to work with , and seems to collect excellent talent
around him.

HARTMANN seems to have broad theoretical interests , and is

probably a very good scientist . His discussion of theoretical

problems was interesting , and gave the impression of extreme

competence and considerable originality.

MUENSTER appears to be quite young, and is one of the very few

scientists in Germany interested in statistical mechanical

problems . He is largely self taught (part of his education comes
from reading while in a Nazi concentration camp for eight (or ten)

years . In view of this history, his grasp of theoretical
statistical mechanics would indicate a very good ability.

The workers in the department appear to be on excellent personal
terme with each other . One has the impression of a cooperative
enterprise , rather than an institute dominated by one chief .

The university is half state and half city supported . Apparently,

the city has not always paid its contribution , which accounte
for the poverty of the institute .

There were several amusing and simple pieces of apparatus constructed.

by MAGNUS which demonstrate experimentally laws which are well
known to be correct . For instance, an apparatus for measuring
the pressure difference at the bottom of two long columns of
different gas es vas present .
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MAGNUS . A simple , but very precise bomb calorimeter for
measuring heats of combustion with great precision was in
operation .

A

The calorimeter is of copper , and the comparison standard is
an aluminum block hung under the calorimeter in vacuum
multiple element thermocouple capable of detecting 10-5 degrees
centigrade connects them,

The heat of combustion of various organic aromatics with four or
more fused rings have been measured , and compared with theory
(Hartmann) . The deviations from the theoretically computed values
occur only when steric hindrance prevente a pianar configuration .

b. The ionization potential of phenyl -monohalides have been
measured by a Franck-Hertz method . The results are irregular with
the different halides , which is as yet inexplicable . These
results check those in the literature which were suspected of
being false .

HARTMANN . The absorption spectra of crystalline and dissolved
ions of transition elements , have been measured in the visible
region . The results have been interpreted theoretically. For
instance , the lowest D level of Ti*** #plits into two levels in
the octahedral field , which calculate to give the separation of
the observed violet band . The lower symmetry of Ti C1₂ ( ₂0) 4 *
cl leads to tvo excited states , of which the transition
from the lower explains the green line.

+
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: CHEMISCHES INSTITUT .

: Giessen ,

: Professor WEITZ- (Stellvertender) .

: Saturday, 7 Oct 50.
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: Professor WEITZ and KOHLSCHUETHER .

: One assistant .

:

Individual Research

Projects :

1

About one - third of the original institute has been completely
destroyed . Very little repair or reconstruction has taken place ,
so the institute has inadequate space , and that is old and in dis

repair. The praktik rooms are too small , and not particularly
conveniently arranged . We saw only one research room, which
is reasonably large , and in which WEITZ and his assistant work.

: Except for the usual glase bottles , beakers and test tubes there
is practically no apparatus . The weighing room has one modern

and one old semi -micro balance , one good analytical balance, and
several old ones for use of the beginning students . The library.
was not destroyed , and is adequate .

The physical chemistry institute is temporarily located in
Lauterbach . Only after the Leitz Optical Works had endowed
a chair in theoretical physics has the Hessen Ministry of Educa
tion agreed to keep the institute of physical chemistry . Since
no morey (250,000 DM per year for the whole university) is.

allocated for rebuilding it is not clear when , if ever , there
will be space to bring the physical chemistry back to Giessen .

Professor WEITZ is beyond the age of retirement , and teaches both
at Giessen and Frankfurt . The chemistry at Giessen is thus

represented by one-half of a retired professor , and Professor

KOHLSCHUETTER , who has apparently no research in progress..

Professor WEITZ is a charming and enthusiastic chemist , who

explained his recent work with vigor and clarity, demonstrating
most of the effects in the laboratory for our benefit .

Professor KOHLSCHUETTER was quite emphatic that all their efforts

were diverted to fighting for enough money to carry on instruction

and keeping the institute going . For instance , the few rooms
occupied during the vacations were being heated by coal stoves
to save the higher cost of central heating .

Apparently, the only research work was that carried on by WEITZ
with his assistant . This work was interesting , and original .

Many chemical compounds , especially organic dyes , may exist in

either an ionic or homopolar form, in which theone form is
colored and the other not , or in which the color of the two forms
is different . The conditions which favor the ionic or homopolar.
form an than ha stultat ho sheameen the color change . The
VATApproved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786hen names haneana
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One assistant.

About one-third of the original institute has been completely

destroyed . Very little repair or reconstruction has taken place,

Bo the institute has inadequate space , and that is old and in dis

repair. The praktikm rooms are too small , and not particularly

conveniently arranged . We saw only one research room, which

is reasonably large , and in which WEITZ and his assistant work .

Except for the usual glase bottles , beakers and test tubes there

is practically no apparatus . The weighing room has one modern
and one old semi -micro balance, one good analytical balance , and

several old ones for use of the beginning students . The library
was not destroyed , and is adequate .

The physical chemistry institute is temporarily located in
Lauterbach . Only after the Leitz Optical Works had endowed

a chair in theoretical physics has the Hessen Ministry of Educa
tion agreed to keep the institute of physical chemistry . Since

no money (250,000 DM per year for the whole university) is
allocated for rebuilding it is not clear when , if ever , there

will be space to bring the physical chemistry back to Giessen .

Professor WEITZ is beyond the age of retirement , and teaches both .

at Giessen and Frankfurt . The chemistry at Giessen is thus

represented by one -half-of- a -retired professor , and Professor

KOHLSCHUETTER , who has apparently no research in progress.

Professor WEITZ is a charming and enthusiastic chemist , who
explained his recent work with vigor and clarity, demonstrating
most of the effects in the laboratory for our benefit.

Professor KOHLSCHUETTER was quite emphatic that all their efforts

vere diverted to fighting for enough money to carry on instruction
and keeping the institute going . For instance , the few rooms .
occupied during the vacations were being heated by coal stoves

to save the higher cost of central heating.

: Apparently , the only research work was that carried on by WEITZ

with his assistant . This work was interesting , and original .

Many chemical compounds , especially organic dyes , may exist in

either an ionic or honopolar form, in which theone form is
colored and the other not , or in which the color of the two forms
is different. The conditions which favor the ionic or homopolar

form can then be studied by observing the color change . The

vapor phase is always the most homopolar , then comes benzene

solution , alcohol solution and finally water , which favore the
ionic form. What was new is that surface absorption on silica gel
favora the ionic form even more than vater solution . Absorption
on dry NaCl also favors the ionic form , and even more strongly
absorption on Cdig crystals, which have plates of which one
surface is wholly negative or wholly positive.

834021-1841
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The examples demonstrated were :

8. BgI

C.
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b. C(C685)3

C(C6H5)2 CL COOH (ortho ) colorless as homopolar
lactone, colored as zvitterion ;

e.

colored as homopolar,
cclo s as ionic ;

colorless as homopolar ,
colored as ionic ;

para NO₂ CONH₂ blue as homopolar , yellow as ion;

thio indigo , red as homopolar , blue as ion .
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The chair of Theoretical Physics is , at present , held by Dr
DOFRING . DOERING is suffering from an over - extensive teaching load ,
He seems to be an intelligent person . We also met , at a dinner
party , his predecessor , Professor Beckert , whom we missed in
Mainz . Bechert made a great impression on us . He seeme very
interesting and intelligent . He is genuinely and deeply interested
in the rebirth of a democratic tradition in Germany . This interest
is not limited to discussion . He worke actively with the students.

8, The fluorescence of materials used in scintillation counterg
is investigated in several ways.

(1) Kottschak is measuring the life time of the fluorescent
state when excited by electron impact . The yield and lifetime.
does not seem to agree with US results obtained with bombardment
by d-particles . The method consists in modulating the electron
beam, and sending the fluorescent light through a trough con
taining progressive supersonic waves of the same frequency..
Stripes of light are observed in a microscope , and from their
width the lifetime is determined .

(2) Scharmann investigates the lifetimes of the same crystalswhen the excitation is due to ultraviolet light . The method is
similar to that used with electron excitation . The light beam
is modulated by passing it through a set of standing supersonic
wavea , and then through a slit ..

(3) Schneider investigates the fluorescence of solutions , exciting
them by rays . Various mixtures are examined .

(4) The fluorescence spectra of the mixtures are studied , and
the change at different temperatures and mode of excitation is
investigated .

b . Polaroid films which polarize ultra-violet light are produced .
Intensity ratios of 1 : 1000 can be obtained . The method consists
of stretching polystyrene films and coloring them, Iodine seems
to be the best dye .

C. An iron spark in air will deposit iron oxide on a close - lying
glase plate . If a magnetic field is applied during this process ,
the resultant film shows pronounced dichroism . This may be
related to the interstellar polarization of light ..

d . Northern lights are produced by collision of protons and
Helium ions coming from the sun . The radiation observed is due
to nitrogen and oxygen , never to hydrogen and helium . With
his apparatus -for-"Northern lights in the laboratory", Hanle
shows that this is the expected behavior .
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: PHYSIKALISCH CHEMISCHES INSTITUT (GIESSEN) .

: Lauterbach

: Professor NEUMANN .

: Thursday , 12 0ct 50.

: Professor NEUMANN .
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: Two students .

The institute is in three small rooms and a hallway of the

Hobbaus - a local museum. They manufacture their own gaz by

blowing air through thermostated gasoline , an installation which

blew up two days before the visit . By manufacturing and selling .

baking powder they had succeeded in roofing the former institute

in Giessen , and they hope to be able to move back to that In

stitute in the spring of 1951. The rooms are crowded and

eminently unsuited for research.

:

General Impression
and Remarks :

- 62

Individual Research

Projects #

Most of the former poor equipment of the Giessen institute wAS

saved , including & milling machine and lathe , but by attrition

due to occupation of the building in Lauterbach by US troops ,

and later by Polish DP's , about half or more has been lost.

Little new equipment has been purchssed . There appeared to be

little but glass , self-made machined apparatus and a few pumpe .

The library was not destroyed .

Professor Neumann is a lively , interested, and enthusiastic ,

optimiet . He le part Swedish and grew up in Sweden . He hopee

that no further catastrophe vill overtake the world in the nea"

future, but he says that at least this time he site in the right

boat, whereas from 1933 onwards it was depressing to see a

catastrophe approaching and to know one sat on the falee aide.

He was interested in my impression of the general condition of

German science compared to US . He has apparently followed

much of the recent work in US literature . Professor Neumann's

own interests were broad , although the work of the institute is

limited to a very narrow field by the poor accommodations .

There are several measurements going op determining the rate of

evaporation compared to the equilibrium number of collisions on

the condensed phase from the saturated vapor.. The ragge
ge covered

corresponds to vapor pressures of 10-4 to 10-7 or 10-8 mm.

The simplest method employed measures , by a micro photograph,

the size , at time intervals up to days , of a potassium drop

suspended from a silver wire in high vacuum , The neighborhood

of the drop is maintained at a known temperature of 60°C to 120°c ,

and the lower end of the tube is cooled in liquid air . The co

efficient of evaporation is measured to be unity , that is between

0.95 and 1.05.

A quApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786ae shown . In this A
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Two students .

The institute is in three small rooms and a hallway of the

Hohhaus a local museum. They manufacture their own gas by

blowing air through thermostated gasoline , an installation which

blew up two days before the visit . By manufacturing and selling

baking powder they had succeeded in roofing the former institute

in Giessen , and they hope to be able to move back to that In

stitute in the spring of 1951. The rooms are crowded and

eminently unsuited for research ..

Most of the former poor equipment of the diessen institute was

saved , including a milling machine and lathe , but by attrition

due to occupation of the building in Lauterbach by US troops ,

and later by Polish DP's , about half or more has been lost .

Little new equipment has been purchased . There appeared to be

little but glass , self-made machined apparatus and a few pumpe .

The library was not destroyed .

Professor Neumann is a lively , interested , and enthusiastic ,

optimist . He is part Swedish and grew up in Sweden . He hopee

that no further catastrophe will overtake the world in the near

future, but he says that at least this time he site in the right

bost , whereas from 1933 onwards it was depressing to see a

catastrophe approaching and to know one sat on the falee side ..

He was interested in my impression of the general condition of

German science compared to US . He has apparently followed

much of the recent work in US literature . Professor Neumann's

own interests were broad, although the work of the institute is

limited to a very narrow field by the poor accommodations .

There are several measurements going on determining the rate of

evaporation compared to the equilibrium number of collisions on

the condensed phase from the saturated vapor. The ragge covered
corresponds to vapor pressures of to 10-7 or

The simplest method employed measures , by a micro photograph,

the size , at time intervals up to days ; of a potassium drop

suspended from a silver wire in high vacuum. The neighborhood

of the drop is maintained at a known temperature of 60°C to 120°C,

and the lover end of the tube is cooled in liquid air . The co

efficient of evaporation is measured to be unity, that is between

0.95 and 1:05.

A quartz apparatus to be used with sodium was shown . In this a

flat dish of zodium is held in vacuumm under a liquid air cooled

surface . The absorption of Na resonance light by the space above

the dish is to be measured . When the upper eurface is warm one

measures the vapor pressure; wher coolel , the concentration should

decrease to half if the evaporation coefficient is unity , or lower

if the coefficient is lover .

-83 + 0.21-1345
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; FHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT .

2 Marburg

: Professor WALCHER .
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: Monday, 9 Oct 50 ; also vieitei 8 and 10 Oct 50 .

: Professor WALCHER , Professor R HUECKEL , Dr RECKER .

:

- 63 -

: Dr KAMKE , Professor VOGT.

The building, up on the mountain , is very pleasant and excellently

suited for research . It was not touched during the var , and is

rather new among the prevar laboratories . It was finished in 1914 ,

and is perfectly maintained.

B

General Impression
and Remarks :

We were told that when Professor WALCHER took over , about :1947,

the equipment was completely old - fashioned and outdatel . This has

been thoroughly changed . Professor Walcher has completely re

organized the student laboratories . The opinion of the students

is that lectures as well as the "Praktikum" are top notch in

Marburg. The research equipment , of which there is a lot , is
largely of the type which has been constructed in the laboratory

itself. I do not recall seeing any major instrument that was in

dustrially manufactured . There are a large number of mass spectro

meters of various designs and for various purposes . A -chemical.

separation plant for light isotopes has been constructed , Professor

Walcher Lopes to acquire a Van der Graaf machine to pursue nuclear
studies with separatei isotopes .

This is the only well equipped university laboratory we have seen

in the land of Hesse . It was impressed upon us that the support

of the laboratory does not come from the land , but from industry.

Le laboratory wiertakes occasional industrial jobs in order to

chtain money. Professor Walcher is a very active and skillful

director . There are a number of good men in the laboratory , and

there are many different lines of research , - Professor Walcher's

own interest lies in mass spectrameters , and in nuclear research

with separated isotopes . He is a man who likes to work in a

"team" . At present , his work is in close contact with Kopfermann

in Goettingen . Dr Becker undertakes those problems , which , in the

US , would be called physical chemistry , namely chemical separation

of light isotopes (after methods developed by HC Urey) , diffusion

probleme , and measurements of viscosity of hydrogen at low

temperatures . Becker is young , enthusiastic and clear and made

an excellent impression . Professor -Vogt is a left - over from the

times of Walcher's predecessor , Grueneisen. He is interested

in ferro magnetism . Hueckel , formerly with Debye , is a

theoretician for the experimental laboratory . Fluegge , whom

we met at -Bad Nauheim , ia professor of the " Institut for structure

of matter" in the same building; considerable , but unsuccessful

efforts were spent to see him. Altogether , this is a laboratory

in which it would be a pleasure to work .
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R, Dr Becker has constructed a plant for the reparation of the
isotopes of carbon . The method is that of exchange between gaseous
HCN and dissolved Na CN , and follows the method used by Urey
for this separation . An enrichment of Carbon 13 up to 12%
is obtained . The yield is of the order of some grams per day.

b. The enriched carbon is used partly for biological research .
In the physics laboratory it is a means for the study of thermal
diffusion, in particular, in conjunction with enriched oxygen.

C. There exist a number of mass spectrometers . One of them
is designed for- gas analyses of high accuracy, for the work with
partially separated isotopes . Several mass spectrometers are
mainly used for the study of focusing and improving mass spectro
meters . Finally , a large 90° mass spectrometer has been built
to separate isotopes . This is part of a team project between
Professor Walcher and Professor Kopfermann in Goettingen . The
separated isotopes ( they are micrograms ) are taken to Goettingen .
for spectroscopic investigation of hyperfine structure and isotope
shift . At present , silver is under investigation .

d. Dr Becker also investigated the thermal diffusion of gases at
higher pressures. The fact that gasen are not ideal increases
the diffusion coefficient in some cases by changes up to 800%
at about 80 atmospheres . This effect has been neglected in all
US work .

e. An apparatus is constructed to determine the difference in
viscosity of para and natural hydrogen . Some theories predict
a difference of 8%. This is definitely not found . The sensitive
apparatus is built along the lines of a Wheatstone bridge . At
present , it is filled with a paramagnetic gas , oxygen , to show
the "Senftleben effect " , namely , the change of viscosity in a
magnetic field . This was demonstrated . Pressure differences of

La 10-4 mm on the two sides of the bridge can be detected . A thin
aluminum foil diaphragm moves between two condenser plates . The
change in capacity is measured by amplifying a high frequency
current. The force due to the pressure difference is balanced by
a constant electrical potential .

f. Dr Kanke has just finished a study of the reasons for the fact
that cathode rays form a thin pencil .

A problem is taken up which goes back to Haxel and Houtermanns .
These investigators found that the beta-decay of rubidium is
accompanied by very low energy electrons . These are formed
here also. The spectrum of the beta-particles is being measured
in a proportional counter .

g. Professor Vogt studies the behavior of ferromagnetic alloys ,
in particular, the magneto-striction , Also , ferromagnetic
materials with small grain sizes show interesting effects .
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: PHYSIKALISCH CHEMISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET, MARBURG .

: Marburg.

: Professor JOST .

: Monday , 9 Oct 50.

: Professor JOST .

: Dr HAASE .

:
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Physical chemistry had been housed in part of the chemical

institute , which was largely destroyed during the war . Professor

Jost had agreed to relinquish the few remaining rooms to move

his institute into a private house , providing an addition would

be built . No addition was ever built , and during Professor Jost's

illness with tuberculosis , the metals institute was moved into

his lower floor . He now has only some four rooms in the second

floor . The metals institute is now moving out , but the 1000

D-Marks necessary to move his machine shop from its present

distant location are not granted .

No apparatus except for minor glassware , a few balances , and simple

electrical measuring devices , appears to be available . There is

one self- constructed interferometer . The budget of 4000 DM per

year is inadequate to permit the purchase of new equipment .

Professor Jost is one of the most capable German physical chemists .

I had the impression that his poor treatment by the Nazi Govern

ment , the subsequent loss of his institute , and finally a long

spell of tuberculosis , bad decreased his energy and aggressiveness

to the point where he was incapable of building a going institute

under the present discouraging conditions due to the Hessian

"Kultur Ministerium" . Whether a more aggressive man might do so

is not clear.

However , his interest in science , and his originality in con

ceiving and planning new experiments had not suffered . He spoke

of several interesting and original problems which he wished to

pursue, and the methods which he would like to use , but the

necessary modest equipment was not available . One had the feeling

that this was a scientist who was unable to be a successful in

stitute's director under present German conditions , but who would

do important and successful work in any well run US department.

His assistant , Dr Haase , impressed us favorabl

The research centered around the properties of liquid solutions ,

particularly those of normal organic materials in each other,

and an investigation of the causes of small deviations from the

laws of regular solutions .

Diffusion of two liquids into each other was studied by

observing the diffraction bands between two slits , behind which

was placed the diffusion cell .
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The total vapor pressure of solutions was measured with high

precision , using the simplest device of a thermostated mercury

manometer read with a cathetometer .

It was remarked that dielectric constant , infrared absorption , or

other physical measurements on the vapor would suffice to give

the vapor concentration , but the apparatus necessary could not

be purchased . It was consequently necessary to limit the

measurements to solutions in which only one component had high

volatility ...

The phase diagram of CuBr AgBr was to be studied . The Agor

has NaCl type lattice up to the melting point . CuBr is zinc

blende type at low temperature, and has two transitions before

melting. Literature data indicates that the high temperature

phase forms perfect mixed crystals with AgBr over the whole

concentration range . It is conceivable that a continuous

transition from zinc blende to NaCl type lattice existe in going

through a complete range of solid solutions at low temperature.

The enormous electrical conductivity of the highest temperature

modification of CuBr (higher than that of the melt ) indicates

that it is of x-AgI type lattice .
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: MAX PLANCK INSTITUT FUER PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE .

: Goettingen .

: Professor BONNHOEFER.

: Tuesday, 5 Sep and Monday , 16 Oct 50.

:
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:

: Doctore FOERSTER , SCHLEICHER , BRESCHE , FREISE , FRANK, GERISCHER .

: The institute is housed in one of the buildings of the former

Aerodynamische Versuchs Anstalt , which was untouched by the

The building is comparatively rev (constructed in the

late thirties ) and seems to be admirably suited for a laboratory.
VAX .

General Impression

and Remarks :

Individual Research
Problems :

Professor BONNHOFFER .

Like all institutes of the Max Planck Gesellschaft , the funds

for apparatus appear to be ample . Although the work of the

institute , in the field of classical physical chemistry , does

not require elaborate equipment , there appears to be no lack

of apparatus to undertake any problem of interest to the workers .

Professor Bonnhoefer is one of the outstanding German physical

chemists . Hia anti -Nazi record is well known . Two brothers

were killed following the 20 Jul 44 attempt on Hitler's life .

Professor Bonnhoefer Las no desire to substitute Soviet dictator

ship for his previous existence under the Nazis .

We had known Professor Ponakoefer before the war , and had met

bin again in Chicago during the Berlin tlockade . He received

up most cordially.

The institute gave the impression of a good and lively

laboratory, undertaking a variety of interesting work. It

was not clear to what extent the work was directly due to

the inspiration of Bonnhoefer , or to what extent it originated

with the various other workers . Bonnhoefer did not speak of

any work that he was doing alone , except that Frank's work

with the passive iron vire is obviously a continuation of previous

work of Bonnhoefer .

FOERSTER . Some organic compounds , for instance , aromatic

acids and amines , show & Budden change in absorption spectrum

and in fluorescent spectrum when the pH is varied . However , the
This is

two spectra do not change at the same pH values .

interpreted as being due to the different dissociation of ground

and excited state . The life of the excited state is usually,

but not always , long enough to come to equilibrium with respect

to dissociation .

SCHLEICHER is repeating the Mueller experiment with iron

instead of tungsten . The first pattern was obtained while we

were there in September 1950. Since then the iron patterns were

sufficiently poor that the work has returned to using tungsten .

BRESCHE works on Bacteriophage . Nothing really new.
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d . FREISE works on copperferrocyanide membranes .

FRANK works on passivatei iron wiree . The motion of the

disturbance is very much like that in nerves . Nerves of algae

are also studied . Frank worked with iron wires in S04, or other

iron oxidizing acids , which could be passified by making the

wire the anode of a cell .

f. GERISCHER . Electrode processes . The rate of oxidation re

duction processes at the electrode surface was being studied .
- ion concentra

The ferrous - ferri rate is greatly affected by Cl

tion .
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: MAX PLANCK INSTITUT FOR PHYSICS .

: Goettingen.

: Professor Werner HEISENBERG .

: Wednesday , 6 Sep and Tuesday , 17 Oct 50.
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: D HAXFL and Dr HOUTERMANS .

: Professor Max VON LAUE , Professor HARN.

The institute is housed in the compound of the former Aerodynamic
Versuche Anstalt- (AVA) . The space is ample and well suited to
research..

:

:

:

Like ail:Max Planck (or KWI ) institutes , there is no lack of
money for equipment .

Quite a few people were away on vacation . HAXEL is leaving
for Heidelberg, and HOUTERMANS really belongs to the II Physice
Laboratory of the University ; consequently , the heart and
interest of neither is wholly with the Max Planck Institute . This
may be to some extent the cause of the impression we received.
After having seen Dr Kopfermann's laboratory , where, with
little means , excellent work is done , it seemed that here ,
with lots of money obtainable , nothing much was happening .
We had the feeling , although this was not expressed in so many
words , that our guides were not happy about the functioning of
the laboratory.

We met HAXEL at Goettingen , Heidelberg, Bad Nauhein and again
on our return . He is a keen and very pleasant young man for
whom one can have great expectations . HOUTERMANS is a friend of
ours of very long standing . He is the kind of person who has
many original ideas . His history is presumably known . Since
he is one -quarter Jewish , te emigrated to the USSR shortly before
the Nazis came to power . In 1937 , during a wave of arrests , he
decided to leave the Soviet Union , but was captured and arrested .
Bie wife with two children was expelled from the USSR and is now
a US citizen . HOUTERMANS was imprisoned and forced to " confess" .

So he confessed to being an " atomic spy" ! He was imprisoned
until 1940 , and then turned over to the Gestapo and eventually
released in Germany . He is thoroughly anti -Soviet and knows a
great deal about the Soviet mentality and the attitude of Soviet
scientists . For instance , he regrets the publicity given to the
hydrogen bomb , because now the Soviet scientists will be forced
to work on it .

HAXEL and HOUTERMANS , as well as Professor HAHN were very out
spoken about their criticism of Lav 22 ( see general part of
report) .

Heisenberg was in the US while we visited Goettingen . We heard
his talk at the meeting of "Naturforscher und Arzte" in Muenchen ,
but somehow failed to see him personally, although we have known
him for many years .
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There is probably no living scientist whose promise , at an early

age , was so great as that of HEISENBERG . Hie more recent

development has been very disappointing . We have been etruck by

the lack of enthusiasm for him in the expressions of other

physiciste . Although very little direct criticienx has been ex

preseed , it is clear that he is not held in the esteem that one

would have expected from his previous history . For instance , when

one speake of the excellent work now going on in Goettingen ,

one frequently gets enthusiastin agreement , but always with
HEISENBERG e institute

the remark, " in Kopfernanr'e institute".

is Lever audei.

HEISENBER ' failure to bring-positive results out of the German
It

Atomic Ecergy Project during the war is a matter of record .

is curious that he was again chosen to head an experimental

institute.

HOUTERMANS works with photographic plates . One of bie results

was striking: The courence of uranium in granite is by no means

uniform. The uranium de contained in high concentration in

particular crystals. This gives rise to what HOUTERMANS called

"porcupine" in a photographic plate . From small spots emerge

large numbers of tracks . If this fact is not known, it might

be of great industrial importance .

U

t . Cosmis ray work is largely aimed at solving the controversy

of plural (csacale) or multiple production of mesons . BAXEL E

experiments , which seem to show equal amounts or production for

equal weight of graphite and parafine indicate multiple

production .

c. B-1-ray experiments were in progress . The claim was made

that the decay of Roo is followed ( 1x coincidence ) by a completely

converted A -ray of 5kev . The apparatus is a double counter ,

separated by a thin sheet on which the sample is smeared very

thin . Counts on both sides as well as coincidences are measured .

d. Somebody investigates the effect that a metal plate, when

sandpapered, gives off electrons . Interpreted by the assumption

the number of active spots are produced on the plate.- Oxygen

is absorbed , and an electron is given off. The spots have

different activation energy . Assumption of a continuum of

activation energies gives a decay proportional to temperature

and inversely to time . This is essentially what is found .

The man doing the experiments is going with HAXEL to Heidelberg.
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: CHEMISCHES INSTIT DER UNIVERSICAET. OFTLINGEN .

: Goettingen.

: Professor FROCKMANN .

;

: Thursday , 7 Sep and Tuesday , 17 Oct 50 .

General Impression
and Remarks
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>

: The buliding , although essentially undamaged by the war , is in

boreibis condition . Some of the rouns have been little changed

in the last century. There has been a little remodeling, but not

much . It is hoped that more reconditioning vill take place soon .

A new biological chemical building -de-al azzex,

B

Individual Research

Froblems :

Professor PROCKMANN .

?i

The equipment is modest , and rather inadequate for the number of

doctoral students and assistants , which nunter about 50 altogether ,

The budget of 12 thousand DM per year amounts to 240 Marka or

some US$60 per research worker per year . This covere chemicals

and equipment . The equipment in the modern biological chemical

building locksi aiaquate , although not luxurious . The research

is presumabiy considerably hampered by the low budget .

The institute had the Nobel Prize Winzer , Windaus, as its former
director . The work , now as then , is primarily organic , and

with a strong biological interest . Since this is not my field

I do not feel petified in commenting on the excellence of the
researct undertaken . All indications were that the level of

scientific competence is high, although probably not quite up

to the work of Professor BROCKMANN's 11ustrious predecessor.

Considerable work is dore on gysins . Altogether six hundred

species of animals have been isolated . About 60 of these yield

antibiotics . Of these three new antibiotice have been deciated .

The only other single research probier which was of some physical

chemical interest is that of the synthesis of a light sensitive .

dye of St. John's Wort :

Ho
HO

08

-CH3

•CH3

The quicone splits cut two H₂ groups according to the reaction:

+ 2

он

ED

OH
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: INST FER THEORE SCHE PHYSIK DER UNIVERSITAET
?

Goettingen ,

; Professor R ::kard BECKER .

72 -

17 Oct .

: D LEIBFRIED , MKURRI .

: One rooz , adequate .

Ons tlacktoard adequate .

We first me DR BECKER- Bad Nauhein .
and pleasant . He is an interesting and intelligent person .

Ee vas very cordial
This week- end , DR PECKER expects to go to Pittsburgh for ayear . It is to be expected that he visit will be a success .Professor BECKER's specialty was mignetism. The only researchproblez which we discussed concerned the theory of non - ideaigases . Professor -BECKER -te the euccessor of Born . He waspreviously in Berlin but was eact away as punishment(strafversetzt ) to Goettingen by the Nazis around 2935.
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: Professor POEL .
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: We talked to Professor POEL a Bad Nauher.
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The te tecuptes the second floor of the large-physice
building . It has been located at 21e position for many years,
and Loe was destroyed . The large lecture room with store
rooz and machine shop is on the same fi:or. All other rooms are
used for research ,

This laboratory is famous for Professor POEL's unequalled lectures
to teginning students . Some rooms are stored with the equip
ment for the excellent demonstratione . Most of this belongs to
Professor PO pere onally. The equipment for research is modeet
and has always been that way.

Professor POHL is an old friend of oce , and grested us cordially.
His owing sontribution to povedos de his truly world
fanoue demonstration course for beginning students . He is a very
aktiful experimentaliet . The scope of the Laboratory ie na row
and fill in the gaze grosse in which it was 20 years ago .
The Rain Fonserne are imperfections in the crystal structure
of ioad: Lattices . Among these are color center . The latter
vese . I teiders , discovered here . This field has now become very

D PICK implied that the whole field had started here ,
and coher people are now following . To some extent phie de
true . :verer , upon reflection , it is somewhat difficult to.
find any outstanding contribution made by this laboratory. The
reason for the lies pertaps to some extent in Professor POEL's
contempt for theory and theoretists . POEL tad , for instance ,
20 yere sgo , a hearty dielike for quantum mechanics . He still
seems to try to avoid its concepts . Very careful experimentation
ie performed , but greater theoretical guidance might have brought
more results . Professor POHL prefere to have bis students con
struct their own apparatus rather than buying equipment . The
reason for this is that he wante the etudent -to understand his

equipment thoroughly . Consequently , a PhD candidate receives
excellent experimental training...

Dr PICK made a good impreesich. He gave a very clear and aimp1.9
explanation of the general field of the work .

: All the problems of the laboratory concern the details of the

imperfections in simple ionic crystals which lead to light absorp
tion in the general range between the infrared absorption of the
lattice vibrations and the time wiltra violet absorption in the
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Teie laboratory is famous for Professor POBL'e unequalled lectures
to beginning students . Some rcons are stored with the equip
ment for the excellent demonstratione . Most of this belongs to
Professor POL personally . The equipment for research is modest
and has always been that way.

Professor POHL is an old friend of one , and greeted ve cordially.
His oeing contribution to physics is bia trily world
famous demonstration course for beginning students . He is a very
ski experimentalist . The scope of the Laboratory iz naCIOW
and all in the rane groove is which it was 20 years ago.
te in concerns are imperfections in the crystal structure
of ioad: Lattics . Among these are ochor cantera , The latter
vse, I-teiders , discovered here . This field has now become very
Der . D PICK implied that the whole field had started here,
and-etter people are now following . To some extent thie-de
true. Hverer , upon reflection , it is somewhat difficult to
find any outstanding contribution made by this laboratory . The
reason for the lies -pertaps to some extent in Prcfeesor POHL'a :
contempt for theory and theoretista . POHL tad , for instance ,
20 year ago , a bearty dialike for quantum mecharice . He still
seems to try to avoid its concepts . Very careful experimentation
ie performed, but greater theoretical guidance might have brought
more results . Professor POHL prefere to have bis students con
struct their own apparatus rather than buying equipment . The
reason for this is that he wants the student to understand his

equipment thoroughly . Consequently , a PhD candidate receives
excellent experimental training..

Dr PICK made a good impressics , He gave a very clear and simple
explanation of the general field of the work ..

All the probleme of the laboratory concern the details of the
Imperfections in simple ionic crystals which lead to light abeorp
tion in the general range between the infrared absorption of the
lattice vibrations and the time ultra violet absorption in the
2000 Angstrom region . There imperfections also play a role in
the ionic conduction of the lattice , and the wall photo conduc
tion , which is electronic . Most of the work is done on KC1
crystals, although some experiments are made with other crystale ,
especially the silve: baldes.
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In the aikaiibalides the imperfections are due to the naturallyoccurring vacancies at lattice sites , which may , or may not , tealso the location of a trapped electror or a positive charge(missing electron ) , and also due to the substitution of a foreignion in place of K or Cl . Crystals have beenPt with CaezomBa ?
> Sr up to concentrations of about 10-4 parts perlattice site , in place of K and with NO2- , O9 in place ofci" . The doubly chargei is produced by treating a dilute single

solution of NO2. or Nog. in KCl with Cl₂. Gaseos nitrogen andoxyger atunlite in microscopically visible sutis "butties "
in the ystal , at concentrations up to thres stzospheres.

>

The transport numbera ( ratio of the current carried by the posttive ions ) which have been previously reported to be above 0.9for the actions of almost all alkalikalies are being reinvestigatedIt de suspsates that the previous res are due to the large
concentration of impurities of doubly charged positive ions . ( Inexcese.over- the- doubly -charged negative . ) This is the more likely
since Bac 2 was uz se end-crystal in the experiments . The doublycharged cations produce an equal number of holes in the cationlattice

The Eigh temperature ionic conductivity is due to the equilibriumnumber of vacancies . The magnitude of the low temperature conductivity , which always shows a 1/T slope corresponding to an
energy of 0. 8 e.V. , ie increased greatly by the addition ofdoubly charged cations .

The difference between the linear thermal expansion coefficient ofthe lattice , measured by X- rays , and that measured by two scratcheson the crystals is observed to be as high as 10% above 400° C.This
suspected to be too large to be due to lattice vacancies,but may be due to an increase in mosaic structure at the higher

temperatures . The X - ray measurements are made on a bent crystalwith the eighth order lince .
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: Professor KOPFERMANN .

Monday, 4 Sep and Wednesday , 18 Oct 50.

:

: Professor KOPFERMANN .

: Professor HOUTERMANS , Hubert KRUEGER .

The laboratory occupies the ground floor and basement of thelarge physice building . Except for a small library room , a smalilecture room and a few rooms used by the theoreticiane the wholespace is available and is being used for research. ( The "praktikufor students ie - located on the third floor . ) The space is adequatealthough it is no longer a very modern laboratory . No destructionof any kind occurred during the war.

The pride and joy of the laboratory is a 6 MEV betatron , builtby Siemene . There is a great deal of spectroscopic equipmentinterferometers , etc. Although we did not see it , there existspresumably still a large Rowland grating . Just now , Professor .KOPFERMANN has received ERP money to buy a 125,000 DM, 30 MEVbetatron ..

This is the laboratory which was formerly directed by ProfessorJames Franck . At that time , it was very widely known . Yery manyAmericans have spent a year at this instituts . It is gratifyingto see that Professor KOPFERMANN he managed to bring thetuts back to its former level as a top flight laboratory . During

e ineti

Franck's directorehip , the main interest of the institute wasconcerned with spectroscopic investigations . Much of that lineof investigation has now been taken over by chemists , at leastin the US . KOPFERMANN bas kept up the spectroscopic traditionbut with a new emphasis , namely the determination of nuclearproperties by spectroscopy . In addition , he has started severalnew lines of investigation . At the Physice meeting in Bad Nauheimthere were a considerable number of talks , namely eight , contributed by this laboratory . All of them were well presented andinteresting .

Professor KOPFERMANN is an old acquaintance of mine from the timewhen he was an assistant in Franck's laboratory . He is an exceedingly pleasant and upright person , whose fundamental honestyand decency I would not doubt . Hie record under the Nazie bearsthis cut .

YELER & The laboratory , probably the best in Germany , is working on ashoestring ; the yearly budget , exclusive of salaries and buildingMaintenance is 10,000 DM. It is amazing that as much good work .can be done on so little.

Professor KOPFERMANN's interest lies in measurements of nuclearspir
Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C000107861fte . For this purpose.
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:
Professor HOUTERMANS, Hubert KRUEGER .

The laboratory occupies the ground floor and basement of thelarge physics building . Except for a small library room , a smalllecture room and a few rooms used by the theoreticians the wholespace is available and is being used for research , ( The "praktikufor students is located on the third floor . ) The space is adequatalthough it is no longer a very modern laboratory . No destructionof any kind occurred during the war .

:

The pride and joy of the laboratory ie a 6 MEV betatron , builtby Siemene . There is a great deal of spectroscopic equipmentinterferometers , etc. Although we did not see it , there existspresumably still a large Rovland grating . Just now , ProfessorKOPFERMANN has received ERP money to buy a 125,000 DM , 30 MEVbetatron .

This is the laboratory which was formerly directed by ProfessorJames Franck. At that time , it was very widely known , Very manyAmericans have spent a year at this instituts .to see that Professor KOPFERMANN has managed to bring the insti

It is gratifying

tute back to its former level as a top flight laboratory . DuringFranck directorehip , the main interest of the institute vae.concerned with spectroscopic investigations . Much of that line .of investigation has now been taken over by chemists , at leastin the US . KOPFERMANN bas kept up the spectroscopic traditionbut with a new expbasis , namely the determination of nuclearproperties by spectroscopy . In addition, he has started severalnew lines of investigation . At the Physice meeting in Bad Nauheimthere were a considerable number of talks , namely eight , contributed by this laboratory . All of them were well presented andinteresting.

Professor KOPPERMANN is an old acquaintance of mine from the timewhen he was an assistant in Franck's laboratory . He is an ex - _
ceedingly pleasant and upright person whose fundamental honestyand decency. I would not doubt . Hie record under the Nazis bears.this cut .

The laboratory , probably the best in Germany , is working on a
shoestring ; the yearly budget , exclusive of salaries and buildingMaintenance is 10,000 DM. It is amazing that as much good workcan be done on so little .

Professor KOPFERMANN's interest lies in measurements of nuclearspins , quadrupole movements and isotope shifts . For this purpose ,he neede badly some separated stable isotopes in small quantity .These are widely available in the US , but are impossible to obtainhere. Professor Valcher in Marburg is undertaking some isotopeseparation in minute amounts in conjunction with KOPFERMANN'swork ,

1
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The laboratory has a 6 MEV betatron , constructed by Siemens ,

The electrons are brought out of the tube by the use of a thin

aluminum acatterer , and subsequent use of electrostatic deflection .

A 70% yield of electrons is obtained . The electrons are highly

monochromatic ( to one per mil ) from one to eix million volts.

The current is 10-7 amperes . This betatron is said to be an

extremely sturiy instrument . The apparatue ie used in conjunction

with the medical faculty (Martius ) for the treatment of surface

or near surface cancer . By variation of the aperture through

which the electrons pass , and variation of voltage , the depth
of the maxima ionization can be varied . This is tested on KC1

czystais , by the density of colour centers .

The scattering spectrum of the monochromatic electrons vas

Dearret at angles from to 90 degrees , by using a beta ray

spectrog ph . Also , the dissociation of the deateron was studied .

This work is mainly under Dr Paul .

b . Brix, Spectroscopy.

Determination of magnetic moments , quadrupole somente and isotopic
shifts . This is excellent work . It would be highly desirable to

make available separated isotopes , which Dr KOPPERHAFT does not
seem to be able to obtain . In particular , radix D, (Pt. 209) should

be supplied..

e. Hubert KRUEGER .

Working on magnetic and quadrupole moments by a variation of the
Bloch-Purcell method .

In addition , observation of resonance due to quadrupole moments.

aloce , in cases where no (or almost no) magnetic field existe

at the place of a nucleus , but a gradient of an electric field,

Such a case would pertain , for instance , at the position of a

Cl or I atom in Sacl 4 or Baly. In the crystal , the symmetry
may be dielocated . In the case of the iodide , spin 5/2 , the

transitions 3/2 and 3/2 5/2 should have a frequency
ratio 112 for the free molecule . A deviation from this ratio .

is a measure of the local deviation of the magnetic field in

the crystal at the point of the atom in question . In the case

of Snly one I atom eits at a point of undisturbed ( trigonal)

symmetry, the other 3 do not . Consequently , two sets of lines
are found .
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: Goettingen .

: Professor E MEYER .

General Impression
and Remarks

: Wednesday, 18 oct 50 .
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: Professor MEYER and Professor KOENIG .

: Dr.TAMM, Dr KOPPELMANN .

The institute is located in two separate buildings . One is the

old "Angewandte Electrizitaet " , formerly the building of Professor
Reich . It is old , old fashioned and small . A new institute

:

III PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUP DER UNIVERSITAET .

:

- 77 -

Individual Research

Problems :

was constructed during the war for Applied Mechanics , formerly. Dr
Schuler . It consists of an old vilia with very considerable

additione . It is well suited for the purpose.

The equipment seems to be adequate . There exists several sources

of ultrasonic waves , and a good Siemens electron microscope.

In 1947, the former Institutes of Applied Mechanics and Applied

Electricity were united to form the third Physikalisches Institut

under Dr Reich . The laboratory is very much "applied" . It con

cerns itself with industrial applications . For instance , an

instrument for the measurement of amplitudes of ultrasonic waves

in metal structures is being constricted for the US Navy.

Acoustic design for theaters and lecture halls is undertaken .

The main scope of the laboratory is acoustics , with ultra sound,

and electromagnetic waves . There exists , a good "praktikum" to

complement the less technical one given by Kopfermann. Most of
the work of this institute is out of our live . Only a few details

vill te reportel..

8. D KOENIG directs the work with the electron microscope.

His main interest is in details of the preparation of specimens .

Benzol absorbed on specimens can be carbonized in an oven , and

the specimens later removed , say by acid..

The carbon covering then gives a sufficiently transparent .

picture to see details in portions which would otherwise.

be too thick .

By taking pictures at tvo slightly different angles of the

specimens very beautiful stereoscopic pictures can be obtained

in which remarkable detail -is visible..

b. The absorption of sound in the region 10 to 400 kilo Herz

(104 to 4 x 105 sec 1 ) by water solution of various salts was

studied by Dr TAMM . The results were very difficult to in

terpret . The absorption is not the sum of the absorptions of the

ions , even at quite low concentrations . For instance, MgSO4

absorbs in the region of 6000 whereas both Naz 504 and MgCl have

1Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786ption per mol at low
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: Dr TAMM , Dr KOPPELMANN .

The institute is located in two separate buildings . One is the

old "Angewandte Electrizitaet " , formerly the building of Professor

Reich . It is old , old fashioned and small . A new institute

vas constructed during the war for Applied Mechanics , formerly Dr

Schuler. It consists of an old villa with very considerable

additions . It is well suited for the purpose .

:

General Impression
and Remarks

:

:

Individual Research :

Problems :

The equipment seems to be adequate . There exists several sources

of ultrasonic waves , and a good Siemens electron microscope .

In 1947, the former Institutes of Applied Mechanics and Applied

Electricity were united to form the third Physikalisches Institut

under Dr Reich. The laboratory is very much "applied" . It con
cerns itself with industrial applications . For instance, an
instrument for the measurement of amplitudes of ultrasonic waves

in metal structures is being constructed for the US Navy.

Acoustic design for theaters and lecture halls is undertaken .

The main scope of the laboratory is acoustice , with ultra sound ,
and electromagnetic waves . There exiets a good "praktikum" to

complement the less technical one given by Kopiermann. Most of
the work of this institute is out our line . Only a few details

vill be reported .

D KOENIG directs the work with the electron microscope .

His main interest is in details of the preparation of specimens

Benzol absorbel on specimens can be carbonized in an oven , and

the specimens later removed , say by acid ..

The carbon covering then gives a sufficiently transparent

picture to see details in portions which would otherwise

be too thick.

By taking pictures at two slightly different angles of the

specimens very beautiful stereoscopic pictures can be obtained
in which remarkable detail is visible ..

b. The absorption of sound in the region 10 to 400 kilo Herz

(104 to 4 x 105 sec 1 ) by water solution of various salts was

studied by Dr TAMM. The results were very difficult to in

terpret . The absorption is not the sum of the absorptions of the

ions , even at quite low concentrations . For instance , MgSO4

absorbs in the region of 6000 whereas both Na2 S04 and MgCl have

low absorpticns of about 400. The absorption per mol at low

concentrations increases rapidly, but is relatively independent

of concentration at higer concentrations (above 0.02 mols/
liter) .

The technique is to pass a pulse of given frequency into a large
vessel , and observe the decay over a 100 fold energy range on an

oscillograph.
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:

: MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE , DIVISION OF " INSTRUMENTENKUNDE"

: Goettingen .

:
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Dr Konrad BEYERLE .

Wednesday, 18 Oct 50 .

This was a purely accidental meeting in a restaurant in
Goettingen on our last evening . BEYERLE is the older brother
of a childhood friend of mine , whom I had not seen since I
was 12 years old , and who then impressed me with his
"electrical laboratory" in a cellar room . He was very
cordial , and bad a number of interesting things to report .
During the war , he was associated with Harteck in an attempt
to separate uranium isotopes with the help of an ultra
centrifuge . He is , of course , very much interested to know
what was done in the US along that line . For other isotopes
than uranium , this method of separation holds some promise .
It would be interesting to compare the German advances and technice.
improvements with those made in the US . BEYERLE and Harteck
(Hamburg) are going on with this work .

A calculating machine using the binary system is being constructed .

Mr REYERLE is regarded as an unusually competent engineer . This
was confirmed in Hamburg (by B Jensen ) . The ultracentrifuge
of Harteck has been , to a large extent , constructed by BEYERLE .
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: PHYSIKALISCH CHEMISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET, GOETTINGEN .

: Goettingen .

: Wednesday, 18 Oct 50..

An attempt to visit this institute on this date .

Since Eucken's recent death, the institute has no director.

The senior assistant , Dr Wicke , was at the Bunsen Tagung at Karls

ruhe on this date , and no other assistant was in the building .

According to second - hand reports , and a few laboratories into

which I looked , the institute does not appear to be in first
class condition .

|
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The senior assistant , Dr Wicke , was at the Bunsen Tagung at Karls

ruhe on this date , and no other assistant was in the building.

According to second- hand reports , and a few laboratories into

which I looked , the institute does not appear to be in first
class condition .
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET .

: Hamburg .
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: Professor FLEISCHMANN ,

-O->

: Thursday , 19 Oct and Friday , 20 Oct 50.

: Professore FLEISCHMANN and BAGGE .

General Impression
and Remarks

?

: Dr SCHOPPER , Dr KOLLATH and , unexpectedly , Professor Hans JENSEN

from Heidelberg , who was on a visit .

:

The Physics Department is located in one side of a building of
which the other side is occupied by Chemistry . During the war,
a bomb demolished part of the Chemistry wing , and the Physics :
Institute was badly shaken and burnt . Reconstruction is now

under way. The slowness of this process is partly due to the

fact that the previous physicist retired in 1945 , and FLEISCHMANN
has been in Hamburg only two years . A large lecture room and a
Van der Graaf machine are being constructed . When all this is

finished , the building will be adequate.

: Preparations are made for a 3 MEV pressure Van der Graaf machine .

There are two mass spectrometers , a Wilson camera, counters and
a good deal of optical equipment .

T

When Professor FLEISCHMANN took over , the laboratory was , as he
calls it , a "museum" . Hie predecessor had not been very active

physicist and had collected a great deal of very old-fashioned

physical apparatus . Very little money had been spent on physics .

FLEISCHMANN seems to have made the government understand that.
this will have to change .

FLEISCHMANN received us very cordially . He is reported to have
been a convinced Nazi during the war , but a " decent" one ; that
is , he did not denounce anybody . He was Professor in Strasbourg,
and thus became the first prisoner of the "Alsos " mission. He

spent 18 months imprisoned in the US . FLEISCHMANN is quite

worried about the Soviet boundary , only 30 kilometers away. He
does not want to leave , but expressed hope that the US occupation
forces would not let him fall into the hands of the Soviets !

FLEISCHMANN is a nuclear physicist , and will return to his

chosen field when he obtains his 3 MEV pressure Van der Graaf .

In the meantime , he has put the optical equipment he inherited
to some good use . He is a pupil of Pohl in Goettingen and has

resumed some studies of dichroiem and other optical phenomena,
which have interested him a long time .

Professor BAGGE is relatively young and has the ambition to become
a fusion of theorist and experimentalist like Fermi . His interests

are cosmic rays .

Professor Jensen (Heidelberg ) happened to be in Hamburg on his way

from Copenhagen . We had corresponded a good deal during the last

year since we had quite independently , published very similar
papers . Jensen was extremely cordial and pleasant . He is

certainly a very good physicist .
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: 8. H SCHOPPER , under FLEISCHMANN's direction , is studying the

optical constants of thin metallic films . By using a simple

new device , requiring two quarter-wave plates , he is able to

measure exactly the shift of interference fringes coming from
two rays , of which one has traversed or been reflected from a
metal film. In this way he can determine independently the

refractive index , absorption coefficient and thickness of the
film. This is very good experimentation , which could have been,
but has not been , performed 60 years ago ..

b. Extremely thin layers of alkal ! metals on glass or quartz
show pronounced dichroiem. Light is absorbed when the electric

vector is normal to the layer . The occurrence of this layer

depends , in an unknown manner , on the surface on which it is
absorbed .

c. Dr KOLLATH wants to determine the dependence of the scattering
cross- section of electrons on the direction of the electron spin .

This requires an apparatus in which an electron beam is scattered.
on an atomic beam , and the electrons scattered at right angles
are , in turn, acattered by a second atomic beam. It is not
clear yet whether at the end there will be enough electrons left
to be measured .

3. Dr BAGGE is interested in determining the ratio of the numbers
of positive and negative resons in the cosmic radiation . For this
purpose , he uses some kind of magnetic lens which will collect

either the positive or the negative mesons . A counter four meters
above and four meters below the lene are in a coincidence circuit.
He has been able to measure the positive excess up to 10 electrons
volts of energy ..

e. A Wilson camera is used to determine the scattering of mesons
in a leal plate .

Two-mass spectrometers for determination of abundances have

just arrived and are being adjusted.
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PHYSIKALISCH CHEMISCHES INSTITVI DER UNIVERSITART, HAMBURG .

Bamburg .

: Professor HARTECK .

: Thursday, 19 Oct 50.

:

: Professor JKRSLA of Heidelberg.

The building is the small , but excellent research building .con

structed by Stern . It contains no ross for "Praktikum" or

lectures , which is a great disadvantage at present since the

chemistry institute , nert door , has been destroyed by bombing

and is not yet rebuilt . The research rooms , however , are

excellent .

General Impression
and Remarks

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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Individual Research

Projects

In addition to the usual physical chemical equipment , which

appears to be good, there are two large ultracentrifuges for

isotope separation . These are described in more detail under

"Individual Research Projects".

A hydrogen liquefier is in the building.

Professor HARTECK was not in town , but was met later (Monday,

23 Oct 50) at the Naturforscher und Arzte Tagung in Munich.

Professor Jensen vas staying in Professor HARTECK's office

during a short sojourn in Hamburg on his way home to Heidelberg

from Stockholm. He took us around the institute , but the visit

did not include all research roemes.

The somewhat fragmentary impression was of a busy and excellent

laboratory. The main interest of the laboratory seems to be

centered on isotope separation. The laboratory is the center

of work in this field in Germany. During the war it was here

that such vork vas done as the separation of uranium isotopes.

Hovever, Heisenberg had always opposed isotope separation as

an industrial process on the German uranium project , so that the

work here was on a trivial scale compared with the US effort .

Hevertheless , considerable general information has been obtained

and techniques were worked out.

HARTECK is a very lively and extremely enthusiastic scientist,

somebody who never seems to tire and enjoys "talking shop" at

all occasions. Kis talk at the meeting of "Faturforscher und

Arste" vas rather mediocre . But he seems to be the type of

person who has a lot of ideas .

HARTECK was in the US during this year and is returning to the

U8 in December , but not permanently.

a. The most outstanding project is that of the ultracentrifugal

separation of gaseous isotopie mirtures . The present apparatus

works on a batch system. Tvo essentially identical centrifuges

have been built and are in operation, but they work as single

units .
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The single unit is a 150 m diameter aluminum alloy cylinder ,

about one meter in length . The cylinder is electrically driven

by an axial 660 cycle electric motor from which the centrifuge

hange . Rotational velocities up to 50 thousand ry are obtained.

The gas is fed into the center of the centrifuge by a steel

capillary, and after equilibrium has been obtained it is removed

by the same capillary, the lighter isotope enriched gas from the

center coming out first . 1

Selenium isotopes have been enriched by this method , using Se

a carrier gut .

It was originally intended to use the two centrifuges in series

as a continuously operating system . By having a system of

baffles in the single centrifuge , so that the outer component of

one compartment flowed into the inner part of the next compart

ment , each centrifuge became a multiple stage separator . By

running one centrifuge feater than the other it pumped from the

second . This is not used at present .

The use of ₂ as stabilising gas is an important improvement.

Due to small temperature gradients , or changes in speed , the

gaseous contents of a centrifuge tend to get into turbulence,

upsetting the equilibrium conditions. If considerable H₂ is

present , the gases separate quickly so that the average molecular

weight of the gas mixture depends strongly on the gravitational

field . As a result , the mixture is very stable , and no turbulent

convection occurs.

b. An interesting new method of enrichment of deuterium in hydrogen

gas has been worked out , wing low temperature absorption of the

gas on silica gel . The gas pumped off the absorbent is almost

purely the light isotope . Single stage enrichment factors of greater

than one hundred are obtained , The low temperatures are those

of liquid hydrogen .

c. The hydrogen content of the atmosphere has been investigated

and found to be 1/15,000 not 1/60,000 as previously reported .

Tritium has been found in this hydrogen.

d. There was some discussion of a method for the separation of

isotopes which was new to us . It was referred to as the "Isotopen

schleuse . Its principle is that evaporated gases of a certain

temperature are seat through two rotating slots .

speeds of the molecules with different isotopes are this way

used for the separation .

The different

e. A stationary Wilson cloud chamber . This we did not see, since

it is new and Jensen had not heard of it . HARTECK described it

to us in Mmich. The principle consists of the construction of a

vessel with a temperature gradient between a vater layer at plus

30 degrees and a layer at minus 30 degrees . At some places , the

air is always supersaturated , so that the chamber is always ready

and no expansion is required . The great advantage is that there

is no limit to the size of this type of cloud chamber .
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MUENCHEN UNIVERSITY.

: Mmich .

13:1

: Professor BOPP , Theoretische Physiks.
Professor GERLACH , Experimental Physik .
No director , Physikalische Chemie .

Equipment

General Impressions
and Resort

: Professor BOPP .

:

8 Not at the laboratory, but at a beer party for the Faturforscher
sad Arzte meeting : Professor GERLACH and Professor SOMMERFELD..

The buildings of the university are thoroughly destroyed , and
little attempt has been made to rebuild them.

Extressly poor .

! We visited Professor BOPP, whom we had previously encountered
in Bad Nauheim. To has a few pleasant rooms in an undestroyed
part of the university. The main equipment of a theoretician,
the library, was completely destroyed . However, Professor
SOMMERFELD put his personal library at the disposal of the
institute, so that the situation for theoreticians is not too
bat. Professor BOPP is a young man of some reputation . His
interest is in quantum electrodyandel .

Professor BOPP painted a very sad picture of the state of affairs
at Muenchen University. Indeed , he told us that there was
nothing to see . The experinatal physicists have been working
in some holes in the ruins of the former building. We sAY
thore, and it is indeed the worst laboratory in the country.
At present , their equipment is dismantled , in order to be taken
to some rebuilt reems . Professor GERLACH , the director, ie,
for the third time , rector of the university and very busy with
an infinity of other things.

The physical chemistry laboratory is essentially destroyed .
Clusius vas director , an excellent man. He got an offer from
the University of Zuerich in 1947, which he could accept only
by crossing the boundary into Svitzerland secretly. It is said
that the BS occupation forces would not have let him leave the
country. Clusius has not been replaced .

Chemistry seems to exist mainly in some suburbs . We sav A
student , on a PhD thesis , who did her research work in the
cellar of her home !

Altogether , the impression is that Manchen , at present , is
completely dead.

It was pleasant to see Professor SOMMERFELD again . He has an
excellent memory for people , and is quite up- to-date on recent
literature and on US developments .
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:

Maich .

22-24 Oct 50.

This meeting is an institution which was founded abort 150 years

ago. In formar years must special meetings , like those of the

physicists , of pediatricians , etc, were held in conjunction with

This year , the " Tagung" vàs essentially held to reconstruct the
old organization. Hons of the spesialised meetings were held,

only the general show-lectures were given . The attendance was

relatively small , ani mainly corporal of plợsicians .

of the infinite number of "Begraaringsanspracher " on Sunday,
only one stands out , the lecture by the Bundespresident , Benas .

It was an excellent free speech of an exceedingly well educated
D.

The physics lectures on Monday vere devoted to review of the

development of quantum mechanics : Heisenberg , Laus, Harteck.
Heisenberg's lecture was not outstanding ; the other tvo, poor.
Bome counsats about a few things that annoyed us are in the_

general part of the report . On Tuesday, Verl of Princeton , gave
an almost two-hour talk on relativity, which only a few specialists
could understand . This was followed by an excellent lecture by
Heckmann on cosmology, and an almost equally good one by the
astronger Kicale .

RED

9

Professor Hectasan, astronomer , Hamburg ..

Heckmann was a good friend of ours in former times . We spent
a good deal of time with him. He has since become one of the

beat astronomers in Germeny . That he is held in high regard

by US astronomers is borne out by the fact that he was invited
to a visit of all major US observateries Laat spring . Heckman's
lecture at the nesting vas truly outstanding. HeckmaAN BAY

establish an astronomical observatory, run by the Lemburg

astronomy department in San Salvador , if observing conditions,

as shown by meteorological observations this year , are con

#idered good enough ,

14 :

Reckman's record unter the Jazi Government vas excellent . He

isa truly bonest , forthright and decent person . He guarded his

children against national socialist influences by bringing thea

up in a religious tradition . He and his family would never
cooperate with the USSR .

b. Professor Kienle, astronomer , Heidelberg,

We knew Kienle when he was Professor in Goettingen . He has since

been in Potsdam and left there a few months ago , with full Soviet

permission , to take the chair in Heidelberg . His budget in
Heidelberg will be less than one -tenth of that of the Potedan

observatory. But he felt that he could not stand the life under

the Soviet occupation any longer . He felt free to talk about the

conditions in the Eastern Zons . His reports were very disquieting ,
and are discussed in the general part of the report .
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C. Professor Wolfgang Heubner , pharmacology, Freie Universitast ,
Berlin,

How he and his wife kept out of a concentration camp during the

Hazi regine is not clear to me. They helped and hid Jews by

every method at their disposal . At present , they still talk
about the terrible injustices done by the Nazis , but not about
their ova iefortunes .

d. Professor von Lane ,

We also met him in Goettingen . He stayed with us when he
received an honorary degree in Chicago . His upright record
under the Basis is well known . He is one of the few nurviving

physicists who contributed to the great era of science develop
ment in Germany.
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE , MUENCHER

: Munich .

Professor JOOB .

: Wednesday , 25 Oct 50.

: Professor JOOB ..

:

General Impressien
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Individual Research

Probleme :

The building is an elegant , spacious structure of the 1920's .

It was deged , suffered severely from neglect , but is now re

paired and enlargot.

Most prevar equipment was lost due to neglect and theft . The

process of rebuilding apparatus has only just begun.

J008 is a cross between an experimentalist and a theorist .

Whenever he is mentioned by his colleagues , it is said that

he is such a difficult person . To us , he vas cordial and

pleasant . He has had an unfortunate postvar experience .

He came to Muenchen in 1945 and was invited by the Bignal Corps

to come to the US in 1947. He seems to have had the impression

that he was invited to a bona fide research position at Boston

University. This was not the case . He was considered a "non

existing alien" , his mail yas censored and hold up . There wa

ao equipment for any kind of research. He was not able to make

contacts with other scientists in the US . He left in 1949, al

though his family would have like to stay. Shortly before he

left he was given a regular immigration visa . He holds a "permit

to reenter" the US , which could be extended , but he intends to

let it lapse . J006 is quite bitter about this experience . He

did not say too much about it to us , but we hear from many

sides that he is very vociferous in scolding.

JOOB is not a man with many ideas , but a good physicist . His

Laboratory suffered during his absence , less from the original

damage but from severe neglect of the necessary repairs . It is

now in good condition . J008 has so far spent his efforts more

on reconstruction of the teaching facilities than on research.

A beautiful new lecture room has been built , although it does

not seen as efficient as these constructed by Pohl and his

pupils . The rooms and equipment for the "praktikum" are vell

laid out and designed . Very little actual research is going on .

There is in construction equipment for measuring the neutrons

from the D-D reaction . J008 intends to study methods of making

Photographs sensitive to neutrons . This could be done , for

instance, by bathing the plates in boron . He would like to study

neutron diffraction on crystals , and was very disappointed when

Lane, at the meeting of the Naturforscher und Aerzte Tag, showed

some beautiful BS photographs of just this work,

b. JOOS is interested in spectra of crystals . He used to work

on rare earth salts , which are now essentially "finished" . In

Goettingen , he worked on tranyl salts , in which hydrogen vas re

placed by deuterium. This type of work was extensively pursued

during the war in the US . His interest is now in the salts of

chromium.
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8 ISTITUT FUER ANGEWANDTE PHYSIK DER TECHNISCHEN HOCHSCHULE,

MUENCHEN.

: Munich.
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Professor MRISSIER .

: Wednesday, 25 Oct 50.

:

8 Professore MEISSNER and SCHUBERT .

The institute is in one ving of the enormous Technische Hochschul
This wing was not badly damaged during the war and is large, with
large pleasant rooms vell suited for research .

:

bella Day

Individual Research

Problems

Ho very special apparatus was seen , but there seemed to be an
siaquate supply of electrical equipment , vacuum pumps , etc. The
shop was good and quite a bit of apparatus had been constructed
in it .

Professor E1851ER's main field of work is in super-conductivity,
which work is conducted at the laboratory in Herrsching. In
this laboratory the emphasis is on diplom and doctoral disserta
tions . Mach of the work is an applications , and some of it done
for industrial firms or government bureaus in order to obtain
some money for the laboratory.

Professor MKISSHER appears much younger and more vigorous than
one would expect for a man of his age (68 ). He vas extremely
cordial , and not in the least stiff. One had the impression

of greater cooperation and friendship between the chief and the
students than is frequently seen. All students were introduced,
and asked to explain their work . Although the student vas
frequently interrupted by MEISSNER , when the explanation was
thought to be too detailed or inadequate , this was done in a
friendly way. The general atmosphere of this laboratory vas
hearty.

Professor SCHUBERT vas "house theoretician" and has just

accepted a call to Mainz as "Extraordinarius " . Te obviously
loves and worships his chief . He gave the impression of con

siderable ability, although lacking MKISSIER's fire and
originality.

a. Several of the problems were of purely industrial nature,
including a room for the study of the sound absorbing qualities
of building materials. One problem, the testing of gaming machine
vas amusing. Pare chance machines vere tested to see if they were
honest . Other machines , in which a skill element was supposed
to be involved , were also tested.

b. The heat conductivity of large samples of materials,
especially building materials , were determined , both slightly
above and below room temperature.

e. Single crystals of metals , thallium and indium alloys , vere
grown in the form of thin long samples in glass capillarics .
These are for use in experiments on superconductivity. The
crystals were then tested to see if they were actually singl
crystals .
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(1) One method of test is to observe the plane of

polarization of the light reflected by the crystal from a

polarized incident boom. The crystal is then moved axially

so that the position at which the reflection occurs is changed.

If the plane of pelarisation changes , then the crystal is not

a single crystal .

(2) An X-ray camera is set up and a photograph of a portion

of the wire is taken . The vire is then moved axially so that

a new apot is exposed . If the two photographs overlap , then

the crystal is single .

(3) Metal vires grown in glass tubes usually show con

siderable distortion from true single crystals due to the

strains produced by the fact that the melt adheres to the

glass valls. If the glass is coated on the inside with soot,

this does not occur . The soot coating is accomplished by sucking

a bensene flame into the capillary.

d. An apparatus following the Purcell method for determining

nuclear spins vas being constructed.

e. The Benedix effect (see Gobrecht - Berlin) was to be tested,

using rings in which the temperature gradient is different on

the two sides .
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: KAELTE LABORATORIUM DER BAYRISCHEN AKADEMIE DER VISSENSCHAFTEN

: Herrsching (40 km south of Munich) .

: Professor MEISSER .

: Vednesday, 25 Oct 50.

- 90 -

: Professor MKISSIER , Professor SCHUBERT , Dr Hans MKLSSKER (son
of Professor MEISSNER ) .

:

: Dr SCHMEISSER (1 ) .

The institute is housed in two small one-story barracks , one of
which, the main laboratory, is well constructed ; the other , which
houses the shop , offices , and some living rooms is of wood.
Both buildings were well remodeled for their present use , and
the institute although small appeared to be vell and pleasantly
housed. There is no library, which is a disadvantage since
the distance to Munich is not negligible.

:

The chief equipment of this laboratory consists of good air
and helium-liquefiers . This is the only place , except Erlangen,
that we have seen a helium-liquefier in Germany, and it is the
only place in which helium is liquefied in quantity.

The electrical equipment for making magnetic and electrical
measurements vas also satisfactory and adequate.

It is intended to purchase a new compressor and construct
hydrogen-liquefier.

Professor MEISSIER is one of the world's leading experimentalists
in the field of superconductivity. He also has considerable
theoretical ability and understanding in this field .

Professor MKISSKER will keep this laboratory after his retire
ment from the university.

MEISSNER's laboratory has been renowned in the past for its
excellent machine shop, and the collaboration between shop
and scientific workers . This tradition was broken during the
var and is being gradually rebuilt . The shop here manufactures
the liquefiers , which are reasonably complicated and difficult .
In addition , the shop , in collaboration with Dr Hans MEISSNER,
had developed wire presses for extruding fine vires of metals
such as lead and bismith , not normally purchasable in vire form.

We were introduced to the master mechanic as "the soul of the
laboratory and to his assistants . The same hearty cooperative
tone that we noticed in MEISSNER's Technische Hochschule institute
prevailed here.

Young Hans MKL88NER impressed us as a skilled experimenter,
enthusiastic in his interest , and probably a very excellent
physicist . It would be desirable to have his visit the US;
he would like to go .
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Helium is liquefied by the process suggested by Collins (US ).

The compressed helium gas at 30 atmospheres is cooled to liquid

air temperatures . One-third of the gas is then diverted to a

chamber in which it expands adiabatically, doing work against a

piston , to one atmosphere , and thus cooling the gas . This gas

is then heat -exchanged against the other two- thirds , which then

expands into the liquefier .

This method obviates the need for an intermediate liquid hydrogen

stage, and thus no hydrogen Liquefier is necessary.

There are two helium liquefiers . They yield helium at a rate of

two or three liters an hour, the first liquid appears a half

hour after the start .

They also have a strong pumping system attached to the storage

Tessel for liquid helium, and have been able to get down to

0.8% .

Professor MEISSNER now has an adequats supply of helium. He vas

invited to the low temperature conference in Cambridge , Mass

last year, and as a result of this visit , Condon and Brickwedde

from the Bureau of Standards have sent Kim cylinders of beliun.

The laboratory has been in operation for such a short time that

no publishable work has yet been completed . One interesting

effect has been noticed . If contact between two relatively

dirty lead surfaces is made, the contact resistance may be

considerable, but still disappears completely when the lead

becomes aperconducting.

A test of the Heisenberg theory of superconductivity was being

set up .
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET.

: Erlangen .

: Professer HILSCH .

: Thursday, 26 Oct 50.
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: Professor HILSCE .

: La BUCERE and Dr SAUK .

: The building is excellent . It was not destroyed, and , in fact ,
has been added to considerably between the war and the monetary
reforz.

8

:

The equipment , likevise is ample and satisfactory. There are a
fev excellent spectrographs , an X- ray outfit , etc. The scul of
the laboratory consists of liquid air , khydrogen , and innumerable
helium liquefiers ( expansion principle) .

Professor RHILSCH is a pupil of Pohl in Goettingen . He definitely
bears the Pobl staup, almost impresses one as a younger edition
of Pohl , with Pohl's abilities and faults . HILSCH has the
appropriate aggressiveness to get on in the difficult situation
in Germany..

During the R-Mark- times he started to enlarge bis institute
considerably and elegantly. He built a beautiful lecture room
for the big physics course, an exact replica of the famous one of
Pobl (a student of Poll can always be recognized by the lecture
room he builds) . Two stories of laboratories were added , which
now also house the mathematicians . Even from the outside the
building looks very beautiful , efficient and functional . HILSCH
vas instrumental in acquiring an adjacent building for an
Institut fuer Angewandte Physik, so that Erlangen has now
two physicists . HILSCH came to Erlangen in 1940.

During the var , HILSCH had a var contract which was simply called
"low temperatures" . At that time , he acquired two compressore ,
for hydrogen and helium. After the war , HILSCH seems to have
had at all times the support of the occupation forces . He
acquired another compressor , some spectrographe , etc. At present ,
he receives frequent gifts of helium from Americans , which keep
him going .

HILSCH (11ke Pohl) , is hammering away on one particular problem.
To attempt at broadening the scope of the work is made (at least
we were not shown anything else) . The subject is an interesting
and fashionable one , namely the investigation of superconducting
of metals. The experimatal work is excellent . This is one physics
laboratory which works with cleaner chemicals than any chemist .
There are any number of small helium liquefiere in the various
laboratories . These are constructed in such a way that it takes
an hour to produce the liquid helium, which will stay in the vessel
for 15 hours . The temperature cannot be reduced belev 1.2 degrees
Kelvin. The apparatus can be warned up in a short time , so that
tvo measurements can be made in a day. (A measurement of MKISSIER's
requires days , although MELBSTER is able to do things which HLSCH
cannot. )
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HILSCH has not published much , but the work he has done is very

interesting. He works with thin films of metals which are

evaporated on quartz plates at various temperatures , from tvo

degrees to room temperature.

Individual Research.

Projects

HILSCH has also inherited two bad traits from Pohl . He has a

conteapt for theory . He has something which he calls a theory,

but it is really just a working hypothesis , namely that crystal

imperfections have something to do with superconductivity. He

is not interested in current theories of superconductivity. In

contrast , Meisener in Herrsching, is attempting to test , and to

prove or disprove , the various somewhat contradictory theories .

Secondly, HILSCH seems to be somewhat unpleasant to his under

lings . Students were not introduced or spoken to . Assistants

were introduced , but treated eartly.

HILSCH bas limited the number of students in his laboratory

severely. He has four students working for the diploma examina

tion, four for the doctorate , and four assistants . This, of

course, produces good working conditions . HILSCH has shed all

Jobs like deaa, etc , and is quite free to verk,

We have both known HILSCH since the 1920's when he worked in

Goettingen . He is the fifth physicist we met who is married

to a school friend of mine . In 1939, while HILSCH was still an

assistant in Goettingen , he was offered the professorship in

Prague . He declined since he felt that the job was distasteful .

Gudden , then in Erlangen , vent and perished there during the last

days of the var . HILSCH was not a Nazi .

HILSCH made some comments about the ERP money which are worth

mentioning . He stands to receive 50 thousand DM . The Notgemein

schaft , which administers the money , requires that he spend it,

or at least contracts equipment for it , within three weeks .

Since this amount is precisely five times his yearly budget be
and

bates to do this in such a short time . He does not know

no scientist can know in vhat direction his research vill lead

If the money
him, and which apparatus he vill need in a year .

could be spread over a few years , it would be infinitely more

useful.

●

Thin films of tin evaporated upon a quarts plate , held at two

degrees absolute have a much higher transition point to super

conductivity than bulk tin, or tin evaporated on a quartz plate

at room temperature , Upon heating, the film changes irreversibly,

in such a way that the transition temperature is dependent on the

highest temperature the film has kncvn . Some of the films are

only 300 Angstroems thick, have a resistance of 20 thousand Ohms ,

which completely disappears below the transition point .

b. This effect is also observed with other superconducting sub

stances . The percentage change in transition temperature for films

which have known no temperature higher than two degrees compared

to those which have known room temperature is roughly proportional

to the Debye temperature of the metal (for Pb there is no change ,

for Hg it is negative) .

ad the chanuation of films through the super
The experiment isC. Approved for Release: 2022/06/22 C00010786
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contrast , Meissner in Herrsching , is attempting to test , and to

prove or disprove, the various somewhat contradictory theories .

Secondly , HILSCH seems to be somewhat unpleasant to his under

lings . Students were not introduced or spoken to . Assistants

were introduced , but treated curtly.

:

HILSCH baa limited the number of students in his laboratory

severaly. He has four students working for the diploma examina

tion , four for the doctorate , and four assistants . This, of

course, produces good working conditions . HILSCH has shed all

Jobs like dean , etc , and is quite free to work.

Individual Research :

Projects

We have both known HILSCH since the 1920's when he worked in

Goettingen . He is the fifth physicist ve net who is married

to a school friend of mine . In 1939 , while HILSCH was still an

assistant in Goettingen , he was offered the professorship in

Prague . He declined since he felt that the job was distasteful .

Gudden , then in Erlangen , went and perished there during the last

days of the war . HILSCH was not a Nazi .

HILSCH made some comments about the ERP money which are worth

mentioning . He stands to receive 50 thousand DM . The Notgemein

schaft , which administers the money, requires that he spend it ,

or at least contracts equipment for it , vithin three weeks.

Since this amount is precisely five times his yearly budget he

bates to do this in such a short time . He does not know and

no scientist can know in what direction his research will lead

him, and which apparatus he will need in a year . If the money

could be spread over a few years , it would be infinitely more

useful .

.

O

a. Thin films of tin evaporated upon a quarts plate , held at two

degrees absolute have a much higher transition point to super

conductivity than bulk tin , or tin evaporated on a quartz plate

at room temperature . Upon heating , the film changes irreversibly,

in such a way that the transition temperature is dependent on the

highest temperature the film has incvn . Some of the films are

only 300 Angstroems thick, have a resistance of 20 thousand Ohms,

which completely disappears below the transition point .

b. This effect is also observed with other superconducting sub

stances . The percentage change in transition temperature for films

which have known no temperature higher than two degrees compared

to those which have known room temperature is roughly proportional

to the Debye temperature of the metal (for Pb there is no change ,

for Eg it is negative).

c. The observation of the absorption of films through the super

conducting point has never shown any change . The experiment is

to be repeated with higher accuracy.

d. SAUER observes the X-ray spectrum of tin film , but not

yet at low temperature.
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e. It is not quite easy to introduce crystal imperfections

into some superconductors . Tin, for instance, does not

dissolve copper . HILSCH produces atomically dispersed copper in

tin by evaporating both simultaneously on a quartz plate at two

degrees . The superconducting transition temperature rises.

After the film has been warm , the transition temperature is

that of pure tin .

f. In connection with this , some vapor pressure measurements

of films and alloys are undertaken .
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: PHYSIKALISCH CHEMISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAET, ERLANGEN

: Erlangen .

8 Professor Eric LANGE.

: Friday, 27 Oct 50.

: Professor LANGE .
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: Several assistants and students .

8 The building, apparently untouched by the war , has been re
decorated inside , and was reasonably large , pleasant and well
suited for research ..

:

: The usual physical chemical equipment of thermostats , electrical.
measuring devices , pumps , etc , appeared to be present in adequate
amounts. The most important apparatus consisted of two highly
precise differential calorimeters , for the measurement of heats
of dilution .

:Professor LANGE is a thermodynamicist . He has recently written
a short textbook on chemical thermodyasaics , and is a member
of the international committee on nomenclature . His work.
is in the electrochemical side of thermodynamics . Professor.
LANGE received me cor rally and we discussed thermodynamic
nomenclature for some time before visiting the laboratory.

The international committee on thermodynamic and electrochemical
nomenclature has a US chairman , van Rhysselbergh , of Oregon
who, however , has been educated in Belgium. US nomenclature.
has been remarkably standard for the past 30 years , following
that of the classic thermodynamic text of Levis and Randall .

Van Rhysselbergh has been one of the few exceptions , tending
to use one of the several European systems . Since about half.
the world's research in the field of chemical thermodynamics
has been done in the US, and mostly published with the Levis
and Randall nomenclature, it is somewhat unfortunate that none
of the enthusiastic proponents of this system , of which there
are many, are represented on the committee . It is likely that
the committee vill make a recommendation which will not be
followed in the US.

Following this discussion we visited the laboratory, which gave
the impression of good , solid , and precise experimentation .

After visiting the laboratory, I attended a short impromptu
seminar given by an assistant of the applied chemistry institute ,
who was leaving for another position . The work reported was not
particularly impressive, and the seminar seemed a little stiff;
no member except Professor LANGE made any comments.
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Differential Calorimeter : A multiple element thermocouple,

having some two bundred elements in series , vith alternate element

on the two sides of a flat plate , separates two sides of a
cylindrical double walled Devar . The plane of "plate" is

parallel to the axis of the Devar . The two sides each contain

a stirrer , and a gold plated "pipette" which can be opened
simultaneously at the top and bottom, The two sides are
filled with identical amounts of pure solvent (vater) and the

pipette of one side with the same solvent , that of the other with
a solution of some solute..

The Devar is placed in thermostat controlled to 10- degrees.

After temperature equilibrium is established the pipettes are
opened . Temperature differences as small as 10-7 degrees can

be measured, although only those of about 10-6 degrees are
significant . The instrument is probably one of the most precise
heat of dilution calorimeters,

b. Volta potential of various surfaces are measured by the con
densor method . In particular there was a device by which an iron
surface could be scraped clean in yacum and the Volta potential
measured immediately . Fren at 10- the oxidation changes the
potential in a few minutes.

c . The emission of electrons in vacinus by a newly produced
surface (ses Goettingen ) was investigated by using a stream
of liquid mercury. The effect is present , but of short duration ..
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GEOCHEMISCHES INSTITUT (THEOLOGISCHE HOCHSCHULE) .

:

: Professor W ODDACK .

: Friday, 27 Oct 50.

t Dr Eva (1 ) HODDACK.

According to ra NODDACK, the equipment is all personal property
of the NODRACKS and very adequate for their purpose.

The ascension of Bamberg to a "Hochschule" with a science faculty
and its aspiration to become a full fledged university is a

postwar development . Since Maenchen was thoroughly destroyed,
and is, in fact , not yet built up, the two Roman Catholic .
theological seminaries of Bamberg and Regensburg were asked
to handle the entering students in the first semesters . At the
other universities , one hears nothing good about either
institution. The medical faculties complain that the training
of the pre-meds is very poor indeed . We beard from many sides
that the Roman Catholic Kultus Minister , Hundhammar , is vitally
interested in the two catholic - really Catholic Church -
enterprises at Bamberg and Regensburg . He supports them strongly
while be tries his best to retard the legitimate Bavarian
Universities of Muenchen , Erlangen and Wuerzburg , Regensburg
is rumored to have obtained a large electron microscope from
ERP money which , it is claissi , is administered by the Bavarian
Wirtschaftsministerium . Hundharmer is a native of Regensburg,
and the Bavarian Ministerpraesident a native of Bamberg.

In 1946, when great mabers of freshmen entered the universities ,
it may have been a vise move to get then started in two un

destroyed cities . By now, the usefulness of the two academies
is very questionable. The legitimate universities can , by now,
handle the beginners easily. It Just does not make any
difference if there are 50 more students in a large freshman
class of two hundred . The trouble of the regular universities
begins with the advanced students , when there is not enough
laboratory space and equipment to go around . At that stage,
the universities have to screen students . Ramberg and

Regensburg are not equipped to give this training, and simply
increase the troubles of the regular universities .

The science faculty of Bamberg contains the NODDACKS , who are
both scientists of repute . WODNACK handles physical chemistry.
Some unknown teaches inorganic chemistry . There is a physicist
by the name of Tierling . It is typical that the physicists of
Wuerzburg and Erlangen did not know his name. With one
probable new addition ( see later ) this comprises the whole

physical sciences . It is certainly an inadequate staff to give

more than the beginning of training in the sciences.
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Bamberg has offered a professorship in theoretical physics to

Pasqual Jordan , and he has accepted . Since , in the meantime ,

Hamburg has extended his guest professorship , it is not quite
certain that he will arrive . Jordan is a very well known man ,

of the Bann school . He vas a definite , outspoken Nazi , and

wrote a number of public statements about "German Physics" ,

etc. He is a persona non grata with Bohr in Copenhagen .

After the var , the German universities did not want hin,

in spite of the fact that there is a great lack of theoreticians

of his age and reputation . He has recently published some very

vild , and not too well thought out , theories of cosmology. He

does not seem to be a very valuable addition to a university,
except for enhancing its reputation . Politically and philosophical?

Jordan is as unstable as ever . We knew Jordan in 1928 in Goettinger
heard details about his Kazi records and scientific publications

later. On this trip, ve did not meet him anywhere .

We came to Bamberg at a somewhat inopportume time . The geochemical

laboratory vas being moved from a monastery to a castle, and
Professor MODDACK was not available . Mrs NODDACK asked us to

visit her at her home , which we did . Everybody who has been

interested in the cosmological abundance of elements has met the
Mame of the FODDACKS . Their life work has been the chemical

analysis of minerals , especially quantitative measurement of the
amounts of rare constituents . Their work has not always been
correct . Harrison Brown in Chicago bas a poor opinion of it ;

but it is extremely difficult work which can now be done much

easier by use of neutrons .

Mrs WODDACK received us quite cordially, but we came away with the

impression of a not very pleasant personality . She is the only

person we met who was definitely hostile towards the US . She

tried to impress us with the fact that the situation in the US

was very bad . She claimed that they had an offer to go to the

US , but "if one works at a university in the US , one starres

(verbungert)" . A denial on our part made no impression .

NODDACK was known as a convinced Hazi . He went to Strasbourg

in 1943 which is not a recommendation . They fled before Allied

troops entered , taking with them all their equipment . Why they

landed in Bamberg ve could not find out . I have the suspicion

that it has something to do with the fact that Bamberg was more
inclined to take people with a Nazi record . MODDACK has formed

quite a school and has eight students working towards a doctorate,

which Bamberg is not allowed to grant , He will send them else

where to finish . A new laboratory has been promised , although

there seems to be some difficulty to convince the Church Fathers

that science needs space and money.
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: PHYSIKALISCHES INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITARTS.

: Wuerzburg .

B Professor KUHLENKAMPF .

: Saturday, 28 Oct 50 .

: Dr LKISEGANG, Dr FETZ .

: Professor KUHLEKKAMPY , Professor OTT ( theoretical physics), and
any number of students .

: The building was constructed in 1875 and is consequently very
old- fashioned . It was somewhat damaged during the var but bas
been repaired .

: This is the laboratory where Roentgen discovered the X-rays .
It still follows Roentgen's tradition and limits its research
to the X-ray field , When XUHLEHKANPF arrived in 1946, there was
very little equipment present , due to age and attitude of the
previous director . KUELENKAMPF brought some apparatus with him
from Jena . Several high voltage generators exist . Support
for the laboratory has been at a minimm. There is hope for the
acquisition of a 25 KEY betatron from ERP money.

: In some respects this was the most pleasant visit of any
laboratory where we were not well known . We had met Professor
KUELENKAMPF at Bad Nauheim and told him that we would come to .
visit him. He was out of town when we arrived , but bad informed
his staff. Dr.LKISEGANG and Dr. FETZ received us with unusual
cordiality and friendliness . They took us through the laboratories ,
and it was an entirely different visit from the usual one. When
they entered a room , they would announce , "Boys , we have visitors
from the US , and then introduce us to every last person in the
room, including mechanics . Somehow , the students were not at
all stiff. The assistants asked the students to explain their
apparatus, and did not continually interrupt and take over .
The students talked freely and well . There was none of the
usual stiffness and shyness . It was appareat that the relationsbetween the assistants and students are much more cordial than
with the chief , who has rarely time to enter a students '
laboratory. It was indicated that the visit would have been
different had XUHLERKAMPF been present . LEISEGANG then decided
that all of them would like to hear about the US , and asked all
students up to the laboratory to talk to us . So , for the first
time, on our last visit to a German laboratory, ve sat around
a table with about ten students , told them about the US , and
listened to their troubles . LEISEGANG vas very worried about
KUHLENKAMPT's reaction when he heard about it , but we were very
pleased .

The troubles of the students and assistants are very real and
seriov . With tha Raman
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: Professor KUHLENKAMPF , Professor OTT ( theoretical physics ) , and
any number of students .

:
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Dr LEIBEGANG , Dr FETZ .

The building was constructed in 1875 and is consequently very
old-fashioned . It was somewhat damaged during the var but has
been repaired ..

This is the laboratory vhere Roentgen discovered the X-rays .
It still follows Roentgen's tradition and limits its research
to the X- ray field . When KUHLEHKAMPT arrived in 1946 , there was
very little equipment present , due to age and attitude of the
previous director . XUHLETKAMPY brought some apparatus with him
from Jena . Several high voltage generators exist . Support
for the laboratory has been at a minimam . There is hope for the
acquisition of a 25 MEV betatron from ERP money .

: In some respects this was the most pleasant visit of any
laboratory where we were not well known . We had met Professor
KUELENKAMPF at Bad Nauheim and told him that we would come to
visit him. He vas out of town when we arrived , but had informed
his staff. Dr LEISEGANG and Dr FEZZ received us with unusual
cordiality and friendliness . They took us through the laboratories,
and it was an entirely different visit from the usual one . When
they entered a room, they would announce , "Boys , we have visitors
from the US , and then introduce us to every last person in the
room, including mechanice . Somehow, the students were not at
all stiff. The assistants asked the students to explain their
apparatus , and did not continually interrupt and take over.
The students talked freely and well . There was none of the
usual stiffness and shyness . It was apparent that the relations
between the assistants and students are much more cordial than
with the chief, who has rarely time to enter a students '
Laboratory. It vas indicated that the visit would have been
different had XUHLENKAMPF been present . LEISEGANG then decided
that all of them would like to hear about the US , and asked all
students up to the laboratory to talk to us . So, for the first
time , on our last visit to a German laboratory, we sat around
a table with about ten students , told them about the US , and
listened to their troubles . LEISBOANG was very worried about
KUELENKAMPT's reaction when he heard about it , but we were very
pleased. 1

The troubles of the students and assistants are very real and
serious . With the German waiversity set -up , only a handful of
physicists have a chance even to become an "Ordinarius" . In
dustry at present is hardly taking any physicists ( although
Siemens had just engaged a student of Professor OTT, a
theoretician) . In the laboratory the director is a complete
god , and just about as invisible, since he is burdened by
classes, exams , and administration . Nobody is consulted about
matters concerning the whole laboratory.
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Individual Research

Problems

- 100

The

They complained that the training of students is poor.

system of the US, where many full
professors work in the san

Laboratory, seemed to them a vast improvement.

The lack of equipment and financial support from the Kultur

ministerium is very serious . The Landtag of Bavaria vanted

to found a second chair for physics in Wuerzburg. However, the

Kulturminister , Hundharmer , spoke against it and got them to

reconsider! This is really a fantastic state of affairs.

In the afternoon, LEISEGANG and FRTZ decided to show us

Vuerzburg. In this process , we met XUBLEIXAMPT, just
returning

from Erlangen , where he had discussed prices of a betatron with

Siemens . We had a long talk with him, and all of then sev us off

at the station.

The equipment of this
laboratory is definitely very poor . The

assistants claimed that only Muenster was worse. The research

is very limited to the single field of T-rays . The library

belongs mostly to Jena,

SCHUFRER &sures the velocity spectrum in the back-diffusio

of electrons of 40 MEY which hit a metal plate.

b. Somebody tests the "scherzer formala" for the angular

distribution of X-rays produced on very thin alumim foils.

C. LEIBEGANG intends to determine the degree of polarization of

X-rays by measuring tracks of electrons produced by X-rays in a

Wilson cloud chamber . This means a stereoscopic measurement

of some thousands of tracks . He has to do this himself, althoug

it is work for a technician . He is quite unhappy about it, but

it seems to be the chief's suggestion .

end
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6 .

VCIA Denial
201 Fau von SICHERER

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

MEMORANDUM FOR : Director , Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency

ATTENTION : Colonel B. W. Heckeneyer

JIOA Watch List of 17 March 1952

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

1. We have received a memorandum

201 J. KEMPFER
201 (Fnu) ESCHENBACH

16
juneits
Juni

from which the following paragraph is quoted :

"The names of personnel given in the referenced

document as being associated with biological warfare
have been carefully perused by working level personnel

The resulting consensus is.

that the personnel enumerated as being worthy of

watching because of any possible soientific achieve

ment or direction of policy in the field of biologi
cal warfare should be revised . The names of von

Sicherer , Kempfer , and Eschenback are recommended
for removal from the list . No additions are recommended
at this time ."

2. Would you please advise me of what action you can take
on this recommendation

T

Scientific Intelligence

Approved forRelease
Date
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PLACE
ACQUIRED

1

COUNTRY Germany (West Zone )/USSR

(²

SUBJECT- Soviet Reasons for Return of German

A.

DATE

ACQUIRED BY SOURCE Nov 51

COMPLETELY USUALLY FAIRLY
RELIABLE RELIABLE RELIABLE

X

DATE OF INFORMATION Nov 51

1,3(9)(4
)

C

GRADING OF SOURCE BY OFFICE OF ORIGIN
NOT
USUALLY
RELIABLE

B

13(2
)(4
)

C₂

C
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SSIFICATION

CENTRAL ENTELLIGENCE AGENCY

INFORMATION REPORT

SECURITY INFORMATION

Specialists/Prospects for a New Paperclip Froject

2.

3.

C.

15.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSE
OF THE UNITED STATES WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE ESPIONAGE ACT BO
US C 31 AND 32 AS AMENDED . ITS TRANSMISSION OR THE REVELATION
OF ITS CONTENTS IN ANY MANNER 10 AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IS PRO
HIBITED BY LAW REPRODUCTION OF THIS FORMI PROM : BITED .

SOURCE

D.

NOT
RELIABLE

E.

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

1.

TRUE

REPORT NO

CD . NO .

CASE 3318
DATE DISTŘ .

3.

NO. OF PAGES 3

NO. OF ENCLS.
(LISTED BELOW )

SUPPLEMENT TO
REPORT NO .

PROBABLY POSSIBLY
TRUE TRUF

X2.

// FEB 52

SOURCE'S OPINION OF CONTENT

DOUBTFUL PROBABLY
FALSE

DAS 1197

1. Prior to November 1951 , the Soviets returned to the

East Zone abou 100 German specialists out of the bundreds that went to the
USSR . These returnees were placed in good industrial positions in the East

Zone by the authorities and were ordered to remain there . However , about
7 pernned to the west Zone .

there are three main reasons why the Soviets sent the se
men back .

..

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

6.
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First , the Soviets sent back -only -those men who did not sign a document to

become members of the Communist Party . Such Germans would always be a special
security risk.

Second , all the Germans that went to the USSR had five year contracts which

expired during 1951. These men were all well known . They could not dis

appear without the fact being noticed .

4. Third , all the Germans in the USSR worked only with top -notch Soviet scientists

and engineers who talked the same technical language . No Soviet military man
of lower rank than General contacted them. Thus mutual confidence v built

up, as a result of which the Germans opened up fully about their past work and

planned developments . They now suppose that the Soviets , after these five

years , no longer need them in order to continue work along the German lines
or otherwise .

V

"
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DATE OF INFORMATION Nov 51

GRADING OF SOURCE BY OFFICE OF ORIGIN
NOT
USUALLY
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COMPLETELY USUALLY FAIRLY
RELIABLE RELIABLE RELIABLE

X BA.

$

1,3(9)
(4)

c

1.3
()
(4)

c

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSE
OF THE UNITED STATES WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE ESPIONAGE ACT SOUS C. 31 AND 32 AS AMENDED. ITS TRANSMISSION ON THE REVELATIONOF ITS CONTENTS IN ANY WARNER TO AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IS PRO
MIBITED BY LAW REPRODUCTION OF THIS FORM IS PROHIBITED .

SOURCE

C.

men back .

1.3
(@)(4
)²

D.

NOT
RELIABLE

STATE EV
ARMY

E.
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✓CIA Paperclip

NAVY

AIR

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

F. 1.

TRUE

CLASSIFICATION

NSRB

FBI

SOURCE'S OPINION OF CONTENT

PROBABLY
FALSE

PROBABLY POSSIBLY
TRUE TRUE

2. X 3.

Prior to November 1951 , the Soviets returned to the

East Zone abou 100 German specialists out of the hundreds that went to the
USSR . These returnees were placed in good industrial positions in the East

Zone by the authorities and were ordered to remain there . However , about .
7 pernned to the West Zone .

there are three main reasons why the Soviets sent these

2. First , the Soviets sent back only those men who did not sign a document to

become members of the Communist Party. Such Germans would always be a special-"

security risk .

DOUBTFUL

3. Second , all the Germans that went to the USSR had five year contracts which

expired during 1951. These men were all well known . They could not dis

appear without the fact being noticed .

DISTRIBUTION

W/OS ILEV STATE

4.

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

...

4. Third , all the Germans in the USSR worked only with top -notch Soviet scientists

and engineers who talked the same technical language . No Soviet military man
of lower rank than General contacted them . Thus mutual confidence built

up , as a result of which the Germans opened up fully about their past work and

planned developments . They now suppose that the Soviets , after these five

years , no longer need them in order to continue work along the German lines
or otherwise .

V

CANNOT
BE
JUDGED

6.
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7.

1.3(a)
(

8. C

9.

10 .

1.3(
)(4

1.360
1/140

12.

1.3(
)(4
)

C

13.

14 .

7.1(4)
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Present Attitude of German Specialists

113(
a)
(4
)

In Germany, in the past , scientists and engineers that worked one or two
years in the guided missiles field became fanatics on the subject . Their
chief interest came to be the solution of problems connected with this field ,
They always considered it a challenge to stop ahead on virgin soil . Engineers
hai an urge to create something new and not just solve problems in a con
ventional way . That is what made the whole business so interesting . The
technical men who worked in this field would still like to start again doing
what they love , namely , new guided missiles work , rather than stay in the
quiet positions with the security they now have . At present they are for
the most part in intermediate or temporary positions where they cannot use
their GM experience .

these technical people would be glad to come to the US when and
they get an offer . They say " If American industry needs us and wants us ,

why doesn't American industry contact us ?" They would come , not only to be
on the safe side , but to work in their chosen field .

In 1945 the situation was such that the Germans thought everything was lost ,
The technical men offered themselves to anyone that made an offer and , hence ,
they were called the scientific mercenaries of the Twentieth Century.

In late 1951 , now that Germany is recovering , there is again a proud feel
ing . It will now be necessary to convince them to take such a turning point
in their lives as coming to the US . This can best : be done by Germans who
have already spent some years in the US. it is necessary
to act now, because by the spring of 1952 , there will be
a reed for skilled people for rearmament purposes within Germany . At least
part of the industry will work on rearmament and will put these experienced
people in good -positions ..

Suggested Procedure for a New "Paperclip" Project !

the starting point of a new "Paperclip " project should be to
set up an administrative organization made up of Germans
They would first set up a list of specialists willing to come over which
list might contain some 100 names.

This list should then
be sent to the US industry. After the industry indicates which men it wishes
to secure , the first contact can be made with the specialists by the German
organization with the help of one or more "Paperclips" .

After the German organization has convinced the prospective candidate of the
desirability of coming to the US , they should be contacted by technical
men fran U3 industry who can talk technical matters to them in a way they can
understand . Only a technical man can correctly judge the qualifications of another
technical man . In this way , from the first moment , there will be confidence
between the German who is looking for a job and a representative of US
industry.
to come over .

this approach will be successful in getting specialists

Approved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786
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They always considered it a challenge to step ahead on virgin soil , Engineers
had an urge to crApproved for Release : 2022/06/22 C00010786roblems in a con
ventional way . That is what made the whole business so interesting . The
technical men who worked in this field would still like to start again doing
what they love , namely , new guided missiles work , rather than stay in the
quiet positions with the security they now have . At present they are for
the most part in intermediate or temporary positions where they cannot use
their GM experience .

wwws55

these technical people would be glad to come to the US when and
if they get an offer . They say " If American industry needs us and wants us,
why doesn't American industry contact us ? " They would come , not only to be
on the safe side , but to work in their chosen field .

in 1945 the situation was such that the Germans thought everything was lost ,
The technical men offered themselves to anyone that made an offer and , hence , v
they were called the scientific mercenaries of the Twentieth Century.

In late 1951 , now that Germany is recovering , there is again a proud feel
ing . It will now be necessary to convince them to take such a turning point
in their lives as coming to the US . This can best te done by Germans who
have already spent some years in the US . it is necessary
to act now, because by the spring of 1952 , there will be
a reed for skilled people for rearmament purposes within Germany . At least
part of the industry will work on rearmament and will put these experienced
people in good positions .

Suggested Procedure for a New "Paperclip" Project

the starting point of a new "Paperclip" project should be to
set up an administrative organization made up of Germans
They would first set-up a list of specialists willing to come over which
list might contain some 100 names .

This list should then
be sent to the US industry. After the industry indicates which men it wishes.
to secure , the first contact can be made with the specialists by the German
organization with the help of one or more " Paperclips " .

After the German organization has convinced the prospective candidate of the
desirability of coming to the US , they should be contacted by technical
Den fran U3 industry who can talk technical matters to them in a way they can
understand. Only a technical man can correctly judge the qualifications of another
technical an . In this way , from the first moment , there will be confidence.
between the German who is looking for a job and a representative of US
industry. this approach will be successful in getting specialists
to come over .
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17.
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If the above plan is used , a German will be able to come to the US and get to

work in his specialized field promptly after he makes up his mind on the

subject .

US Vs German Working Conditions

When such a new "Paperclip " project is set up , some German "Paperclip"

specialists should be available for these people to talk to , so that they

would know what to expect in the US . Everyone coming to a new country finds

there are some things that he doesn't like and other that he likes very

much

One point that should be made clear is that

It is a problem

to get a decision in the US . Newcomers find this situation frustrating when

they know that something could be done much quicker if they could get some one

to make the decision . It is hard sometimes to get a clear cut answer and there

is a great deal of uncertainty . The Germans are used to having one man to

decide what is to be done . How it is to be done is the problem of the

engineer . Such matters should be explained to prospective "Paperclips"

before they come over .

end
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